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PREFACE

Atmospherics, or sferics, which are the electromagnetic pulses radiated from light-

ning, have been intimately related with radio science since its beginnings. It was A.S.

Popov, then in St. Petersburg, who in 1895 connected a wire to a detector and heard

noise of an impulsive character. That was indeed the first observation of sferics in the

audio frequency band.

“More generally, an atmospheric can also mean any incoming transient that stands

out above the inevitable noise background in radio reception. The transient signal may

originate naturally but not necessarily in lightning; blizzards, dust storms, and corona

discharge are among the possible sources. The transients may also be due to man;

signals are radiated, for example, by cars, by powerlines, and by electrical machinery.

Indeed, the strongest atmospheric of all is man-made — the electromagnetic pulse

created by a nuclear explosion.

When many transients arrive in rapid succession, with their effects often merging

into each other, the resulting disturbance is usually termed “radio noise”. Radio noise

is distinguished according to its origin; thus we have atmospheric (dominantly due to

lightning) noise, man-made noise and galactic (cosmic) noise”.*

Radio noise of atmospheric and cosmic origin limits the system performance of radio

transmission lines. Radio engineers have, therefore, extensively studied its variations

with frequency, geographic location, time of day and season. Lightning currents are

strong sources of very low frequency (VLF) and extremely low frequency (ELF) radio

waves, which are very difficult to generate with commercial transmitters. These sferics

are used by radio engineers as well as ionospheric physicits to study the characteristics

of the wave guide between the Earth and lower ionosphere, in particular the behavior

of the ionospheric D-layer. That wave guide behaves like a resonance cavity for waves

near 7.5 Hz and its harmonics. Standing waves can be excited by lightning strokes

(Schumann resonances). Electromagnetic pulses from lightning can also propagate

along the geomagnetic lines of force into magnetospheric regions (whistler propaga-

tion) and allow indirect probing of the magnetosphere. The plasmaphere, a region of

enhanced ion concentration in the near environment of the Earth at distances of a few

Earth radii, was discovered from whistler measurements.

The wave forms of sferics from lightning depend on the electric charge stored within

the lightning channel and also on channel characteristics such as channel length, di-

ameter and orientation. An investigation of sferic wave forms thus affords insight into

the physics of the various types of cloud-to-ground as well as intracloud strokes. Fi-

nally, lightning activity deduced from statistics of sferics is of interest to meteorolo-

gists, because a significant amount of latent heat within the troposphere is released in

thunderclouds.

The participation of such diverse scientific and technical disciplines as meteorology,
astronomy, atmospheric electricity, ionospheric and magnetospheric physics, electro-

magnetic wave propagation, and radio techniques in the research of atmospherics leads

to the dilemma that the results published in scientific papers are widely spread in the
literature. This Handbook is an attempt to collect the present knowledge on atmos-
pherics in two volumes. Each chapter is written by an expert in his field. In order to
be as complete as possible, some topics related to the study of atmospherics such as
physics of thunderclouds, thunder, global atmospheric electric currents, biological as-
pects of sferics, and various space techniques for detecting lightning within our own
atmosphere as well as in the atmospheres of planets, are included in the Handbook.

Pierce, E. T., Atmospherics and radio noise, in Lightning,, Vol. 1, Golde, R. H., Ed , Academic Press
London, 1977, 351.
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THUNDERCLOUDS

Many kinds of clouds are capable of generating the strong and extensive electric

fields required to produce lightning These cloud types include volcanic clouds,’ dust

storms,” and snowstorms “ Most of the lightning of the Earth is produced by strongly

convective cumulus clouds, and preliminary observations indicate that convective

clouds may also be important lightning producers in other planetary atmospheres as

well In our discussion of the physics of clouds vve will confine our attention to

the cumuliform clouds known as cumulonimbus clouds, thunderstorms, or thunder-

clouds

The common characteristic of thunderclouds is a vigorous system of updrafts and

downdrafts Conditions producing such strong circulation occur when the atmosphere

becomes unstable, and buoyant volumes of warm, moist air at lower levels rise m the

presence of cooler, more dense air Because heating from the sun is the primary cause

of the formation of temperature contrasts in the atmosphere, strong convective activity

and thunderstorms are most common in the tropics, scmitropics, and temperate zones

They are rare, but not unknown, in the polar regions Thunderstorm activity is most

intense and frequent during the spring and summer, but it can take place all times of

the year It should be noted that under certain conditions, such as exist in the north

Atlantic, the greatest convective mstabihly occurs during the winter months when cold,

polar air flows over the relatively warmer ocean waters Here thunderstorms are more

frequent m winter than in the summer **

Satellite observations show that lightning discharges arc far more common over land

than they are over oceans “ A possible explanation for this is that the temperature of

the ocean surface rises much less under the influence of solar heating than the temper-

ature of land masses under the influence of solar heating This is so because water has

much greater heat capacity than land surfaces, the energy received from solar heating

IS dissipated to a considerable depth, and (he temperature rise is reduced by evaporative

cooling Because temperature contrasts are generally somewhat less over large bodies

of water than over land, convective activity and thunderstorms are less common It is

also conceivable that the lower incidence of elecirital activity observed over the water

may be related to differences between the electrical characteristics of land and water

surfaces For example, much higher electric fields are required to produce point dis-

charge over water surfaces than are required to produce point discharge from vegeta-

tion and other structures over land

Thunderstorms occur both day and night, but the maximum storm and lightning

activity usually occurs over land in mtdafternoon when solar heating and convection

are at a maximum In some parts of the world, however, (for example, portions of

the U S ) the maximum frequency of thunderstorms and precipitation occurs late at

night

The electric currents flowing from thunderstorms to the Earth and to the upper
atmosphere maintain the electrically conducting upper atmosphere at a positive poten-
tial of several hundred kilovolts with respect to the Earth *' This movement of charge
gives rise to a global fair weather electric field, which, at the surface of the Earth, is

of the order of 100 V m"' The period of greatest global thunderstorm activity occurs
when the sun is shining on the land masses of the Earth, and the global fair weather
electric field attains Us maximum value during this time interval *

Meteorologists distinguish between two types of thunderstorms The first of these,

the so-called “air mass” thunderstorm, is most common during the summertime It is

produced by solar heating, which creates buoyant parcels of warm air near the surface
that rise to form cumulus clouds, a few- of which then develop to become isolated

thunderstorms The second kind of thunderstorm, known as the “frontal” storm, is
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FIGURE 1 Approximate sizes of various lightning producing clouds.

produced at the interface between two contrasting regions of air, one warm and moist,

and the other cool and dry. The frontal storms arise as a result of an overturning in

which warm, moist air at the surface rises and is displaced by colder air. This process

can produce long lines of large thunderstorm cells that have sometimes been observed

to make horizontal lightning discharges 100 km long or more.^’^* When the temper-

ature contrast between air masses is very large, as is often the case in spring, the clouds

have intense convective activity, rise to great heights, and produce unusually frequent

and energetic lightning.

Thunderstorms vary greatly in size. Except for volcanic clouds, which can produce

lightning when they are only half a kilometer in height,^ atmospheric clouds don’t

often produce lightning until they grow to a depth of at least 3 km. As is indicated in

Figure 1, average thunderstorms are of the order of 10 km in altitude, while the rare,

extraordinarily severe storms that sometimes produce tornadoes, have been measured

at altitudes in excess of 20 km.’'*

The largest and probably the most active of all lightning generators are the enormous

clouds produced by violent volcanic eruptions. These clouds penetrate far into the

stratosphere, reaching altitudes in excess of 30 km.

Development of the Cloud

In the morning of a typical day when air mass thunderstorms will develop, the sky

may be entirely free of clouds. As the sun rises and the morning progresses, heating

of the ground under the influence of the sun warms the lower levels of the atmosphere,

creating buoyant parcels of air. These accelerate and rise to some altitude, then lose

their upward momentum and fall back. In its early stages, this process is invisible, but

when parcels of the air, becoming more and more unstable, rise and cool slightly below

the dew point temperature, a visible cloud begins to form. Small, spherical liquid water

droplets of the order of tens of microns in diameter form by the condensation of water

vapor on minute particles in the atmosphere known as condensation nuclei.^^ Typically

the concentration of these droplets in the cloud is of the order of 10 to 100 per cubic

centimeter. Because these droplets scatter sunlight, the updrafts become visible above
the condensation level. Condensation occurs around only a few percent supersatura-

tion, so the temperature of the cloud base is only very slightly below the dew point of
the air mass from which the cloud is forming. The air mass is often quite homogene-
ous; therefore, the cloud base approximates a horizontal surface. Because the clear air

under the cloud base cools at approximately 10°C for each kilometer it rises and be-
cause the vapor pressure of water decreases by a factor of 2 for each 10°C temperature
drop, it is possible to estimate the height of the cloud base above the ground from
measurement of the relative humidity on the ground beneath the cloud. For a relative
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humidity of 50<Vo, the height of the cloud base is approximately 1 km For a relative

humidity of 25%, the cloud base is 2 km, etc Of course this rule applies only to

cumulus clouds m a freely convective system

As the air rises above the cloud base, it continues to cool, and more moisture con-

denses to form cloud droplets Often this air may rise above its equilibrium level and

then descend as a downdraft In this case, as the descending air is heated adiabatically,

when It descends below the level of the cloud base, the condensed cloud particles will

evaporate Flights with an airplane just below the base of a cumulus cloud show that

although It appears to be flat and motionless like a ceiling, there are regions of strong

updrafts and downdrafts This shows that the flat base is not a static interface between

clear and cloudy air, but a level in a convective system where formation of cloud par-

ticles is occurring in updrafts or evaporation of cloud particles is occurring m down-

drafts

The latent heat that is released when water condenses, approximately 600 cal/g,

plays an important role in the dynamics of a cloud Because of the heat liberated by

condensation, the moist air in a cloud cools much more slowly than dry air as it rises

At a temperature of 20“C the so-called moist adiabatic lapse rate is about 6°C km"'

in contrast to the dry adiabatic lapse rate of about 10®C km’’ Due to heat released

by droplet growth, rising clouds are often able to maintain their temperature above

that of their environment The buoyancy of warmer air causes cloud parcels to expe-

rience upward accelerations over many kilometers of rise and to achieve high vertical

velocities The cloud may be considered to be a giant heat engine putting air into mo-

tion from power that is derived from the heat released by the condensation of water

In severe storms, updrafts can reach vertical velocities m excess of 50 m scc*‘
*•

Finally, because of its upward momentum, the once warm cloud air rises above the

inversion at the tropopause into the stratosphere where it is colder than its environ-

ment It is now negatively buoyant, and its vertical velocity begins to decrease In the

case of larger thunderstorms, the momentum of the rising air may be sufficient to

carry it several kilometers into the stratosphere before it ceases to rise and then falls

back ’* Such a penetrative cell is shown m Figure 2, a photograph of a thundercloud

taken from a satellite By the lime the rising air in the cloud has reached the altitude

of the tropopause, its temperature will have dropped to approximately ~50®C, and

most of the moisture will have condensed out As a result, the rising air in the penetra-

tive turrets of these clouds contains so little water that it cools at approximately the

dry adiabatic rate of 10°C km’’ The temperatures in these very high clouds that have

been observed to reach altitudes of more than 20 km can drop to as low as -80°C
When the rising currents of air in the thunderstorm reach their apogee, they fall

back, achieving increasing downward velocity until they warm up through adiabatic

compression to the point that their temperature is greater than that of their environ-

ment These downdrafts persist until finally they have descended to the point that their

downward vertical momentum has been dissipated Observations of New Mexico thun-

derstorms show that the time of rise of the cumulus cloud top and the time of its

descent are very nearly equal, being typically of the order of 6 or 8 mm **

Vertical Extent

Because the height to which the cloud rises is a measure of the intensity of its up-

drafts, the cloud top temperature is a good indicator of the severity of the storm

Satellite meteorologists now identify particularly severe storms by the unusually low

temperatures of their cloud tops as determined by infrared techniques

Shackford’s” (1958) observations (see Figure 3) have shown that in general, the

higher the cloud top, the greater the frequency of lightning It appears probable on
the basis of his findings that the colder the cloud top, the more frequent the occurrence
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of the lightning discharges in the storm will be. although this has yet to be confirmed

by direct measurements

Formation ol Precipitation

The vast majority of the clouds in the atmosphere form and dissipate without ever

producing any precipitation The cloud particles produced by condensation are so

small that they fall extremely slowly, evaporate in the unsaturaied air beneath the cloud

base, and never reach the ground In order to form precipitation, the moisture com-

prising the small droplets of the cloud must form much larger precipitation particles,

millimeters m diameter, that have terminal velocities of many meters per second and

that are capable of falling all the way to the Earth before they evaporate Because the

diameter of precipitation particles is approximately 100 times larger than that of the

cloud particles, the formation of precipitation requires processes that will be capable

of making a single large precipitation particle from about a million little cloud parti-

cles

The formation of large particles in a cloud of small particles that leads to precipita-

tion takes place by several mechanisms Because of the Kelvin*' effect, the smaller

particles have a slightly higher vapor pressure than larger particles, therefore, the water

evaporates from the smaller particles and condenses on the larger particles If given
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enough time, this process could result in the formation of precipitation; however, it

takes place so slowly that it is usually not of importance. Two other much more effec-

tive mechanisms are recognized that are dominant in the formation of precipitation.

The first of these is the growth of large particles by coalescence. Collisions take

place between the particles within the cloud as the result of Brownian movement of

the smaller particles or as the result of larger, faster falling cloud particles overtaking

smaller, slower falling cloud particles. When such collisions occur and the particles

either coalesce or adhere to each other, it results in the formation of a larger particle.

Because particles growing by this mechanism have an increasing rate of fall, their rate

of collisions with smaller particles increases. In this way they grow into precipitation

particles, such as rain, graupel, or hail, having terminal velocities of many meters per

second. Growth of precipitation particles as the result of collisions is the primary proc-

ess leading to the formation of rain in regions of the cloud warmer than 0°C. This

process can also play a very important role in the formation of rain, graupel, and hail

in portions of the cloud colder than 0°C where supercooled liquid water often is pres-

ent.

A second mechanism, first recognized by Bergeron^ and named in his honor, takes

place in regions of clouds whose temperature is below 0°C. Even as low as -38°C,*^

far below the so-called freezing point of water, cloud droplets can exist as a liquid in

what is known as the “supercooled” state. Such supercooled droplets are a common
occurrence in clouds all over the world, not only in the winter, but also in the summer
when even in the hottest weather the 0°C isotherm rarely extends more than 5 km
above sea level. Because supercooled liquid water is a metastable phase, it has a signif-

icantly higher vapor pressure than ice at the same temperature. As a result, when ice

crystals are present in a supercooled cloud as the result of formation on ice-forming

nuclei or other processes, they rapidly grow at the expense of nearby supercooled water

droplets until they become large enough to fall through the cloud as snow crystals or

other types of ice precipitation. If such ice particles fall into air that is above 0°C for

a sufficiently long distance, they will melt to form rain. Much of the rain falling upon
the surface of the Earth originates within the cloud as ice particles produced by the

Bergeron process. A supercooled cloud in which ice crystals or ice forming nuclei are

absent can persist for long periods of time without forming precipitation. Under such

conditions, the formation of snow or rain can be greatly accelerated by cloud seeding.

“

This technique catalyzes the formation of ice crystals by introducing into the cloud

such agents as dry ice (solid carbon dioxide), which initiates ice crystal formation be-

cause of its low temperature, or by minute silver iodide particles, which serve as ice

nucleation centers.

Although the formation of precipitation and the electrification of the cloud often

take place at about the same time, the relationship between these two phenomena is

quite variable. Clouds that are giving significant amounts of precipitation, either by
coalescence or by the Bergeron process, sometimes produce strong electric fields and
lightning, while in other instances such clouds produce extremely small electrical per-

turbations. Clouds giving little or no rain usually show very little electrical activity. In

some instances, however, they may exhibit strong electrical perturbations before the

presence of precipitation can be detected with radar. In clouds where the electrifica-

tion has developed sufficiently to cause lightning, precipitation is almost invariably

present; however, on some occasions estimated rainfall rates can be as small as 1 mm
hr'* or less."^ Observations of clouds suggest that in order for a cloud to develop into

a lightning producing thunderstorm, appreciable vertical convective activity must also

be present in addition to precipitation.®*
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CLOUD ELECTRIFICATION

Electric Fields

In the early fair weather cumulus stage of thunderstorm development, the electric

field perturbations produced withm and outside of the cloud are usually quite small

and are often undetectable These perturbations arise from two causes Fast ions within

the cloud rapidly become attached to cloud particles, so the cloud is a much poorer

conductor of electricity than the surrounding clear air As a result, the presence of the

cloud alters the fair weather conduction current and produces small perturbations of

the electric field " Electrical perturbations are also produced when updrafts carry air

into the cloud from below that has somewhat higher space charge density than the air

surrounding the cloud Experiments have been carried out showing that electric field

perturbations of the order of ±100 V m*' can be produced by artificially introducing

space charge into the air rising from the ground up into the cloud

The onset of thunderstorm electrification within the cloud is indicated when the fair

weather electric field beneath the cloud and above the cloud changes from negative to

positive, and begins to increase in the aniifair weather sense This shows that the cloud

has become approximately a vertical dipole, with positive charge in the upper and a

negative charge in the lower part of the cloud As would be expected from the dipole

distribution of charge, the antifair weather electric field intensity beneath the cloud

decreases with distance, finally reversing and becoming intensified m the fair weather

direction

The beginning of strong electrification is associated with a rapid vertical and hori-

zontal development of the cloud Typically, the electric field grows exponential!) with

time, approximately doubling every few minutes Finally, when the electrical stresses

within the cloud become sufficiently large, dielectric breakdown and lightning occur

A history of a thunderstorm in New Mexico is shown in Figure 4 The sudden discon-

tinuities appearing as vertical lines on the electric field record are produced by the

rapid field changes caused by lightning flashes

The maximum intensity of the electric fields that can develop in a thunderstorm is

limited by lightning and other dielectric breakdown processes Electric fields as high

as 400 kV m"' have been measured inside of the cloud.*’ and estimates of the maximum
intensity are as high as 1000 kV m '

Over land surfaces the intensity of the electric field at the surface beneath a thunder-

storm IS limited by a screening layer of space charge created by point discharge that

occurs from vegetation and other structures ** Usually the maximum electric field is

only of the order of a few kilovolt m'* On occasion, however, values somewhat in

excess of 10 kV m‘‘ are observed Over the lakes and oceans, where much higher fields

are required to produce point discharge, electric fields have been measured in excess

of 100 kV m‘‘ In the clear air a short distance above the top of a thunderstorm,
electric fields reach values of the order of 40 KV m‘‘ “

How the electric field is affected by lightning discharges is strongly dependent on
position with respect to the cloud Figure 5 shows that m the clear air above the top

of the thunderstorm the electric field frequently is reversed or even intensified by the

discharge Inside of the cloud, as is shown in Figure 6,*’ the electric field is usually

not reversed, but merely reduced in intensity On the ground beneath the cloud, the

electric field is often reversed and intensified

The field reversal above the cloud is probably caused by a screening layer of space
charge that is deposited on the cloud surface by the clear air conduction current flow-

ing from the upper atmosphere ^ The field reversal beneath the cloud is probably
caused by a region of space charge produced by point discharge from the surface of
the Earth ’*



figure 4. Time history of various features of a thundercloud formed over Langmuir Labora-

tory on August 17, 1977. (Courtesy Professor Charles B. Moore, New Mexico Institute of Mining

and Technology.)

Most aerosol, cloud, and precipitation particles are electrically conducting, having
electrical relaxation times of less than a second. As a result, the ambient electric field

is intensified by charges induced on these particles. Spherical cloud droplets and rain-

drops cause a three-fold intensification, while ice particles and large raindrops dis-

torted by aerodynamic and electrical forces may cause much greater intensification of
the electric field. While the intensified fields caused by aerosol and cloud particles may
reach values far in excess of 3000 kV m'*, normally considered the dielectric strength
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of air, they do nol initiate ionization because of their very small size Larger particles,

however, play a role in initiating various dielectnc breakdown processes, particularly

when they experience large distortions or collisions The even greater electrical per-

turbations’" caused by aircraft and rockets undoubtedly can also trigger lightning

The rapid electric field changes associated with lightning not only provide informa-

tion on the details of the electrical discharge, but if measurements are made at several
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locations under the cloud, such data can be used to calculate the magnitude and the

location of the electrical charges deposited by the lightning flash and its individual

strokes.^®

Charged Particles

Charged particles are responsible for the electrical properties of the thunderstorm.

The population of these particles and their distribution in space determine the strength

and pattern of the electric field of the storm. Their movements under the influence of

electrical, gravitational, and aerodynamic forces determine the development and dis-

sipation of the electrical energy of the storm.

The experimental difficulties in obtaining reliable data in the storm concerning the

distribution of electrical particles in space and time are so formidable that at present

there is not enough information to characterize the electrical structure of the storm or

the processes responsible for its development. It is possible, however, on the basis of

present knowledge to indicate the various kinds of electrified particles that are un-

doubtedly present and the roles they may conceivably be playing.

In order of increasing size, the important charged particles involved in thunderstorm

electrification are as follows; electrons, ionized atoms, molecules and molecular clus-

ters (fast ions or small ions), charged aerosol particles (large ions), charged cloud ice

particles, charged cloud droplets, charged snow crystals and snowflakes, charged rain-

drops, charged graupel particles, and charged hail. Although the movement of elec-

trons is of dominant importance in the dielectric breakdown process and in the con-

duction of electric charge through plasmas," free electrons have a very short lifetime

and rapidly become attached to atoms and larger particles. They therefore are a negli-

gible constituent of the accumulations of charged particles in the cloud responsible for

thunderstorm electric fields.

Fast ions produced by cosmic rays play a dominant role in the electrical conduction

processes in the clear air above and around the cloud.“ Similarly, beneath the cloud,

fast ions produced as the result of cosmic radiation, radioactive decay, and point dis-

charge play an important role in conduction currents flowing as a result of the electric

field of the storm and in the convection of charge by updrafts and downdrafts in the

clear air beneath the thundercloud base. The space charge of fast ions above the cloud

and beneath the cloud base probably plays an important role in determining the exter-

nal electric fields of the cloud.

Fast ions are produced inside of the cloud by dielectric breakdown, cosmic rays,

and radioactive disintegration. They are brought into the cloud from the clear air sur-

rounding the cloud under the influence of electric fields and by advection resulting

from the cloud circulation. Probably they play only a minor role in large-scale electri-

cal conduction processes within the cloud, for they rapidly become attached to cloud

particles through diffusion and through movement under the influence of the electric

field. The steady-state concentration of fast ions in the cloud is so small that they

probably are of minor importance as a constituent of the particles comprising the

charged regions within the cloud.

Even the cleanest atmosphere always contains suspended particulate matter, either

solid or liquid, that can serve as a carrier of electric charge.®® These particles range in

size from submicroscopic Aitken nuclei as small as 10"“m up to large dust particles of

10"'’m in radius. These aerosols are produced by such natural sources as bursting bub-
bles from the ocean, volcanic eruptions, sand and dust storms, and the disintegration

of meteors. In addition, biological activity generates spores and pollen as well as or-

ganic vapors that polymerize to form particles. In urban locations the population of
aerosol particles is dominated by man-made particles arising from combustion proc-
esses, smelting, and manufacturing. Large quantities of aerosols become highly elec-
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trifled in \oIcanic eruptions and in sand or dust storms, and play a dominant role in

the formation of lightning in these natural phenomena In the case of the ordinary

thunderstorm, aerosols probably play a much less important role Beneath the thun-

dercloud. ions of either sign released by point discharge will rapidly attach themselves

to aerosol particles that may be present, thus causing these particles to become electri-

fied with one sign or the other Because the mass and the aerodynamic drag of aerosol

particles is vastly larger than that for small ions, electrified aerosol particles have mo-

bilities several orders of magnitude lower than ions * Their motion under the influence

of electric forces even in intense electric fields is small relative to the velocities of

convective circulation in a storm “• In the air beneath the cloud, these charged aerosols

formed by attachment of ions caused by point discharge probably play an important

role in determining the electric field on the ground surface under the storm When

they are carried by the updrafts into the cloud, the electrified aerosol particles quickly

lose their identity They collide with and become attached to small cloud particles or

serve as nuclei for droplet formation Because of these processes, charges carried by

the aerosol particles are rapidly transferred to cloud particles It is doubtful whether

in the clouds of ordinary storms the charged aerosol particles are important either as

charge carriers or as charged particles contributing significantly to the electrification

of the cloud

Undoubtedly, small cloud particles, both tee crystals and water droplets, are a very

important class of electrified particles within the thundercloud Not only is the mass

of these particles far greater than the combined mass of all the other particulate matter

in the storm, but in addition, because of their small size, these particles present by far

the largest surface area available for carrying electric charge At the base of the cloud

these particles can acquire charge by the attachment of fast ions carried up to the cloud

under the influence of updrafts and electrical forces If they condense on or collide

with aerosol particles earned up into the cloud, they will acquire whatever charge these

may be carrying On the top of the storm, particles on the upper part of the cloud will

become electrified by the attachment of ions attracted to the cloud under the influence

of its electric field Within the cloud the small panicles can become electrified by sev-

eral processes When a cloud particle collides with and separates from another cloud

or precipitation particle, a separation of charge generally takes place, either as the

result of electrostatic induction in an electric field^® or as a result of frictional or con-

tact electrification ** A consequence of these processes is that systematic electrification

may occur, the cloud particles acquiring one sign of charge (usually positive), while

the precipitation particles acquire the opposite charge (usually negative)

Other processes can also form electrified cloud particles, for example, the fragmen-

tation of large precipitation particles when they break up by collision or by the action

of aerodynamic forces When bubbles burst in melting ice particles or raindrops, the

small droplets they eject can be highly charged The freezing of liquid drops often

takes place with the formation of an outer sphere of ice and the consequent develop-

ment of high internal pressures When the ice shell breaks, strongly electrified particles

can be ejected The fracture of dendritic ice structures is also capable of producing

small charged particles Lightning or other varieties of dielectric breakdown processes

occurring within a cloud result in the deposition of coulombs of positive or negative

ions within the cloud While some of these ions may neutralize the charged cloud or

precipitation particles that gave rise to the lightning discharge, others may cause the

formation of other charged cloud particles by becoming attached to neutral or weakly

charged droplets or ice particles/* ”

Laboratory experiments indicate that during the evaporation of electrified water

drops, the electric charge remains on the drop surface so that the charge per unit area

and electric field at the surface increase with lime Finally, as the drop evaporates, the
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Table 1

FALLING SPEEDS OF
RAINDROPS AT 1 BAR

ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE

Drop diameter (cm) m sec"'

O.l 4.0

0.2 6.5

0.3 8.0

0.4 S.S

0.5 9.0

0.6 9.3

electrical stresses can become so large that either dielectric breakdown of the air occurs

at the drop surface or the electric forces exceed those of surface tension and the droplet

becomes unstable and breaks up.*'' In portions of the cloud where the relative humidity

is less than saturation with respect to the charged water particle, evaporation may give

rise to a class of very highly charged small water particles. Because of their extremely

high charge-to-mass ratios, such water particles may have mobilities as high as several

centimeters per second per volt per centimeter, comparable with that of small ions.

Electrified raindrops are another highly important carrier of charge within thunder-

storms. Raindrops can become electrified by a variety of charging processes.® If a

raindrop falling in a vertical electric field overtakes and collides with a smaller droplet,

as is shown in Figure 6, an inductive charge transfer process can take place, in which

the charge transfer process takes place in such a way that the falling raindrops augment

the existing electric field. Drop electrification can also occur as the result of contact

electrification when they collide and bounce off other water drops or ice particles.

Raindrops may acquire a charge when they are formed as the result of the coalescence

of charged cloud droplets or by the melting of electrified ice crystals. When bubbles

within raindrops move to the drop surface and break, small highly electrified droplets

may be ejected causing the raindrop to acquire the opposite charge.'® When raindrops

become large enough that they can be disrupted by aerodynamic forces or by electrical

forces acting on the surface, the resulting drops formed by the breakup can become
strongly electrified by induction or by charge separation processes taking place at the

surface during its disruption.®® Measurements show that raindrops reaching the ground
often carry the same sign of charge that is being emitted by point discharge from
nearby vegetation and other objects under the influence of the thunderstorm electric

fields.®' This situation, in which the rain carries the same sign of charge as the ions

being released by point discharge, is sometimes called the “mirror image effect”, for

the record of the charge carried by rain mirrors the record of the electric field. It is

undoubtedly the result of the attachment of upward moving point discharge ions to

the falling raindrops. It is to be expected that when lightning events deposit charge in

the form of fast ions near failing raindrops, some of the raindrops will become electri-

fied by ion attachment. Gunn^' has suggested that “hyper-electrification” will occur
when ions moving toward the cloud under the influence of its electric field become
attached to falling raindrops.

Because the force of gravity acting upon electrified raindrops can be large enough
to carry charge in opposition to the electrical forces acting on the particle, falling rain

may play an important role in generating the electric fields of thunderstorms. Table 1

shows the terminal velocities of various sizes of nonelectrified raindrops falling at I

bar atmospheric pressure. Computer studies modeling the growth and electrification

of water particles in a thundercloud indicate that under the influence of electric
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forces, charged drops in an average thunderstorm may experience a decrease in velocity

of as much as several meters per second Some investigators have suggested that the

electrical force acting upon highly charged raindrops m very strong electric fields may

become large enough to levitate the charged raindrops or even cause them to move

upwards “ As yet there is no unequivocal experimental evidence of this phenomenon

in thunderstorms

Frozen precipitation ranging from small graupel particles of the order of 1 mm in

diameter up to hail, which has been observed in excess of 10 cm, is undoubtedly an

important charge carrier in thunderclouds Because hail particles do not readily break

up under the influence of aerodynamic forces and can reach sizes and masses far

greater than the largest raindrop, they can reach higher terminal velocities than ram

Hail particles 5 cm m diameter have a terminal velocity in excess of 30 m sec"' A
hail particle has more surface area and falls at much higher speeds than a raindrop,

thus It can transport charge at much higher rates Various investigators have, there-

fore, suggested that falling charged hail may be one of the primary contributors to the

electrification of thunderclouds It must be recognized, however, that although the

falling hail can be an efficient transporter of electric charge, because of the relatively

small number of hail particles available and their relatively limited total surface area,

large hail probably is not an important charge carrier or component of charged regions

m most thunderstorms

With the exception of the rather rare small thunderstorms in the tropics that do not

extend above the freezing level,*' most thunderstorms rise to levels where the temper-

ature IS far below freezing Frozen particles, particularly small hail and graupel, are

commonly associated with electrification Estimates of ihe location of charged regions

arrived at from calculations based on field changes associated with lightning show that

the negatively electrified regions associated with cloud-to-ground strokes generally lie

at altitudes where the temperature is 10 or 20'’C below freezing

Laboratory studies indicate that the ice phase can be important in electrification

Experiments show that strong electrification occurs when freezing takes place in super-

cooled waier^*^ ** and when collisions occur between ice crystals and other ice crystals

or between ice crystals and liquid droplets

On the basis of these observations, many studies of thunderstorms have concluded

that the ice phase or freezing processes are of dominant importance m the electrifica-

tion of thunderstorms Future investigations may well prove this to be true It must

be recognized, however, that there are other electrification mechanisms capable of

producing lightning such as those that are taking place m warm clouds,*' volcanic

eruptions,* and dust storms ** It should also be noted that frequent energetic lightning

has been noted m the atmospheres of Venus** *’ and Jupiter'* under conditions where

It IS unlikely that the ice phase could be playing a role

Electric Currents and Electrification Mechanisms
The motion in any direction of any of the charged particles described above under

whatever influence constitutes an electric current To the extent that the motion has a

component m the same direction as the electrical forces acting on the particle, the

resultant current will dissipate the electrical energy of the storm To the extent that

the motion occurs in a direction opposite to that of the electric field, it will contribute

to the electrification in the storm by increasing its electrical energy The motions of

all varieties of charged particles in various parts of the storm are capable of dissipating

electrical energy Dramatic dissipative currents of the order of kiloamperes flow during
the lightning flash through the movement of electrons in the plasma and, to a lesser

extent, that of ions A similar flow of charge occurs within the cloud as the result of

corona from solid*® and liquid precipitation*’ particles and beneath the storm as the
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result of corona from points on the surface of the Earth. In the intense electric field

in the clear air above the cloud, a current of small ions of the order of an ampere

flows under the influence of the external electric field of the cloud. The potential

difference between the top of the cloud and the upper atmosphere is probably of the

order of 10® V, so this current represents a power dissipation of the order of 10® kW.
Beneath the cloud a similar dissipative current of comparable magnitude and power

flows as the result of the movement of ions produced by point discharge from points

on the surface of the Earth that move up toward the base of the cloud. If there is a

high concentration of aerosol particles in the air beneath the cloud, these will become
electrified as the result of ion attachment and may constitute a significant portion of

the dissipative current if they are carried by updrafts to the cloud. Because of the low

mobility of charged aerosol particles, small ice crystals, and cloud droplets, the motion

of these particles under the influence of ambient electric fields inside and outside of

the cloud does not contribute significantly to the dissipative currents that are

flowing.®®" On the other hand, if these small charged particles are carried by air mo-
tions so they move in the same direction as electric forces, they can cause a significant

drain of electrical energy. Electrified precipitation particles have much higher mobili-

ties and may constitute a significant dissipative current when they move under the

influence of electric fields. If gravitational forces or winds carry them in the same

direction as electric forces, their motion will also act to diminish the electrical energy

of the storm.

In order for a cloud to develop electrification and lightning, it is necessary that there

be electric currents in which charged particles moving in opposition to electrical forces

develop electrical energy. The current must generate electrical energy at a sufficient

rate that it exceeds the average rate at which the energy is being depleted by lightning

and the other dissipative currents discussed above.

Because of the great difficulties in determining the charged particle population in

various parts of the cloud as a function of time and how these particles move, we
presently have only a poor understanding of the nature and magnitude of the currents

responsible for cloud electrification. There are two possible mechanisms by which these

currents might flow. In the first, electrical energy can be developed when electrified

precipitation particles move downward under the influence of gravity in opposition to

electrical forces.®®* In the second mechanism,''’"’® electrical energy can be developed

when aerodynamic forces resulting from air motions within the cloud cause electrified

cloud and precipitation particles to move in opposition to electrical forces. Doubtless

both of these electrical energy generating processes are taking place in thunderstorms.

Until better information is available concerning the distribution and motion of the

charged particles within the storm, it will not be possible to evaluate the relative im-

portance of the two mechanisms.

Charged Particle Accumulations

Through the action of gravitational and aerodynamic forces, water particles carrying

one polarity of charge accumulate in some parts of the cloud while particles carrying

the opposite polarity accumulate in other parts of the cloud. Ultimately, at some point,

usually within the cloud, the electric field intensity becomes large enough to initiate

ionization processes that develop into a lightning discharge.

There is general agreement among investigators that the cloud can be roughly ap-

proximated as a dipole with positively charged particles in the upper part of the cloud
and negatively charged particles in the lower part of the cloud. There is evidence too
that sometimes beneath the negative charge there is a smaller, lower positive charge.

Krehbiel et al.®® have determined that cloud-to-ground flashes transfer of the order
of 50 C of positive charge into the cloud. To the extent that it is possible to infer the
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TIKE IH RINUTES

FIGURE 7 Field changes produced by lighining recorded from
a balloon within the thunderstorm cloud and from a ground ob-
servation station beneath the cloud *’

location of the charge accumulations responsible for lightning from the location of
the charges deposited by lightning, the findings indicate that ihe negabveJy charged
region is at a more or less constant elevation between -9 and -n®C extending over
many kilometers \feasurements made within the cloud” show that the lightning usu-
ally reduces the intensity of the electric field by about one-half (See Figure 7) This
indicates that the negatively charged region is probably in excess of 100 C These find-
mgs are in accord iviih the descrjpuon” that the negative accumulation m the cloud is
fixed with respect to the precjpiiauon region, and the positive accumulation is located
upward and. in many cases, outward from the region as jf jt were blown there by air
currents within the cloud

EFFECTS OF ELECTRIFICATION

Hole of Electricity

Allhoush much efforl has been directed to studies designed to determine how cloud
physical processes produce electrrttcalron. rairch less has been given to the effects that
electrified particles, strong clectnc frelds, and dielectric breakdown can have on the
physical processes taking place m the Ihunderdoud Scientists arc agreed that fine

c.r'^T ino"'"
of ''“'•s and the small conduction

r T Proresses. There is a dit-

dZT'wK?'’""”"’ thupderslo™ electricity m the Ihtinder-

r i!

scent,sts“ have neglected the role of electrification m treatments

_
^ ef/eefs may be of importance ifi physical

disuhnuH f
'
"I"""

•" Of fho possible mvs
that thunderstorm electrification could be having art effect will be considered

Cloud Microphysics

It IS uell established by Wilson s” classic doud chamber experiments that ions can
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serve as centers for drop condensation. It has, therefore, been suggested from time to

time that small ions produced by radioactive disintegrations, cosmic rays, brehmstrah-

lung, and dielectric breakdown could play an important role in the condensation of

water vapor to form clouds (see, for example. Reference 64). Students of cloud phys-

ics, however, are generally agreed that this is unlikely, for the fourfold supersaturation

of water vapor necessary to produce condensation on ions only very rarely exists in

the free atmosphere of the Earth.

“

It has been suggested that the acoustic wave produced by lightning near the channel

where it is most intense may play a part in the formation of ice crystals. Laboratory

experiments^^ show that the temperature lowering produced by the sudden adiabatic

expansion of air is capable of producing very large numbers of minute ice crystals that

are capable of seeding a cloud in a manner similar to that produced by dry ice. It is

possible that cloud seeding effects resulting from lightning discharges in the colder

portions of the cloud may play a significant role in cloud microphysical processes.”

In laboratory experiments with a supercooled cloud in a cold box,” it has been

shown that small vegetable or animal fibers, such as lint or a spider web, raised to a

potential of the order of a kilovolt can cause the production of enormous numbers of

tiny ice crystals, again very similar to the seeding effects brought about by dry ice.*^

Extrapolating from such experiments to a thundercloud, it appears reasonable to sup-

pose that such fibers will often be carried into thunderstorms on updrafts and that in

the strong potential gradients of the cloud may give rise to the large-scale production

of ice crystals that will accelerate the glaciation of the cloud.

Other experiments also carried out in the cold box have shown that the growth of

ice crystals in a supercooled cloud is greatly accelerated in the presence of strong elec-

tric fields of the sort that exist in thunderclouds.®® It would appear on the basis of

these findings that the growth of ice crystals in supercooled regions of thunderstorms

may be appreciably speeded up as the result of electrical effects. Work as yet unpub-

lished’ has shown that strong electric fields cause small ice crystals in a cloud to line

up end to end and to form long slender ice fibers. Possibly these may play a role in

the microphysics of the thundercloud.

Although the action of electrical forces in thunderstorm electrical fields produces

only negligible distortion in the spherical shape of small cloud droplets, it causes ap-

preciable distortion in the larger falling raindrops. As the electrical forces act on a

drop in opposition to the forces of surface tension, strong electric fields have been

shown to decrease the stability of falling randrops and to accelerate drop breakup.®®

Wind tunnel experiments show that strong electric fields are capable of deforming the

falling raindrop into a teardrop shape and that under some conditions point discharge

can occur from the pointed upper extremity.”

Experiments show that the optical properties of clouds composed of small ice crys-

tals can be markedly affected by electric fields of thunderstorm intensity.” Normally
small hexagonal ice platelets float in the air with their flat surface perpendicular to

gravity. In strong electric fields, however, dipoles are induced that can align the ice

crystals with their axes many degrees off the vertical direction. As a result, specular

reflection of light from the ice crystals is strongly influenced by electric fields. Because

the upper parts of most thunderstorm clouds are made of ice crystals, it is probable
that they are influenced by the electric fields in the thunderstorm and the rapid changes
in the intensity and direction of the electric field accompanying lightning discharges.

Observations describing sudden changes in the cloud’s appearance that are associated

with lightning discharges may be explained by this phenomenon.*®

Precipitation Formation
One of the possible conclusions that can be drawn from the close association be-
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tween thunderstorm electricity and ram or other precipitation is that the falling precip-

itation IS playing an important role in the electrification process Another conclusion

is also conceivable, that the electrification process is playing a role in the formation

of the precipitation One of the early suggestions that electricity may aid the formation

of rain was offered by Lord Rayleigh He showed that in a small vertical fountain

water drops that bounce off each other in the absence of an electric field readily coa-

lesce and form bigger droplets in the presence of an electric field, even as small as 1

kV m ‘ He pointed out that because the behavior of a cloud was strongly dependent

on the outcomes of encounters between water droplets, it is possible that through this

mechanism electric fields may aid in the formation of rain

Electrical forces may be capable of accelerating the formation of ram and other

precipitation not only by increasing the probability of coalescence, as suggested by

Lord Rayleigh, but by the action of coulombic forces that cause particles to become

attracted to each other and to experience collisions with each other that would not

otherwise occur Laboratory experiments.-** and theoretical calculations*’ show that

significant increases in collision and coalescence can occur as the result of charges

earned by cloud and precipitation particles or by charges induced on their surfaces as

a result of ambient electric fields Field observations of precipitation from a thunder-

storm in New Mexico indicate a possible enhancement of precipitation growth as the

result of electric fields
“

It IS possible that the intense electrical effects within the thundercloud may have a

significant effect on the chain reaction mechanism of ram formation proposed by

Langmuir ” According to this idea, falling raindrops growing by collision and coalesc-

ence with cloud droplets finally become so large that surface tension is no longer able

to hold them together When they break up into two or more smaller raindrops, these

in turn grow and subdivide, thus creating large numbers of raindrops by a chain reac-

tion process If electric charges, induced or otherwise, are on the surface of the rain-

drop, they will oppose the forces of surface tension and thus reduce its stability under

the action of aerodynamic forces As a result, it is to be expected that in a strongly

electrified storm the time interval required for growth to break up size will be reduced

with a consequent speeding up the chain-reaction drop multiplication process

It has long been observed that a nearby flash of lightning is often followed in a few

minutes by a sudden, rather intense downpour Several mechanisms have been pro-

posed to account for this so-called “rain gush” phenomenon One popular explanation

is that as the intensity of the electric field within the cloud builds up, the electrical

forces acting on charged raindrops become so great that they cease falling and are

levitated ” Then when the lightning occurs and the electric field is neutralized by the

lightning, the ram is suddenly allowed to fall and arrives at the Earth as a burst of

heavy precipitation Another possible explanation is that the intense acoustic wave of

thunder produced by the lightning causes the cloud drops to collide and coalesce, lead-

ing to a sudden fall of ram * It has been suggested that the intense electric fields and

the sudden deposition of charge by lightning greatly accelerate the coalescence proc-

ess ** Radar observations*® show that there is often only very light precipitation present

before the lightning discharge and that the development of the heavy ram occurs after

the flash The fact that the intense radar echo from the precipitation forms many
seconds after the lightning indicates that the phenomenon is probably caused by elec-

trically accelerated particle growth rather than by acoustical forces or levitation

Cloud Dynamics
Although coulombic forces may play a significant role m the interaction of cloud

and precipitation particles, it appears very doubtful that they are of importance m the

large-scale motions of the cloud.” Estimates that the electrical component of energy
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of the storm is small compared to its total energy* suggest that the electrical forces are

probably of minor importance. The maximum intensity of large-scale electric fields

within the cloud is limited by the dielectric breakdown strength of air to less than 3 x

10^ kV m'*. The maximum electrical force per unit area that can be exerted by this

field corresponds to a pressure difference of only about 1 mb. Since this is small rela-

tive to the pressure differences to be found in the thunderstorm, it is unlikely that this

is of importance.

While electrical energy probably plays a negligible part in the dynamics of the storm

as a whole, it may be of importance in limited small regions. It has been suggested

that the electrical heating resulting from repeated lightning discharges in the same path

may produce localized regions of very hot air that could be significant in supplying

energy to a tornado.**^

Although electrical forces are probably of negligible importance in the dynamics of

thunderstorms in the atmosphere of the Earth, it is conceivable that they may be far

more important in the much denser atmospheres of other planets, such as Venus and

Jupiter, where lightning has recently been observed.

The electric fields necessary to initiate dielectric breakdown vary directly with the

atmospheric density. It is, therefore, possible that electric fields in these atmospheres

may reach values orders of magnitude greater than on Earth. Because the electrical

energy density and the intensity of electric forces varies as the square of the electric

field, it is possible that the intensity of lightning discharges and the effect of electric

forces may be far greater in these atmospheres than it is on Earth.

Oxides of Nitrogen Production

It has been recognized for over a century that lightning flashes contribute to the

formation of nitrogen oxides in our atmosphere. Other processes as well are known
to produce oxides of nitrogen. For example, they are also released from soils and

generated as a result of the oxidation of ammonia in the atmosphere. In addition,

large quantities of nitrogen oxides also originate from man’s furnaces, internal com-
bustion engines, and industrial processes.

Because of the uncertainties in making reliable measurements of these various

sources, it has been difficult to determine the relative importance of lightning in the

fixation of nitrogen. While some studies*® conclude that lightning does not play a ma-
jor role, others include estimates that its contribution may be as high as 50%. Theo-

retieal studies” and consideration of various aspects of the problem'® show that it will

be necessary to learn much more about the physies of lightning and its global occur-

rence before it will be possible to assess accurately its importance as a source of nitro-

gen oxides.
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INTRODUCTION

Atmospherics are generated from various electric discharges There are many kinds

of discharge processes of either natural or artificial origin The familiar discharge phe-

nomena of natural origin are lightning from thunderstorms, dust storms, volcanic

eruptions, tornadoes and so on Of artificial origin are nuclear detonation and other

small scale man-made machinery such as cars, power lines, etc The most significant

among these is lightning from thunderstorms

The history of lightning research is very old and numerous papers on lightning have

been published Lightning has been investigated from both the physical and the elec-

trical-engineering points of view Physicists have been interested mainly m the dis-

charge mechanism of lightning, the spatial and temporal scales of which are exremely

large compared with artificial laboratory discharges Engineers have been interested

primarily in the protection methods from lightning hazard (regardless of the lightning

discharge mechanism), while physicists have done more or less nothing with lightning

protection

For these reasons physicists and engineers have taken different approaches to light-

ning research Physicists have made research of lightning with regard to thunderstorm-

electricity generation mechanism, while engineers have paid little attention to thunder-

storm clouds Physicists have made measurements of electric and magnetic fields, of

optical, photographic and acoustic features of lightning discharges to determine the

position and magnitude of charges associated with lightning of both cloud-to-ground

and intracloud discharges, and physical properties such as temperature and electron

density of lightning channel Engineers, on the other hand, have worked to determine

magnitude of lightning currents and their wave-shapes necessary to design lightning

warning devices such as the lightning counter Physicists tend to be interested m natural

lightning, lightning which strikes open ground, while engineers tend to be concerned

with rather special lightning, lightning which strikes artificial structures, such tall

buildings as the Empire State Building and tall towers of transmission lines More and

more importance is recognized for such lightning in today’s society From the point

of view of atmospherics, however, such lightning is extraordinary We are, therefore,

mostly concerned with natural lightning, lightning which strikes open ground

Two books on lightning have been published The title of both books is the same,

Lightning One is written by Martin A Uman’* and the other is edited by R H
Golde '* The former is based on the physical analysis of lightning, while the latter is

based on both the physical and the engineering approaches As both books are care-

fully written and edited and cover most of important features of lightning, there seems

to be very little to add to these comprehensive books of lightning We will therefore,

in this chapter summarize the recent results of lightning research published mostly in

1970s and present a general picture of lightning without neglecting the essential mech-

anism and features of lightning

CHARGE STRUCTURE OF THUNDERSTORM AND LIGHTNING

Charge Structure

The thunderstorm electricity consists of two main positive and negative charges with

a small positive charge The upper portion of a thunderstorm cloud is filled with the

main positive charge and the lower portion with the mam negative charge The small

positive charge is surrounded by the negative main charge near the cloud base We
often call this small positive charge the positive pocket charge (see Figure 1)

Suppose a sign of charge distributes m a spherical fashion The spherical distribution

of charge gives the same electric field in space as does a point charge The thunder-
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FIGURE 1. Model charge structure of lightntng and thunderstorm

clouds in three different locations. (From Krehbiel, P. R., Brook, M.,

Lhermitle, R. L., and Lennon, C. L., paper presented at the 6th In-

ternational Conference on Atmospheric Electricity, Manchester, July

28 to August 1, 1980. Copyright owned by New Mexico Tech. With

permission.)

Storm and lightning charges are often assumed as point charges mainly because of

simplicity. This assumption has been proved adequate to be representative of cloud

charges which are lowered by lightning strokes to ground.

“

Neglecting the small positive pocket charge, the two positive and negative point

charges give the superposed effect of electric fields in space. The measurement is made

usually on the ground surface and we will further add the effects of image charges

under the ground surface to match the boundary condition assuming the ground to be

a perfect conductor. Then we have the familiar expression of electric field, E,, on the

ground surface due to the thundercloud charges:

E, = 2Qj2i

47Te„ i=lI(X;-X„)’ + (y; - Xo)"' + ZjM’
( 1 )

where £„ is the permittivity of free space, Q, is the amount of positive or negative

charge, x., y, and z, are the position coordinates in space of the positive and negative

charges, and x„, y„ and z„ are the coordinates of the observing station. The electric

field on the ground has only the vertical component and is usually defined downward

as positive. It is easily understood that the right hand side of Equation 1 has eight

unknown variables. This means that if we have eight simultaneous electric fields ob-

served at eight different stations distributed near the position of the charges we can

solve the simultaneous eight equations and estimate the charge amounts and their po-

sitions in the space. If both magnitudes of positive and negative charges are identical,

then we only need seven-station electric-field measurements. This may apply to the

study of cloud-discharge charge structure. In the case of the ground discharges the

only one sign of charge in the cloud is effectively associated. So we principally need

only four station electric fields to get complete information of ground-discharge charge

structure.

Applications of this method have been made at different places on the globe. The

most famous measurements were made in New Mexico, in Florida,^” and in Ja-

pan. Very recently Krehbiel et al.” made a very accurate estimation of ground-

discharge associated charge-structure in New Mexico using the least squares fitting
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FIGURE 2 Eleclnc field changes of

ground discharge observed at eight sta-

tions simultaneously Total field change

values range from 19 I kV/m at the

Sirozzi station to 2 28 kV/m at the Out-

ofsight station in New Mexico (From

Krehbiel P R , Brook. M . and Mc-

Crory, R A ,
J Geophvj Res ,

84. 2432,

1979 With permission ) i .

t3\BM7
method which was originally introduced by Jacobson and Krider An example of the

simultaneous electric field records from eight stations is shown in Figure 2 This flash

produced six major strokes (numbered m the Figure) to ground, the last of which

initiated a long continuing current of 220-msec duration The analyzed results from

four such flashes are shown in Figure 3 This figure shows sources of charge for the

individual strokes of multiple-stroke flashes to ground The centers of charge for suc-

cessive strokes of each flash developed over large horizontal distances within the cloud,

up to 8 km, at more or less constant elevation between the - 9 and - 17°C environ-

mental (clear air) temperature levels

Jacobson and Krider’® compated the lightning charges, altitudes, corresponding air

temperatures, and electric-moment changes in various geographical locations The
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FIGURE 3. Ground stroke charge structure for four flashes to ground. The circles denote the size of

spherical volumes which would have contained the individual stroke charges at a uniform density of 20 C/

km^. Arrows indicate charge volumes for the continuing current. (From Krehbiel, P. R., Brook, M., and

McCrory, R. A,, J, Ceophys. Res., 84, 2432, 1979. With permission.)

summaries of this comparison are given in Table 1, which indicates that the ground

discharge neutralizes cloud charges of —10 to —40°C in the air temperature range from

-5 to -30° C. Model charge distributions in thunderstorm clouds are given in Figure

1, which was originally sketched by Krehbiel et al."*^ and is modified here. The charge

structure depends primarily on the air temperature.

Lightning Channel Orientation

The orientation of the lowest part of the lightning channel to Earth can be studied

by photography. The visual portion looks more or less vertical with some sideward

branches. The visible channel is, however, not the entire lightning channel. The chan-

nel inside the cloud cannot be seen. The lightning channel hidden within cloud was

only studied by the electrical method. Such study was made early by Malan and Schon-

land.^'-*^ They found that the negative charge lowered to Earth in a flash-to-ground is

distributed in a vertical column extending up to 6 km in length. Hacking'* supported

this result for South African storms as well. Pierce,""* using the J-change-slope analysis

(see the discussion on multiple strokes in the section entitled “Lightning Discharge

Mechanism”) given by Malan and Sohenland,^^ concluded that most return strokes

originated at roughly the same height, i.e., the intervening streamers between succes-

sive return strokes travelled horizontally, suggesting a horizontal distribution of nega-
tive charge.

Using a network of eight field-change recordings simultaneously. Workman et al.’*

concluded that horizontal separation of intracioud discharges was on the average more
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Table I

LIGHTNING CHARGES, ALTITUDES. AND MOMENT CHANGES IN

VARIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS

Geographical

location Charge (C)

Local terrain

height above

sea level (km)

Altitudes above

local terrain

(km)

Range of air

temperatures

CO
Moment changes

(C km) Ref

England -11 5—46 0 1 7 -34 33—430 93

England 20 0 I 2 -05 100 (av) 94

England -10—40 0 1 4 5—5 -16— 19 220 (av) 97

England _ — — — 150 (av) 44

South Africa 15 1 8 3 13 93 (av) 59

South Africa 4— 40 1 8 2 5—8 -10—48 41—495 2

South Africa _ 1 8 4—8 5 -7—38 — 32

New Mexico -24 (av) 1 6 4—7 5— 25 — 96

New Mexico -5— 20 2 1 4 3—7 -7— 33 — 55

New Mexico -5— 60 1 8 3—8 -3— 36 249 (av) 7

New Mexico -30— 66 1 8 4 5—6 -9— 17 — 23

Florida •10— 40 0 6—9 5 -10— 34 100—600 20

Japan SO— 150 0 1 4—8 4— 25

400 (av)

16

Japan -6—55 0 1 6-8 •M— 24 — 71

Japan •20 (av) 0 1 3 5—5 3- 8 — 67

Hong Kong -25 (av) 0 1 4 -1 210 (av) 91

Australia •17 (median) 0 t 3 (median) 5 150(av) 30

than three times greater than the vertical separation Reynolds and Neill,** m a study

similar to the Workman et al study, also found that the negative charges brought to

the Earth in successive strokes were displaced horizontally

Ogawa and Brook, based on a study of electric field changes measured at two

stations, concluded that the horizontal component of the in-cloud channel of the

ground discharges on the average exceeds the vertical component The negative charge

involved in lightning flashes to ground is distributed in a manner strongly dependent

upon the direction of movement of the storm

A nonelectrical method to determine the lightning channel orientation was reported

by Teer and Few’* with an analysis of thunder recorded by an array of microphones

Lightning channel reconstructions derived by them indicated that the horizontal light-

ning structures are persistent and much extended A typical ratio was 3 2 1 of long

horizontal axis to short horizontal axis to vertical axis in their ellipsoid model of intra-

cloud lightning and the intracloud portions of ground lightning All channels analyzed

by them aligned along the same direction and perpendicular to the direction of storm

motion This observation does not agree with Ogawa and Brook*® who reported that

the intracloud channel aligned with the direction of storm motion Nakano” with the

thunder technique, discussed the relationship between the channel direction and the

storm characteristics and showed that the ground discharge channel inside the cloud

tilted to downstream of upper atmospheric wind
Additional observations of the horizontal nature of lightning discharges were made

fay using the polarization of the electromagnetic radiation from lightning These results

also indicated horizontal EM field amplitudes several times larger than the vertical
“ **

Proctor*® made space-time mapping of lightning discharge processes by using VHF
technique m South Africa, and reported that the flash pervaded a volume 3x4x6
kmL Taylor,’* using a similar technique in Florida showed that most lightning activity

occurred about 5 to 6 km high, near the —10®C temperature level, and considerable

movement of discharge centers occurred as the lightning-processes permeated the thun-

derstorm volume at progression speed of about 50 to 150 km/sec
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FIGURE 4. Schematic presentation of still and time-

resolved lightning discharge to ground. ti = 20 msec,

tj = 70 (jsec, tj = 50 msec, ti = 1 .5 msec and ts = 60 psec.

S; Stepped-leader; R; Return stroke; D: Dart Leader.

The charge structures of lightning are modeled in Figure 1, As described above,

intracloud lightning discharge channel and the portion within the cloud of lightning

channel to ground are considerably inclined: the horizontal extent of the channel is

sometimes more than the vertical extent. Furthermore, the in-cloud part of the ground

discharge may be composed of more than one channel. Such nature of lightning chan-

nel orientation makes modeling of the lightning current and the radiated electric and

magnetic fields complex. No theory may be applicable to the actual lightning current

if such nature is taken into account.

LIGHTNING DISCHARGE MECHANISM

Ground Discharge

Lightning is a transient, high-current electrical discharge, having a path length of

several kilometers. Lightning occurs between a cloud and the ground. This type of

discharge is called cloud-to-ground discharge, or simply ground discharge. Lightning

also occurs between clouds, between a cloud and air, and within clouds. These are

essentially of the same mechanism, so we do not differentiate them in this chapter.

We call them intracloud discharge, or simply cloud discharge. In this subsection we
are concerned only with ground discharge.

Each ground discharge is made up of one or more intermittent partial discharges.

A total lightning discharge whose time duration is about 1/3 sec is called a flash, and
each component discharge whose luminous time duration is measured in tenths of mil-

liseconds is called a stroke. There are usually three or four strokes per flash, the suc-

cessive strokes typically being separated by about 50 msec. Each lightning stroke is

preceded by a barely luminous predischarge, the so-called leader process, which pro-
duces a negatively charged and ionized path between cloud and ground for the return
stroke to follow (see Figure 4).

The leader discharge which precedes the first return stroke is called a stepped-leader
because it moves downward stepwise every about 50 m. There are pauses of about 50
psec between the steps. Typical average velocity of the stepped-leader is 1.5 x 10^ m/
sec. It takes about 20 msec to reach the ground from the cloud base of about 3 km
height. During the process about 5 C of negative charge is distributed along the leader
channel and the average current of the order of 100 A flows. The diameter of the
stepped leader channel photographed seems to be 1 m or more but the current flows
in a small conducting arc channel whose diameter is the order of 1 cm. The portion
that looked luminous in the photograph is considered as the corona sheath which en-
velopes the high conducting channel.
The stepped-leader brings down toward the ground high negative potential from the
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cloud Ihe siepped-leader arc channel is a good conductor and is a high negative poten-

tial column When the stepped-leader is within a distance of about a few tens of meters

from the ground surface, a very strong electric field is produced between the leader

tip and the ground Then an electrical breakdown occurs between the leader tip and

the ground A positive streamer propagates up toward the leader tip from a raised

point on the ground surface When the streamer touches the downward coming

stepped-leader tip, the potential of the bottom of the leader channel is raised to that

of the Earth, rest of the leader channel remaining at the high negative potential There

the first return stroke begins The wavefront of ionizing potential waves drived by the

strong electric field carries the potential of the Earth along the channel already made

by the preceding stepped-leader This wavefront propagates at a velocity of '/j to

I/IO the speed of light The velocity decreases every time the wavefront traverses the

channel branches It attains the cloud base in about 70 psec The return stroke dis-

charges to the ground the negative charge which is distributed in the stepped-leader

channel A large amount of current flows between the front and the ground and it

reaches typically 20 kA within a few microseconds, then decreases to half the peak

value within 40 to 50 psec Then the current of the order of a few hundred amperes

flows continuously for several milliseconds

The initial gas density in the return stroke channel is the same as the gas density of

the leader channel, while the temperature is raised very high due to the high energy

carried by the return stroke current, and it becomes much higher than that m the leader

channel Then gas pressure of the stroke channel exceeds the pressure of surrounding

air, and as a result the channel will expand This expansion is made at supersonic

velocity and generates the cylindrical shock-wave making thunder This phase lasts

about 5 to 10 ^scc The gas density of the current channel decreases as the shock wave

propagates outward the channel In the later phase of the shock wave the channel

temperature observed from the optical spectrum is near 30,000 K After completion

of the shock-wave phase due to the channel expansion, the high-temperature low-den-

suy channel approaches, in microseconds or a few tens of microseconds, a state of

approximate pressure equilibrium with the surrounding air, and the current density in

the channel stabilizes at about 1 kA/cm' At this time the diameter of the channel will

be approximately a few centimeters

After the current stopped, if there are still negative charges in the cloud region near

the old channel top, the next stroke may occur Such type of lightning discharge is

called multiple-stroke flash If a new charge is transferred from the negative charge

region to the previous return-stroke channel, wiihm about 100 msec by the small dis-

charge (called K streamer), then the next high speed leader (called dart leader) runs

down The dart leader recreates ionization of the channel and draws the cloud potential

toward the ground again Thus, a second or later return stroke occurs In the dart

leader a luminous portion of about 50 m m length runs toward the ground surface at

the speed of about 2 x lo* m/sec The dart leader that precedes subsequent strokes

carncs less charges than the stepped leader The dart leader current is of the order of

1 kA The subsequent return stroke velocity is relatively constant with height

There are other types of discharges which occur in less common circumstances

Those are

1 Positive downward leader followed by the negative upward return strokes — this

type of discliarge often happens m the winter thunderstorm m which the cloud

charge distribution is largely shifted from the vertical

2 Positiv e upw ard leader from the tall structure followed by the negative downward
return stroke — as the height of structure increases the proportion of producing

upward discharge increases, having more probability with the height of 100 m
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FIGURE 5. Electric field changes obsened svith fast antenna (upper portion) and slow antenna

(lower portion) at an intermediate distance approximately 8 km from the lightning discharge to

ground.

or more;’^ the leader which is initiated from towers is not necessarily followed

by the return stroke while the subsequent downward leaders are followed by the

subsequent return strokes.

3. Negative upward leader followed by the downward positive return stroke — this

type of discharge is initiated from an object on Earth under a cloud portion of

positive charges.

Discussion on Multiple Strokes

Lightning discharge processes have been studied by electric field measurements in

which both the slow and fast antennas ha\'e been used to be very useful in providing

the microscopic view of discharges.”

In Figure 5 are shown the electric field changes simultaneously measured with the

slow antenna (upper portion) and the fast antenna (lower portion) for a ground dis-

charge which occurred at the intermediate distance, approximately 8 km from the light-

ning discharge. Small impulsive discharges which occur in the return stroke intervals

are called K change. The K change and the dart leader show positive field change in

the first half period of whole discharge duration and then change sign from positive

to negative almost simultaneously. It is suggested from this example that the K change

and the dart leader are initiated at the same height suggesting that the K change and
the dart leader are of similar character.

The discharge process between successive return strokes is called the Junction proc-

ess or simply the J process. The slope of the electric field during the period of this

process is negative for near storms and positive or zero for distant storms. When the

storm is in the intermediate distance (6 to 10 km from the observing station), the elec-

tric field changes its slope from positive to negative as the order of strokes increases.

The discharge channel length apparently increases upward with the stroke order. Based
on these observational facts, Malan and Schonland^'-^^ concluded that the positive

streamer proceeds upward during the return stroke intervals from the cloud base to-

ward the top of the negatively charged column in the cloud. The stroke multiplicity of
the ground discharge was thus interpreted by this positive junction streamer theory.
Kitagawa and Brook^^ found that the later half portion of the cloud discharge is the

same as the J process in the ground discharge and is essentially the integrated effect
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of K field changes Ogavva and Brook” investigated the cloud discharge mechanism

and concluded that the K change m the cloud discharge is due to the upward negative

recoil current to the trunk channel from the tip of the initial downward positive

streamer channel

Suppose a negative electric dipole moment, -M. at the position in the cloud where

K change occurs in the ground discharge The electric field change at the ground sur-

face, AE, produced by a disappearance of this dipole moment is given by

Ai. = M (I - 3sm*0)/2ncoL*

or

Ar = M(1 - 3sin’0)cos*0/2««, D’ (2)

where L is the distance of the dipole to tlie observation point and cosS = D/L, D is

the horizontal distance It is clear from Equation 2 that AE changes its sign at 0 =

sin''(l/3)‘'* = 35° 16’from positive to negative as 9 increases at a fixed horizontal

distance Consequently the effective electric field in the J period changes its slope from

positive to negative This feature is just identical with the expected from the positive

J-streamer theory b> Malan and Schonland,*' ” but the physical meaning is different

It will be suggested from the above discussion that the J process between strokes is no

more the process of junction streamer which proceeds upward because production of

the K change in the J period requires a discharge channel already made Toward the

end the positive upward streamer in the return stroke is to make a new channel in the

negative fresh charge region in (he cloud Sometimes this positive upward streamer

appears as a continuing current

The continuing current was investigated in detail by Brook ct al ’ They discussed

the luminous portion which lasts more than 40 msec after the return stroke, and attrib-

uted It to the continuing current flowing from the ground to the cloud portion of

concentrated negative charges It is however tentative that the low-est limit of the du-

ration of the continuing current was defined as 40 msec There are continuing lumi-

uositves of the dutattow shoeter than 40 msec The same amowut of cucceot of the order

of 100 A flows during the periods as well In the ground discharge without continuing

current the positive streamers progress into the new negative charge region within a

few milliseconds and the channels thus made are readily followed by the K changes

from the tip of the channel A large K change appears as the next dart leader

In the above subsections we have briefly discussed the discharge processes in the

ground discharge but details are still not very well understood The numerical data on

ground discharge parameters are listed in Table 2, which was originally compiled by

Uman’* and is modified with the data by Cianos and Pierce’ and the Japanese data

collected by Ikeda and Sumi ”

Cloud Discharge

It IS difficult to describe a common knowledge of cloud discharge, because the study

of the cloud discharge has been much behind compared with that of the ground dis-

charge Although more than half of all lightning flashes occur within clouds, the cloud

discharges have been almost an ignored subject m the long history of lightning re-

search, and therefore, there are very few data accumulated on the cloud discharge to

date It IS, however, important from the point of view of atmospherics because the

cloud discharge produces atmospherics as well as the ground discharge
The cloud discharge occurs within clouds, illuminating the whole clouds Duration

of the cloud flash is about the same as the ground discharge, about half a second The
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Table 2

NUMERICAL DATAFOR GROUND DISCHARGE

Parameter Minimum Typical Maximum

Stepped leader

Length of step, m 3 50 200

Time interval between steps, psec 30 50 125

Average velocity of propagation of stepped leader. LG’S 10' 1.5 y 10' 2.6x10'

m/sec

Charge deposited on stepped-leader channel, C 3 5 20

Dart leader

Velocity of propagation, m/sec l.Ox 10' 2.0x10' IJylO

Charge deposited on dart-leader channel, C 0.2 1 6

Return stroke

Velocity of propagation, m/sec 2.0 y 10" 5.0 y 10' 2.0 y 10*

Current rate of increase, kA/psec I 10 210

Time to peak current, psec 0.5 2 30

Peak current, kA 1 20 250

Time to half of peak current, psec 10 40 250

Charge transferred excluding continuing current, C 0.2 2.5 20

Temperature, K 0.8 >; 10‘ 2y 10' 3.6 y 10'

Electron density, m'* 1 y 10"> 3 y 10” 3x10”

Channel length, km 2 5 14

Continuing current

Duration of continuing current, msec 50 150 500

Peak continuing current, A 30 150 1600

Charge in continuing current, C 3 25 330

Lightning flash

Number of strokes per flash 1 3 26

Time interval between strokes in absence of continuing 3 50 380

current, msec

Time duration of flash, sec 0.01 0.3 2

Charge transferred including continuing current, C 1 20 400

discharge path is not usually seen but sometimes comes out between portions of clouds.

This type of discharge is called the iniercloud or cloud-to-cloud discharge. The dis-

charge path sometimes comes outside the cloud, probably toward the transparent

space-charge accumulated region around the cloud. This type of discharge is called the

air discharge. These two types of discharges present chances to see details of cloud

discharge channels. As these two kinds of discharges may be produced by the same

mechanism as the cloud discharge, we can investigate the discharge mechanism of

cloud discharge using the photographs and simultaneous measurements of electric

fields on the ground surface. This was done by Ogawa and Brook,^’ and the mecha-
nism of the cloud discharge was barely unveiled.

The cloud discharge initiates with the slow positive streamer from the upper portion

of the boundary' region between positive and negative charges in the cloud. This initial

streamer extends downward as well as horizontally. The streamer has the velocity of

the order of 10^ m/sec, and continues for about half the total duration; about 250
msec. The current of the streamer is of the order of 100 A. The streamer distributes

positive charges along the path. When the streamer reaches the space-charge concen-
trated region of opposite sign, the recoil streamer runs back along the already made
channel by the previous positive streamer and neutralizes the distributed positive
charges. The electric field produced by this recoil streamer is called K change. The K
change has the speed of the order of 10' m/sec and neutralizes the charge of about 1

C. As the duration of the K change is about 1 msec, the corresponding current is the
order of 1 kA. Recognizable K changes in the electric field record repeat the order of
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FIGURE 6 Types of electric field changes

in cloud discharges observed near (approxi-

mately 4 to 7 km), intermediate (6 to 9 km)

and distant (>~I0 km) from the cloud dis-

charges The maximum field change ampli-

tude IS about 700 v/m for near discharges and

200 v/ro for distant discharges

ten times during the latter half of the total duration A time senes of cloud discharge

field change data from an isolated thunderstorm is shown m Figure 6 where the field

changes are classified into three groups for near, intermediate, and distant flashes

The field changes show different curves from each other group From an analysis of

these field-change data Ogawa and Brook^’ concluded that the cloud discharge is the

combination of the initial positive streamer process and the senes of recoil-current K-

change process Detailed examination of the time-resoIved photograph of the cloud-

to-air discharge channel shows that each branched channel has few streaks parallel to

the channel The relative brightness of the streaks offered an evidence that the K
streamer starts the end point of the branched streamer and recoils back toward the

mam trunk of the initial streamer This process repeats few times from each branch

tips The speed of the K streamer is the same as that of the dart leader in the ground

discharge

The initial streamer goes sometimes upward from the lower negative-charge cloud

portion toward the upper positive charge This was reported by Smith*^ with two-sta-

tion electnc-field measurements Takagi’s“ statistical result agrees with Ogawa and

Brook’s^’ result These contradictory results and still not-clear mechanism of K change

initiation offer a future interesting field of investigation. The numerical data collected

by Brook and Ogawa* are listed in Table 3 with references

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF LIGHTNING PARAMETERS

Cumulative Frequency Distribution

There are many lightning parameters which characterize the properties of lightning

discharges to the ground The parameters often referred to are number of return
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Table 3

NUMERICAL DATA FOR CLOUD DISCHARGE

Total Initial

discharge streamer A' change

Charge 32 95

(C) 21 55

90 16

32 0 47 19

15 92

10 51

30 1-4 39

33 ±27 Average value

Moment 70 95

(C km) 21 55

81 44

20 72

200 92

100 30

120 3 6 39

87 ±62 Average value

Height 5 8—4 7 95

(km) 5-8—5-2 96

5'5—51 55

10—6 16

6 72

(7_1I)_(3-6) 66

8-2—4 8 92

5 75

60—4 0 5 3—4 0 39

Duration <1 22

(msec) 500 250 39

Speed 5xl0‘ (3—4) X 10* 19

(m/sec) 10* 10* 66

8x 10’ 1 -Sx 10* 39

Current lOO(max) 30

(A) 120 1,400 39

strokes per flash (N), duration of flash (Tg), return stroke intervals (Ts), return stroke

peak current (Ip), charge quantity per flash (Cg), charge quantity per stroke (Cs), time

to peak current (Tp), rate of current rise (It), time to current half-value (Th), duration

of continuing current (Tc), continuing current (Ic), charge in continuing current (Cc),

etc. Such lightning discharge parameters vary over a wide range like most of other

geophysical parameters.

Most of the instruments which enable us to collect such data have been designed so

as to measure an average or a moderate picture of lightning quantity. As a result, the

extreme values in both larger and smaller regions have often been cut out from the

data obtained. Giant lightning was often over-scaled in the data and minor lightning

was usually neglected in analysis. It is necessary to remember, therefore, that the light-

ning picture available in the literature is representative usually of moderate lightning

characteristics and not necessarily of all lightning.

The probability of occurrence of these parameters is often statistically given by the

log-normal form. The log-normal distribution is a normal distribution in which the

variables are given by logarithm, and probability density function P(log x) is given by

P(Iog x) exp
r (log X- log m)^ ~|

L 2c7^ J° V 271 2o-
(3)
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Table 4

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR LIGHTNING
PARAMETERS

Occurrence Vo

Parameter 2 10 50 90 98

Duration of flash(Tg) msec

Return stroke interval(Ts) msec

Returrt stroke peak current(lp) kA
Charge quantity per flash(Cg) C
Time to peakcurrent(Tp), pscc

Raiesof current rise(lt) kA/fisec

Time to curcetii half valucfThK

Duration of continuing curreni(Tc) msec

Continuing curreniflc) A
Charge in continuing currentfCc), C

8S0 480

320 J70

140 6S

200 75

12 5 8

100 58

170 100

400 260

520 310

110 64

180 68 36

60 20 11

20 6 2 3 1

15 2 7 I

18 0 66 0 25

22 9 5 5 5

45 17 10 5

160 84 58

140 60 33

26 12 7

•/,>0R0lNATe

FICUKC 7 Model distributions of lightning parameters, du-

ration of flash (Tg), return stroke interxals (Ts), return stroke

peak current dpi, charge quantity per flash (Cg). charge quan

tity per stroke (Cs), lime to peak current (Tp). rate of current

rise (It), lime to current half-value (Th), duration of continuing

current (Tc), continuing current (Ic) and charge in coniinumg

current (Cc>

where o is the log of the standard deviation relative to the median value m The log-

normal distribution is to be expected for any process that consists of a number of

independent contributing factors

Cianos and Pierce’ have collected data for lightning parameters and made statistical

model distributions of these parameters The model values are tabulated m Table 4

where the values of the parameters for cumulative frequencies at 2To, 10%, 50%, 90%,
and 98% are given These values arc shown in Figure 7 where cumulative frequency

distributions of all parameters are plotted together.
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Table 5

LIGHTNING RETURN STROKE
VELOCITY

Number of Mean velocity Velocity range

strokes xJO* m/sec xlO* m/sec Ref.

27 0.47 0.20—1.1 62

63

20 0.62 0.30—0.85 34

— 1.0 — 53

18 — p 1 bJb 56

8 0.81 0.58—1.2 4

4 1.3 1.2— 1.4 99

The parameter with the largest range of distribution is the charge quantity per flash

(Cg) and the parameter with the smallest range of distribution is the duration of the

continuing current (Tc). The rest of parameters are divided into two groups. The return

stroke peak current (Ip), the time to peak current (Tp), the return stroke intervals (Ts),

and the flash duration (Tg) are of a group of larger range of distribution, while the

rate of current rise (It), the time to current half-value (Th), the charge in continuing

current (Cc) and the peak continuing current (Ic) are of another group of smaller range

of distribution.

The lightning return stroke velocity is another important parameter for modeling of

lightning current. Boyle and Orville'* measured two-dimensional return stroke velocities

within I km from the ground using a multislit channel isolator with narrow vertical

and wide horizontal fields of view on a high-speed streaking camera. Measurements

of 12 strokes in three multistroke flashes yielded return stroke velocities which range

from 2.0 x lO^ to 1.2 x lO® m/sec with an estimated systematic error of 30 to 60%.
Velocities in one multistroke flash vary by a factor of 4 between the lowest and highest

values. Radda and Krider’s*^ results, on the other hand, indicate the narrow range of

return stroke velocities, the mean vertical speed near the ground level being 10® m/sec

for all strokes estimated.

Subsequent return stroke velocities are collected from the literature by Lin et al.^*'

They are listed in Table 5, in which the values range from 2.0 x lo* to 2.0 x lO® m/
sec, an order of magnitude variation.

Latitude Dependence

Thunderstorms are produced frequently in tropical latitudes but produced also in

temperate and higher latitudes. Thunderstorms are not only produced frequently over

mountainous lands but are also produced over the ocean. Thunderstorms are produced
most frequently in summer, but are also produced in spring and autumn as well as in

winter. All these thunderstorms have their own characteristics depending on such var-

ious geographical locations and meteorological and seasonal circumstances.

The characteristics of lightning which is produced in the thunderstorms, therefore,

are reasonable to be dependent on many of such spatial and temporal factors. It is

necessary to take these factors irito account in modeling of lightning but no precise

data are collected yet. Among these factors some discussions have been made on lati-

tude dependence for some parameters.

Prentice and Mackerras^® collected the observations of the ratio of cloud lightning

flashes to ground flashes and obtained an empirical relationship between this ratio (z)

and latitude (A). The 29 observations, covering a latitude range 69°N to 37°S, gave a
mean value of z of 3.35. The empirical relationship proposed between z and A is
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FIGURE 8 Geographic latitude distribution of the pro

portion of ground discharge in all lightning discharges

Data are from Table I in Prentice and Mackerras *’ The

solid line is the regression line to fit the data The curve

fitted to the different set of data bv Pierce** is shown b>

dashed curve for comparison

z(M * 4 16 + 2 l6cos3X 0 < X < 60'’ (4)

The relationship between z and A was inierpreted by probable dependence on the vari-

ation of freezing level height with latitude, the lower the freezing level in the higher

latitudes, the larger the probability of occurrence of discharges to ground

Percentage of occurrence of ground discharge of all lighining flashes (P) can be

calculated from the values of ratio z. and the result is given m Figure 8 where the

regression line is given by

P “ I0 65 + 043X (5)

Pierce'* obtained the different form of relation from a different set of data which he

had collected

p.>o[..(iy] ,6)

Equation 6 is also plotted in Figures for comparison with Equation 5

Thomson’® examined the latitude dependence of the number of strokes per lightning

flash to ground by statistical analysis from data published so far Thomson’* con-

cluded that the distribution of the parameter is more sensitive to local influences, in-

cluding measurement and sampling techniques, than it is to latitude effect This sug-

gests that the lightning characteristics depend on many elements and it is difficult to

detect the dependency on any one of these elements Nevertheless the data collected

by Thomson’® are very informative and we plotted the mean number of strokes per

flash (N) with latitude in Figure 9 If we neglect a point at A = 34'' in Figure 9 there

seems to be a clear dependence The regression line relating N to A is

N = 3 64-OOlX (7)

Temperature and Electron Density

Determination of temperature and electron density of the lightning channel is im-
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FIGURE 9. Mean number of strokes per flash, N. plotted

as a function of geographic latitude. A. Data are from Table

I in Thomson.”'

AX, A

FIGURE 10. Comparison of the measured and calculated

line profiles for Ho in lightning stroke. Theoretical profiles are

given for three electron densities at 2 ’s lO" K (From Uman, M.

A. and Orville, R. E., J. Geophys. Res., 69 , 5151, 1964. With

permission.)

portanl for discussing the discharge mechanism. They can be determined by the optical

spectrum analysis The spectroscopic study of lightning has been done since more than

a century ago but the lightning spectra obtained before I960 gave only the time inte-

grated effect of whole lightning. Since Salanave” succeeded in having separate spectra

for each stroke, Salanave et al.,** Krider,'"' Orville,'" etc., developed their own spec-

trometers and obtained much data of lightning channels. These data have enabled us

to study physical properties of the lightning channel.

Before using this technique the opacity and the LTE (local thermodynamic equilib-

rium) of the channel should be examined. Uman and Orville” proved by examining

the strength ratio of multiple spectral lines of singly ionized nitrogen (Nil) that the

lightning channel is optically thin, and that the channel is not in the perfect LTE but

the temperature which would be obtained by this technique will represent approxi-

mately the actual temperature. If the temperature is known, the electron density of

the channel will be determined by using the Saha equation. If the temperature and the

electron density are known, the electrical conductivity of the channel can be calculated.
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FIGURE 1 1 Return stroke temperature as a function

of time for two strokes Horizontal dashed lines indicate

the time resolution vertical bars the error limits {From

Orville, R E J Atmos 5ci , 25, 852, 1968 With per

mission )

Using these techniques Pruettt*’ obtained the channel average temperature of 24.000

to 28,000 K Uman et al obtained the channel electron density of 3 x 10*Vm’ The

electrical conductivity of the channel calculated by Uman” was 1 8 x 10*/SJ/m

Uman and Orville” determined the electron density by using Stark broadening of

spectral line of in Balmar series The result is shown in Figure 10 where the experi-

mental result agrees very well with the theoretical result From these results obtained

for three return strokes the electron density was determined to be I x 10“-S x JO”/

m-* These values are more reliable than the value obtained by using the Saha equation

Orville** obtained the time variation of temperature for the return stroke with the

time-resolved spectrum In Figure 1 1 are shown the results of average temperature for

5 fisec in which the exposure was made Typical maximum temperature is about 30,000

K The temperature reaches ntaxivnum withwi initial 10 usee and decreases steadily

thereafter

Orville** also estimated the channel electron density as a function of time calculated

from the measured half width of H, line The result is shown in Figure 12 The electron

density was of Ihe order of K)**/m* in the initial 5 #/sec of Che return stroke and de-

creased to 1 X i0**/m* during the next 25 nsec, then it stayed at rather constant value

during next 50 fisec after which the temperature decreased

If the channel temperature and the electron density are known as functions of time

as in above, then pressure and other properties of the channel can be calculated Or-

ville** showed that the channel pressure will be of the order of 10 at at the temperature

of 30,000 K and the electron density of I0**/m* As the channel pressure exceeds that

of the surrounding air, the channel expands until the pressure equilibrium will attain

It will be suggested in Figure 12 that the channel pressure approaches to the atmos-

pheric pressure in about 20 psec

As described above most lightning flashes consist of more than one stroke In order

for the second and later discharges to progress along the same channel as the first

stroke channel, it needs to keep the preceding channel in a state of relatively high

ionization during several tens of milliseconds before the next dart leader starts Brook

et al * discussed a possibility of the order of lOA of the current flowing during that

period keeping the channel conductive. McCann,** on the other hand, reported that
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TIME, MS

FIGURE 12. Return stroke electron density as

a function of time calculated from the measured

half width of Ho line (From Onille, R. E., J.

Atmos. Sc/.. 25, 852, 1968. With permission.)

the amount of current during the period between strokes is less than 0.1 A. Loeb”
suggested the ionization wave due to K change which cannot be seen in the photograph.

Apart from these estimations Uman and Voshall®'' calculated the cooling rate of the

channel in the case without energy input; they calculated temperature decay as a heat

transfer problem. They solved the following four equations simultaneously: (1) the

energy balance equation, (2) the momentum transfer equation, (3) the mass conserva-

tion equation, and (4) the equation of state. They assumed that these four equations

hold in the discharge channel as well as in the surrounding air.

An example of the calculated results is shown in Figure 13. Assuming the initial

temperature of 8000 K at the moment when the return stroke current stopped, the

temperature at the center of the channel is shown taking the channel radius as a param-
eter. The calculated temperature does not decrease so much during the average dura-

tion of about 40 msec between successive strokes. At 4000 K the electron density and
the conductivity of dry air are lO'^/m^ and about 1/Q/m, respectively, then the air

will be conductive.

At 2000 K the electron density is lO'Vm^ and the conductivity is lO'VQ/m, then the

air will be nonconductive.’® The channel at the temperature between 2000 K and 4000

K as shown in Figure 13, therefore, is in a state between good conductor and insulator,

but will be conductive enough to draw the next dart leader.

Diameter of Lightning Channel
Measurements of the lightning return-stroke channel diameter have been made in

basically two ways, (1) from measurements of channel images in photographs and (2)

from measurements of the size of the region of interaction of lightning and material

objects. Besides these, theoretical calculations of the return stroke parameters lead to

estimates of the current-carrying core of the channel.

Estimated results were summarized by Orville et al.^^ and listed in Table 6, which
shows that the luminous diameter of the channel is the order of 10 cm while the current

flowing diameter is the order of 1 cm.
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FIGURE 13 Decay of the central temperature for return stroke channel radii of

1. 2, 4 and 8 cm The iniltal central temperature is 8 * 10* K (From Uman, M A
and Voshall, R E , J Ceophvs Res ,73,497, 1968 With permission )

Table 6

DIAMETER OF THE LIGHTNING RETURN
STROKE CHANNEL

Method of determination Diameter (cm) Ref

Photographic IS—23 60

Photographic 3—12 12

Photographic 6—7 43

Fulgurites in sand <5 6

1

Fulgamiies 0 03—0 52 17

Holes in fiberglass bonnets 0 2—0 5. 2—3 5 77

Tree trunk damage 0 05—0 3,1—8 73

Discharge craters m aluminum 0 I—0 3 21

Spark discharge model 0 3—2 5

Electrical circuit models 0 1—8 38

Temperature decaying model 0 5—2 5 84

Spark discharge model 033—1 76 47

MODELING OF LIGHTNING RETURN STROKE

Bruce-Golde and Transmission Line Models

If the spatial distributions and temporal vanations of the currents energizing the

lightning channel were known, then the electric and magnetic fields radiated from the

channel can be calculated as a function of time Then the temporal variations of fields

can be transformed into amplitude and phase spectra by Fourier transform An ex-

ample of observed time profiles of lightning return-stroke currents for three strokes
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FIGURE 14. Lightning return stroke eurrents for three strokes

observed in South Africa (From Lm, Y. T., Uman, M. A , and

Standler, R. B., J. Geophys. Res., 85, 1571, 1981 With permis-

sion.)

obtained in South Africa*' is shown in Figure 14.^’ The first and second stroke mag-
nitudes are unusually large, but the wave shapes of all three strokes are typical. The
spatial distribution of the current along the channel, however, is not yet precisely

known.

The first successful lightning return-stroke model was given by Bruce and Golde®

who suggested a double exponential expression of the form:

It =
1„ (e-“‘ - (8)

The current is instantaneously uniform from ground to the return stroke tip. This tip

ascends at the velocity of v. Then the current moment at a time t is given considering

the image current by 2I,y*„'vdt, from which the radiated fields can be calculated.

Bruce and Golde,® based on the direct experimental measurements at the ground end
of the channel, found the average values of I„, a and ft to be about 30 kA, 4.4 x 10'’

s'' and 4.6 x lO^s"', respectively. The first return stroke velocity was represented from
the photographic data by

vt = v„ e-9t (9)

where v„ is 8 x 10^ m/sec and rj is 3 x lOV. The velocity for subsequent strokes in a

multiple flash is relatively constant. As the peak current for the subsequent strokes is

about half that of the first return stroke, thus an average current model for the subse-

quent strokes is given by

L = — (e-“‘ - e-^0
' 2

(10)
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Pierce*® gave the model values of these parameters as a = 2 x ICs"', /5 = 2x 10®s‘‘, 1«

= 20kA, V, = 10® m/s, and r] = 3 x J0*s"'

The double exponential expression of the lightning current given by Equation 8 can

be interpreted as follows Suppose the stepped leader channel is charged with an

amount of charge Q A fraction of o of this charge is removed at the return stroke tip

in unit time

dO = -aOdt (11)

where a depends on the charge density and the channel dimension The solution to

Equation 1 1 is

Qt = Qa (12)

where Q„ is the total charge deposited in the siepped-leader channel at t = 0 The

charge flowing down from the cloud would not stop after the initiation of return

stroke This charge also contributes to the lightning current at the return stroke tip

The decay of this charge is

q; = q; (13)

The total change rate of charge at the tip of the return stroke channel ts given by

I, = (-Q, QO - Q.a - Q; «-»' (14)

I, = Oat t = 0, then

If - (15)

where I» = Q, cr = Qo /3

Calculating the lightning currents using Equations 8 and 10 they become small for

times larger than a few hundred microseconds, that is, the currents are much less than

1 kA In practice, a current of the order of 1 kA or so usually flows for a few milli-

seconds Cianos and Pierce’ suggested the intermediate current of another double ex-

ponential form

1„ = (e-i-'-e-s*) (16)

where I,. = 2 kA, y = lO’s'* and 6 = 10*s’' The resultant current models for the

first and subsequent return strokes are then, respectively,

lo (17)

and

i (e-' - t-f) +
1^,

(c-rt _ e-5t)

Equations 17 and 18 are calculated for 1. = 20 kA and I., = 2 kA and the results are

shown in Figure 15

The magnitude of the continuing current, is nearly constant, flowing for a dura-

tion, T, is generally about 150 A, and T,, is about 150 msec When a continuing

current phase follows a return stroke, the total current model will be given by adding

I, toeither Equation 17or 18
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TIME. MS

FIGURE 15. First and subsequent

return stroke currents with time cal-

culated by adding the intermediate

current from Equations 17 and 18.

The charge transfer can easily be obtained by integrating the equations for each of

the currents above, and are given as follows: For the first return stroke

For the subsequent return strokes

For the intermediate current

Q. -
1., (^) «>

For the continuing current

Qc = IcTe (22)

For the numerical values of the constants given by Cianos and Pierce’ the respective

transferred charges are Qn= I.O C, Qsb= 0.5 C, Q,= 1.8 C and Qc= 22.5 C. The

charge transfer by the complete first and subsequent return strokes without continuing

current are thus 2.8 C and 2.3 C. When the return strokes are followed by the contin-

uing current, the complete charges transferred by the first and subsequent return

strokes are 23.5 C and 23 C, respectively. These values are in good agreement with

experimental values.

In the Bruce-Golde model, the return stroke current at any given time is assumed to

be uniform with height below the return .stroke wavefront and zero above. The current

in the channel below the wavefront is identical to the current at ground level:

I(z,t) = l(0,t) z < 8

I(z,t) = 0 z > 8

As the return stroke propagates upward for times after the current peak is reached,

the current in the channel decreases. As a result, the Bruce-Golde type return stroke
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Height,:

t

riGURL 16 Return «roke vurreoi disinbuiions for the Bruce

GolJe and iranxmiscion line models (Tfom Lm. Y T Uman, M A,

and Sianditf R B J Ceo/>ftvs Re« 85 IS7| 1980 With permis

sion 1

lowers charge from the channel lo ground, charge originally stored m the corona en-

velope of the leader The current that characterires (he Bruce-Golde model is schemat-

ically shown in Figure 16

The Bruce-Golde model has been much used for analytical compulations However,

It IS not physically reasonable for the return stroke current to be uniform instanta-

neously with altitude Dennis and Fierce'® modified the Bruce-Golde model to correct

this deficiency They suggested that the current wave travels up the channel with a

velocity which is not larger than the velocity of the Bruce-Golde model This concept

of a traveling wave of current regards the channel as a quasi-transmission line which

IS charged by the preceding leader process and then discharged by the return stroke.

In this transmission line model the current waveform at ground level is assumed to

propagate up the channel as it would propagate along an ideal transmission line

l(2,t) = ](i -z/v) z < 8

I(2.t) = 0 z 8

(24)

where the return stroke velocity v is assumed constant Because the transmission line

model requires the same current lo propagate across any height of the channel, as

schematically shown in Figure 16, no leader corona charge can be removed from the

return stroke channel during the return-stroke propagation time, charge being only
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FIGURE 17. Geometry of an idealized light-

ning return stroke channel.

transferred from .he top to the bottom of the

stroke model has been widely used by Uman and co-workers terse ana y

or aTprice and Pierce- to find a typical current wave shape and return stroke

velocity from the measured electric and magnetic fields produced by ™

aSoO km. If this approach proves to be valuable,

characteristics of -norntal” lightning in different

discharge to the special instrumented tower but discharge to any natural land.

Electromagnetic Radiation
i thp electro-

Uman and co-workers” - have developed a general theory of the

magnetic radiation from a finite-length antenna which is regarded as an ^^^^tned §

ning channel, and applied it to a large amount of experimental data. It is very

tive to follow closely with their theory.®* omnnd
Consider a straight vertical antenna of height H above a

^

plane as an idealized lightning channel. Geometry of the antenna with

^
notations is shown in Figure 17. Boundary condit.ons at the

adding the image antenna shown dashed in Figure 17. The radius
“J

'®'

section is assumed to be very small compared with the wavelength “J^ °

under consideration. The current at any height is aMumed to be some arbitrary con

uous function, i(z,t), which is zero everywhere at t - 0.
. ifz ft

Consider an infinitesimal vertical current dipole of length dz having ^

on the antenna as shown in Figure 17. The electric and magnetic le s

tion point on the plane a horizontal distance D from the antenna base are the sum

the fields from the real and image dipoles.
, . * - a frem tUp

The differential magnetic flux density dB of the dipole can be determined

differential retarded vector potential dA, i.e.

dB = V X dA
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As the assumed current has only vertical component, the differential vector potential

m Equation 25 has only a z-component, which is given by

dA^ (26)

where fi, is permeability of space and c is the velocity of light If we use a spherical

coordinate system with an origin at the dipole, then

where a^, a, and a^, (in Equation 28) are the unit vectors sketched m Figure I7 Evalu-

ating the curl gives

fijdi r sinO 31(2,1 - R/c)
V X dA - ~

(28)

Converting the space derivatives to lime derivatives

3i(2.t - R;c) _ _ I 3i(2 t - R/c)

aR at

we have

47r L R>

*_L ,
cR 3t J

The differential magnetic induction from the image dipole can be calculated in the

same way with replacing 0 by n - 0 Then total magnetic induction at the observation

point can be calculated by adding the both effects from the actual and image dipoles

The resultant magnetic induction is in the A direction,

dB;^(R,0.l) = Mi
^ 2jr L R»

1 3i(2.t - R/c)

(31)

The electric field is given in terms of retarded scalar and vector potentials as
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where the scalar potential is given by

<>(R,t) = -c"' I V-Adrr (33)

Evaluating the divergence of the differential vector potential gives

dzu cose
V-dA =

4;:

The differential scalar potential (54 is

d<>(R.e,t) = dz COS0
R/c)d r +

‘(z-t - R/c)

cR
(35)

From Equations 27, 32, and 35 we obtain the following expression for the differential

electric field due to the infinitesimal source dipole;

dE(R,e,t) = dz

4i:e„
Jcose R/c)di

+ —^ i(z,t - R/c)
cR* SR

+ sine jr/'ifc- R/c)dT

+ r i(z,t - R/c)
cR^

1 ai(z.t - R/c)

c^R at
se

(36)

The total electric field is the vector sum of the fields from the real and image dipoles

and is in the vertical direction:

dE,(R,e,t) = dz

2ne„

(2 — asin'e) r*

.

R^
i(z,r- R/c)dr

sin^e ai(z,t — R/c)

c’ R at

(37)

The total electric and magnetic fields from the complete vertical antenna of height

H are obtained bj' integrating the infinitesimal dipole solutions 31 and 37 over the

antenna.
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f"
B^(Dt) =1 dB;^(R.9.«)

0

= f”i!I^i(z.t-R/c)d2 (38)
R*

+— f
^ t — R/c)

2" Jfl tR at

The first term on the right of Equation 38 is the induction magnetic field and the

second term the radiation magnetic field

And

1(2 T - R/c) drdz

/•M
I ,(0 t) = I dr,(R « I)

•*0

2irf, J R* J
‘

* 0 0

2»e» J cR*
0

_ _l_
f
H a.(x.i - R/c)

^
2)T<, J c*R at

The first term on the right of Equation 39 is the electrostatic field, the second term

the induction electric field and the third term the radiation electric field

Uman ct at demonstrated solutions to Equations 38 and 39 for the transmission

line mode! The results of computer calculations arc shown in Figure 18 In these cal*

culations they assumed that the current terminates at H m Figure 17 and that no cur*

rent reflected dossnward from the top of the antenna The height, H = 4 8 km, and

the speed of propagation, v = 8 x tO’ m/sec, were assumed The input current wave-

form (a) in Figure 18 was chosen to resemble a return stroke in a lightning discharge

to ground

In Figure 18, the radiation field terms dominate (he E and B waveforms at the initial

time for all distances because the initial time derivative of the current is large At 1

km, the near field terms produce a large hump in E,. which represents the integrals of

the current being modulated by the geometrical factors as the current propagates up-

ward The magnetic field at I km is dominated by the induction field term The final

value of the magnetic field is zero at all distances because the final current and time-

rate-of-changc of current were chosen to be zero The electric field, on the other hand,

has a finite final value because the current waveform results m the effective transfer

of a charge

O-J idi

0

(40 )

from ground to the top of the antenna which creates a dipole field given b> the well-

known relation

J Qll
t ,(0 -)

If'. (H* Il*F
(41 )
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TIME , ^5

FIGURE 18. Return stroke electric (middle)
the

as a function of distance for the current shown m lhe i P P

return stroke velocity v = 8 x ,0’ m/sec calculated by -nsnuss.on line

model (From Uman. M. A.. Brantley R.
1975.’ W^h permis-

E. P., and McLain, D. K., J. Geophys. Res., , >

sion.)

There are seen the “mirror images” of the initial field peak at
Jad^Sion

18 for times after the current pulse reaches the top of the antenna.
bottom of

field peak arises because a propagating current wave was turne
, has been

the antenna, and the mirror image field peak arises because the

turned off at the top. Field behavior that could be interpreted as mdica mg these

tures has been only occasionally observed and only for first return s
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FIGURE 19 Return stroke current distributions for the Lm et al 's model (From Lin, V T . Uman, M
A andStandler R Geophys R<s 85, 1571 1980 With permission )

The Model of Lin et al

The Bruce-Golde model and the transmission line model represent two extreme cases

of what might be expected to occur m the return stroke channel

Lin et al ” tested these two most commonly used lightning return stroke models,

Bruce-Golde and transmission line models, against subsequent-stroke electric- and

magnetic-field waveforms measured simultaneously at near and distant stations and

showed that these models do not fn very well to the experimental data Lm et al
”

then proposed a new return stroke model which is schematically shown m Figure 19

The new model is composed of three separate current components (I) A short-dura-

tion upward propagating pulse of current associated with the upward-propagating elec-

trical breakdown at the return-stroke wavefront It will traverse the channel with the

return-stroke wavelront velocity and is treated by the transmission line model The

velocity cannot be determined by the new model and is assumed to be 10* m/sec The

current pulse is assumed to be responsible for the initial peak of the electric and mag-

netic radiation fields (2) A uniform current that may already be flowing (leader cur-

rent) or may start to flow soon after the return stroke begins In order to determine

the uniform current, L, is measured the slope, dE/dt, of the electric field near the

lightning in the linear ramp region when the field is primarily electrostatic, and L is

computed from the time rate of change of the relation between a point or spherical

charge located at the top of the channel and the resultant electrostatic field

, 2n«8 (H* + D*)** «lE(D,t)

V — (42,

Lin et al assumed that H for subsequent strokes in Florida is 7 5 km ” (3) “Corona

current” which is caused by the radially inward and then downward movement of the

charge initially stored in the corona sheath around the leader channel The corona

current is idealized as a number of current sources distributed along the channel Each

source is turned on when the peak of the return stroke breakdown-pulse current

reaches the altitude of the source At each height the corona-current wave shape in-

jected into the channel is assumed to be identical, but its magnitude decreases exponen-
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CLOSE ELECTRIC FIELD CLOSE MAGNETIC FIELD

1 f t ;n « ’s model fit to tuo-station electric and magnetic field mea-

FIGURE 20. An example of Lm et al. s mod
^

Fla. (From Lm. Y. T.. Uman. M.

ially with height. The corona current is assumed to Hotv into the channel and to

'round with the speed of light.
i nl tisine the new model is

An example of two-station data analyzed by L-n et al using

;hown in Figure 20. The matching of the mo e

Fieure 20 aeree reasonably

,uate. The subsequent stroke current waveforms
direct measure-

well with the subsequent return-stroke current \%a\e

ment as illustrated in Figure 14.
ctml-pt; derived from the new

The properties of the current for
current, the

model were presented as histograms of t p
transfer bv corona current,

charge transfer by breakdown pulse current
respectively. The mean

and the total charge transfer in Figures 21, , .
> median

value of the subsequent return stroke peak current
,-71 . a rnedian of Berger

value is 20 kA. The latter value is a
subsequent return strokes in Figure

et al.^ The mean of uniform current amplitu be

22 is 3.2 kA and the median is 2.3 kA. Th g ^bout

considered to be the continuation of dart leader cur .

1 msec, the median charge transfer is about -
• „„„„ nf charee transfer by

estimate given by Uman- from data of Brook et al.' mean of charge

^ ^
the breakdown pulse current for subsequent return stro 'es m

rnean

The majority of breakdown pulse current contain charge of less than 0.1 C.

of corona current charge in Figure 24 is 0.56 C and the me lan IS .

The total charge transferred by the return stroke m t e ir

uniform
integral of the sum of the breakdown pulse current, the

^ median is

current. The mean of total charge transfer in Figure -

D-nnk et al
’’

for

0.85 C. These values agree well with the measurements ^
'

subsequent return strokes without continuing current fo owing
nresented by

As described above the new model of lightning return-stroke current presented
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FIGURE 21 llistosMm of \ubscquciil rciurn stroke peak

surrcni derived from lOI eiLLirii field data observed stmul

tancouslv at two stations wiihm about 200 km distances

(From Lm Y T Uman M A and Standier R B y

Geop/ns Ref R5, 1571, 19R0 With permission )

FIGURE 22 Itisiogram of subsequent return stroke uniform

current derived from 101 electric field data observed simulia-

neouslv at two stations within about 200 km distances (From
Lm ^ T . Uman M A and Standier R B J Ceophvs
Res SS IS71 J9fl0 W’lito/vrrjjrssion >

FIGURE 23 Histogram of charge transfer bv breakdown
pulse current for subsequent return strokes derived from 101

clectriL field data observed simultaneously at two stations

within about 200 km distances (From Lm. Y T . Uman, M
A , and Standier, R B , J Gcophys Res, 8S. 1571. 1980
With permission )
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0 05 10 15 20 25

CHARGE TRANSFER BY CORONA
CURRENT, C

FIGURE 24. Histogram of charge transfer

by corona current for subsequent return

strokes derived from 101 electric field data

observed simultaneously at two stations

within about 200 km distances (From Lin, Y.

T., Uman, M. A., and Standler, R. B., J.

Geophys. Res., 85, 1571, 1980. With permis-

sion.)

TOTAL CHARGE TRANSFER, C

FIGURE 25. Histogram of subsequent return

stroke total charge transfer derived from 101 electric

field data observed simultaneously at two stations

within about 200 km distances (From Lin, Y. T.,

Uman, M. A., Standler, R. B., J. Geophys. Res.,

85, 1571, 1980. With permission.)

Lin et al.” is physically plausible and has reproduced reasonably acceptable lightning

characteristics. The major disadvantage of the new model is, however, the need to

choose arbitrarily the value for return stroke velocity.

Discussion on Space Dependent Nature
Time and space dependent nature of lightning return stroke was discussed by Rai^'*

who applied the theory of ionizing potential waves. Albright and Tidman' derived the

relation between the velocity v and the electric field E at the wavefront of the ionizing

potential waves
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V = (43)
ini’

where m and e are electron mass and charge respectively, v is clastic scattering fre-

quency of electrons, T„ is the electron temperature of the return stroke channel 3 x

10'‘K), V, IS the ionization potential of constituent gases, and (T./V.)' <?1 was assumed

The conductivity of the stepped-leader channel in the immediate neighborhood of the

return stroke tip during the return stroke ascent is assumed at time t’*

(44)

where o„ and e are the constants If the return stroke current can be assumed as I =

o, E, then Equation 43 is transformed to

e(l-fT,/V^) j,

(4S)

where J, = I,/A, A being the area of cross-scciion of the channel which is assumed to

be constant with time at all points along the channel The time dependent return stroke

velocity can be obtained by combining Equations 8. 44 and 45

»,
- V, - e-^l (46)

where

e(l T,/V,)l,
V. — . a » a - p and b = d - p

The distance travelled by the tip of the return stroke can be found from Equation
46

4
J'

The second term on the right of Equation 47 can be ignored because it is much smaller

than other terms when t is large enough Then Equation 47 js solved for the time t,

(48)

where H = Vo(l/a— 1/b) is the total length of the return stroke channel Elimination

of t from Equations 44 and 48 yields the spatial variation of conductivity of the

stepped-leader channel in the immediate neighborhood of the return stroke tip, i e ,

(-tr (49)
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Eliminating t from Equations 46 and 48 yields the spatial velocity variation of the tip

of the return stroke:

(50)

The spatial variation of the return stroke current at the tip, Iz, is found from Equations

45,49, and 50:

where

r/
,

a\b/a-l / z\(b + p)/a

Lv h) V h/ \1 ~«) J

(51)

Amv / a \
(I +T„/Vi) V bj

p/a+ 1

'.(-fr*'
(52)

Equation 51 gives the current at the moment when the tip of the return stroke arrives

at a height z. As the tip moves up to distances larger than z, the constituted current

arrives at that point until the channel extends into the cloud. Thus at a given point

there is also a time variation of the current. From a point above z the current waveform
comes to z at a time z/v later. For a time less than z/v, the current is zero. Hence
both the spatial and temporal variation of current may be combined together,

^z,t
=

Iz,o (53)

where

2,0
[

/ z\p/a + l / a \b/a - ]
y

z\(b+p)/al
^0,0

^
'

-t) (

\P/a+l [”/' z\P/a+l / aNb/a-I ,

J L' H/ \ j

(54)

To see the spatial variation of the return stroke current and velocity, in Equation

^
and V, in Equation 50 were calculated as a function of z/H, where E = 22 kA, v„

- 9 X 10’ m/sec, a = 6 x iQ-* s'', b = 7 x 10* s'* and e = a were assumed. The results

are shown in Figure 26, The value of E.„ becomes maximum at a height of z/H-0.08.
is is a little larger than the height where the breakdown streamer from the ground

meets the downward propagating stepped-leader tip. Because of the maximum ioniza-
hon near the tip of the stepped-leader, the current attains a maximum at this height.

return stroke velocity increases initially, attains a maximum around z/
• 13 and then decreases steadily.
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J ICil KI 2f> Varuiions ol fciurn Mroke«.o«<nt and »el04.il%

wiih ini,rifaMii^ tength of «.hannel <,ali.iilaicd from Liquations 50

and ^4 H is the total stroke channel length

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The 6th Intcrnationai Conference on Atmospheric CIcciricn> held at the Unnersits

of Manchester during JuK 28 to August I. 1980 resealed that much dcsclopmeni of

lighining-turrcnt related research has been made during tlie past few years There arc

some topics presented at the Conference

Some attention has been drawn to winter lightning since Takcuti ct al reported

‘abnormal” features of winter lightning observed at the Japan sea coast Later New

Mexico's group liad much interest m such thunderstorms in this wet and cold area

which IS opposite to the dry and hot Nevs Mexico Then they made joint measurements

for winter ilnindcrstorms at Mokurtku coast in Japan

Tdkitiii cl al ** reported iliat in Uokiiriku area positive lightning often occurs as

docs usual ncgaiisc lightning They first suspected that the charge distribution in

clouds and then the cliargc generation mechanism m winter thunderstorms arc differ-

ent from tliose of summer thunderstorms As a result of more measurements for later

years they concluded that the charge distribution in the winter thunderstorm is funda

mentally the same as that in the summer ihiindersiorm. but strong wind shear m the

upper aiinosplicrc makes the upper positive charge shift downwind ward Moreover the

cloud height is so low iliat lightning is sometimes produced from the upper shified-

portion of the cloud where the positive charge exists (see Figure 1) The laboratory

experiment lias shown that the positive breakdown occurs more easily than docs the

negative breakdown if the other conditions arc the same This applies to the case of

the winter thunderstorm

Taleuti et al also found that electric field oscillations arc often associated with

positive ground discharges observed in the winter storms in Japan and in summer

storms in Sweden The oscillations last for 40 to 150 pscc and contain frequencies 16

to 67 kMr This is interpreted as follows the electric conductivity of the lightning

channel in the positive ground discharge is high enough to produce lightning current

oscillations because of the shorter channel length of winter and high latitude Iigliimng.

Lasicr artificial triggering of winter lightning than summer lightning also drew atten-

tion Although the frequency of occurrence of winter lightning is scry small compared

with summer lightning, transmission line damages due to winter lightning base often

been reported, and it is worthvshile mscsiigaitng more detailed mechanism of winter

lightning
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Lightning channel locations have been further developed by Hayenga and War-

wick"” in addition to the works by Proctor^® and Taylor^'* outlined in the section,

“Charge Structure.’’ They used two antennas interferometer 8.7 m spacing each other.

Measurements of the lightning source can be made every 2.5 psec (400,000/sec) using

34.3 MHz pulses with 3.4 MHz bandwidth.

Proctor,'®-' Taylor,'®^ and Hayenga and Warwick'®' made a comparative exhibition

of space-time mapping of VHP lightning source positions which jumped around in

clouds. Such a dynamic nature of lightning will make modeling of the lightning current

complex.

LeVine and Meneghini'®'* discussed on effects of lightning channel tortuousity on

the electric fields radiated from return strokes. Computer simulations using two paired

exponentials of the Bruce-Golde type lightning current waveform and a piecewise lin-

ear traveling wave (i.e., transmission line) model showed that the simulated return

stroke electric field could well reproduce the measured radiation field. An important

consequence of tortuousity is to increase the high frequency energy in the radiated

signal. A calculated radiation spectrum was in good agreement with observed data

when tortuousity was taken into account.

Correlated measurements of lightning radiation fields and whistlers were made by

Weidman et al.'®® The whistler measurements were made at Roberval in Canada and

at Siple in Antarctica. The lightning field measurements were made at Roberval and

Gainesville, Fla. It was found from these measurements that 80% of lightning which

produces whistlers were ground discharges, and 10% were intracloud discharges; mul-

tiple return strokes occupied 66% of whistler-producing lightning and single return

strokes did 34%. The mean peak field amplitude was 0.22±0.]0 V/m for whistler pro-

ducing lightning and 0.13±0.05 V/m for nonwhistler producing lightning. The maxi-

mum excitation range of these whistlers was greater than 2,200 km.

Turman'®" detected by the Vela satellite very powerful lightning flashes, the super-

bolts, the optical power of which ranged 10"~10‘® watts. The DMSP satellite lightning

sensor has also been sampling the superbolts.'®® The average duration of the superbolts

was about 1 msec. Most of them occurred in the northern hemisphere between 30°

and 40° N. A significant number occurred in the northwest Pacific Ocean and the Sea

of Japan.

Planetary lightning and radio emission measurements are also planned'®" for the

Jupiter thunderstorms. Such satellite borne lightning observations will provide an in-

teresting field of lightning investigation in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with natural electromagnetic fields within the atmosphere which

have periods of the order of hours or longer Three sources of such fields are known

1 Thunderstorm electricity and related phenomena

2 Interaction between tidal winds and the ionospheric plasma

3 Interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere

It has been known since the middle of the I8th century that the terrestrial atmos-

phere IS always and everywhere in an electrified state Lord Kelvin called this condition

the atmospheric electric field It is also known as the atmospheric potential gradient

During the last 2 decades of the 19ih century, it was discovered that the atmosphere

has a small but measurable electric conductivity In the presence of an electric field,

therefore, there must be incessant currents These currents decay within a characteristic

time of

r — Cq/w i 7 min (1)

(e. ® 8 85 X 10 F/m, o » 2 x [Q ’^S/m) if they are not continuously maintained by

external nonelectric forces Since atmospheric electricity does not disappear, the “Fun-

damental Problem of Atmospheric Electricity” was evident there must be some re-

plenishing mechanism

It was discovered from balloon measurements during the early years of this century

that the electric conductivity is caused mainly by cosmic rays and that its magnitude

increases nearly exponentially with altitude Wilson"* developed the hypothesis that

the earth surface and an equipotential layer at some height ( ^ 40 km) must behave

like a hugh capacitor The thunderstorms in which electric charge is separated act like

current generators which maintain the potential gradient on a global base Observa-

tions of the electric field at oceanic stations showed that this field undergoes variations

which are simultaneous over the globe To date this is the strongest argument in favor

of the validity of Wilson’s hypothesis For more details about the history of atmos-

pheric electricity, see Israel “

The dynamo theory of the geomagnetic Sq variations presumes a horizontally ex-

tended electric polarization field at ionospheric E laver heights, e g ,
Chapman and

Bartels " Only recently has that field configuration been deduced from backscatter

measurements A magnetosphenc electric field which could be related to global

plasma convection was theoretically predicted by Axford and Hmes* and was fust

measured in situ at ionospheric heights by Heppner*'’ and Frank and Gurnett " The

problem of downward mapping of these fields into the middle and lower atmosphere

was first considered by Mozer and Serlin ”

In this chapter the mam emphasis will be the electrostatic component of these fields

as observed within the lower and middle atmosphere We shall only briefly mention

field and current configurations within the ionospheric dynamo region or the magne-

tosphere Likewise, we shall not discuss electromagnetic induction effects within the

Earth interior and the magnetosphere Since the conductivity plays a crucial role for

electric fields and currents, a brief summary about its origin and properties vvill be

given m the next section, followed by an outline of basic features of the three sources

of atmospheric electric fields In the third section, we discuss observations made at

ground based stations, at balloon altitudes, and at ionospheric heights In the last

section we review theoretical approaches for describing global electric fields and cur-

rents
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Methods of measurements will not reviewed. For more details the reader is referred

to Chalmers,*'’ Israel, and Fahleson.”

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Electric Conductivity

Lower and Middle Atmosphere

The electric conductivity depends on the existence of positive and negative ions and

on their mobility. Ions and electrons are produced by cosmic rays within the lower

and middle atmosphere and by radioactivity from the ground over the continents

within the first 100 m. Electrons attached to molecules as well as positive ions, form

molecular clusters via a hydration process within a fraction of a second. These clusters,

called small ions, are among others H* (H20 )„ (positive ions) and 02'-(H20 )„ and

C04" (H20)„. (negative ions). The number of attached water molecules, n, depends

on the water vapor content of the air and is of the order of 4 to 8.'’® Additional ions

form above 15-km altitude. The ion chemistry of the atmosphere is extremely compli-

cated and far from being completely understood. For more details see, e.g., Israel,'”’

Ferguson,^" and Arnold. *

Small ions disappear either by recombination with each other or by attachment to

large ions or to aerosol particles. In the steady state the number of small ions can be

derived from an equation of recombination.'*®

^ = 0 =
dt

q - an.,n. — pn+Z q — an* - pnZ (2)

as

~PZ + + 4aq

n ^ (3)
2a

where n+ = n. = n = concentration of positive and negative small ions, q = produc-

tion rate of ions, a ~ recombination coefficient,
ft
= effective attachment coefficient,

and Z = aerosol concentration. Equation 3 is simplified because ft depends on the

aerosol spectrum. Furthermore, the electric charge of the aerosol particles has to be

taken into account. Production and annihilation of small ions is schematically shown
in Figure 1. Only the mobile (or fast) small ions are of significance for the electric

conductivity:

a = e(n^.k,. + n_kj (4)

with k± = mobility of the ions and e = electric elementary charge.

The mobility of small ions is inversely proportional to the air density:

k+(z) = kgi
PoT(z)

P(OTo
(5)

where p„ and T„ are STP pressure and temperature, and p and T are pressure and
temperature at height z. Under STP conditions, k is a reduced mobility. Table 1

gives values of k, a, and (1 for different heights.

Figure 2 shows measured altitude profiles of the positive polar electric conductivity
o* = en*k* for three stations in 30°N, 48°N, and 68'’N latitude. The increase of a.
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FIGURE I Schematic picture of production and annihilation of atmospheric elecirically small ions

(From Gnngel, W , Hofmann. D J and Rosen. J M . Repoti No AP 47. Department of Physics and

Astronomy. University of Wyoming. Laramie, December 1978 With permission )

Table 1

AVERAGE MOBILITY OFSMALL IONS (k),

RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENT (er), AND
ATTACHMENT COEFFICIENT (/?) IN VARIOUS

HEIGHTS (2)”

z k a

(km) (cm/$ per V/cm) (lO^cmVs)
P

(10’‘ cmVs)

4 2

8 3

12 5

16 10

20 18

24 35

28 70

1 6 7

1 8 10

I 6 12

0 9S 13

06 13

0 45 13

0 35 13

With latitude reflects the latitudinal dependence of cosmic ray mtensity at the surface

of the Earth “

From Equation 3 it follows that an increase of the aerosol concentration decreases

the number of small ions The aerosol concentration over the continents depends on

meteorological conditions, time of day, season, and also on man-made factors The

conductivity thus varies significantly with lime and space over the continents, in par-

ticular within the atmospheric exchange layer in the first 1000 m above the ground

Although ion production rate over the continents is five times larger than over the

oceans due to radioactivity, the loss rate due to attachment to aerosol is five times

larger over the continents Therefore, the number density of fast ions is about 10’
m'*

over the continents and over the oceans

The mean conductivity profile can be analytically described by the formula,”

~ = (2 94e-'‘®27z + I39e-0 375z

+ 0 369 e-® ^
(6)
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FIGURE 2. Observed electric conductivity at three different latitudes

based on balloon measurements and mean ion production rate q versus

height. (From Gringel, W., Prometheus, 7, 13, 1977 With permission )

valid at mid latitudes (z in km; o in S/m). Figure 3 shows a mean height profile of the

conductivity. Due to meteorological and other factors, deviations from that average

up to several hundred percent can occur within the exchange layer. Layers of increased

aerosol can significantly reduce the conductivity within the atmosphere. Gringel and

Miihleisen^'* found a reduction of o between 2- and 4-km altitude over the North Atlan-

tic west of Africa, which they attribute to a dust layer of sand from the Sahara. The
Junge layer, a region of enhanced aerosol concentration between about 17- and 25-km
altitude, can act in the same manner to reduce o in an irregular way, (e.g., Rosen and

Hofmann”). Cipriano et al.‘^ claim that o attains a relative maximum near 40-km
altitude. There is a steeper exponential increase of o above 60 km. According to Cole

and Pierce,'^ electrons become significant in that height region (see also Pierce®^).

Cosmic ray events, including cosmic rays of solar origin, can significantly influence o

due to the change in ion production.®' The solar wind tends to exclude cosmic ray

particles from the Earth, thus explaining why the cosmic ray flux, and therefore the

ion production rate, is lower on the average during solar maximum and more intense

during solar minimum.®'' A change in conductivity may not necessarily reflect a change
in ionization levels, but rather a change in mobility. Significant structure has been seen

in the vertical profile of mobility at mesospheric altitudes."'*

The columnar resistance between ground and ionosphere is of the order

A = J 1.3 X 10”nm=
0

(7 )
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The first 2 km contribute about 45'^’o and the first 10 km about 90% to that columnar

resistance The value in Equation 7 can vary by a factor of 2 depending on the orog-

raphy of the Earth and on latitude The average total resistance between Earth and

ionosphere amounts to about

a/a * 250 0 (8)

With A = 5 1 X I0‘*ni^ being the surface area of the Earth That value may vary with

solar activity

Ionosphere

The extreme UV and soft X-radiation from the sun that produce the ionospheric

layers are almost entirely absorbed above the mesopause near 85-km altitude There is

a small contribution from harder X-rays, particularly during solar flares when the flux

of hard X-radiation can increase by two or three orders of magnitude over its normal

value within the ionospheric D layer between about 60- and 90-km altitude 0/ and

NO* are the ma]or positive ions which are produced in that region Ni* and O* be-

come increasingly important above about 100-km altitude, e g ,
Whitten and Pop-

poff

The electric conductivity m these regions is governed by collisions between neutrals

and ions and electrons and by the influence of the geomagnetic field on the rnobility

of the plasma components The mobility of the electrons is restricted by the geomag-

netic field at levels above 80 km, while the ions are bound to the geomagnetic lines of

force above about 140 km The differential motion of the ions and the electrons m
the dynamo region between about 80- and 200-Km altitude gives rise to an anisotropic

behavior of the conductivity The conductivity parallel to the geomagnetic lines of

force B», symbolized by o„, is not affected by B. It therefore increases strongly with

height (see Figure 3) The conductivity parallel to an electric field E, however orthog-

onal lo B„, IS called the Pedersen conductivity a. That conductivity is reduced with

respect to o
i,
and has a maximum where the ion-neutral collision rate equals the gyro-

frequency of the ions That occurs near 140 km at mid latitudes The conductivity

orthogonal lo both E and B, is called the Hall conductivity, o» Its maximum occurs

near 1 10-km altitude and decreases with height more rapidly than Op (Figure 3) The

effective conductivity for horizontal currents within the dynamo region is the Cowling

conductivity o. = o^ + o’/,/Op ft may reach values as large as five times the Pedersen

conductivity near the geomagnetic equator
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The Pedersen eonductivity is carried by electrons below about 105 km and by ions

above that height. The Hall conductivity is mainly due to electrons. Both conductivities

depend on time of day, season, and latitude in a complicated manner. For more details

see Whitten and Poppoff" ’, Rishbeth and Garriott”, or Maeda and Matsumoto.'^'

Space Charges

The surplus of one kind of charged particles within a certain volume is called space

charge. Its SI unit is C/m^. According to Poisson’s law, the space charge q is related

to an electric field E:

V • E = q/e (9)

with £ - £„ the dielectric constant of the air. The global electric field decreases nearly

exponentially with altitude. A space charge is therefore always present within the lower

and middle atmosphere. It decreases from a few pC/m^ at the ground to about 0.01

pC/m^at 10-km altitude in fair-weather areas.

An electrically inactive cloud contains positive space charge in its upper part and

negative charge in its lower part, with values of the order of 1 pC/m-*. The electric

conductivity is reduced in local dust and fog, so that enhanced layers of space charge

with strong horizontal gradients may form.'* In thunderclouds space charges can reach

values up to tens of nC/m^.

One source of space charge near the ground is the electrode effect, e.g., Anderson.^

The positive and negative small ions drift in opposite directions under the influence

of the vertical electric field. Since they are formed only within the air, a depletion of

negative ions occurs near the ground, giving rise to positive space charges of the order

of 0.1 nC/m^ within the first 10 m above ground. This effect is most pronounced

above areas covered with water, ice, or snow. Above solid soil the effect is normally

absent because of the strong vertical turbulent mass exchange there. Negative ions

emanating from a waterfall, positive ions created by breaking surf in a salty ocean, or

fire, air, pollution, etc. are other sources of space charges.""

Recent electric field measurements by sounding rockets seem to indicate that space

charge layers of unknown origin may be present within the middle atmosphere near

50- to 70-km altitude.^" However, these measurements are still controversial."

Horizontal gradients of space charge at ionospheric heights are built up by the dif-

ferent motion of ions and electrons driven by the tidal wind. They will be discussed in

the section on “Ionospheric Dynamo Field,” page 73.

Equivalent Electric Circuits

Thunderstorm Field

Figure 4 shows a schematic electric circuit simulating atmospheric electric fields and

currents and their sources. Electric charge separation within thunderstorms with posi-

tive charge stored in the upper part and negative charge stored within the lower part

of the cloud and convection currents maintaining that charge separation constitute an

electric current source with about 1 A strength per cloud area and voltage differences

between cloud top and the Earth’s surface Ur of about 10 to 100 MV. The Earth and
the atmosphere above about 10 km are good conductors. They behave like a spherical

condensor with capacitance

Ca = -j- - 2 E (10)

where d - 2.5 km is the virtual distance of the plates, and A is the surface area of the

Earth.
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FIGURC 4 Schemaiic equivalent current of the system “Earth-Atmosphere Magnetosphere” The order

of magnitude numbers of the current eicmenis arc

1 Interior of the Earth

2 Lower and middle

Atmosphere (region [)

3 Dynamo region

(Region 11)

4 Magnetosphere

(Region 111)

R, = R ,/2 3 J roQ

R^*R^/2*250a R, = 25kC Rr=IOOkS2

C^ = 2C,='2F ^=lkA U,:»250kvUf “25MV
Ro K 2 R „»20mQ IRJ^O I a (complex impedance)

Cn«200kF lo^iooicA Uo“30kV
R«»0 2n L« = 2Lm“30H'»
I., < 1 MA n» < 25 kV

Since the resistance R« between lop of the thundercloud and ionosphere is smaller

than Rr between top and ground, most of the current flows from the top into the

ionosphere. Because of the large height-integrated Cowling conductivity within the

dynamo region (Rn - 20 mQ)» no significant horizontal potential gradient can be main-

tained by this DC current there, and the electric charge will distribute nearly equally

over all the dynamo region, from which it flows downward to the Earth within the
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fair-weather areas. The average resistance of the fair weather area has been estimated

to R .4
- 250 Q (see Equation 8). The interior of the Earth is a good conductor, with

overall resistance of not more than Re< 1 mQ.
The interior of the Earth, like the ionosphere, can thus be considered in a first order

approximation as an equipotential layer for DC currents. The return currents from

the ground to the clouds are carried mainly by lightning flashes. Each thunderstorm

area covering a number of active clouds transports about 0.5 to 1 A into the ionos-

phere.^® With 1000 to 2000 thunderstorms at any time all over the globe, one arrives

at a total current of - 1 kA and a potential difference between ground and ionos-

phere of about U .4 - 250 kV. The observations scatter between 180 and 400 kV.”

The internal resistance of the sum of all thunderstorm generators is symbolized by

R,^. That resistance is of the order

Ry ^ - 100 kn ( 11 )

with

0

the columnar resistance between ground and cloud top at z„, and F ^ 10“m^ the total

area covered by thunderstorms.”

A smaller part of the current (- 20%) flows within that resistance down to the Earth

in the environment of the clouds. Another small part may flow along the geomagnetic

lines of force from one hemisphere into the other (simulated in Figure 4 by the resist-

ance R„ of the magnetosphere). That resistance acts like a shunt of the dynamo resist-

ance Rd.

The electric charge stored on one plate of the condenser can be estimated to

Qa = CaUa - 500 kC

The voltage Uai would then decrease to 1 /e after a delay time of

Ta = Ra^A ~ 500 sec (12)

if the thunderstorm activity should suddenly cease. In order to maintain the potential

difference U^, thunderstorm activity must be present at all times.

From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that the DC currents and voltages meas-

ured at the ground or within the lower atmosphere are rather noisy. The sources them-

selves (the thunderstorm voltage Ur) change with time and location, influencing

and U with characteristic times as small as several minutes. Changes in R„, Rr, or R,,

may also give rise to variations of U., and U. In particular, a varying column resistance

(Equation 7) modulates the local electric field and current density. The fair weather

fields and currents are modified significantly near thunderstorms. In addition, precip-

itation, blowing snow and dust, and rising or descending space charge layers all behave

like local generators of electric current systems.

Ionospheric Dynamo Field

Tidal wind systems generated within the entire atmosphere by differential heating

of the sun interact with the ionospheric plasma above about 80-km altitude. Collisions
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between neutrals and electrons become of minor importance above 80 km, and the

electrons start to gyrate along the geomagnetic lines of force This happens above

about 140-km altitude for ions, so that they essentially move with the neutral wind

below that height It is this differential motion of electrons and ions in the height

region between 80 and 200 km that is responsible for an essentially horizontal electric

current

Charge separation between electrons and ions generates a secondary electric polari-

zation field Ep The configuration of that field is such that its contribution to the

electric current together with the current driven by the Lorentz field V x Bo leads to a

source-free electric current density j

divj = div [5(Ep + vx B„)l =0 (13)

with V the horizontal tidal wind and a the horizontal conductivity tensor, e g ,
Chap-

man and Bartels " It is that horizontally directed polarization field E^, which can be

measured by an observer moving with the Earth

Only those tidal winds can generate observable dynamo currents which have vertical

wavelengths comparable to or larger than the thickness of the dynamo layer The most

important wind systems belong to the diurnal (1,-2) tidal wave which is evanescent

below lOO-km altitude,’’ and to the semidiurnal (2,2) and (2,4) tidal waves *’

Feedback between tidal wind and plasma can be simulated by the equivalent current

II in Figure 4 The AC voltage source Uo with period r/m (t = 24 hr, m «

1,2, ) IS the solar differential heating The capacitance Cp acts like an internal

resistance of the source depending only on nonplasma parameters

(5i ** mean density of the air at the center of the dynamo region, Az = effective thick-

ness of the dynamo region, and B, = geomagnetic field) The voltage U, is the meri-

dionally averaged zonal potential difference of the electric polarization field during

one half-period A voltage of 10 kV in Figure 4 corresponds to the diurnal tide, thus

yielding a half-period of 12 hr This voltage U, is proportional to the current U, the

proportional factor being a complex impedance R„
The total dynamo current Ic within one hemisphere is of the order of 100 kA The

load resistance Rd is the global mean height-integrated reciprocal Cowling conductivity

within the dynamo region

Rd 20 mn (IS)

Note that all values m Figure 4 are only order-of-magnitude numbers The actual num-

bers may vary by at least a factor of 2

The movement of an electrically conducting medium (the ionospheric plasma), dri-

ven mechanically by the neutral wind against an external magnetic field (the geomag-

netic field), and the induction of electric voltages and currents in that system (the

polarization field and the Sq current) correspond to a technical dynamo The load

resistance of the technical dynamo where energy is dissipated corresponds to R,, in

Figure 4, while the self-inductance of the coi! corresponds to R, in Figure 4 Even if
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FIGURE 5. Equipotential lines of the electric polarization field of the Sq current versus local

time and height within lower and middle atmosphere. Equatorial cross section {From Volland,

H., J. Geophys. Res. ,11, 1961, 1972. With permission.)

the load resistance is zero (short circuit), the self-inductance (charge separation) pre-

vents the current from becoming infinitely large.

The magnetospheric resistance Ra, and the atmospheric resistance act like shunts

within current system II in Figure 4. Currents through the magnetosphere along geo-

magnetic field lines can only flow if a significant voltage difference exists between the

two conjugate footpoints of a given line. That may be the case during solstice condi-

tions. Maeda and Murata“ estimated that not more than 10% of the dynamo currents

flow along geomagnetic field lines during solstice.

The currents flowing within the lower atmosphere and the ground are of the order

of

Rn
I
~ ~ 10-“ Ip 10 A (16)

which is only about 1% of the thunderstorm current Ia-

Note that this current is an AC current varying with local time and latitude.

Mapping the horizontal electric polarization field Ep down to the lower atmosphere

leads to equipotential lines as shown in Figure 5. These equipotential lines, which are

nearly vertical down to about 20-km altitude, progress into a horizontal direction near

the well-conducting Earth. The vertical field strength at the ground is of the order of

1 V/m, which is smaller by a factor of about 100 as compared with the thunderstorm

field at the ground. Therefore, it appears to be rather difficult to filter that small signal

out of the noisy thunderstorm field.

The AC dynamo current behaves like a huge antenna system from which electro-

magnetic waves are emitted. The system “dynamo region-earth interior” can be con-

sidered as a transformer with the dynamo region as the primary winding, and the

interior of the Earth as the secondary winding of a coil. The induced electromagnetic
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FIGURE 6 Simulation of eleciromagneiic induction within the earth inte-

nor Plane transverse electric wave (E wave) renecied at a half space with

large refractive index n (|n[>») ("p” ® primary wave, “s" = reflected

wave, “t” = transmuted wave )

waves within the secondary winding are superimposed onto the primary waves The

simplest way to describe that induction effect ts to consider the reflection of plane

transverse electric waves on a well-conducting half space as indicated in Figure 6 While

the horizontal electric fields cancel nearly to zero just outside the half space, the mag-

netic fields add, thus leading to an enhancement of the horizontal field and to a reduc-

tion of its vertical component near (he ground

These magnetic fields can be observed at the ground as the geomagnetic Sq varia-

tions The primary field is proportional to the dynamo current, and the secondary field

IS proportional to the induced current within the Earth The strength and phase of the

induced currents depend on the period of the primary wave and on the configuration

of the electric conductivity within the Earth Longer periods penetrate deeper into the

Earth than shorter periods (skin effect) For more details see Price** and Rikitake

Afagnefospheric ConvecfiOn FieW

The solar wind, a plasma flow from the sun of high electric conductivity, cannot

directly penetrate the geomagnetic field, but leaves a cavity, the magnetosphere, m the

wider environment of the Earth The boundary of the magnetosphere, the magneto-

pause. IS located where the kinetic energy of the solar wind matches the magnetic en-

ergy of the geomagnetic field The mean distance of the magnetopause from the Earth

IS about 10 Earth radii at the subsolar point The magnetosphere stretches several

hundred Earth radii into space on the night side (see Figure 7)

In the polar cap regions of the magnetosphere, the solar wind plasma blows across

geomagnetic field lines which merge with the interplanetary magnetic field These re-

gions therefore behave like a hydromagnetic generator m which the kinetic energy of

the solar wind is converted into electric energy In plasma physics the effect is known

as channel flow or Hartmann flow •* In order to allow the solar wind plasma to pene-
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trate into that region, an electric polarization field directed from dawn to dusk must

be built up which compensates the Lorentz field v >« B,, where v is the solar wind

velocity directed from noon to midnight and B, is the polar cap geomagnetic field

directed to the south

Discharging electric currents can flow along the magnetopause, along the magnetos-

phenc tail (AC in Figure 7), and along the geomagnetic field lines which are intercon-

nected via the dynamo region of the ionosphere (AEFC m Figure 7) The resulting

voltage, current, and power are of the order of 50 kV, 20 MA, and 1 TW About 1

MA flows along the line from A via E on the morning side into the ionosphere to F

on the evening side, and from F to C into the magnetosphere These field-aligned

currents have been observed The electric polarization field which drives those cur-

rents is accompanied by large-scale plasma convection within the nighttime magnetos-

phere and IS therefore called the convection field
*

Since the geomagnetic lines of force are well conducting, they are practically electric

equipotential lines and the electric field vector must be orthogonal to these lines The

electric field can thus map downward into ionospheric heights where it drives electric

Pedersen and Hall currents The convection field has been measured in situ by satel-

lites For an observer at ionospheric heights who rotates with the Earth, this field

IS an AC field with a basic period of I solar day Its dawn to dusk potential difference

is about U„ = 25 kV during very quiet conditions It can increase up to 100 kV and

more during disturbed conditions *' Maximum field strengths arc observed near the

low latitude borders of the auroral zones, from which the field decays rapidly toward

the lower latitudes For a review, see Stern

Voltage sources and currents of magneiospheric origin are very crudely simulated

by the current system HI in Figure 4 Again, pan of that current can flow through the

lower atmosphere Here one expects effects on the ground which in the auroral zones

may locally be of the same order of magnitude as the thunderstorm field effects The

locally and temporally varying ionospheric currents of magnetosphenc origin which

are associated with magnetosphenc substorms' can induce a whole spectrum of second-

ary electric currents within the Earth ”” Secondary induced electric fields within the

magnetosphere due to fluctuating primary fields are discussed by Kim et al ** The time

constant of magnetosphenc currents is of the order of Lm/Ro “ 25 min

OBSERVATIONS

Ground-Based Measurements
Globally Representative Stations for the Thunderstorm Field

The atmospheric electric field measured at the ground is orthogonal to the surface

of the Earth because the Earth behaves like an equipotential layer In the fair weather

regions far away from thunderstorm areas, the field of thunderstorm origin is directed

downward In the literature of atmospheric electricity, that direction is defined as pos-

itive In this book, however, we apply a coordinate system with the z-axis positive

upward, so that the fair weather field is negative according to our definition To avoid

confusion, we shall explicitly mention any deviation from our definition if it occurs m
the following text

Fair weather m the atmospheric electric sense is during a time in which the action

of local generators remains unimportant Local generators are those generators which

do not contribute significantly to the global electric current and influence only their

immediate environment Convection currents (precipitation), corona discharges, and

blowing snow or dust belong to local generators A thunderstorm is also a local gen-

erator in Its immediate vicinity

A globally representative station for the thunderstorm field is a station where, for
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FIGURE 8. Annual mean of field strength at the ground

versus universal time (in GMT) measured at oceanic sta-

tions (upper Figure: field strength is positive downssard).

and thunderstorm activity versus GMT m the four mam

centers of the world (lower Figure). (From Israel, H., At-

mospheric Elcctnciiy, Vol. II. National Science Founda-

tion. Washington. D.C .
1973. With permission.)

all fair weather eondi.iona, the vertical columnar

mains nearly constant," so that the measured electric current density J.

the variation of the potential difference U.*.

U. = -aJa
(17)

This condition is approximately true for ocean and for polar

the results of field strength measurements on board the resear
down-

upper part of Figure 8 gives annual averages of hourly means of E,
upper pan oi riguic o

.t-, .irikinE feature is a dependence on uni-

ward) plotted vs. universal time (GMT). The stri
g innoitude The

versa! time with maximum near 19.00 GMT at locations 17"“^ „n0.
lower part of Figure 8 gives the areas of thunderswrm activi y

.
.

i,.

nents. Although the thunderstorm activity depen
^

follows the field

early afternoon, the sum of all active areas on

strength curve.
. ,

. r-,,,,- nf Wilson’s

Presently, this correlation is the most “"''’"'‘"11 “'S™™* ^ ° M However
theory that the thunderstorms are the generators of the globalf ‘'7' '

there remain some discrepancies. The electric field in Figure 8

while the thunderstorm areas vary by abour lOOf.. Moreover, K777. ®

seasonal curves of thunderstorm activity, found a less convincing

the seasonal parameters, Ogawa e. al.” split the thunderstorm data into monthly

curves and showed that electric field and thundemlorm activity f ^ 7“,^
hourly trend for individual months. Since the time constant o

adiust to
the orter of 500 sec (see Equation 12), the global 7°“'^ “"77'

“

changes in the global generator strength within the same ""
at least

a rather strong correlLon between electric field and ’>’""‘‘'7
^ily m

for time scales of 1 hr. Recent simultaneous measurements o
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FIGURE 9 Simultaneous variations of density of Maxwellian atmospheric electric current at Waldorf,

Maryland, U S , (
"

) and Vilsandi. Estonia, USSR —
) measured each with 150 m wire an-

tenna I m above ground Data points are averages over 10 sec (Couticsy of RuhnVe, L H ,
private com

munication )

Maryland, U S and tn Estonia, USSR show similar synchronous world-wide fluc-

tuations with time constants even smaller than I mm, (Figure 9)
**

Another argument against the Wilson hypothesis is that the annual variation of the

daily mean of the oceanic field and the corresponding annual variation of the thunder-

storm activity are anticorrelated The electric field shows a minimum during north

summer, while thunderstorm activity has a maximum there

One way out of the discrepancy may be that measurements of thunderstorm activity

are still based on the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) tables which give

numbers of the "day with thunder heard" This is certainly not a representative meas-

ure of thunderstorm activity, particularly m regions of sparse meteorological stations

It should be mentioned, however, that observations of the energy of Schumann reso-

nances show a similar large amplitude variation, to the total thunderstorm activity m
the lower part of Figure 8 '* Schumann resonances are considered to represent the

lightning activity of the major storm centers (see the chapter, "Schumann Reso-

nances”) Thus, the question remains unsolved whether additional sources have to be

considered to generate the global electric circuit, e g , a convective generator,"' or an

Austausch generator,” or whether our assumption about a linear relationship between

lightning activity and the generator strength of thunderclouds must be modified

Typical values of E, at ocean stations near the equator are 120 V/m The electric

current density measured at ocean stations closely follows the electric field with typical

values of 2 to 3 pA/m^, e g , Gringel et al ” Regional effects of the global field are

discussed byTakagi
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FIGURE 10. T^-pical variations of electric field on the ground and relate ‘’^“7=

fair weather (0), haze (~). and fog (-). ( - means Held strengths postt.ve dovs-n«ard) (From Ftscher. H.

Prometheus, 7, 4, 1977. With permission.)

Continental Stations . .

Meteorological and anthropogenic influences on electric conductivi y are -

over the solid Earth than over the ocean, in particular within the atrnosp eric exc

^
layer in the first few km above ground. The electric field observed on the ^
vary considerably. Figure 10 shows typical variations of E, at a continental mi

station during fair weather, haze, and fog (the plus sign in Figure 10 means fields

positive downward). Also shown in Figure 10 is the relative occurrence o
, p -

amplitudes. Durine fair weather the variation is small and the mean value of E

about 120 V/m. No negative fields (field directions positive upward) are ob-ene .

During haze and fog the variation can become quite substantial, wit occasiona

ative values of E,. The amplitude distribution flattens reaching lar_e ma_nitu

The mean field strength is still positive. The large positive amplitudes are th

of a local decrease in the electric conductivity due to the attachment of small ions to

haze and fog droplets. The negative fields are probably caused b> space c arges.

Anthropogenic influences on the field on the ground are shown in
.^othpr

station east of a big city (Stuttgart, Germany) e.xhibits the character o t e air

field because the wind from the north does not transport man-ma e po ution i

area. Howev'er, pollution from industrial areas in the north of the citv re

western station, resulting in strong variations of the field, including ne_ative

Figure 12 shows field variations and amplitude spectra during ram ° ^

strength. The negative fields now become a substantial part of the picture wi ^

mum values of more than 400 V/m increasingly dominating with increasing streng
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riGURL 1 1 Anthropogenic influences on the eletcnt fi«M on the ground Simultaneous measurements

at two stations east and west of Stuttgart German> ( + means field strengths positive downward) (From

Fischer H J Prometheus 7,4 1977 With permission )

riGURE 12 T>pical variations of electric field on the ground during ram (a), relative amplitude distri-

bution for various ram intensities (b), and lime of negative fields (in percentage) vs intensity of the ram (c)

{+ means field strengths positive downward) (From Fischer, H J Promef/ieus, 7, 4, 1977 Wiih permis-

sion )

of the rain fall The situation becomes more complex during snow The U form of the

amplitude distributions m Figure 12 becomes even more pronounced during thunder-

storms, and the maximum amplitudes can be as high as 1000 V/m
Seasonal means of the diurnal variation of E, show two distinct types (Figure 13).

both depending on local time Whereas a single oscillation type (Figure 13a) is predom-
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TYPE "POTSDAM" TYPE "KEW" OCEANS AND POLAR
LOCAL TIME LOCAL TIME GLOBAL TIME

a b c

FIGURE 13. The three main types of diurnal variation of the electric

field on the ground. Types 1 and 2 (left and middle Figures) are continen-

tal types depending on local time. Type 3 (right Figure) is an oceanic type

depending on universal time (see also Figure 8). (From Israel, H., Atmos-
pheric Electricity, Vol. II, National Science Foundation, Washington,

D.C., 1973. With permission.)

inant during winter in many stations, the double oscillation type generally dominates

during summer. However, some stations have double oscillations throughout the year,

and others have only single oscillations diurnally. The first occurs more often in cities,

the second predominates in rural areas.'"’

For comparison, Figure 13c shows the behavior of a typical oceanic station which

depends on universal time as discussed in the foregoing section. Figure 13 gives the

impression that the diurnal variation is generally made up of two components, a 24-

hr component and a secondary overlapping fluctuation of shorter period which grad-

ually becomes more significant from winter to summer. That local time fluctuation

apparently masks the superimposed universal time fluctuation which is seen at ocean

stations.

The double-oscillation type is limited to plains and disappears above several tens of

meters above ground, where a clearly marked change toward the single-oscillation type

is observed.

The local time-dependence of E, at continental stations is remarkably similar to the

variation of water vapor pressure (Figure 14). The single-oscillation type of vapor pres-

sure is called the maritime diurnal variation. It occurs when the ground at the obser-

vation point ensures a continuous and adequate supply of water vapor by evaporation.

The vapor pressure will then approximately follow the diurnal temperature curve and
thus influences the columnar resistance within the atmospheric exchange layer; this

explains the corresponding behavior of E,.

The double-oscillation type of the diurnal variation of vapor pressure stems from
the single diurnal variation with the added effect of convection. Convection, with its

maximum effect at noon, can reduce water vapor content near the ground during sum-
mer, thus overcompensating for the evaporation effect during day time.

In contrast to the electric field variations, not much characteristic diurnal fundamen-
tal behavior can be recognized for the electric current density at continental stations.

Similarly, an arrangement according to universal time does not indicate a strong com-
mon behavior. The reason for this follows."’

The electric field E„ the thunderstorm potential U^, the electric current density j^,

the columnar resistance a (see Equation 7), and the local conductivity on the ground
o are interconnected as

E
Z

Ja

<7 Ao
(18)
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FIGURE 14 The two continental t>pcsof cicctnc field on the ground versus lotal

time as compared with ihe diurnally varying vapor pressure m percentage as re

corded in Potsdam 1934 to 1937 (From Israel. H . Aimospherii. Elei.int.ir}. Vol

I, National Science Foundation. Washington, D C . 1973 With permission )

and

Ja
- -Ua/a (19)

Therefore, E. depends on three parameters, while )4 depends on only two Now, the

local conductivity o show's diurnal variations and can dominate Ihe behavior of E,

For j4, It depends on whether the global influences or the local influences a are

stronger

The total mean of on flat ground is about 2pA/m*, which is probably somewhat

smaller than the corresponding value ai ocean stations In mountain areas, u is larger

If the local variations are removed by appropriate averaging processes, both electric

field and current density on the ground indeed show the universal time dependence

exhibited by the ocean stations *®

Effects ofSolar Actmiy
The electric fields and currents discussed in the two previous sections are caused by

the thunderstorm generator It is still doubtful whether electric fields of ionospheric

or magnetosphenc origin have been observed on the ground” although claims in that

direction have been made ”

An influence of solar activity on Ihe thunderstorm field may occur either via a vari-

ation of the electric conductivity or via a modulation of the thunderstorm activity in a

yet unknown manner Claims about a solar activity modulation of the thunderstorm

field are still controversial (e g , Israel,*’ Herman and Goldberg**) For example, Rei-

ter*’ reported an increase of the vertical electric field and current at a mid latitude

station a few days after sector boundary crossings of the interplanetary magnetic field,

whereas Park** found a decrease of E, during the same events at an Antarctic siation

Markson and Muir** observed an anticorrelation between the thunderstorm voltage

and the solar wind velocity

Observations at Balloon Altitudes

Vertical Electric Fields

Figure 15, shows the decrease of the vertical electric field with altitude during fair
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FIGURE 15. Electric field versus altitude during fair weather (0), cloudiness (©), and fog(=). Black curves

show typical measurements; white curves are mean values; hatched regions indicate the scattering of the

data (+ means field strengths positive downward). (From Fischer, H J., Prometheus, 7, 4, 1977. With

permission.)

weather, during cloudiness without rain, and during haze and fog. The positive sign

in Figure 15 means positive downward. The black lines show typical individual altitude

profiles, the shaded regions indicate the range of scattering, and the white curves gives

averages. An analytical formula of Gish^’

= -[81.8 exp (-4.527 z) + 38.6 exp (-0.375 z)

+ 10.27 exp (-0.121 z)]

(20)

(E, in V/m; z in km) approximates rather well the mean profile of E,. According to

Equation 20, the field at 10-km altitude decreases to about 2% of its value on the

ground.

The scattering in Figure 15 is mainly due to the variation of the local electric con-

ductivity rather than to a change in the thunderstorm voltage U^. This scattering can

increase substantially during cloudiness and during fog. The black saw-toothed curve

in Figure 1 5b during cloudiness characterizes the attachment of the small ions to water

droplets within the cloud, thus giving rise to a reduction of the conductivity there.

During rain or snow, and particularly in thunderclouds, the electric field profiles

show much larger scattering, including even regions of negative fields (negative in the

sense that the direction is positive upward). The temporal variations are fast, and the

horizontal field components can become of the same order of magnitude as the vertical

field components.

The electric current density, which is the product of the exponentially decreasing

electric field and the exponentially increasing conductivity, remains nearly constant

with height. As an example. Figure 16 shows a vertical profile of the polar vertical

electric current density over the North Atlantic together with the electric field and the

electric conductivities. This is true over the continents as well.-*^

Vertical electric field measurements by rocket-borne instruments have been made by

Tyutin"''' and by Hale and Croskey^' up to heights of 70 km. They claim that they

observe large vertical electric fields with a total potential of 100 kV near 50- to 60-km
altitude in the auroral zones during quiet conditions, which then vanish during dis-

turbed conditions. However, Bering et al.' criticized these results on the basis that the

payloads were traveling at or above Mach one speed. Holzworth and Mozer'"' measured
the vertical electric field at 30-km altitude during the August 1972 magnetic storm
event and found an anticorrelation of the electric field with the intensity of the solar

proton flux.
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FIGURE (6 Balloon home mcaNuremcnK of »he polar con-

duciivtues K { = o ) and It t =-o ) and of the electtic cujicnt

density (From Gnngel. 'V Leidel J . and Muhleisen R ,

Meteor Fofschungsb<rii.hie Reihe B Nr 13 4j 1978 With

permission )

Muhleisen^^ observed differences m the ionospheric poieniial up to 60 kV over a

honiontal distance of 6600 km The effect of the orography is to reduce the columnar

resistance over mountain areas, which thereby increases the local electric current den-

sity (see Equation 19 and also Hoppel.*' and Ogawa el al ’") The thunderstorm poten-

tial has the same diurnal UT dependence as the electric field over the ocean ” For

recent measurements, see Markson*^ and Muhleisen

Many observations exist w iihin and above thunderclouds Gish and Wait’s” airplane

measurements of the electric conductivity and the clectnc field confirmed Wilson’s"*

prediction that the currents over thunderclouds were of the order of I A and were

conveying positive charge to the upper atmosphere Observations above thunderclouds

from a U2 airplane reported by Vonnegui el al *** revealed that the strong electric

fields and currents were confined to the convection cells rising above the top of the

clouds (see Moore and Vonnegut*’ for a review)

Horizontal Electric Fields

In the proximity of thunderclouds, or local generators, the electric field differs sub-

stantially from a homogeneous vertical field These inhomogeneous components decay

rapidly away from the source (see section on the Thunderstorm as a Local Generator,

page 96) Electric fields of ionospheric and magnelospheric origin have horizontal

components of planetary scale These fields decay downward (see Figure 5) However,

their magnitudes are comparable to the vertical thunderstorm field at stratospheric

heights A measured horizontal field of magnetosphcnc origin is shown in Figure 17
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FIGURE 17. Balloon borne measurements of horizontal elec-

tric fields (solid lines) and vertical electric fields (dashed lines)

versus altitude (I km = 3281 ft). (From Mozer, F. S and Ser-

lin, R., J. Geophys. Res., 74, 4739, 1969. With permission.)

as a function of altitude. It remains nearly constant down to 15-km altitude and its

magnitude exceeds that of the thunderstorm field above approximately 35 km.
Mozer and collaborators^' have made extensive balloon-borne measurements of hor-

izontal electric fields of magnetospheric origin at high latitudes. Their result will be

discussed in the next section in connection with in situ observations of electric fields

at ionospheric heights.

Observations at Ionospheric Heights

Electric Field ofSq Current

The evaluation of electric field measurements made in situ within the ionospheric

dynamo layer is difficult because satellites cannot orbit freely below 150-km altitude.

Rocket-borne observations yield only a localized snapshot of a global field configura-

tion. Barium cloud releases, allow in addition only twilight measurements.

So far, the most reliable quasi-continuous measurements on a global base of the

electric polarization field of the Sq current at low and middle latitudes are due to

ground-based backscatter observations.'® Figure 18 shows an empirical model of the

ionospheric dynamo field, based on drift data at F layer heights from five low and

mid-latitude stations.’” The values are valid between 0 and 60° latitude. Electric fields

due to the magnetospheric generator must be considered at higher latitudes. During

geomagnetic storms, the dynamo field may be enhanced somewhat. Although the data

in Figure 18 are F-layer data, they are believed to reflect the dynamo field which maps
into the F layer. The potential in Figure 18 peaks at 0700 hr LT (maximum) and at

2000 hr LT (minimum) at the equator. A second maximum at 40° latitude is at 0300
hr LT. The maximum potential difference between morning and evening is 7 kV. Fig-

ure 18 is valid during equinox conditions. One would expect an additional antisym-

metric component during solstices.

Electric Convection Field

The electric convection field is generated within the magnetosphere and maps down
into the ionosphere. OGO 6 in situ measurements, revealed a typical field configura-
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FIGURE 18 Equipotcnlial lines of ihe electric potential ol the dynamo field

during quiet conditions as derived from bai.Escaiter meaturements (numbers in

kV) (From Richmond A D , J Geoph^s Res 81, 1447. 1976 With permis

Sion )
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FIGURE 19 The horizontal component of the electric field perpendicular to the sun-earth line along two

polar traverses of OGO-6 across the north magnetic pole (From Heppner, J P . in Afagnefosp/ienc Ph\sics,

Dyer, E R , Ed ,
National Academy Sciences, Washington. D C . 1972, 107 With permission )

tion at ionospheric heights above the F layer maximum as shown in Figure 19 The

satellite crosses the northern pole along the dawn-dusk meridian One notices a tran-

sition from southward-directed fields over the polar cap to northward-directed fields

beyond about 75° magnetic latitude The field decays rapidly towards lower latitudes

Figure 19 shows observations during moderately disturbed conditions, but the con-

figuration remains essentially the same during quiet conditions The mam differences

are that the maximum amplitude decreases to about 20 mV/m, and the transition range

shifts to higher latitudes and shrinks

Observations of this type, together with balloon results, ’’ incoherent scatter data,
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FIGURE 20. Semiempirical model of the electric convection field at ionospheric heights. Equi-

potential lines (in kV) of the ionospheric electric potential on the northern hemisphere during

moderately disturbed conditions. (From Heppner, J. P., J- Geophys. Res., 82, 1115, 1977. With

permission.)

and barium cloud observations (for a review see Rostoker’^), yield an empirically de-

rived electric potential configuration at ionospheric altitudes as shown in Figure 20

during moderately disturbed conditions with a potential difference between dawn and

dusk of about 75 kV. During quiet conditions that potential difference is reduced to

about 25 kV. That pattern depends on local time for an observer on the Earth. For an

observer within a fixed magnetospheric frame of reference, it is necessary to add a

corotation field which is due to unipolar induction within the corotating magnetos-

pheric plasma in the presence of the geomagnetic field.

Polar Cap Field

Heppner'*'’ detected a relationship between the polarity of the interplanetary mag-

netic field (IMF) and an antisymmetric configuration of the electric convection field.

This is schematically shown in Figure 21. During away polarity of the IMF (upper

figures), the maximum amplitudes are on the morning side on the northern hemisphere

and on the evening side on the southern hemisphere. During toward polarity of the

IMF (lower figures), the situation is reversed.
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According to Friis-Christensen et al.“, it is the azimuthal component of the IMF

which is responsible for that effect. The electric potential of that polar cap field which

is superimposed onto the convection field in Figure 21 is nearly independent of local

time and is limited to the polar caps. Its maximum value is about 3 to 4 kV at the

poles, decaying to zero at about ± 75° magnetic latitude. It is antisymmetric with

respect to the equator and changes direction with changing polarity of the IMF, the

time delay being of the order of 20 min.*’

THEORY

Basic Equations

Electromagnetic Equations

The basic equations are the two Maxwell equations,

aE
V X B = efi— +fi}

at

(21)

^ aB

at
(22)

Ohm’s law in the general form

j
= CT • (E + V X Bg) (23)

together with

V • (eE) = q (24)

and

V-B = 0 (25)

with E the electric field (in V/m), B the magnetic induction (in T), j the electric current

density (in A/m’), q the electric charge density (in C/m’), a - - 8.854 x lO’” F/m
the dielectric constant, = 1.256 x 10'* H/m the permeability, o the electric con-

ductivity tensor (in S/m), B„ an external magnetic field (in general, the magnetic field

of the Earth), and v the (nonrelativistic) velocity of the gas, including its plasma com-
ponent (in m/sec).

The Lorentz field v x B„ in Equation 23 accounts for the transformation of the

electric field from the frame of reference of the moving gas into the frame of reference

of the observer.

Hydrodynamic Equations

In order to solve Equations 21 to 25 consistently, one must also consider the hydro-
dynamic and thermodynamic equations of the plasma. For large-scale tidal and pla-

netary motions within the thermosphere, it is possible to separate the horizontal wave
structure from the vertical wave structure to a first order approximation, so that only
the horizontal momentum equations are directly coupled with the electromagnetic
forces, e.g., Volland and Mayr:“‘
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3V ^ I
^0— + 2nr X Vcos9 +— (Vp),,„ »

at Po Po

^ + gp^hV-v = 0

( 26 )

with V the horizontal wind of the system “neutral gas-plasma", Q = 7 29 x lO*’s''

the angular frequency of the rotation of the Earth, f the unit vector in the radial direc-

tion, 6 the polar distance, the mean density, p the pressure amplitude, g = 9 81

msec * the gravitational acceleration, and h a separation constant (in m) known as the

equivalent depth

The term j x B, in Equation 26 is a mechanical force (ampere force) That term,

together with the Lorenta field in Equation 23, is responsible for a feedback between

neutral gas and plasma

Quasj-E/ecirosrat/c Approach
If one wants to consider only the electrostatic field, ignoring induction effects, one

assumes that 3 B/ 9 1 * Q m Equation 22, from which follows a scalar potential O for

the electric field

E > -V<t> (27)

This greatly simplifies the treatment of Maxwell’s equations, because the feedback

from the magnetic field to the electric field is ignored, and the number of possible

electric field configurations is reduced Moreover, electric fields of different origin can

be combined by simply adding their potentials

In order to estimate the range of validity of Equation 27, Equations 21 to 23 are

combined as follows (with o » constant and scalar, v 0)

( a*B 38

a 3i

-i. 7 X (V X B) « 0 (28)

If T is a characteristic time and L S a (a = radius of the Earth) is a characteristic

length, one arrives from a comparison between the second and third terms of Equation

28 at

r » ouV (29)

as the range of periods where Equation 27 is valid

In the lower and middle atmosphere, one finds o ^ 10‘* S/m (see Figure 3), and

Equation 29 thus requires t » 40 sec Within the dynamo layer, one has o “ 10'^

S/m, so that t » 1 hr It follows that in the whole atmosphere, with the possible

exception of the maximum of the dynamo layer."” the quasi-static approximation is a

reasonable approach for periods larger than 1 hr
Comparing the first and second terms in Equation 28 yields

indicating the range of periods where the displacement current in Equation 21 can be

neglected as compared with the conduction current

Current measurements on the ground have to take into account the displacement
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current at periods smaller than about 10 min. Kasemir®' describes a method to elimi-

nate the displacement current from the observations.

Mapping of Electric Fields

Lower and Middle Atmosphere

Outside of thunderstorm areas or other local generators, the electric current is source

free. Potential fields can map up and down within the lower and middle atmosphere

where the scalar conductivity increases nearly exponentially with altitude;

a = ae^/» (31)

From Equations 23, 27, and 31 one derives the differential equation

V-(tiV®) = 0 (32)

With the potential difference between earth and ionosphere developed into a series

of spherical functions P„„:

= 2 PnmW®'
imX (33)

one obtains from Equation 32 an equation for the height structure functions h„„(r):

3h„
1 3 /.I n(n + 1) ^ ^ ]

-JT) 5r

= 0 (34)

which has the solution

*’nm
- “2 ^)

; (z = r - a; 0 ^ z g zp (35)

and

The last approximation is valid for large and mesoscale structures

Pn
= H’n(n+ l)/a= « 1/4 (36a)

forn % 100.

The lower boundary condition, ct) = 0 at z = 0, has been adopted in Equation 35.
The upper boundary condition is the potential at ionospheric heights at z, which is

forn ^100 (37)

because

h = 1 - e (n < 100) (38)

and h(z,) ^ 1 for z, > 100 km.
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The vertical electric current densU> is

(39 )

and the electric field components become

L, = I" S 10“) MO)
^ a smS

^-2/H — _

The zeroth order mode (n * 0) is the globally averaged potential of thunderstorm

origin U,, - <t>oo - 250 kV (see Figure 4) Potential, electric current, and field of the

zeroth mode vary w ith height according to

«>oo(z) “ IKz)

Ja “ “ ^'nstanl
(41)

The essential features ol this component are the exponential decrease of the vertical

electric field and the constant vertical electric current density With the numbers H -

6 km, and a ^ S ^ 10‘‘‘ S/m, one arrives at the ground level (z » 0) values of |j^|“ 2

pA/m*, 40 V/m which are the right orders of magnitude for average currents,

fields, and conductivity unmodified by turbulence within the exchange layer

At the height

2 = Hln^ 40kin (42)

the vertical and the horizontal components of the large-scale fields in Equation 40 have

the same orders of magnitude, and the vertical component has been reduced to about

0 1 <^o of Its value at the ground
The horizontal components in Equation 40 decrease downward The large-scale

fields still possess 90'?o of their ionospheric amplitudes at 14-km altitude This is re-

duced further to SO'^'o at 4 km, and at the ground the horizontal components disappear

Figure 5 shows the equipotential lines of a field of zonal wave number, m = 1, which

depends on local time

For small-scale fields W'lth a horizontal extent A $ 500 km, the height structure

functions h,», m Equation 35 deviate significantly from their large-scale form (Equa-

tion 38) The result is a stronger attenuation of the horizontal field downward as indi-

cated m Figure 22 ’ Here, h(A,z) (applying plane model calculations) is plotted vs

altitude z for various values of A The curve with A = oo corresponds to h in Equation

38 Figure 22 also takes into account the effect of the displacement current in Equation

21 . The damping effect increases with increasing frequency The upward or downward
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FIGURE 22 Height structure function h {i.,z) versus altitude for

various horizontal scales A and frequency scales f. (From Bostrdm, R.

and Fahleson, U., in Electrical Processes in Atmospheres, Dolezalek,

H. and Reiter, R., Eds., Steinkopf, Darmstadt, 1977, 529. With per-

mission.)

mapping of small-scale structures (A ^ 100 km) with small periods (t < 10 sec) is

rather ineffective. The mapping of small-scale structures becomes more complex if the

conductivity tensor in Equation 23 at ionospheric heights is taken into account.
To date, the most sophisticated calculation of downward mapping of Sq fields (from

Figure 18) and convection fields (such as in Figure 20) is due to Roble and Hays.”
These authors considered in their model the latitude dependence of the conductivity
and also the orography of the surface of the Earth. Since those fields are large-scale

fields, their downward mapping is rather efficient, and perturbations of ± 20% in the
vertical electric field on the ground at high latitudes are expected to be superimposed
on the thunderstorm field even during quiet conditions. The perturbations become
larger during disturbed conditions, but are generally highly variable.

Upward mapping of fair weather fields in a two layer model (exchange layer and
above), taking into account the day-night pattern and the influence of mountain areas,
was calculated by Kasemir.®^

Magnetosphere

The very large parallel conductivity at. ionospheric and magnetospheric heights
above about 100 km generally prevents electric fields parallel to the geomagnetic field
lines. The possibility of parallel electric fields is discussed by Stern. For most prac-
tical purposes, however, the geomagnetic field lines are equipotential lines of the elec-
tric field, and the electric fields must be orthogonal to the magnetic field lines:

For quasi-static electric fields, this implies that the electric potential is parallel to
the magnetic field lines, and cti can be any function of L:
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(44)

where L is ihe equation of the gcomngneUt field lines In the case of a coaxial geomag-

netic dipole, one has

with (r,0) spherical coordinates, and r» the equatorial distance of the line

For instance, a potential at lonosphent heights at latitiide 6, which depends on

sin'''0,e""*
I
remains constant along the L shell and maps like

* A (46)

Its clectrii. field components are

(47)

~ COM <t> (4S)

(49)

In the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere, the 0-componcnt disappears, and the

r-component diminishes to the fraction

(,(r,,|'t,(f,) • (50)

of Its ionospheric value E,(r,)

Mapping along the real non-dipolc and non-coaxial geomagnetic field ts somewhat

more complicated and needs numerical treatment “

Generators of Electric Fields and Currents

The T/iunderstornj as a Global Generaror

Thunderstorms arc considered as generators of electric currents which drive the

global electric current system ' ” One thunderstorm area is belies cd to contribute about

0 5 to 1 A on the average to the global cicctnc current With I(X)0 to 20(X) thunder-

storms acting simultancouslj on the Carih. one arrives at the measured total fair

weather current of about 1 KA
A thunderstorm area can be simulated bv a point source of strength I

~
1 A located

at height z, = r.-a km above the surface of the Earth on the axis of a spherical coor-

dinate system at 0 = 0° '*

)6(x-l)
h = p (51)

with 6 Della functions, x = cosB, r„ - a the radial distance of the point source from

the center of the Earth, o. = o(r,) Furthermore

fi(v-l) =S (52)
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with P„(x) the zonal spherical functions. Again assuming electric potential fields, one

need only replace Equation 32 by

V-((7V<t.) = J, (53)

We assume the same height dependence of the conductivity as in Equation 31 up to

the center of the dynamo layer at height z,, from where it drops exponentially to zero:

_ (2z, - z)/H
^ ae *

0 ^ z <
for

= Z;

z = z.

(54)

We then develop the potential into a series of spherical functions as in Equation 33.

Because of the location of the point source, only zonal spherical harmonics remain (m

= 0). Region I (0 > z > z„) from the Earth to the source is source free, and Equation

35 is valid:

'’I
- 2^ *0 - e

)
Pn(x) +

0(l3n) (55)

In region II (z„ S z ^ z,), we write

n '

0(p„) (56)

and in region III (z, < z), the solution is

E -(2 ) (3„(2Zj-z)/H
Pn(x) + OOJJ (57)

with 0(P„) small terms of the order /3„ (/J„z./H« I for n < 100). The terms in the (h

are selected in such a way that the boundary conditions at z, of continuous <t) and
d0/dz are fulfilled. In region III, it is j, 0 for There remain the boundary
conditions at z„, which are continuity of 4>, and

3d>ii 1

>
3z 3z

V Zo-0 z„ + oj

= Jj^dz = ^(2n+l)P„(x)
n

(58)

where A is the surface area of the Earth. This yields (apart from terms of the order

0[/3„])

and

_(.) _
(2n + 1) H 1

(l +

I ? Zi/H\
aA + 2(3„ e '

j

-(2
) ^

(2n + 1) H I G - e

(59)

(60)
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If the upper boundary at z, js an electric wall (j. = 0 at z.). ttie expression, Equation

55, remains the same, and one has only to replace 2/J„ by (?, in Equations 56, 59, and

60

The quantity

5<’’
= ^ ^1 - e = 200 V (61)

IS the globally averaged potential at ionospheric heights generated by one thunderstorm

(with T = I A, 2. = 10 km, and the numbers from Equation 41) N thunderstorms

are then responsible for a total global potential of

-U) N A T
U. = nV = = 2S0kV (62)A 0 ^

with

the columnar resistance between Earth and cloud top at z, (sec Equation 11) Compar-

ison with Equation 41 and Equation 8 yields

'A)a'
= i'a' = ~ Nl’ (63)

A

indicating an efficiency of the thunderstorms of about 80To (N “ 1250) to drive the

global current L Twenty percent of the thunderstoim current flows directly downward

to the Earth via the resistance Rr in Figure 4

According to Equation 63, the efficiency depends on the ratio of the columnar re-

sistance from the Earth to the cloud top A. to the total columnar resistanceTT That

efficiency increases if the height of the cloud tops increases Tropical thunderstorms

thus appear to be more e/ftetenr than rhanc/ersfofms at higher latitudes The efficiency

would drop to zero m an atmosphere with constant conductivity (H “). Since

does not depend on the upper boundary conditions, it would remain the same if o

should increase indefinitely with altitude

The higher order terms of Equations 55 and 56 are also nearly independent of the

upper boundary within the lower and middle atmosphere
Since p„ exp(z./H)« 1 (n ^ 1) for reasonable z. (z. ^ 100 km), these terms may

be approximated by

indicating m region I the same height dependence as m Equation 38, and an exponen-

tial decrease of m region II corresponding to a current w'hich is positive upward

Comparison with Equation 52 suggests that the thunderstorm field is limited to the

immediate environment of a narrow, vertical cylindrical column above and below the

cloud. Evidently, the bulk of the current which flows upward from the top of a thun-

dercloud reaches the region of maximum conductivity before it spreads horizontally

* ^ *0

for (n<l5l00) (64)
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FIGURE 23. Perspective illustrations of the calculated potential of the fair

weather field along various constant conductivity surfaces (a), (b), and (c) illus-

trate the calculated potential difference ('j’-4oo) volts along, respectively, o =

4.54 X 10'“ S/m (approximately 105 km at the equator), o = 4.74 x 10''" S/m

(approximately 50 km at the equator), and a = 7.3 x )0''' S/m (approximately

25 km at the equator);
<|>oo

= Va is the ionospheric potential, (d) is the potential

4(0,) along o, = 4.3 x lO"'^ S/m (approximately 8 km at the equator), (e) is the

potential 4(4 km) at a constant 4-km height, and (f) is the potential 4(2 km) at a

constant height of 2 km. (From Hays, P. B. and Roble, R. G., J. Geophys.

Res., 84, 3291, 1979. With permission.)

over the globe.” The currents use the way of least resistance. The “exchange layer” is

therefore the dynamo region rather than some arbitrarily selected height within the

middle atmosphere.

These estimates are verified by more sophisticated calculations. Hays and Roble^’

determined global and mesoscale structures of the thunderstorm field, taking into ac-

count the orographic features of the Earth as well as a realistic distribution of thun-

derstorms. They chose an electric wall as upper boundary at z, = 105 km, and they

considered the geomagnetic field lines to be electric equipotential lines. Figure 23 taken
from Hays and Roble, shows contours of the calculated potential difference d) - ^oo
at various constant surfaces of the conductivity (o = const.) corresponding to altitudes

of 2, 4, 8, 25, 50, and 105 km, respectively. The thunderstorm regions are considered
to be located between 8- and 15-km altitude. The potential differences above the three
main thunderstorm areas in Africa and Central and South America are positive above
15-km altitude, indicating positive currents upward into the ionosphere. The potential
differences are negative within the thunderstorm areas below 8 km, corresponding to
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downward currents The deviation is negative in fair-weather regions where the return

currents flow to the Earth Orographic features become important below 8 km The
regions of deviation from the average potential, which are limited to the thunderstorm

areas at lower altitudes, broaden with increasing height Honxontal differences of even

1 kV are maintained at 105-km altitude The total averaged potential is 291 kV m
Hays and Roble’s calculations

It IS clear that the fine structure of the field in the immediate environment of a

thunderstorm cannot be adequately modeled To discriminate horizontal structures of

the order of 1 km, one would need about 40,000 terms in the senes of spherical func-

tions in Equations 55 and 56, a task clearly beyond any reasonable possibility Local

structures of a thunderstorm field will be discussed in the next section

The Thunderstorm as a Local Generator

A current point source of strengthX located at height z^ within an infinitely extended

atmosphere with exponentially increasing conductivity, has the electric potential in a

cylindrical coordinate system (e,z)** of

- expj-(^ +{i

t.. » -! L_ a L (65)

of the currents of such a point source, which are radial away from

the source neat the origin, bend to the vertical upward under the influence of the

exponentially increasing conductivity

The effect of the well-conducting Earth can be taken into account by an image point

source of strength -T located at height -z« However, only the part

(66)

IS necessary to compensate the downward flowing current from the primary source at

the ground so that the total potential becomes

47r<T I R,

R,

(67)

with

Note that = 0 for z = 0 is assumed
The charge of the rest of the image source fills the plane z = 0 homogeneously and

IS responsible for a negative vertical homogeneous current m region z > 0 of strength
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FIGURE 24. Current streamlines of a current point source embedded within

an atmosphere with exponentially increasing conductivity over a perfectly con-
ducting earth (upper Figure), and the same point source embedded within an
atmosphere of constant conductivity (lower Figure). (From Kasemir, H. W., Z.

Ceophys-, 25, 33, 1959. With permission.)

That current is the fair-weather current compensating the current of the primary
source, which flows upward above the source, bending downward at infinitely great
heights (or within the ionosphere) away from the source. In this model with infinitely

extended horizontal scales, the fair-weather current diminishes to zero. The effective

strength of the primary source to_produce the fair-weather current, which is -t- T, cor-
responds exactly to the number A„I/A in Equation 63.

Figure 24a taken from Kasemir®^ shows the current streamlines of the point source,
Equation 67, with an efficiency of F/I = 1/2. The equivalent electric current system is

drawn in Figure 4. The resistance Rt is the internal resistance of the source, where the
part E of the current flows from the source directly to the Earth (lines 0.5 to 1 in
Figure 24a). The remaining current E flows upward into the ionosphere and returns
to the Earth within the fair-weather areas (indicated by R,, in Figure 4). This latter
part of the current system is not modeled by Equation 67.

Figure 24b gives the current streamlines of the point source within an atmosphere
with constant conductivity. The efficiency is zero in this case, and the current of the
primary source flows directly to the image source so that no fair-weather current exists.

The electric charge of the point source is related to its strength, according to Kase-
mir,^^

0 =
(69)
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where cjco = t, is a time constant (see Equation 1) With o, - 5o, t„ - 33 sec, andT

1 A, one obtains Q ~ 33 C. which is a reasonable estimate of the positive charge

accumulation in thunderclouds (see that chapter)

A more realistic model has to account for the negative electric charge distribution

near the bottom of a thundercloud Such a model can be very simply constructed by

the superposition of a positive and a negative source with the strength of the negative

source

I = -

1

(70 )

at a height < z„ below the positive source, and o. = 5(z,) Now, the efficiency of

this dipole source becomes

'''--ii-D

which is smaller than the strength of the monopole However, as Kasemir*' showed,

the reduced electric conductivity within the cloud compensates for that decrease to a

certain extent Any other more complicated source configuration can be constructed

by combining a number of point sources

Holzer and Saxon, who also simulated the ionosphere by an electric wall, consid-

ered the potential of a dipole source in a similar manner Park and Dejnakanntra"

calculated the electric field above monopoles and dipoles and considered the aniso-

tropic conductivity of the ionosphere and magnetosphere Figure 25 shows the hori-

zontal electric field E« vs horizontal distance c of a monopole located at 15-lcm height

for different heights The field first rises to a maximum and then falls off exponentially

at distances greater than about 50 km As z increases, the E* curve becomes broader,

and the peak moves outward until it reaches about 40 km at z = 100-km altitude E,

decreases rapidly with height at first, but levels off near 90 km The narrow range of

disturbance which a thunderstorm produces withm the lower and middle atmosphere

IS apparent in Figure 25

At ionospheric altitudes, the electric field depends sensitively on the electric conduc-

uviiy model and on the thunderstorm model, thus suggesting that giant thunderstorms

may be an important source of localized fields that can form field-aligned density

irregularities in the ionosphere and magnetosphere “

Tidal Winds
The system of coupled electrodynamic and hydrodynamic equations in Equations

21 to 26 can be solved analytically only if severe model restrictions are made For

example, if one assumes a conductivity tensor with constant height-integrated ele-

ments

]
(71)

S/

with Xp a Perdersen conductivity and a Hal! conductivity, and if one considers a

thin spherical layer of thickness Az in which the current flows, as well as a coaxial

geomagnetic dipole field, one can approximate the diurnal symmetric (1 ,-2) tidal wave

by analytical functions The electric potential of that wave becomes

S = / £ dz =
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FIGURE 25. Normalized horizontal electric field of current

point source at 15 km altitude versus horizontal distance r (= g)

at different heights. (From Park, C. G. and Dejnakarintra, M.,

J. Geophys. /?es., 78, 6623, 1973. With permission.)

<t>
= (72)

with

V = i(4c — I + 4c cos^6) sind

W = —(4c — 1) sind cosd

where

1 + i6/3
c = — 0 -

1 + 4i5 /c AzJi Pq

Ic = Ip + is the Cowling conductivity, B„ = 3 x 10‘* T is the geomagnetic

field at the equator, U„ — 40 m/sec is the wind amplitude at the poles, £2 = 7.29 x

10"® sec'" is the angular frequency of the rotation of the Earth, r, is the radial distance

of the dynamo layer, and is the mean density in the center of the layer.

The electric current system can be found from a stream function Z^W as

j = Z^ V X W f (74)

That current system is mainly responsible for the geomagnetic Sq current.*^ With the

gi(nt + K)
(73)
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numbers 2 and 6 ^ 1, the potential pattern of Equation 72 is similar to that

of Figure J8 Corresponding formulas for the wmd and the pressure field of

the (I -2) tidal wave They approximate reasonably well the exact solutions.

After integrating Equations 23 and 26 over a meridional circle, the meridional com-

ponents disappear, and the zonal components can be written as

U = On-R.in

Rplj, = Up ^ U (75)

= Rpin

where Un corresponds to the driving force (the solar radiation) and is an external or

source voltage, U corresponds to the Loreiitz field V ^ B„ It, to the height-integrated

electric current, U, to the polarization field, and finalW

4

where Rp is a load resistance, R, an internal resistance, and R, a complex resistance

related to the polarization field The equivalent current sjstcm of Equation 75 ts shown

in Figure 4

A dynamo in which feedback between plasma and neutral gas is taken into account

IS called a hydromagnctic dynamo If that feedback is neglected, and if the wind is

considered as an external driving force for the current, one speaks about a kinematic

dynamo The term 6 determines the feedback If d = 0, feedback is neglected, and

R, » 0 and “ --y Rl)

The consequences of neglecting the feedback can be seen immediatclj m Figure 4

Now, the source voltage is the wind. Un = kJ, and lo increases with decreasing load

resistance In the case of a short circuit, Rd = 0, current becomes mfimie On the

other hand, with feedback, d / 0. I„ and U reach asymptotic, but finite, short circuit

values if Rd -* 0 This is analogous to a technical dynamo where the current remains

finite in case of a short circuit because of the self-induciance of the coil, w hich is space

charge in the atmospheric dynamo

Numerical calculations of kinematic dynamos based on the generation and propa-

gation of several tidal driving wind systems are due to Richmond et al Mbhlmann,^’

and Forbes and Lindzen,'' The reciprocal approach, i c , a determination of winds

and electric fields from the currents which are derived from geomagnetic Sq variations,

was applied by Kato Winds and electric fields based on that method are now pub-

lished regularly by the Data Analysts Center for Geomagnetism and Spacemagnetism

of Kyoto University, Japan

Solar Wind Interaction with the Magnetosphere

There does not as yet exist a self-consislent model of solar wmd interaction with the

magnetospheric plasma Therefore, in order to describe the magnetospheric electric
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field generated by that interaction, it is often convenient to omit any detailed consid-

eration of magnetospheric plasma convection, and to start with electric field or current

configurations based on observations. This is possible for stationary large-scale fields

with periods longer than several hours.

Electric potential fields have been developed by Mcllwain*’" from observed particle

fluxes at synchronous orbits during and after substorms, and by Heppner'" from in

situ electric field measurements on the satellite OGO-6. Numerical stationary models

often follow one of three basic cause-and-event approaches

J|l
E, I B

E -
l.tii

- B (76)

B - I - E.j||

where j,, is the field-aligned electric current density (corresponding to U, in Figure 4)

which is related to the ionospheric current at dynamo layer heights I via the condition

that the total current must be source free:

j|l
1

= -V-l/sinx (77)
r = rj

r, is the height of the dynamo layer, x is the angle of inclination of the geomagnetic

field, and B is the geomagnetic variation on the ground caused by the ionospheric and

magnetospheric currents.

Models based on the first approach are those of Yasuhara and Akasofu,”® Nisbet

et al.,“ Nopper and Carovillano,’* and Kamide and Matsushita. The second ap-

proach was followed by Kawasaki and Fukushima,®* Stern,"'” Gurevich et al.,^' and

by Volland."” The third approach is due to Hughes et al.'"‘

Following the second approach, one can construct electric potentials for the convec-

tion field of the form (Equation 46) in several regions of the magnetosphere, which

are symmetric about the equator and which depend on local time t:

0 = ALP^Sin(r-T^) (78)

Since the potential and the ionospheric current must be continuous at the boundaries

of those regions, the field-aligned current follows uniquely if the conductivity tensor

of the dynamo layer is given. A reasonable approximation of the convection field at

lower latitudes is p = 4 in Equation 78. It simulates sufficiently well the observed

electric fields at ionospheric heights (such as in Figure 19) and also the configuration

of the plasmapause within the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere. The parameter

p = -1 in Equation 78 is valid at polar latitudes, thus yielding a nearly constant electric

field over the polar cap (6 ~ 15°) at ionospheric heights, as seen in Figure 19. In the

auroral zone (15° ~ 6 $ 20°), more complicated analytical functions must be applied

in order to simulate the transition region.'®’

The polar cap field, which is antisymmetric about the equator and does not depend
on local time, can be simulated in a similar way. The reader is referred to Harel et

al.^® for time-dependent solutions treating substorm conditions.

The electric fields and currents cause Joule heating at thermospheric heights. That

Joule heating is responsible for the generation of neutral winds, which in turn can

cause secondary electric fields and currents via dynamo action. Blanc and Richmond®
calculated these winds and their associated electric fields and currents and showed that

they may have an appreciable influence at lower and middle latitudes.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1952 Schumann suggested in a senes of papers' ^ that the surface of the Earth

and the lower edge of the ionosphere fonn the boundaries of a cavity resonator He
calculated resonant frequencies' and attenuation factors* predicting a lowest resonance

of the order of 10 Hz and a cavity Q of about 12 Betw'een 1954 and 1959 Schumann**

further amplified his theoretical work and he and his student, Konig,* * published the

first experimental data showing that such resonances can actually be observed In 1960

Balscr and Wagner* ’ obtained spectra based on more elaborate processing of S to 35

Hz natural electric field noise and gave values for the first five resonant frequencies

of 8, 14 1, 20 3, 26 4, and 32 5 Hz Their data, obtained on June 27 and 28, 1960,

gave a cavity Q of about 4 at the lowest resonant frequency

Since then considerable theoretical work'" on Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances

has been published Summaries of the theory are contained in books by Wait'* and

Galejs '* The most recent developments are due to Bliokh,*“ Greifinger,*' Tran,** *‘

Booker,** and Behroozi *’ In addition experimental observations of both electric and

magnetic noise fields at several locations** *' have led to data on diurnal variation of

noise amplitude and spectral content ** ** ** *' Such data have also been used to ob-

tain information about the distribution and intensity***® ** of the lightning activity

which is responsible for the excitation of the cavity and for extracting some informa-

tion on the variation of electrical conductivity with altitude ** ** **

In the following sections theory, experimental techniques and experimental results

will be reviewed

THEORY OF THE CONCENTRIC SPHERE RESONATOR

Resonances m a Cavity with Sharp, Homogeneous, Isotropic Boundaries

Referring to the coordinate svsiem of Figure 1 and using the nomenclature generally

employed for electromagnetic systems with spherical symmetry, we call those modes

which have no radial component of the magnetic field “transverse magnetic'’ (TM)

and those for which E, = 0 “transverse electric” (TE) When the free space wavelength

A IS large compared with the distance (h) between two concentric spherical shells, only

the lowest orderTM mode can propagate '* This is clearly the case at ELF (A = 30,Cf00

Km at 10 Hz) in the Earih-ionosphere cavity (h 100 km) Calculating the cut-off

frequency of modes with zero electric field in the vertical direction, wuhm a parallel-

plane waveguide of height h, shows that TE modes are not significant m the Earth-

ionosphere cavity at ELF (except in the immediate vicinity of a radiating source) That

cut-off frequency** is

where c = (l/x^il^) = velocity of light in vacuum This gives f, = 1500 Hz when h

100 km Since the attenuation m a waveguide well below cut-off** is approximately

equal to 2n/cui-off wavelength, the attenuation for TE waves in the Earth-ionosphere

cavity well below 1500 Hz is of the order of 200 to 300 dB/1000 km This is to be

compared with a calculated and measured attenuation of the order of 0 5 dB/1000 km
for the lowest order TM mode at 8 Hz

It follows from Maxwell’s equations** that the TM fields can be expressed m terms

of a scalar function v which satisfies the scalar Helmholtz equation

(7* + k’lc- = 0 ( 2 )
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FIGURE I. Spherical coordinates r, 0, iji,

where k = is the complex wave number of the medium in which wave prop-

agation takes place. The fields are given by

— (^ + k’) (r0) (3)
joje \ar= /

^ (r0) (4)
jcjer 3r30

: (r0) (5)
ja;er sin 6 drd(p

k ai/f

(6)
sin d 90

-k^ (7)
90

0 (8)

For the cavity with azimuthal symmetry d/d^ { )
= 0 and E, = = H.. = 0.

Furthermore in this case the last term in the expression for V^tp below vanishes

1 9 30N
1

+
‘ ' / n 3’1'\

( sin 0 — 1

9r V 3ry r* sin 0 90 \ 90 /

+ ^

r’ sin 0 30=

(9)
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such that Er from Equation 3 can also be written, using Equation 2 and Equation 9

3 / ^ 30\
1 sin a — I

n 0 30 \ 30 /
( 10 )

Solutions of Equation 2 can be expressed as sums of products involving spherical

Bessel or Hankel functions,** Associated Legendre Polynomials P". (cos 0) and trigo-

nometric functions

N » jcosmo

m = 0 n = 0 ' Uinm$

or for the cavity with azimuthal symmetry as

0 Dj,z„(kr)P„ {COS0)

n = 0
( 12 )

where

in(kr) » I„(kr) + b^n^Oir) (13)

and the constants D. and b„ must be found from the appropriate boundary conditions

Foi the cavity with perfectly conducting walls neither the origin (r = 0) nor r = »

are included m the region where the field is evaluated and therefore the radial function

can take the form of Equation 13 with b. and D. real numbers In the more general

case, involving a finitely conducting ground and a realistic mode! for the ionosphere,

z„(kr) becomes a combination of Hankel functions

/anlif,‘Nkgt) 0<r<a

z„(kr) » < (kt) + b„h|^*^(kr) a<r<s;(a + h) (14)

r > (a + h)

where h'” (kr) and h‘2* (kr) represent, respectively, incoming and outgoing waves and

k„ k, and k, are the wave numbers for the ground, air, and the ionosphere

The senes of zonal haromonics Equation 12 converges very slowly, although it can

be used at ELF to obtain useful field expressions'* employing 2 ka to 10 ka terms
**

Another approach, which is particularly useful if calculations are to be extended to

higher frequencies, involves the Watson transformation as described by Wait'* {p HO)

where the summation of Equation 12 is replaced by a contour integral The residues

of that integral are evaluated at the poles of the integrand v. The result'* (p 1 57) is

where the argument — cos 0 rather than + cos 0 has been chosen to assure that P. has

singularities at the source (0 = 0) and not at the antipode (0 = n) *’ The radia

functions 2,(kr) are given by Equation 14 with v replacing n
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FIGURE 2. Geometry of Earth-ionosphere cavity.

The factor is obtained by requiring that ip reduces to the proper form at the

source at r = r„ (Figure 2).

'I'oir.e) =
Ids e

47rr^k R

where Ids is the current moment of the source and R the distance from the source

R = (r’+r’-2rr„cos 5)'/^
(17 ^,

Employing over the neighborhood of the source the approximations z„(kr) = z„(kr„)e'

= 1 and (1/R) = r„'' (rj^ -F 0^)’''^, where -e<r}< 4- e, £ <S 1 , the result*^ (p. 160) is

fg Ey(ka)Zy(ka) sin wtt

n = 0,I,2

where the z„ ( ) are functions of n‘^ (p. 158) and

and C„ is the cosine of the angle of incidence for the nth mode. Also d„ = Vi and c5„ =
l(nitO).

It has been pointed out” ’® that at ELF when h A only the n = 0 mode in Equation
18 is significant. Thus

'/'(r, e) = jids ^vC^rol^ntkr) P„(- cos 0)

4khrg Zj^(ka)Zy(ka) sin vn
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We now make the approximation r ~ r. ~ a and note‘s that

_i ^
sin e de

sm
Py(- cose)

+ »'(i» + 1) P|,(“ cos e ) 0 (21)

Combination of Equations 10, 21, and 18 then gives

p^(- cos e)

(22)

Using the expansion formula” (p 164)

n(n + I) - K<»'+ t>
( 23 )

we obtain

ids vtu * 1)

ewh t
2n » 1

n(n 1) - »’(«' I)
(cos 6

)

(24 )

Referring to Equations 4 and 20 and considering first a cavity with perfectly conduct'

mg walls. It IS clear that E« » 0 at the boundaries requires

dtde L

P;,<- C05 9

-]= (25)

At ELF the radial functions may be approximated either by exponentials'* or by a

Taylor series expansion ’* ” Employing the Taylor senes expansion one obtains” for

perfectly conducting boundaries at r = a, (a + h) the following relation for the eigen-

values V of this problem

«'(»'+ 1) « (ka)» (26)

The Schumann resonances are then those frequencies for which the denominator m
Equation 24 becomes zero

‘*>n« = IVnciTfl) (27)

The subscript •» is used to indicate that this result is applicable only to an Earth and

ionosphere with infinite conductivity The first four frequencies are

fn~ ' 7 5-sA„(„+ j) = 10 6,18 36.25 6,33 54 Hz

If the boundaries of the cavity are not perfectly conducting, the condition of Equa-

tion 25 IS replaced by the requirement for continuity of E, and H, at r = a and r =

a h If only the ground (r = a) remains perfectly conducting — a reasonable approx-

imation at ELF where, for example, the ratio of conduction current to displacement

current (o/<ut) ~ 10* at 14 Hz even over dry land (o ~ 10'* S/m) — Equation 25 still

applies at r = a or, equivalently, the surface impedance of the ground Z, = 0 How-
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ever at r = a + h, the surface impedance Z, = (Ee/H.) at the lower boundary of the

ionosphere is in general a frequency dependent complex number determined by the

properties of the ionosphere. In this case^^ Equation 26 must be replaced by

v(P+l) = (ka)^ [l-jZi/(T,kh)] (28)

where r) = and k = co

Since the values of v given by Equation 28 are now complex, 1E^| given by Equation

24 now remains finite at the “resonances” which are defined as the maxima of |Erl.

Several of the pertinent papers^"* and books'^ '® also employ a complex propagation

constant defined by

jkSy = a+jp (29)

v(u+l) = (kaSy)" (30)

where Sv = sin and y„ is the “virtual complex angle of incidence”^^ at the lower

boundary of the ionosphere (y„ would be the actual complex angle of incidence only

in a parallel plane guide without curvature^^). With this definition

/3 _ c _ free space velocity
Ke ~ — _ _ _ (3]^)

k V phase velocity in guide

Im S = - = a — (32)

o; « 1.36 Imi/ dB/Mm (33)

Since typical values^^ of v for a realistic ionosphere are usually such that Re Sv >
Im Sv (for example v = 1 - jO.2 and ka Sv « 2 - jO.3 near 10 Hz), the “resonant

frequencies” or maxima of Equation 24 are given by

OJn

Wn=o ^ 7.5[n(n+ 1)]’''^

“ 2-rr

ReSy ReSy
(34)

and typical observed values of the lowest resonant frequencies® ®^ are approximately

8, 10, and 14 Hz. The spectra take the general appearance illustrated by Figure 3 and

the cavity Q, which is inversely proportional to attenuation, may be related to the

widths of the resonance peaks.

Q is defined as the ratio of the product of cu and energy stored per cycle to the

average power dissipated with steady sinusoidal excitation. When the numerical value

of Q is high (^>10) this analytical definition is equivalent to the experimentally useful

definition of Q = (resonance frequency)/(bandwidth between half power points).

Based on the analytical definition, Galejs“ *® derived the following expressions appli-

cable to the Earth-ionosphere cavity

Q =
^

(35)

4(ReS)(ImS)

Q = ! (36)
2(ReS)(ImS)

0 = (37)
2(Im S)
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HERTZ

FIGURE 3 Spectrum of the vertical electric field (E') obtained near Kingston.

R I showing first five Schumann resonances

In Equation 35, both the electric and magnetic stored energies are considered, in

Equation 36 only the stored magneitc energy, and m Equation 37 only the stored elec-

tric energy Equations 35 to 37 were derived by considering only the leading terms

(i e ,
resonance terms) m Equation 24 But since Q is below 10 for the Schumann

resonances, the terms tn the senes expansion )ust above and below the nth resonance

term significantly affect the actual power spectra and expressions in Equations 35 to

37 give different values from the “operational” 3 dB-point definition of Q which was

applied by Jones” ** to the frequency-dependent part of Equation 24 All of these

definitions are mutually consistent only if Q is high, in that case Re S = 1 and Equa-

tions 35, 36, and 37 are obviously identical For the Schumann resonances, when Q is

usually well below 10, the 3 dB definition gives, however, a value which is less than

any of the other definitions **

When the object of an investigation is to relate experimental power spectra to at-

mospheric parameters u is probably best not to employ any of the above definitions

Instead it can be shown by numerical experiments*’ that Imv is simply related to the

width of the experimental data at the 90% level (i e , at |E(ci;)P = 0.90 ]E(cu,)|*)

Resonances m a Cavity Bounded by a Radially Inhomogeneous but Isotropic “Iono-

sphere” Extending to Ground Level

Layered ionosphere profiles*^ ” and profiles in which the electrical conductivity var-

ies exponentially with height" have been used by various authors to obtain analytical

models which give resonance spectra similar to those observed experimentally Follow-

ing the theoretical development of Wait” '* it has been shown by Tran and Polk*^

that the approximation of planar stratification is adequate for the computation of the

lowest three ELF resonance frequencies to within 0 1 Hz However, planar stratifica-

tion will lead to errors in cavity Q or wave attenuation with increasing frequency (1 5%

at 10 Hz, 23% at 45 Hz) Finally, computation of resonance frequencies to within 0 1

Hz requires the extension of the lower boundary of the “ionosphere” to a height where

the ratio of conduction current to displacement current is less than 0 3, this means

that the height of the lowest layer in the stratification illustrated by Figure 4 becomes

about 30 km at 7 5 Hz Computation of wave attenuation and Q also requires that

the nonzero conductivity even of that lowest layer,** o, ~ 3 3 [10'“]S/m, be taken into

account.
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FIGURE 4. Geometry of stratified ionosphere.

The computation of the eigenvalues v still involves Equation 28, but the surface

impedance Z, at the top of the lowest layer in Figure 4 is modified to take into account

the effect of all the higher layers. Each of the M layers is made so thin that it can be

considered homogeneous — that is its thickness is made much smaller than the local

wavelengths. The uppermost layer is chosen at an altitude where the change of conduc-

tivity has no calculable effect on the waves in the cavity and therefore any inhomoge-

neity beyond this layer is disregarded. Thus the M’th layer is assumed to extend to

infinity with constant conductivity, therefore no downcoming (reflected) wave needs

to be considered in this layer. For each of the other layers the solution of Equation 2

takes the form of Equation 15 with a single value of v; thus for the jth layer

= ajh^'^ (kjr) - (kjr) P^C- cos e ) (38)

The tangential electric and magnetic fields Ej and H. must be continuous across all

boundaries. This is equivalent to the continuity of the surface impedances

7 _ ^e.i+ 1

H
<t>,i + 1

H,
4>J

(39)

which leads to a very complicated expression” for Z, containing Z,n, = \f
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and the spherical Hankel functions h,‘“ h.‘*‘ with arguments (k,„ i,) and (k;.,r;.,) as

well as their logarithmic derivatives In' The latter are given by

In' ^zl/0(0(2)J
(*
1
+ 1 )

(40 )

Details of the precautions which must be taken in evaluating these functions numeri-

cally have been discussed by Tran “

As pointed out above, spherical stratification is only needed for the evaluation of

cavity Q or attenuation, or if the resonance frequencies must be evaluated with an

error of less than 0 1 Hz Differences obtained” when comparing Re v evaluated by

the much simpler planar stratification”^* with the results of spherical stratification

were less than 0 597o below 30 Hz
Wait” (p 321) using the second order or Debye approximation for the spherical

Hankel functions showed that the surface impedance Z, at the lower boundary of the

ionosphere can be evaluated by modeling the ionosphere as a plane stratified medium

However that approximation requires

|v + t4[ » 1

|krj » I

(41 )

(42 )

(43 )

and for frequencies below 50 Hz neither Equation 42 nor |ka| P 1 are satisfied, never-

theless results obtained by planar stratification** do not deviate greatly from those

obtained by the more appropriate spherical stratification

Another approach*' to calculating the eigenvalue which gives phase velocity (and

resonance frequency) as well as attenuation within the cavity consists of an approxi-

mation which assumes that details of the conductivity profile are important only m
two limited altitude ranges the lower where conduction current and displacement cur-

rent are equal (o = cue,) and the upper where the character of the propagation process

changes from wave-like to diffusion-like That latter height, h,, is shown to be given

by 4 p„ajo4,* = 1, 4, being the conductivity scale height (i e ,
the distance over which

0 changes by a factor e'*) at h, Calculations using this approach have been published*'

only for frequencies of 50 Hz and 100 Hz — above the Schumann resonances — but

should also give useful approximate results at lower frequencies At 50 Hz and 100 Hz

the results for phase velocity and attenuation agree very well with those obtained by

more standard full-wave calculations

Realistic conductivity profiles are needed with all of these methods for the evaluation

of the eigenvalues v (or S = krv) Here one notes that over the entire Schumann reso-

nance frequency range the wave frequency is always far smaller than the collision fre-

quency m the lower ionosphere The effective electrical conductivity of the ionosphere

plasma can then be obtained” from

where Nt, m*, u* are the number density, mass, and collision frequency of the kth ion
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species, and e is the electronic charge (all particles are assumed to be singly charged).

Collision frequencies can be calculated from the following equations^^ “

“e
= Ugn + Ugi (45)

“i
(46)

where the subscripts e, i, and n refer to electrons, ions, and neutral particles.

= (5.4)10-'“N„T‘'^

Ui„ = (2.6) 10-'^ (47)

Ugi = (10-‘)(59.0 + 4.18 log,„T’/Ng)NgT-=’'"

T is the temperature in degrees K, N„„ the number density per m^, and M, is the ionic

molecular weight, which is chosen to be 29 for all illustrations used in this chapter.

Values of N„ and T are tabulated in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere^^ and the iono-

sphere is assumed to be neutral (N^ = N- + N,); some typical values are also given in

Table 1. Below 60 km ionic conductivity becomes significant'' and ions rather than

electrons are primarily responsible for the conductivity below 50 km. Galactic cosmic

rays are probably the most important source of ionization at these elevations*® and

available ion density data have been obtained by measurements from rockets,*’ ’® bal-

loons,”'” and rocket launched parachutes.” Data on electron and ion densities, tem-

perature, and collision frequencies are also given in Whitten and PoppofP* and Banks

and Kockarts.”

An analytic approximation to the electron density profile of the D-, E-, F-1, and F-

2 layer has been derived by Booker,” His purpose was to obtain a profile without

discontinuities of slope which cause difficulties in evaluating exact solutions for prop-

agation of waves through the ionosphere. Booker’s published analytic profile’* for the

day ionosphere starts at 55 km and that for the night ionosphere at 80 km; however,

the method can be applied to fit a variety of experimental data. No attempt was made
to evaluate positive or negative ion densities at lower elevations in this profile, but

Pappert and Moler’* in a related paper concerned with ELF propagation at 75 Hz
summarize results of ion and electron density data down to ground level.

Effects of the Earth’s Magnetic Field

In an ionized medium which is subjected to a steady magnetic flux density

charged particles acquire velocities perpendicular to the applied fields and as a conse-

quence the complex dielectric permittivity e or the complex conductivity a assume ten-

sor form.** ’® If we use rectangular coordinates with the z-axis along B„, the compo-
nents of o are given by

<a > - <(j;> + <Og> = ujp
i [ 1

+ cjpg [ j
(48)

where the squares of the ion and electron plasma frequencies co,,, and cup, are

zrier N;
a) =

pi

leP N
pe

(49)

and Z, — number of electronic charges per ion; e = charge of electron; N,, N number
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of ions and electrons per m% m., m ion and electron mass, c, = dielectric permittivity

of free space and

(u + JUJ)’ + fl* (u + jw)* + n*

(u + jw)’ + n’ (u + jw)* + Ji*

(50)

u = electron collision frequency u, as defined by Equation 45, and = electron gyro

frequency = B,e/m The form of <o.> is identical to that of <o,> with u, replacing u

and Q, = (BZ.e)/m, replacing Q It is obvious that for u > cu and Q = 0 the off*

diagonal terms in Equation 50 vanish and <a> reduces to the scalar value given by

Equation 44 so that current density and electric field are related by J = o E = (o, +

jojti) E where o, and e, = £, are the real parts of the complex conductivity o and

complex dielectric permittivity c As illustrated m Table 1 u > cu and u, > co are satisfied

at all elevations which are of interest at ELF below 50 Hz Also at very low elevations

(h < 50 km) u l> Q and u. > Q, are satisfied However, it is clear from Table I ^at for

higher elevations, for example at 75 km, u Q such that the components of J trans-

verse to 5. are modified Examination of Equation 50 indicates that the diagonal terms

On and On with and without B, field (without B, o„ = ojj = oj,) are related by

(51 )

and that the off-diagonal terms, the “Hall” conductivities, are related to the isotropic

medium conductivity On by

(52)

Thus one would expect that at elevations where Q/u becomes significant, the presence

of the magnetic field might affect propagation However, propagation inside the cav-

ity, that IS propagation at very low elevation, is only affected by reflection of waves

from the upper boundary One must therefore look primarily for effects of B, upon

the reflection coefficient For TEM waves in isotropic media the reflection coefficient

R = (Z-n„)/(Z + rj.) is given, when the medium with impedance Z is a very good con-

ductor,*^ by

R « (53)

Consequently for slight deviations from the isotropic case, one would expect differ-

ences in R due to changes m conductivity to be roughly proportional to the square

root of the quantity

(54)
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where

(55)

Propagation in the cavity, where the B. field is parallel to the E field or transverse to

the direction of propagation (in the Earth-ionosphere cavity at high latitudes), should

therefore depend upon both parameters, qj, and Qt/

u

where

= n sin a (56)

a = angle between direction of propagation and

Before proceeding to a discussion of quantitative results obtained by computations

which are directly applicable to Schumann resonances in the Earth-ionosphere cavity

m the presence of B., we note also from Equation 50 and Ampere’s law, V x h =

jcij<£>E = <o>E (where c,* and o,* are complex), that changes m the diagonal compo-

nents of <o> affect only the field components in one type of propagation mode Thus,

for example, for propagation of a TE mode (E. s 0) in the x-direction (transverse to

B.) indicated by exp j(ait - k,x) and a time varying H in the z direction

dH,
» jkiH- « £„ when a,, = 0 (57)

On the other hand the off-diagonal terms in <o> produce mode coupling Thus starting

with the same TE mode (E, * 0), we find that H, propagating in the x-direction is

related to E, and to an E, of a TM mode when o„ # 0

aH,
- jk.Hj » +a„Ey (58)

In general, an electromagnetic wave entering the ionosphere is traveling at some

arbitrary angle to the magnetic field of the Earth The index of refraction

^
- velocity of wave in vacuum

phase velocity

IS then given by the Appleton-Hartree formula’* ** **

2 *T f ...al

1 -X-jZ J(l-X-jZ)’ I-J

where

X =
Yj, = Ycos« Yy = Y ana

At ELF only the case Y > 1 is of mierest When propagation is perpendicular to the

magnetic field Yt = 0, Equation 60 gives two values
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M
5

O 1 -
X

1 -JZ (61 )

and

Mv = 1 -

I - jz
1 - X - jz

(62)

The value of {Xo given by Equation 61 determines the behavior of the “ordinary” wave

in which electron motion is not affected by the magnetic field of the Earth, \io being

independent of Y. The value of p, determines the behavior of the “extraordinary

wave”.

When propagation is parallel to the magnetic field of the Earth (“longitudinal”) Yr

= 0 and Equation 60 reduces to

2
1 -

X

1 - jZ ± Y
(63 )

The minus sign in the denominator in this case implies a real value of p for all Y > 1

when Z~0 which is the Whistler mode.®®'®^ It can also be shown’^ that the longitudinal

mode is circularly polarized and that the indices of refraction for the two waves of

opposite circular polarization are given by the two values corresponding to ± Y in

Equation 63.

A very detailed discussion of Equation 60 with consideration of many possible spe-

cial cases has been given by Budden.®® The application of magneto-ionic theory to

reflection from stratified media with particular application to VLF and ELF has been

carried out in considerable detail by Galejs'® and Wait.'® We use here Wait’s quanti-

tative results for the evaluation of the reflection coefficient in a stratified magneto-

plasma as applied to the Earth-ionosphere waveguide or cavity.

Using Booker’s “quasi-longitudinal” approximation®® for the case when the mag-

netic field of the Earth is steeply dipping (applicable at medium and high latitudes)

Wait shows that at ELF

/T\
I

1

, _ Attenuation with magnetic field ^ \2/
I

“
I .

(64)
Attenuation without magnetic field (cost)'"

where

. SI cos a
tan T =

u
(65 )

We note then from Table 1 that tan t will always be below 1 at an altitude of 45 km
and reach 3 only at very high altitudes. The values of A, corresponding to tan t = 1,

2 and 3 are 1.10, 1.27, 1.44. Since Equation 64 with tan t > 1 should apply only to a
small part of the reflecting surface which is effective at ELF, the effect upon attenua-
tion or cavity Q averaged over the entire cavity should be less than that indicated by
these numbers.

Equation 64 is only valid when

« (66)
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where = Q cos o When Qt is large, for example for propagation along the magnetic
equator, Wait'^ shows that the reflection coefficient from the plane boundary of a
magneto-ionic plasma is

R
C - A

C + A (67 )

where C = cosine of complex angle of incidence, and

(68)

with cor as given by Equation 55 and

The value of S, corresponding to S, of Equation 29, which gives attenuation and phase
velocity IS

Substituting values of (Qr/u) < 2 and a>, a 5(10') for 75 km, as indicated by Table 1,

and cij < 63 (frequencies < 10 Hz), shows that phase velocity (or resonance frequency)
and attenuation (cavity Q) are affected only by a few percent, but that the effect is

greater at 20 Hz than at 10 Hz
In a senes of papers Large and Wait** *’ extended the theory outlined above and

applied It directly to the problem of ELF resonances m the Earth-ionosphere cavity
T e theoretical work which probably comes closest to achieving a realistic representa-
tion of the physical situation*^ treats a ring magnetic source which includes excitation
by a vertical electric dipole as a special case All ionization below 50 km was disre-
garded to avoid excessive difficulties in the numerical evaluation Conclusions of this

paper are

1 In agreement with what was derived from Equations 67 to 70 magnetic field ef-

fects become larger as the frequency increases
2 The geomagnetic field has more influence on the cavity resonances over the night

than over the day hemisphere
3 Coupling between TM and TE modes due to the geomagnetic field produces no

calculable effect when a typical day-time ionosphere conductivity profile is used
or a night-time ionosphere profile, mode coupling lowers resonance frequencies

by about 5% and cavity Q by about 10% (The Q for a night-time ionosphere
extended over the entire Earth is considerably lower, even without the effect of

Bo, than the Q for a day-time ionosphere )

In a recent paper, Booker and Lefeuvre” used an approximate approach which ne-

glects the curvature of the Earth and involves the phase-integral method*® above a

critical reflection level to calculate ELF phase velocities and attenuation rates Propa-
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gation of ordinary and extraordinary waves is considered, but coupling between these

waves is disregarded. Collisional absorption below the reflection level is also taken

into account. Although the paper is concerned primarily with propagation at higher

ELF frequencies (above 45 Hz), Schumann resonances are considered as a limiting

case. Higher than experimentally observed attenuation at 7.5 Hz is predicted “not

because of undue leakage of energy through the E-region in association with the low

night-time ionization density . . . but because electronic and ionic collisions caused

too much absorption of energy below the reflection level.” Booker and Lefeuvre state

that, “to avoid this, it is necessary to give the E-region a sharp bottom at night” (at

about 90 km) “similar to that existing during the daytime at 80 km.”

Greifinger and Greifinger^' have extended their approximate method for the evalu-

ation of ELF propagation parameters which was discussed in “Resonances in a Cavity

Bounded by a Radially Inhomogeneous, but Isotopic Ionosphere Extending to Ground

Level” above to include the effects of a steeply dipping magnetic field.®’ As before

they derive two critical heights; h„ is the altitude at which the conduction current par-

allel to the magnetic field is equal to the displacement current; h,, defined in the section

just mentioned, is the altitude where the absolute value of the local reciprocal wave

number becomes equal to the local scale height of the refractive index. Concerning

Schumann resonances they conclude that “although all of the heating dissipation takes

place in a narrow altitude region around h„, the local attenuation rate (i.e., the ratio

of the local heating rate to the horizontal flow rate at the same level) is an increasing

function of altitude. Thus an unweighted average of the local attenuation rate will

exceed the actual horizontal attenuation rate. For a given profile, the difference be-

tween the two values increases with decreasing frequency due to the lowering of the

altitude h„. This perhaps accounts for the difficulty experienced by Booker and Le-

feuvre®* in reconciling the observability of the nighttime Schumann resonance with

generally accepted nighttime profiles.”

Bezrodny et al.^® in their analysis of the Schumann resonances in a cavity with an-

isotropic boundaries predict resonance line splitting of the first resonance into three

lines at 7.6, 8.05, and 8.5 Hz when the ratio of gyrofrequency to electron-neutral col-

lision frequency is 0.5. However this result is obtained by assuming a radial magnetic

field of constant amplitude over each hemisphere which abruptly changes sign over

the equator — an assumption which probably greatly exaggerates any real effect. Fur-

thermore Bezrodny et al.^* point out that despite the predicted “line splitting” the

actual observable resonance spectra, such as Figure 3, should be “smooth”, i.e., have

single resonance peaks, because the low Q implies that the separation of the split max-
ima is smaller than the individual line width.

In view of the many approximations which must be made in evaluating the effects

of the magnetic field of the Earth upon the Schumann resonances — for example,

planar stratification of the ionosphere, neglect of ionization below 50 km and specifi-

cation of B„ with constant magnitude and dip over the entire cavity — and the very

small changes in resonance frequencies and Q predicted by these anisotropic iono-

sphere models, it appears that analysis employing an isotropic ionosphere is useful for

comparison of theory with experimental results in this frequency range. However, in

view of the prediction that the effect of the magnetic field of the Earth upon the Schu-

mann resonances should become larger as the frequency increases, it is desirable to

employ only the lower part of the spectrum (below 20 Hz and preferably below 15 Hz)
when the isotropic theory is used to deduce from experimental data information about
upper atmosphere or ionosphere conductivity, or about the location of excitation
sources as discussed in “Interpretation and Use of Data”, page 155.

Effects of Lateral Inhomogeneities
The real ionosphere varies not only with height, but also in the “horizontal” direc-
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FIGURE 5 Idealized amplitude distri-

bution for first and second resonances

(perfetily conducting boundaries, single

source at S = 0)

tion, 1 e , with latitude and longitude Substantial differences exist between the day

and night hemispheres above about 50 km where ionization is due to solar rather than

cosmic ray radiation In addition, electron densities (and ion densities at low altitudes),

as well as magnitude and direction of the magnetic field of the Earth, vary with lati*

tude During solar disturbances which give rise to “PCA” (Polar Cap Absorption)

events, the ionosphere down to latitudes of approximately 60° can be profoundly mod-

ified

Effects of various lateral mhomogeneities upon the Schumann resonances have been

analyzed in considerable detail by Madden and Thompson** and by Large and Wait *’

Madden and Thompson proposed a two-dimensional network m which the constants

of individual sections of the Earth-ionosphere TM* transmission line are represented

by lumped parameters They outlined methods for numerical evaluation and analyzed

errors resulting, for example, from using a 10° by 20° grid They also predicted

changes in the lowest (8 Hz) resonance frequency due to a typical SID event (pertur-

bation over one third of the surface of the Earth on the daylight hemisphere) of 0 1

Hz to 0 6 Hz depending upon the observation point Similarly predicted changes due

to the July 2, 1962 “Starfish” high-altitude nuclear explosion (perturbation over one

third of the surface of the Earth on the night hemisphere) were also 0 1 Hz to 0 6 Hz,

while a typical PCA event (more intense perturbation restricted to the auroral zones)

gave shifts of 0 1 Hz to 0 2 Hz in the lowest resonance frequency

Frequency shifts due to ionosphere perturbations are not uniform over the entire

Earth, because the observable “resonance frequency” itself, as defined below Equa-

tion 26 and by Equation 34, is not constant over the entire Earth The P,(cos 6) terms

multiplying each term m the summation of Equation 24 are obviously functions of the

angular separation 0 between source and receiver, therefore the resultant sum. which

contains terms of significant magnitude corresponding to values of n above and below

the n of Equation 34, peaks at slightly different frequencies depending upon the rela-

tive position of source and receiver This effect is illustrated by Figure 5 and discussed

in more detail below in “Location of Major Thunderstorm Regions ”

Madden and Thompson** also discussed the “mode splitting” which is predicted by

Equation 1 1 for a cavity which is nonuniform in the azimuthal (.^) direction
Depending

upon the type of nonuniformiiy each single terra multiplying P.(cos 6) is replaced by

several terms, each containing (sin m +) P2 (cos 4) or (cos m 4) P «
Madden

and Thompson conclude that the hne-splitting, though present, will be masked in view

of the low Q values which are characteristic of the Schumann resonances
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Large and Wait®' analyzed several models: (!) constant surface impedance over each

global hemisphere with the “day-night” boundary at 6 = 7i/2; (2) surface impedance

varying continuously with 6 corresponding to the variation with 9 of a dipolar magnetic

field with “day-night” boundarv' at 0 = ti/2; (3) surface impedance depending upon

0 and ^ (day-night boundary at an arbitrarj' position with respect to source). Numerical

results were given for (1) and (2). One particularly interesting result obtained from (1)

was that the field strength in the cavity is lower whenever the source is located in the

night hemisphere. The discontinuities of (1), (2), and (3) produce cross-coupling be-

tween several TM modes as well as between TM and TE modes, but the numerical

results show that the effect of such coupling upon the resonance frequencies is negli-

gible (below 5%). A more important effect is a lowering of the quality factor, for

example, from 4.6, obtained by averaging day and night results (i.e., results obtained

by using in succession a day and a night ionosphere over the entire globe), to 3.0

obtained by a more rigorous day-night model. However these results are probably

“slightly exaggerated by the assumption of an abrupt transition between night and

day” and the authors suggest that a smooth day-night transition would reduce mode
coupling and the resulting effects upon Q. They conclude that the “regular diurnal

changes in the peak frequencies and quality factors of the Schumann modes are pri-

marily due to interference, or overlapping of the cavity modes” which will be discussed

in “Location of Major Thunderstorm Regions.”

Paul’' performed several numerical experiments to see whether either the assumption

of a constant magnetic field or various lateral inhomogeneities — simulating the day/

night discontinuity and PCA events — can produce resonance line splitting. The fre-

quency resolution was 0.1 Hz. Realistic ionosphere profiles and many different source/

receiver/discontinuity geometries were employed. Line splitting (i.e., a double reso-

nance peak or a peak separation less than approximately 5 Hz between successive res-

onances) was not obtained in any case.

ELF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

General Considerations and Horizontal Electric Fields

To a first approximation the Earth-ionosphere cavity with dipole excitation has azi-

muthal symmetrj' and in this case the only field components are E„ E,, and H. as

indicated below Equation 8. The vertical electric field is Er and the horizontal fields

areE, and H,.

For plane wave propagation in unbounded space, one would expect that the orthog-

onal field components would be related by the wave impedance of free space rj = 377.

In the cavity this is not true at ELF where cavity dimensions and wavelength are of
comparable magnitude. However, when the excitation source is on the surface of the

Earth (r = r„ = a), it follows from Equations 7, 20, and 22 that

1 )

a cj e

Py(- cos 6 )

^P,(-cos e)

(71)

Thus this ratio is a function of both frequency and the angular separation 0 between
source and receiver. In the cavity with perfectly conducting boundaries Equation 26
gives v(v-i- 1) = (ka)^ and in the cavity bounded by the real ionosphere v(v-^ 1) is given
by Equation 28. Substituting into Equation 71 we obtain, exactly with Equation 26
and approximately with Equation 28 —
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eJ Ey(-cos«)

77
=« rjiku)- (72)

At the first resonance ka = \/'2 by Equation 27 and |EyH.| = rj = 377 Q occurs at”
6 = 55 ° At 8 Hz measured values*® of E, are in the vicinity of lO''* Vm’’ Hz''” and
measured values” of H. m the vicinity of 5(10'’) Am"' Hz'’”, corresponding to B. =
0 6 milligamma = 6(10''*) Tesla Thus measurements give (E,/H,) = 200 which can
be expected from Equation 72

At ground level the tangential field components must be related by the surface
impedance of the ground

which IS for a good conductor given by**

(73)

(74)

From Equations 72 and 73 the order of magnitude of the ratio of the horizontal to
the vertical electric field is

Thus for dry land,” when o a 2(10 *) S/m,

- 5(10'*) atSHz (76)

Very few measurements of the horizontal ELF field at ground level are available
he reason is that an electrically very short (length A) horizontal wire antenna near

ground essentially responds to the vertical electric field (E,) which exists across the
capacitor ormed by the horizontal antenna and the ground, but is not nearly as effi-

receiver for that field component as a vertical antenna of the same length

f "m ^ exhibits directional properties ” The true horizontal electric
le at IS probably best obtained from measurements of the potential difference
e ween e ectro es inserted into the ground Such measurements are difficult, require

extreme precautions in the design of electrodes, and are usually employed only for the
measurement of lower, “micropulsation” frequencies where the field strength is higher

lifu"
Bostick” did extend such measurements to 10 Hz

oug eir principal interest was lower frequencies and the determination of the

ground They employed electrodes separated horizontally
about 200 m and reported (E»,, values at 8 Hz between 10'* and 10'^ {mV/km)VHz
This corresponds to E. between 10'^ and 3(10-») Vm-Hz-” and is 2 to 0 06 times what

nT/mn
Equation 76 and the value of E, quoted above E, - 5(10'*) (10'') =

}\ u
^ However, in view of the local (6) dependence of the fields indi-

cated by Equation 72 and the dependence upon the exact value of ground conductivity
o implied by Equation 74 the value is not unreasonable.
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FIGURE 6. Radiator and receiver geometry for calibration of electric field sensor.

The measurement of horizontal electric fields is also important at ELF when one is

interested in field strength in the ocean. There measurement of the potential difference

between floating electrodes is relatively convenient and such measurements were re-

ported by Soderberg.’® He obtained the potential difference between carbon electrodes

at a horizontal separation of 5 m at depths below the ocean surface between 30 and
300 m several miles from the coast of Baja California. He gives values for 8 Hz, at a
depth of 60 m, between -161 dB below 1 V/m and - 165 dB below I V/m per 1.25

Hz frequency interval, corresponding to E, values of 5(10'") to 8(10'") Vm'* Hz'‘'L
Since for sea water with o ~ 4 Sm"' Equation 74 gives, at 8 Hz, = 4(10'^) Q, we
obtain from Equation 75 E, = 10'* E.. Thus for E, = 10'" Vm" Hz"'", one would
expect at the sea surface a horizontal field strength Ee = 10'" V/m. Although the elec-

tric field in sea water at 8 Hz would decrease by a factor of 0.5 over a depth of 60 m,
the measured value is again not unreasonable in view of the expected variability of E,..

In view of the greater ease of measurement and calibration most of the field intensity

values quoted in the literature involve vertical electric fields^ ^ and horizontal
magnetic fields. •”* Methods for such measurements are now summarized.

Vertical Electric Fields

Vertical electric ELF fields can be measured most conveniently with a vertical

“whip” antenna or with some metallic element, usually a plate, cylinder or sphere,
which is mounted several meters above the conducting ground and electrically insulated
from it."" The principal difficulty with this measurement is not insufficient field

strength since the vertical electric field component of the Schumann resonances is gen-
erally well above most other electric field noise in this frequency range as discussed in
‘Tield Intensity Levels — Spatial, Diurnal, and Seasonal Variations.” The main dif-
ficulty is rather determination of the absolute level of the received ELF field. This
requires calculation or measurement of the true effective antenna height or of antenna
capacitance, which can be significantly affected by details of mounting arrangements.
Furthermore pick-up by antenna to preamplifier cables (including cable shields) must
either be eliminated or considered in the calibration.

Clayton et al."” have shown that for an electrically short linear receiving antenna,
as well as for a spherical antenna, the open circuit terminal voltage V is equal to the
average of the undisturbed potential to ground V„ (i.e., the potential which would exist
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FIGURE 7 ReJaiJve magfliiudeof E(7) near an e)ectnca)ty very short antenna

at ground level (a = 0)

with the antenna removed) at the location of the antenna Thus for a linear antenna

of length L mounted on an insulating base of height B, as illustrated by Figure 6,

V « M V^(i)d2 (77)

B

For an incident uniform electric field V.(z) = E.z and

which IS also equal to

V =
J

E{z)dz (79)

0

Tor a spherical antenna with its center at heightT above ground

V =
J E(z)dz = n^(T>

0

(80)

provided the capacitance C of the sphere of radius R at the height T above the con-

ducting plane does not differ appreciably from the capacitance C, = 4 nt.R of the

sphere m free space This condition is satisfied when the ratio of mounting height to

radius is sufficiently large since (C/C.) < 1 02 when (T/R) > 25.

Equations 77 to 79 give only the open circuit terminal voltage Since the antenna

capacitance is of the order of 20 pF, the input impedance at 8 Hz will be a capacitive

reactance of about lO’C The input stage of the preamplifier must therefore be de-

signed appropriately and the capacitance of any connecting cables must be considered

In view of the uncertamties involved m rdating the voltage actually measured at the

output of an impedance transformer and through cables, or a preamplifier, to the true
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open circuit voltage, it is essential that the system be calibrated with a field of known

magnitude. This can be done by using the arrangement illustrated by Figure 6 in which

a linear radiator is supplied with a known input current. When the calibrating antenna

length H, the distance y between that antenna and the receiving antenna base, and the

height T, and length L of the receiving antenna are all very much smaller than the free

space wavelength, the field due to the calibrating antenna is given*® by

E(z) = 30 +
1

(z + a) (H — a) (z — a) (H — a

(81)

and I„ is related to the antenna base current I* by

Im k(H - a)
k =

(82)

The behavior of |E(z)| as a function of z/y for a calibrating antenna at ground level

(a = 0) is shown on Figure 7.

Determination of the base current U in Equation 82 requires measurement of a con-

veniently large voltage at the input of the calibrating antenna. One should note that

with an input impedance of the order of 10’ Q the base current ~ 1 pA even if the

voltage applied between feedpoint and ground is 1 kV! If that voltage is known, how-

ever, Ij in Equation 82 can be determined by measuring the input capacitance of the

calibrating antenna. A typical value of this capacitance (for a 1.8-m antenna at ground

level) is 19.0 pF. A possible circuit for measuring it is described by Clayton et al.*°

and empirical formulas for its calculation have been given by Watt” and Kupfmuller:’®

C = 24.16(L)

log,„(2L/d)-k'
pF (83)

where L is the antenna length, d the antenna diameter and k' is a function of a/L with

a being the mounting height of the antenna base above ground (k' = 0.42 for a/L =
0.01 and k' = 0.1 44 for a/L = 10).

Calibration by a known ELF field is, of course, applicable to receiving antennas of

any shape. A particularly useful antenna for ELF is the spherical antenna, mentioned
above, in which, as suggested by Ogawa,'” the preamplifier is mounted inside the an-

tenna to avoid the need for transmitting low level signals through cables (whose capac-

itance is also larger than that of the antenna). A practical arrangement of such an
antenna*® is illustrated on Figures 8 and 9. The antenna height T was 9.87 m and the

radius of the sphere R was 15 cm.
Several additional precautions must be observed in measurements of the vertical

electric field. (1) The mounting of the receiving antenna must be sufficiently rigid to

avoid motion due to wind which would modulate the antenna to ground capacitance
and thereby the amplitude of the received field. (2) Large moving objects must be kept
out of the vicinity of the antenna for the same reason. (3) Generally, data must be
discarded during heavy local precipitation, although during light rain a dielectric “ra-
dome”, such as the plexiglass sphere shown on Figures 8 and 9, minimizes precipitation

noise. (4) Data must also be discarded when the Schumann resonance spectrum is con-

taminated by “local” thunderstorms, that is by lightning which is so close that TE
modes and higher order TM modes are not sufficiently attenuated; generally this will
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FIGURE 6 Spherical antenna system

be the case if lightning occurs within about 100 km of the station which can be checked

by independent recording of HF noise (5) Semiconductor devices m the impedance

transformer, the high sensitivity first amplifier stage, and succeeding stages, will gen-

erally have to be protected against burnout due to very large impulses (of the order of

kilovolts) which are picked up by the antenna and cables during lightning activity in

the immediate vicinity (within 2 or 3 km) of the antenna At the Kingston, R I held

site” RCA type 8393 “NuVistor” vacuum tubes rather than I C s were used in the

preamplifier, because they were found to withstand surge voltages better than transis-

tors or I C s In addition zener (break-down) diodes were used at several locations

between the "hot” side of the low voltage DC power supplies and ground ” (6) Fibers

must usually be used to eliminate high level natural noise” below about 3 Hz and man-

made noise from power lines and other sources, as discussed in the following section

on field intensity levels (7) As discussed in more detail by Ogawa et al **’ and by Clay-

ton et al the receiving antenna must extend to sufficient height above the ground

to minimize the effect of random field fluctuations which occur within the first meter

above ground and are possibly due to motion of ions produced by radon gas emanating

from the soil

Magnetic Fields

Schumann resonance magnetic flux densities are reported** *’ ” ” to he between 0 47
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FIGURE 9. Spherical antenna used near Kingston, R.I. (schematic on Figure 8).

milligamma = 4.7(10‘‘^) Tesla and 11.7(10 ‘^) T Hz Compared with
other naturally occurring magnetic fields in neighboring frequency bands, such as mi-
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cropulsations,’^ and man-made interference, these are extremely low level fields

Therefore detectors must be placed m locations which are far from sources of man-

made interference such as power lines, electric railroads, telephone lines, ignition

noise, or radio transmitters with ELF modulation As will be discussed below, detec-

tors must also be isolated from ground transmitted and airborne acoustic vibrations

In the past either induction coils with ferromagnetic cores” or air-core

loops’® have been used, although there are some indications that it may be more

convenient in the future to use Josephson-jonction “SQUID” (super conducting quan-

tum interference devices) '*** Dinger et a\ have reported on a three-axis

“SQUID” ELF detector with a sensitivity of 10*” T Hz'"* The response of the

SQUID device is, m principle, independent of frequency, while the response of induc-

tion coils, which depends upon the time rate of change of the magnetic flux 0 linking

the N-turn coil, increases linearly with frequency V = (d0/dt) = &;N0

Both ferromagnetic and air-core coils must be electrostatically shielded to prevent

response to slowly varying electric fields The self-inductance and sensitivity of coils

with high permeability cores depend less upon the exact value of the core permeability

than upon the length to diameter ratio of the core as a result of the demagnetizing

factor of long slender rods Eddy current losses in the core can be minimized by

using insulated laminations, bui the resistance at ELF (reported for 8 8 Hz)'®‘ can be

substantially above the DC resistance as a result of residual eddy current losses and

hysteresis The principal danger of using ferromagnetic cores for low level measure-

ments IS the presence of Barkhausen noise'®* and possible variation of the response

characteristics due to the nonlinear variation of permeability in the presence of a rela-

tively large, slowlv time-varymg field (the magnetic field of the Earth during magnetic

storms) and more rapidly varying interference fields (micropulsations and power line

fields) Generation of spurious signals at the sum and difference frequencies of un-

wanted inierfeTence as a result of core nonlmcaniy is also a possibility Nevertheless,

iron or ferrite core induction coils are useful when small distortions of the received

signal can be tolerated and when only relative signal amplitude is of interest, but they

are of questionable value for very precise measurements of wave shape, phase, and

absolute field amplitude They are light and portable compared with air core loops

which become very bulky and large when they are designed for adequate sensitivity to

detect Schumann resonances

Air core induction loops can be optimized” for the best signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio It can be shown that S/N is independent of the wire size’* but is proportional to

the square root of the “window area” (Figure 10)

where K = (a)nB)/(8 nkTAf)”*, B is the incident flux density, k Boltzmann’s constant,

T the absolute temperature in degree K, Af the filter bandwidth, a the fill factor (1 e
,

the fraction of the window area actually filled by wire, typically o *= 0 6), and a the

conductivity of wire in Sm’* The magnitude of the induced open-circuit voltage Voc,

however, does depend on wire size

Vqc = wNAB = wAB—^ (85)

where N is the number of turns, A is the cross-section area of the loop ~ nr*, and s is

the cross-section area of the wire

From Equation 84 n follows that for a fixed winding radius r, the S/N ratio is

proportional to the square root of the weight of wire used
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c

FIGURE 10. Air core induction loop, (a) Cross-section through

one half of coil showing “window” with windings, (b) Window
sectionalized to reduce distributed capacitance.

whereW is the weight of the wire and 0 is the density of the wire material (kg"^).

Another important consideration in coil design is the value of the distributed capac-

itance Q. If the coil response is to be kept linear with frequency, Cj must be suffi-

ciently small to keep the self-resonant frequency of the coil well above the desired

maximum operating frequency.” (Self-resonance may, of course, be used to enhance

the response of the receiving system over a narrow frequency band.) Cj is affected by
window shape (see Figure 10) and the number of coil layers: it can be reduced by

making b > a for fixed values of A, A.., N, and d, (copper to copper distance between

layers); this can be done by dividing the coil into sections of width a', insulated from
each other as shown in Figure 10. To reduce intersection capacitance, the separation

distance i should be as large as possible, which reduces the open-circuit voltage given

by Equation 85, and S/N given by Equation 86, since the effective window area be-

comes smaller. The complete coil design clearly requires compromises between such

conflicting requirements, and one possible design procedure is given by Keefe et al.”

For large coils other considerations are also important, such as ruggedness, water-

proofing (particularly if the coil is to be mounted below ground level), and mounting
to reduce vibration. For a large-diameter high-sensitivity coil, minute coil motion in

the magnetic field of the Earth can produce signals which are much larger than the

temporal variations which are to be measured. For example, distant city traffic,'”®

microseisms,'"’ and a helicopter flying above the magnetic field test site”” have been

recorded by induction loop magnetic field sensors. To remove this source of error an

accelerometer can be mounted on or near the magnetic field sensor and its output

recorded simultaneously with dB/dt on a multitrack tape system.”
Very high sensitivities and good S/N ratios can be obtained with large air core coils

even at the lowest end of the ELF band. For example, the flux density detected with

S/N = 1 by an electrostatically shielded 2-m-diameter 4-section 44,000-turn coil of
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FIGURE 1 1 Setup for calibration of large induction loop (radius b) by field

from smaller loop (radius a)

No 30 copper wire'” m the frequency band 3 Hz to 30 Hz was 3 2{10''*) T this

coii had a self-resonant frequency of 80 Hz A circular 2-m-dianieter cotl with 16,000

turns of 0 127-trvm-diameler wire'” had a natural frequency of 144 Hz and gave 0 3

for a 10*'* T signal at 1 Hz Using elaborate signal processing, White and Willim'”

delected 45-Hz and 75-Hz narrow-band signals at the 10*'^ T level using an antenna

with a turns-area product of 909 2 m*

Magnetic field sensors can be calibrated"* rather conveniently even outside the lab-

oratory ” For a very large diameter coil (e g . 1 m or 2 m) a calibration field can be

set up by locating a smaller diameter loop (e g , with 100 turns) coaxial with the large

loop at a relatively short distance (e g , 5 m) In this instance the calibration field is

not uniform over the area of the receiving antenna, and computation of the induced

signal (d/dt) / B ds requires integration of the calibration field over the receiving area

The field on the axis of the calibration antenna (see Figure 1 1) is

(a* +
(87)

The error introduced by using a uniform B, given by Equation 87 over the enure area

of the receiving loop, to calculate the induced voltage is”

V ^ a*
(88 )

where V. is the voltage calculated by using Equation 87 for «>» = B nb* and V. =

a)Nj<J> 2 , and V is the correct voltage obtained by integrating the off-axis B using ap-

proximations of elliptic integrals suitable for dimensions of the order of z = lOa, b ~

2a

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS

Methods of Spectral Analysis and Effects of Data Treatment on Resultmg Spectra

The Earth-ionosphere cavity is usually excited simultaneously by many different

thunderstorms Although one or a few large source regions may provide the major

excitation at any particular time, each of these sources consists of a large number of
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lightning “flashes” (each of which may consist of three to four “strokes”),”'' which

are distributed randomly in time and space. Although it is occasionally possible to

measure an individual impulse response of the cavity,'"' one is usually forced to extract

information from a mass of uncorrelated, individual signals which are randomly dis-

tributed, but partially overlapping in time. No phase information is available, the

measured amplitude fluctuates rapidly and the signal as a function of time has the

general appearance of random noise. The power spectrum of such a signal can be

obtained and is determined by the excitation functions'® and by the propagation, or

cavity transfer function which are defined below.

Since the expression for the vertical electric field in Equation 24 represents only the

response of the cavity to a single impulse of current moment Ids located at r = a and

0 = 0, the actually measurable 1E,P due to many lightning flashes confined to an area

limited by and -A<0<A (using the coordinates of Figure 1) will be

Mg(<j) |Fg(0 ,u>)F a’ sin e de d0 (89)

where F, = E,/(Ids), n = number of lightning flashes per unit area, M = magnitude

squared of n vertical lightning current moments per unit area, = n^ (average lightning

current)^ (average lightning path length)^, = (Am)^/m^ g(co) = power spectrum of

average lightning flash (discussed in “Monitoring of Worldwide Thunderstorm Inten-

sity”). When A,<?0 and A<0 Equation 89 reduces to

(90a)

(91)

is the excitation function and lF,(0,aj)P the square of the absolute value of the transfer

function or frequency response function. Similarly, for the magnetic field

|H^(uj)l= = G(u;)| Fn^{0,w)P = Sh(0 (90b)

where F„, = H,/(Ids) is given by Equations 7 and 20 or by Equations 24 and 7 1

.

S^f) and S„(f) are the power spectral density functions”® which can be determined

from the measured electric and magnetic fields considered as random signals x(t) vary-

ing with time t. These power spectral density functions give the frequency composition
of the received fields in terms of the spectral density of their mean square values.

The mean square value of a random signal x(t) is"®

I

= lim — f x^(t)(lt = lim — f x*(t)dt (92)

If the signal is passed through a group of parallel connected narrow band filters (each

of width Af), the mean square response of the nth filter centered at frequency f is
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1 f 2
= lim - I x’(t,f,Af)dt

T— T J-r
"

In terms of v « (0 the power spectra! detisuy function S(f) is then

'^xn I J /•2 ,

S(0 =
I

Af Af"-*0 T”**® Af T J'Y

If Xyd) = x(t) foi \U <

and if X.(aj) m the Fourier transform of x(t)

X,(0 = J w = 2ijf

It follows from Equation 92, and Parseval’s theorem

J
xl-il - J I^TfOl’

, f IStI'II’ f •iT'nf
= J lira — df = 2 lim J —^ dr (96 )

-Too T-~ T T-^« 5 T

If the power spectral density function S(f) is defined, in agreement with Equation 94,

by

it follows from Equations 94, 95, and 97 and Parseval’s theorem that an estimate of

SfO'vith the narrowest possible resolution f = (l/T) is given"' by

' T-il T |ir *f*>*“^“*
I

where Xr(t) = x(i). However it is not necessarily true that S.(f) = S{f) as discussed m
Davenport and Root
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Also useful for the evaluation of S(f) is the Wiener-Khinchin relation valid for a

random process which is at least “wide sense” or “weakly stationary'” (i.e., a process

for which expected values equal average values and the autocorrelation function is

only a function of the delay t and not of time)

OB

S(f) = Joe (99)

where R(t) is the autocorrelation function

R(-) = Em — f .x(t)x(t + r) dt
T—= T J

0

( 100)

From Equations 100 and 92 it also follows that the mean square value if/ i of x(t) is

the autocorrelation function with zero delay

R(0) = (101)

The power spectrum can be evaluated from the experimental data either digitally or

by use of an analog or hybrid analog-digital analyzer. Implementation of Equation 94

involves the following operations:

1. The instantaneous, received signal x(t) is passed through n band-pass filters of

width Af, centered at ft. This is done either by parallel analog filters or by a Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.

2. The output of these filters is squared.

3. The squared narrow-band signal is averaged over the sampling time T.

4. The mean square output is divided by the filter bandwidth Af.

As the center frequency' f of the filters is moved (or as the output of parallel filters of

width f centered at frequencies ft is recorded in succession), a plot of the power spectral

density function— the power spectrum — is obtained.

If either method is used, FFT or an analog or analog-hybrid scheme, the resulting

power spectrum can be only an estimate of the actual power spectrum of the received

signal, because the integration time T can, of course, not be infinite.

The integration time T must be limited, not only because data must be taken over

some limited time interx'al, but, more importantly, because the process involved, the

excitation of the Earth-ionosphere cavity by lightning sources, is really not “station-

ary”; the “transfer functions” F,(6,co) and F„(6,co) are vary'ing continuously with

time. The source to receiver separation 6 is varying continuously' and therefore P„ (cos

&) in Equation 2d is vary'ing continuously; the day-night boundary' moves continuously

and therefore the position of source and receiver relative to the day and night iono-

sphere is shifting; the level of cosmic ray as well as solar activity is changing continu-

ously, affecting local and world averaged ionosphere properties w'hich determine oj in

Equation 24. Thus the stationarity implied by the use of power spectral analysis is only

an approximation. While one wants to make T as long as possible to improve the

estimate of S(f), and thereby the estimates of cavity properties and excitation function,

T can not be longer than the time period over which neither the source to receiver

spacing, nor the cavity properties, change appreciably. Since we do not really know
what that period is, the selection of the inters'al T is somewhat arbitrary, but periods

between 2.33 min"’ and 34 min^^ have been used. In the absence of solar disturbances
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FIGURE 12 Normal probabilii> density distribution for

different sire samples

(PCA events, SID’s, ma)or X-ray bursts, etc ). when world average properties of the

ionosphere do not change rapidly, the longer integration periods are likely to give more

reliable results, particularly since (he position of major thunderstorm regions, which

excite the cavity, remains constant withtn s5* of latitude and longitude over periods

of several hours

In band limited white noise data samples separated by the “Nyquist interval” T =

1/(2 Af) are uncorrelated, or

n - 2(dnT 1102 )

samples taken during this interval are statistically independent (Tor a discussion of

these considerations sec. for example, Bendai and Picrsol Although the siaiisti-

cal independence is not strictly satisfied for notse such as that considered here, it is

nevertheless useful to employ Equation 102 as the definition of the number of “degrees

of freedom”, i e , the number of independent random variables whose squares are

summed in evaluating S{0 as given by Equation 94 Infinite sampling lime would give

n = oo and the true value of S(f)

It can be shown”* ‘‘® that the probability density function describing the estimate

of S (obtained with n < «») about the true power density S, (corresponding to n = ")

within the band Af is the chi-square distribution However, when n is large (n > 30)

this distribution approaches the normal distribution shown on Figure 12 which illus-

trates the improvement m the estimate of S as n is increased The shaded area repre-

sents the “confidence” one has that the estimate will be within ^lO'To of the mean

value So This area, the integral of the probability density function p(S). will give the

probability P that S will be within a given range about S.,

pjs. <S<S,} = 1 -o = J 'p(S)cIS (103)

s,

100 o IS the “significance” level

It is also useful and customary to calculate the normalized standard error e hs

square, the normalized mean square error e* is defined by

^
E{|b(f)-S(f)l*}

s'(f>
( 104 )
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where E = expected value and S(f) = estimated value of S(f). As illustrated by Figure

12, £ should be inversely related to the number of degrees of freedom and it can be

shown"^'"^ that it is given by

n (Af)T
(105 )

For the normal distribution, the probability is 68.3 ®7o that S will fall within

+ IS - SI

s
€

or 95.4% that it will fall between

s

Thus the true power density S will fall within ±10% of S with a confidence of 95.4%

of £ = 0.05 or if (Af)T = I/[25(10"'')] = 400. For this lev'el of confidence, namely,

the probability of 95.4% that the calculated power spectral density will fall within

±10% of S, and a frequency resolution Af = 0.1 Hz, a sampling or integration time

of 4000 sec or 66.6 min would be required. For most of the data described in succeeding

sections of this review, f = 0.125 Hz and either T = 1024 sec = 17.067 min or T =

2056 sec = 34.267 min were employed.

The use of FFT algorithms for evaluating power spectra estimates by the “direct

Fourier transform” or “Cooley-Tukey” method has been discussed by Bendat and

Piersol“^ and Oppenheim and Schafer"® (p. 555). The starting point for this procedure

is Equation 98. An older, computationally less efficient method is based on Equations

99 and 100.

In applying Equation 98 the record length must again be finite. For the FFT analysis

we will call the length of the initially analyzed record section T,, since it will be shown
that T, where T is the length of the entire record available for analysis. If a

“boxcar function”. Figure 13, is used to limit the record length, the following opera-

tion is substituted for Equation 98:

S(f) «= -2-

T, /
x(t)u(t)e"'j‘^* dt

where u(t) = 1

u(t) = 0

T T,— < t < -1
2 2

t >

(106 )

However the Fourier transform

F[x(t)u(t)] = X(w)*U(cj) =J X(y)U(a; -y)dy and

oo

(w - y)T, / (w - y)T,
U(cj — y) = T, sin V2 2
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riGURC 13 **Boit-car * lime function

riCURE 14 Fourier transform of "box car" wundow.

Thus the "boxcar” time windoxv will give in place of the desired F(x(t)l its convolution
with the (sin o/a) function This causes "leakage”, i e , the mam lobe of the true
power density function is distorted and an infinite number of side lobes is added as
illustrated in Figure 14 It turns out that this leakage can be reduced by using a smooth
filter shape with a “taper” (for example, a cosine function) at each end This can
substantially reduce sidelobes, but introduces a scale factor which must be applied as
a correction to the final estimate of S(f) as explained by Bendal and PiersoP” (p 327)
The finiteness of the sampling time T, also introduces another difficulty If x(t) is

sampled at N equally spaced points which are At = h apart, the total record length T.
is Nh The time interval h cannot be smaller than allowed by the cut-off frequency
(Nyquist frequency or folding frequency)

(107)

if aliasing is to be avoided. (It is assumed that xltl has been prefiltered so that it does

not contain any frequency components above f. ) The Fourier transform is evaluated

at frequencies

k

Nh
k = 0 1.2. ,N - 1 (108)
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which requires multiply-add operations. FFT procedures are based on decomposing

into composite factors and carrying out Fourier transforms over smaller numbers

of terms in each of the composite factors, but even if the procedure is carried out over

the entire record length T, = Nh, that length is much too short to give any reasonable

confidence limits or a sufficiently small standard error £ defined by Equation 105. For

example if the cut-off frequency for the record is 25 Hz, h = 0.02 sec by Equation

107. If the desired frequency resolution f = 0.1 Hz, then Equation 108 gives T, =

(1/Nh) = 10 sec, since the increments Af of f^ are (1/Nh). Consequently Equation 102

gives n = 2(0.1)10 = 2 as the number of degrees of freedom. The chi-square distribu-

tion is then the appropriate probability density function and the resulting mean square

error, £% is 2 or the normalized standard error is 100 \/2~ = 141 ®7o! Clearly further

averaging or smoothing is necessary. This is achieved by evaluating the spectrum for r

successive periods of length Ti until the total length T = rT, is sufficient to give the

desired standard error as determined by Equation 105. The spectrum obtained for each

of the successive sampling periods T, is stored and the average is obtained by integra-

tion.

Digital processing of data, either to obtain the power spectrum by an FFT algorithm,

or over the entire recording and analysis process when digital recording is employed,

introduces also other errors than those discussed thus far. They are (1) errors due to

quantization of the input into discrete levels; (2) inaccuracies produced by representa-

tion of filter coefficients by finite length numbers (i.e., B bits per coefficient), for

example if a digital filter is used for the initial limitation of the received signal or for

suppression of power line interference; and (3) roundoff errors which can arise when-

ever numbers are multiplied since data registers can only accommodate a finite number

of bits (multiplication of words of length B' and B" produces a new word of length B'

+ B"). In the use of FFT algorithms an additional error, closely related to roundoff

errors occurs, particularly when fixed point arithmetic is used; it can be shown'^‘ that

the numbers necessary to describe a record of fixed duration at discrete frequencies in

the frequency domain is larger than those which describe the signal in the time domain;

consequently scaling may be necessary at each iteration of the FFT.

A discussion of these errors can be found in books by Oppenheim and Schafer"®

and Peled and Liu.‘^‘ Among the various errors, roundoff error is likely to be the

most important.

Resonance Line Splitting

Resonance line splitting in observations of the Schumann resonances, as illustrated

by Figure 15, has been reported by Gendrin and Stefant''^' (only in the second and

higher resonances), by Hughes,"’ Jones,'” Ogawa et al.” and Paul.” In view of the

limitations of power spectral analysis discussed in the preceding section, the question

arises whether such line splitting represents a real physical phenomenon or is an artifact

resulting from the data analysis. Since this question can only be answered if complete

details of the analysis procedure are known, the following discussion will be restricted

to data obtained in the author’s laboratory.

Electric as well as magnetic field data obtained over a period of several years,” show
that resonance line splitting is a relatively common phenomenon. However there

seemed to be some indication that it occurred more frequently during geomagnetic

disturbances and this hypothesis was therefore tested by Paul” for several periods of
3- to 12-days duration between March 1970 and August 1972. Included were several

geomagnetically quiet periods as well as disturbed periods with minor and major PCA
events and two periods (March 5 to 10, 1970 and August 2 to 14, 1972) when major
solar proton events occurred. A summary of the resulting statistical evaluation is re-

produced on Table 2 for those 21 days during which power spectra over the complete
24-hr period were available.
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FICURC 15 Elecinc field power spccira showing resonance line spliiitng ( Blip?’ at

the bottom of graph arc 5 Hr markers indicating 5 Hz lo 25 Hz. frequency resolution

0 125 Hz, averaging timeT » I7mm)

Detailed examination of all available data showed that correlation between line split-

ting and solar or geomagnetic activity indices was much stronger during a major solar

event than during minor events or during quiet periods “Splits” were more often

observed m the third than in ihe second resonance and only very rarely — only during

a period of unusually htgii solar proton flux— in the first resonance

Since higher order resonances in our data, and m most other data available in the

literature, are “split” more often than the first (8 Hz) resonances, this relation was

further examined It was noticed that the “Q” values of the first few resonances are

almost the same and that as a consequence the resonance bandwidths are larger for

the higher order resonances An examination of the relation between “split” occur-

rence and resonance bandwidth or cavity Q seemed therefore indicated However cav-

ity Q is not uniquely defined for the Schumann resonances, as explained in “Reso-

nances m a Cavity with Sharp, Homogeneous Isotropic Boundaries” (Equations 35 to

37), and is not equal to the resonance frequency divided by the half power beam width

On the other hand it is apparent from the discussion in the section just mentioned that

Imv and Im S, are related to the width of the cavity response in the immediate vicinity

of the resonance peak, also noise is less likely to contaminate the power spectra at the

higher levels near the resonance peaks The 80% level bandwidth was therefore chosen

for the comparison with the occurrence frequency of split peaks

Since experimentally obtained power spectra, such as that shown on Figure 15, are

often quite irregular and nonsymmetric about the resonance peaks, it was necessary

for quantitative, statistical analysis to differentiate between “split” peaks and “bro-

ken” peaks for a power spectrum with frequency resolution Af and minimum ampli-

tude resolution 6 a split peak m a section of power spectrum ± 8 Af about a resonance

peak was defined by.
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Table 2

CORRELATION BETWEEN OCCURRENCE OF RESONANCE
LINE SPLITTING DURING 24 HR PERIODS AND SOME

GEOPHYSICAL INDICES

R P
Correlation Level of sig-

ELF Data Geophysical parameter coefficient nificance

Magnetic field Hf»- Riometer absorption 30 MHz 0.287 <0.005

First resonance Thule

Magnetic field He,, Riometer absorption 30 MHz 0.492 <0.001

Second resonance Thule

Magnetic field Heh Riometer absorption 30 MHz 0.533 <0.001

Third resonance Thule

Electric field Riometer absorption 30 MHz 0.424 <0.001

First resonance Thule

Electric field Riometer absorption 30 MHz 0.252 <0.02*

Second resonance Thule

Electric field Riometer absorption 30 MHz 0.390 <0.001

Third resonance Thule

Electric field Solar proton flux E, 5= 60 MeV 0.225 <0.05*

First resonance Explorer 41

Electric field Solar proton flux £„ > 60 MeV 0.347 <0.001

Third resonance Explorer 41

Magnetic field Heh- Solar proton flux E, ^ 60 MeV 0.275 <0.01

Second resonance Explorer 4

1

Magnetic field Hm Solar proton flux E, ^ 60 MeV 0.215 <0.05*

Third resonance Explorer 41

Electric field Solar proton flux E,: 5-20 MeV 0.302 <0.02*

First resonance ATS-1

Electric field Solar proton flux E,: 5-20 MeV 0.247 <0.05*

Third resonance ATS-1

Magnetic field He,v Solar proton flux E,; 5-20 MeV 0.358 <0.005

Second resonance ATS-1

Note: The indices considered were Magnetic A-lndex (Fredericksburg), 24 hr average

of X-ray flux (Explorer 37), Solar proton flux (ATS-1 and Explorer 41) and 30

MHz Thule riometer absorption. The A-index is a daily weighted mean of the

3-hr K values. The level of significance P was determined by reference to tables

of the student-t probability with M-2 degrees of freedom: N = number of obser-

vations, r = correlation coefficients, P = probability that a value of r equal to

or greater than that computed would be obtained from a pair of purely inde-

pendent (uncorrelated) variables. The correlation has been considered significant

when P < 0.01 , Probabilities 0.01 < P < 0.05 are listed with asterisks indicating

a doubtful case. For P > 0.05 the correlation is not considered significant.

1 . A drop of at least 6 takes place over each of two consecutive data points and a

drop of 2 d occurs in at least one of them.

2. These two data points must be followed by a third data point at least d above

the preceding point.

3. A gap of b > 3 Af must exist between the two successive subpeaks which form a

“split” peak. (For some parts of the analysis b = 3 Af was used.)

Thus for a “split” peak to occur, a set of at least four consecutive points (i, i-t- 1,

i + 2, i -1- 3) must exist such that their amplitudes x(i), x(i -l- 1 ), x(i -t- 2), x(i -t- 3) satisfy
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riGURE 16 Probability of and •megulai" pcaVs >s tcso

nance peak bandwidth Magnetic field (S22 samples, each wnh T > 17

mini ‘‘Btoken peak” .
' Spin" peak —

x(j+ 1) < x{i)-8 \

x(i+ 2) < x(i+ 1) -« V — (109)

x(i+ 3) > x(t)
'

A broken peak was defined by substituting Af or 2 Af as the distance between subpeaks

in listing 3

As expected the probability of finding a “split” or “broken” peak in the experimen-

tal power spectra increased with increasing resonance peak bandwidth as illustrated by

Figures 16 and 17 Similar curves were obtained for other integration times (= T =

sample length in Equation 105). The probability of “split” or “broken” peaks de-

creased, in general, with integration time as illustrated by Figure 18, which shows the

observed frequency of occurrence of split peaks versus integration time for various

ranges of SO'^'o resonance line widths

To obtain a limiting value for the relation between record length (or integration

time) T in Equation 105 and the degree of irregularity of the power spectrum (i e , the
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FIGURE 19 ProbabilHy of spin peak, defined by Equation 109, vs

imegTaiJon time for '«bHc noise

probabfluy of “spUt” or '‘broken” peaks), the white noise spectrum, f(uj) * constant,

was examined Based a rather lengthy derivation given by Paul,” the predicted proba-

bility of a double or multiple peak defined by Equation 109 with b 3 Af was calcu-

lated for such a spectrum The results are shown on Figure 19 Finally an attempt was

made to predict the probability of obtaining a double peak in a resonance type spec-

trum The assumed form of that spectrum was

0(0 * ( 110)

where B is the 80 ‘^'q band-width of the peak The calculation is very lengthy and it was
feasible only to calculate the probability P(B,) of obtaining a split peak at one partic-

ular point on the resonance curve P(B.) vanes in a rather complex manner with the

distance (f, - f.) = n.(Af) and Figure 20 shows the probability of obtaining a split peak

starting at the point B, *= f, — 2Af A split peak in the sense of Equation 109 could, of

course, also start at B, = f, - 5Af or at B. = f. +Af, etc The total probability P{B)

of finding a split peak in a complete resonance curve is given by

P(B) =

1=8

P(B,>

(fo-8Af) < B, < (f^+SAO

(III)

Although Figure 20 is applicable to only one point on the resonance curve, two

comparisons with experimental data are possible (1) The predicted probability of ob-

taining a split peak for white noise, from Figure 19, can be compared with the experi-

mental data for the largest 80% bandwidth w, 3 5 to 4 0 Hz, which according to Figure

20, should approach the probability of obtaining a split peak in a white noise speclrum
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FIGURE 20. Probability of split peak, defined

by Equation 109 with b = 3 Af, starting at f =
f„ - 2 Af, against resonance line 80% bandwidth.

(Parameter: integration time T, = 8.53 min, T:

= 17.07 min, T, = 34.13 mm, = 68.26 min,

white noise).

For an integration time of T = 17 min the number of experimental samples was large

enough (522 magnetic field spectra. Figure 16) to obtain a meaningful comparison.

For this integration time the measured probability of obtaining a split peak was 56.2%

(Figure 16) as compared with a predicted probability (T = 17 min, w-*oo) of 58.4%

from Figure 19. (2) Although Figures 19 and 20 cannot be used to predict the exact

value of the probability P(B) of finding a split peak in a resonance curve of 80% width

w < oo, they can be used with one supplementary calculation to establish lower and

upper bounds on P(B).

Even for white noise P(B) cannot be obtained by just multiplying the value of

P(B.)
!

Figure 20 by the number of discrete frequency points (equal to 17)

in the range (f„ — 8 Af)< f < (f„ + 8 Af). For example for

T = 1024 sec = 17 min

P(B,)

P(B)

P(B)

P(B,)

0.045 (from Figure 20)

= 0.584 (from Figure 19)

= 12.978 fj = fo - 2Af

It can be shown’* that P(B,) is higher for points f < f„ than for points f > f„ and that it

decreases monotonically with f. For a given finite resonance bandwidth, for example
w = 2.75 Hz, we may therefore calculate the values of P(B,) corresponding to f, = f„

- 8Af and f, = f„ + 8Af and then approximate the ratios [P(B)/P(B;)] „ = 2 75 and
[P(B)/P(B,)]„. = 2 75 by the ratio [P(B)/P(B,)]«.,«. at the intermediate value of f, = f„

-

2Af. This will then give an estimate of upper and lower bounds for P(B) = 2.75. Doing
this we obtain
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T = 17 mm » = 2 75 Hz

P(B,) = 0 0462 forf, “ f<,-8Af giving P(B)„a^ = 0 0462(12 978)

P{Bj) = 0 0283 forfj = f„ + 8Af giving P(B)^,^ = 0 0283(12 978)

Thus we obtain for T = 17 mm and w = 2 75 Hz

0 367 < P(B) < 0 600

This can be compared with experimental values of 28 6% for the electric field spectra

and 29 7% for the magnetic field spectra as shown on Figures 16 and 17

In the analytical predictions of P(B) only b = 3Af was used in Equation 109 This

IS not very realistic since many subpeaks were observed to be at least 4(Af) and 5(Af)

apart Introducing more points in the definition of the “split” would have made the

already lengthy calculation even more cumbersome However in view of this b = 3Af

assumption it is not surprising that the calculated P(B) is higher than the experimen-

tally obtained P(B) for a “split” peak The calculated probability is however lower

than the experimentally observed probability for obtaining a “broken” peak (defined

by b ss Af or b = 2Af) which was 57 2*70 for the electric field (Figure 17), and 68%
for the magnetic field (Figure 16)

This entire examination shows that while the frequency of resonance line splitting

increases during some types of ionospheric disturbances, it is also correlated with res-

onance line width (i e ,
with inverse Q) and inversely with the length of the data sam-

ple Thus while some major ionospheric disturbances are responsible for lower cavity

Q, as discussed again in “Determination of the Electrical Conductivity of the Lower
Ionosphere and ‘Non-conducting’ Atmosphere Below 40 km,” it is not possible on the

basis of the available experimental data to state that such disturbances cause resonance

line splitting Double and triple resonance peaks may be a characteristic of the cavity,

but they may also be a consequence of unavoidable statistical error produced by the

use of a data sample of finite length

Field Intensity Levels— Spatial, Diurnal, and Seasonal Variations

Some representative magnetic flux density levels and electric field intensity levels

measured in the Schumann resonance range, principally between 3 Hz and 30 Hz, are

given in Table 3

The values in Table 3 should only be considered approximate For conversion to a

per Hz”^ basis some calculations had to be based on frequency response curves which

could be read only to very limited accuracy in the published literature In any case,

values of the electric and magnetic field vary widely with location, time of day, season,

and frequency As illustrated by Figures 3 or 15 the amplitude of different resonance

peaks is not the same and the amplitude ratio between peaks and valleys of the power

spectrum (|E( rather than |E|' as shown on the figures) can vary roughly between 1 3

and 2 5

Although It IS sometimes possible to obtain Schumann-type spectra, such as Figure

3, without interruption over several days for contiguous sampling periods, there are

other times when either all, or all but one or two of the resonance peaks disappear

This can be due to man-made interference as discussed below in “Sources of Man-

Made and Natural Interference,” to “local” thunderstorm activity within about a 500-

km radius, to isolated, extremely intense lightning activity, or due to large ionospheric

disturbances Sudden enhancements of atmospherics (“SEA” phenomena) have been

discussed by Sao et al and Ogawa et al Jones and Kemp” analyzed discrete light-
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Table 3

REPRESENTATIVE FLUX DENSITY AND ELECTRIC FIELD
VALUES IN THE SCHUMANN RESONANCE BAND (LOWEST

THREE RESONANCES 8 HzTO 21 Hz)

Magnetic field H or flux density B = fj.H Electric field*

In units reported B- in [Tesla/Hz)-'" (mV/m)Hz-"’ Ref.

3.5(10-'“) Watt/mVHz 12.1 — 44
— — vert. 0 06—0 20 42
— — vert. 0.34 43

-1.5—-6.5 dB below 4.7—8 4 — 47

l{milligamnia)VHz

4(10-’)—2.9(10-'') 5.0—36.0 vert, 0.06—0.24 122

(A/m)Hz-'/2

— — vert. 0.1—0.30 46

2.6—5.2 (milligama) ’/Hz 16.0—23.0 — 124

-122—-134 dB/A/m/Hz '/2 2.50—9.98 — 123

hor.

over water o = 4 S/m
1.1(10-')— I 7(10-')

95

hor

over land 0 = I0'’S/m

3(10-'’)— lO-’

94

“ 0.1 milligamtna = 10'’T

‘ Electric field: vert. = vertical; hor. = horizontal.

ning events which are substantially larger than those producing the normal Schumann
“background”.

In the Schumann spectra not only the amplitude, but also the Q values of the various

resonance peaks and the resonance frequencies themselves vary with time. Some reso-

nance frequency shifts were directly attributable to known world-wide ionospheric dis-

turbances,'” while other diurnal variations in frequency and amplitude can be attrib-

uted to changes in location and level of worldwide thunderstorm activity.^® An
example showing the variation of the first resonance frequency with time of day for

three different days, approximately 1 month apart, is shown on Figure 21. Variation

of the relative amplitude of successive resonance peaks is illustrated by Figure 22.

In “Effects of Lateral Inhomogeneities,” this shift of resonance frequencies and
relative amplitudes of resonance peaks was already discussed referring to Equation 24

and Figure 5. In “Location of Major Thunderstorm Regions,” the use of experimen-
tally established changes in frequency and relative amplitude for locating the position

of major thunderstorm regions will be explored, and in “Monitoring of Worldwide
Thunderstorm Intensity,” the variations of resonance frequencies, relative spectral

amplitudes and absolute field levels will be related to changes in total, world-wide

thunderstorm activity.

Sources of Natural and Man-Made Interference

Approximate amplitude levels of “micropulsation” natural magnetic field noise,

based on Campbell’s work,'^® are shown on Figure 23. Below 3 Hz the natural ambient
noise increases as 'vl/f- (1.5 < n < 2.5) and generally it is already much larger than
the Schumann level at about 2 Hz. Therefore a high pass filter with relatively sharp

cut-off at the low end of the Schumann band is necessary to avoid overloading of

receiving equipment for the detection of the magnetic field component of the cavity

resonances.
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FIGURE 22 Diurnal variation ratio of magnetic field power densities at

first and second resonance peaks

FIGURE 23 Field strength vs frequency of micropulsations
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Similarly noise below about 4 Hz is picked up by electric field sensors, but its level

decreases, as was pointed out in “Vertical Electric Fields” and by Ogawa et al.,'**^ when

the height of the sensor above ground is increased. This noise, probably due to ion

motion near the ground, can also become very bothersome if a horizontal wire at close

proximity to the ground is used as a receiving antenna.

In “Magnetic Field,” it was already pointed out that motion of a high sensitivity

induction coil in the steady magnetic field of the Earth can produce an e.m.f. of a few

Hertz of much larger amplitude than the noise, of the order of lO'*^ T Hz''^^, from

distant thunderstorms. Magnetic field sensors for Schumann resonance frequencies

must therefore be located far from road traffic or other man-made vibrations.'"®”®

However, natural ground vibrations,*®’ for example, due to surf at a shore line at a

few miles from the receiving site, can also become a source of interference. If a large

coil is mounted so as to isolate it from ground vibrations, it becomes of course essential

that the mechanical natural resonance frequency of the coil and mount system be well

below the passband of the electrical receiving system. In this context, it is worth noting

that many available rubber or rubber-like materials become stiffer with age when they

are subjected to continuous compression. Since the mechanical resonance frequency

a>o/2n of a vibrating system is given by

where k = stiffness coefficient of the “spring” material, a system originally designed

for a mechanical resonance frequency of 2 Hz may vibrate at an unacceptable 4 Hz
after a few months of operation.

In considering pick-up of undesired natural as well as man-made signals one has to

differentiate between pick-up by the principal sensor and pick-up, after preamplifica-

tion, on long transmission lines between the semsor-preamplifier and a building where

timing and recording equipment may be housed. If it is not possible to avoid such lines

(by using subminiaturized receiving and telemetering equipment at the antenna), they

must be extremely well shielded and appropriately grounded to avoid pick-up on

ground loops.'”

Unless a location far from sources of man-made noise can be found, such noise is

almost always orders of magnitude larger than the Schumann oscillations. This is par-

ticularly true for magnetic fields. The primary noise source is, of course, power lines

(60 Hz in the U.S., 50 Hz in most other countries); however power lines from low

frequency railway systems, such as the 16.67 Hz German net,' can be particularly both-

ersome. If there are nonlinearities in the receiving system sum and difference frequen-

cies of the interference, such as 50 - 16.67 = 33.33 Hz, may also appear. In the U.S.
most telephone ringing systems employ frequencies in the vicinity of 20 Hz and ELF
fields measured near telephone lines may be dominated by this source.

Modulation of higher frequency communication carriers (particularly VLF carriers,

10 kHz to 100 kHz) may also be detected by nonlinearities in ELF-measurement sys-

tems when the carrier level is large enough to overload high sensitivity input circuitry.

Thus Konig et al.'®® measured a strong 30 Hz signal whenever ship-borne ELF detecting

equipment was brought to within perhaps 100 km of a “Loran” navigation transmit-
ter. The reasons for this are illustrated by Figure 24, which depicts the modulation of
a Loran signal.

INTERPRETATION AND USE OF DATA

Location of Major Thunderstorm Regions
The electric field due to a single vertical current source in the Earth-ionosphere cav-
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(*-30Hi) (~30H2)

FIGURE 24 “Loran’ (navigaiional) signal causing 30 Hz inierferencc

Uy \s gwen by Equation 24 In “General Considerations and Horizontal Electric

Fields,” the ratio and E,/H, can be obtained From Equations 71 and 24 it then fol-

lows that the horizontal magnetic field is

4ffah n(n + I) — I) da
;-P„{COSe)

As was pointed out m deriving Equation 72, the ratio {EyH.I near the resonance fre-

quencies IS approximately

S .
-

(nrfy-^V>o

y— — -ip„(coso)
n(n + I) — vfy t I) de "

and neglecting all but the “resonance” term m the summation, i e ,
the term corre-

sponding to the frequency when In{n + I) - v(v-i- 1)1 s= min,

p„ (cos e )

a

As a consequence the ratio of the electric to the magnetic field amplitudes near the

resonance frequencies is not very sensitive to the details of the model assumed for the

ionosphere The ratio is not completely independent of the ionosphere parameters since

Equation 71 contains v(v+ 1) and since terms other than the resonance term are signif-

icant in the summations of Equation ! 14 Nevertheless Equation 115 suggests that near

the resonance frequencies the ratio |Ep/H«l is strongly affected by the source receiver

separation 6 and only secondarily by the ionosphere parameters which determine v

Referring to Figure 5 it is apparent then that, for example, at the first resonance fre-

quency and 0 == (ii/2) (EyH.) 0 The ratio |E,/H,[ at the resonance frequencies

can then be used as a sensitive indicator of the source-receiver separation Application
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of Equations 71 or 24 and 1 13 to realistic cavity models®® ’^' shows that this is a useful

procedure. Similarly the dependence on v, that is the dependence on the ionosphere

parameters, becomes relatively weak when the ratio of the amplitudes of the electric

or magnetic field at two successive resonance peaks is evaluated. For example from

Equation 113 for the H field first and second resonance peaks

H02
S 2-t(,(v, + 1)

H0. 6-nj(yj + l) 3

P, (cos 0)
d0

P, (cos 0 )

(116)

The dependence on u is not strong because at the resonance peaks

n(n + 1) — v{v + 1) = MIN

V = n — je where e « 1

(117)

therefore Equation 116 becomes

d

02

‘

0 -

i
3 8e.

d0
Pj (cos 0)

— P, (cos 0 )
(50 ’

(118)

Typical values of e showing that £,/£2 depends only weakly on the characteristics of

the ionosphere model are given by Tran and Polk.*'*

These considerations*^ have led then to the idea of using ratios such as Equations

114 and 116, obtained from experimental data, to locate sources of cavity excitation.

Since many lightning flashes excite the cavity simultaneously, power spectral ampli-

tudes must be used, as discussed in the, section on methods of spectral analysis. Also

the size of the excitation area r = a, (0-A) =$ 0 < (6 + A), (i)> - A.) < ()> < ('j> + A,) must
be considered as indicated by Equations 89 to 91

.

Using Equations 89 to 91 for a source centered at {d,n) which has an angular spread

±A in the 0-direction and ± A. in the <t>-direction, and assuming that Mgfw), the current

moment and power spectrum of the average lightning flash, is independent of 0 and

4', the desired ratios are**'

0 +A

^n+l 0-A
J" ^

(0',<f') sin 0'd0

n = 1,2

J"
(0',0')sin 0' d0' (119)

0 +A

/
e-A

^n + l

0 +A

.X
a

(0'.0')s'n o' do'
. n +

1

0+A

J Gfi (0',0')sin O'do'

0-A

n = 1,2,. . .,

(120)
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1 Gj.^ (oV)sm o' do'

0*A
[A^- '/isin ZA^cos 2(«-a)) f G„ (oV)

0-&

n = 1.2. . (121)

Og (e'.O') = Ma^plcjn)
"

rrTT^'n''

f>H ^0*''^’) Ma’gfwp)
4li2Jr n = o n(n + I) — »’(v+ J> dO *'

and a m Equation 121 is the angle of ihc receiving coil axis with the <j> reference line

which, for example, could be the easi-west direction The subscript n denotes the order

of the resonance

Amplitude ratios r, arc obtained from speeira of experimental data and ratios f,(6,A)

are calculated from Equations 1 19 to 121 Different sets of (0,d) are tried in the folloss-

ing expression

1124)

where N is the number of ratios used The sci (0,A) which gives a minimum q defines

the source

Sometimes more than a single major thunderstorm region excites the cavity at one

time It IS generally believed that the three major thunderstorm regions are tropical

America, Africa, and Asia The occurrence of thunderstorms depends on \oca\ lime

with most activity taking place in the local late afternoons Most of the time not more

than two major thunderstorm regions are active simultaneously '•** To extend the

method to locate two such simultaneously active regions it is assumed that they are

centered at 6., and 0 b and have equal spread in the 0-direction = Ab = A The ratio

of azimuthal spread of the two sources is d = (A.^/A.^)

For two sources the ratios of resonant peak amplitudes are

I I

I 1 <-!?

E„ ’
_

025)

026)

n = 1,2,3 (127)
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where the superscripts denote source A or B, and

= f Gg (e’)2‘ sin g' ds'.

e-ri

e

=
J

Gj^^(e')2= sin g' & 6
'

fI 2 S)

(129)

g-A

Equations 125 to 127 can be rewTitten in the following general form

fi(S)
=

C.--£D.
(130)

For a specified 6^ and 6b, <5 may be obtained for given experimental values r, by mini-

mizing the following quantity;

q = (131)

To avoid the need for solving a higher order polynomial in d which is obtained by

minimizing q, an alternative approach is introduced. Rewriting Equation 130 as

fifCi^sSj) = (AjH-sBj) (132)

one obtains

oD;) - (Aj

Minimizing Equation 133 gives

5

N
Z (Aj - Cjrj) (Djr; - Bj)

i = l

Z(Djr--B,-)=
1= 1

Since

c'q

55 ’

N

i = l

> 0

(133)

(134)

(135)

For a specified 6a, 6b, there will always be a minimum q with d given by Equation
134 . Therefore, different combinations of can be tried and the location of the

two thunderstorm regions is determined by the set (6a, 6b) which gives minimum q.

Since the resonance frequencies for different values of 6 are not identical, the deter-

mination of Af, B,-, C.-, and D,- in Equations 130 to 135 requires the following iterative

procedure.
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1 Amplitude ratios at the experimental resonance frequencies are used to obtain

the initial values of 0^, 6a, and 6

2 Resonance frequencies are calculated for this combination of 6^, 6a, and 6

3 These resonance frequencies are compared with the experimentally determined

resonance frequencies (or with the resonance frequencies obtained m the previous

Iteration as explained below)

4 If the calculated resonance frequencies are not identical with the experimentally

determined values, Step 1 is repeated with the resonance frequencies calculated

m Step 2 replacing the experimental values (thus A„ B., C,, and D, m Equation

133 are now based on the calculated resonance frequencies) This will give a dif*

ferent set of 9^, 6a, and <3

The Iteration indicated by Steps t to 4 is continued until two successive sets of reso-

nance frequencies (in Step 2) are identical It can be shown'^’ that the ratios of reso-

nance amplitudes display only a second order variation with A (compared with the

dependence on 0), provided A is in ihe range 0* < A < 10“ which probably includes

most realistic thunderstorm regions A value of A » 5° was therefore used for the

experiments described below The average source spectrum was represented by a rela-

tion due to Galejs.*^^ based on earlier work by Williams’*’ and Raemer ”

g(w) = Kexp (-9 1 (10 »)u>) Hr' (136)

In several numerical experiments other forms of g(a») were tried, but Equation 136

gave the best fit to Schumann resonance data The constant K is arbitrary, but in

“Monitoring of Worldwide Thunderstorm Intensity,” K = 0 0447 will be used to ob-

tain g(a>)da3*= 1 over the frequency range 12 Hz< f < 21 Hz
Although two simultaneously active major thunderstorm regions can be located

from ELF spectra obtained at a single observation site, the information is ambiguous

m that four possible azimuth locations are given for each of the two values of the

angular source-receiver separation 0 Frequently several of these sources can be elimi-

nated from such considerations as the unlikeliness of a major thunderstorm occurring

over the North Atlantic in winter, but for unambiguous location of major thunder-

storm centers on the surface of Ihe Earth two widely separated ELF receiving sites

would be required Figure 25 indicates how locations from two such stations, one in

the Northeastern U S and one m Honshu, Japan, would give intersecting loci for given

values of 0 (60 J = locus of all points at 0 — 60° from the Japanese station, etc )

Unfortunately long term and detailed spectral data were available to the author only

for the one receiving station near Kingston, R I at 7l°43'53'W, 47°37'18"N Results

of source locations using these data were compared with results obtained by the

VLF system of Heydt and Volland’** '** and, m one case, with satellite cloud photo-

graphs '**

Details of the comparison of the ELF with VLF data were reported by Polk and

Clayton '** Among 3 1 useful data samples one or more of the four 0 values determined

by ELF location coincided with a source located by VLF in 22 cases Among these, 12

were based on ELF data taken exactly at the same time as the VLF data, while 10 were

taken I hr before or after the VLF reception Among the nine angles 0 which did not

locate sources confirmed by VLF, six or 66 7% of the data, were taken 1 hr before or

after the VLF recordings The comparison with satellite data (and surface observa-

tions) reported by Tran and Polk” involved the location of a major thunderstorm

system over Utah and Colorado in the U S during the period June 6 to 12, 1967 Five

power spectra covering the period 00 00 to 02 00 UT on June 7, 1967, each with an

integration time of 17 mm. located the source al 24° < 0 < 26° while radar precipitation
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FIGURE 25. Loci of constant angular separation from observation sues m New England (U) and Kakioka,

Japan (J).

data located the center of activity near Salt Lake City, Utah at 6 = 29° and indicated

an extent of the system of about 0.81(10‘) km'- corresponding roughly to A = 5° and

A. = 3.5°.

Toorney’^' also investigated the effect of “background noise”, consisting of rela-

tively light thunderstorm activity uniformly distributed over an equatorial belt, upon

the location of the major thunderstorm regions. The Schumann resonance method

clearly assumes that the one or two large regions of intense activity have a much greater

effect upon the resonance spectrum than simultaneous low density lightning activity

which is more or less uniformly distributed over the rest of the world. As a test of

how well this assumption is satisfied it was specified that TOO flashes per second oc-

cur'^' worldwide and that they are distributed between a region of major activity, hav-

ing area Am = 10'' km' with flash density Qm, and a larger region, of area Ab, with

smaller flash density Qb- Thus

N = 100 = Nj^ + Ng = ^ (137)

Using a realistic ionosphere conductivity profile"’ and g(co) given by Equation 136 for

both regions — but with different constant K determined by Equation 137 — the

source location procedure was implemented for northern winter (Ab over the equatorial

belt 10°N to 40°S), spring-fall (Ab 30°S to 30'’N) and northern summer (As 10°S to

60'’N). The spring-fall results shown on Figure 26 display the deviation of the estimated

location from the true location as uniform background activity increases. The value

of the deviation is very sensitive to the area Am of the major thunderstorm region; for

example, if the assumed size of a major thunderstorm region is increased to 5(10^) km'
the signal to noise ratio is greatly improved. It is also apparent from Figure 26 that

the extent to which it becomes possible to confirm ELF location results by direct sur-

face or satellite observations, also provides information about the relative magnitude
of “major” and “background” lightning activity. For example, if it should turn out
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STROKES PER SECOND IN REGION 30*S TO 30‘N

FIGURE 26 Effect of videly distributed thunderstorm activity upon location estimates

that the ELF resonance location method gives consistently correct thunderstorm posi-

tions during certain periods, but not during others, it would be possible to draw con-

clusions concerning the distribution in time of the “background” activity

Toomey“* also investigated the effect of extra terrestrial low frequency 1/f" noise,

which IS particularly likely to contaminate the magnetic field data as was discussed in

“Sources of Man-Made and Natural Interference ” If the power spectrum resulting

from thunderstorm activity is designated by T(f) and the noise spectrum Af”* by N(f),

then the total received spectrum ts

5(0 = N(0 + T(0 (138)

provided N and T are power spectra of uncorrelated random processes Assuming a
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FIGURE 27. Estimated erroneous source location d for

given true location ft, as a function ofA f'” noise.

source location and strength, one can evaluate S(f) for different values of A and a and

use these “noisy” spectra in the source location procedure. Figure 27 illustrates the

results of such a numerical experiment; 6„ is the true location of the thunderstorm

source and the abscissa is the ratio of spectral power at 2 Hz to the spectral power at

the first resonance, i.e..

r = S(2)

s(f,)
(139)

Since thunderstorm-produced power at 2 Hz is usually negligible compared to the noise

power at 2 Hz

N(2)

N(f,) + T(f,)
(140)

C was chosen in this form. The abscissa in Figure 27 can also be roughly interpreted

as the percent noise power at the apparent first resonance

Pn(f.) = 100
N(f.)

N(f,) + T(f,)
= lOOC

N(f.)

N(2)
(141)

since f, is approximately constant (f, depends on A, a, and the source location and
strength, but varies at most ±1 Hz) and N(f,) + T(f,) = N(2)/C from Equation 140.

Varying P„ corresponds to varying A in N(f) = Af-“. It is apparent from Figure 27
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that the source location procedure is fairly insensitive to this type of noise In part this

IS due to the fact that the procedure uses the received power spectrum at or near the

resonance peaks where the effect of contamination by background noise is less than

at the valleys of the resonance curve (Figure 3)

Monitoring of Worldwide Thunderstorm Intensity

If the Schumann resonances are excited exclusively, or almost exclusively, by light-

ning-generated radiation, they should provide information not only about relative

diurnal and seasonal variation of global lightning activitiy,'*
**

*•* but also about its

absolute value Attempts to do this were made by Clayton and Polk*^ using records

of the period September 1970 to May 1971

The calculation of absolute levels clearly requires accurate determination of the ab-

solute values of the received electric and magnetic fields as discussed in “Experimental

Data and Data Analysis ” Furthermore, the diurnal and seasonal variations of ampli-

tudes and peak frequencies at any particular receiving site must also be corrected for

source-receiver spacing since Equations 24 and 113 indicate a dependence on 0 A
source location method such as that discussed in “Location of Major Thunderstorm

Regions” is therefore a prerequisite for the deduction of absolute levels of world light-

ning activity from Schumann resonance records

Determination of absolute levels of lightning activity amounts to finding the product

of lightning activity area and the factor M in Equation 89 M is the magnitude squared

of the total vertical lightning current moment per unit area No information about

individual lightning flashes is obtained and the world-integrated effect of all flashes

can be translated mio a number of flashes per second only if something is known about

the current moment Ids of the “average” flash Also since the propagating TM,mode
IS only very inefficiently excited by horizontal electric currents, the estimate obtained

from Schumann resonance data will contain only a small contribution due to horizon-

tal cloud to cloud flashes On the other hand, estimates obtained from Schumann
resonances arc likely to be influenced by slowly varying components of the lightning

flash which have much less effect at higher frequencies, for example contributions of

the “corona current” may be significant as pointed out in Chapter 3 of Galejs’ book “

To obtain M and the required area some asumption has to be made about the power

spectrum gCoi) of the average flash, particularly if data from more than one frequency

are used Clayton and Polk*’ used the form given by Equation 136 which is due to

Raemer” and has also been discussed by Galejs '* U assumes that the mterstroke inter-

val is distributed about a median value of 33 msec with a standard deviation of 7 msec

and that the probabilities of n return strokes in each flash vary between 0 23 (for n =

3) and 0 01 (for n = 10), the median value of n is 2 5

Since the 0 dependence of the spectrum given by Equation 24 is different at different

resonant peaks as illustrated by Figure 5, use of spectrum which includes at least two

such peaks tends to reduce dependence of the final result for total lightning activity T
upon an exact knowledge of 0 Data integrated over the frequency band 12 Hz to 21

Hz were therefore used by Clayton and Polk’*® as shown below Data at individual

resonances were only used to find 9 as outlined in “Location of Major Thunderstorm

Regions ” The lower cut-off frequency (f, = 12 Hz) of the band was taken above the

first resonance (f ~ 8 Hz), because the Schumann spectrum is sometimes contaminated

below 10 Hz by noise which is presumably due to extraterrestrial sources either m the

ionosphere or the magnetosphere as discussed in “Sources of Man-Made and Natural

Interference ” (See also Abbas,***)

To calculate both 6 and T, it was necessary to assume an average electrical conduc-

tivity profile extending from ground level to about 80 km altitude In the section on

determining electrical conductivity, it is shown that the need for changes in conducliv-
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FIGURE 28. Electrical conductivity profiles used for source strength compu-

tations (from Clayton and Polk'"").

ity profiles appropriate for Schumann resonance calculations is indicated very well by
changes in 10.7 cm solar radio flux in the absence of “solar proton” or “PCA” events.

One of the conductivity profiles shown on Figure 28 was therefore used depending

upon the 10.7 cm flux reported for the particular day.

The starting point of the calculation of the total lightning activity T (Am)^ = T
(Cm)Vs^ are Equations 90 and 91. If electric field data are used, the power spectrum is

|E/<u)|' = G(n lFg(e,f)r (Voltm-‘)VHz (90)

and the source location procedure of “Location of Major Thunderstorm Regions”
gives two values of 0 as well as the ratio of source strengths D. Knowing 6^ and 0b
and given appropriate ionosphere parameters as well as gfw) given by Equation 136,

one can evaluate |E,(f)| i and |E,(f)| b from Equations 24 and 89 except for as yet

unknown amplitude factors T^.b = M x Area. It is also useful to evaluate an average
of the measured power spectral densitites over the selected frequency range

1^1’=
77-^ df (Vm-’f/Hz (142)
Uj - ii) ^

as well as spectral averages of the calculated values EXco)„ and £^(0))^:

Average power spectral density _
Unknown amplitude factor

(V pit m~')^

(Am)’ Hz
( 143 )

Since the experimental data provide values of jEj’ and D = (Tb/T.,), one can write

lEl' = Ta(Fa + DFb)

and find (144)

T = T^ + Tb = ief

Ea+DFb
(1 + D) (Am)’
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FIGURE 29 Diurnal variation of lightning activity from

Schumann resonance data September, October, and Novem
ber 1970 (6 days each month)

GMT

FIGURE 30 Diurnal variation of lightning activity from
Schumann resonance data December 1970, January and Feb-
ruary J97 J (6 days each month)

T may also be expressed in (coulomb meters per second)* which is probably more useful

since total charge transfer for the average lightning flash is better established than total

current flow Hence the results of the ELF calculations can therefore be more easily

compared with other data

Results of these calculations of world lightning activity are given on Figures 29 to

31. (Similar curves in the paper by Clayton and Polk'*” give an incorrect scale in terms

of C*mVsec rather than C*mVsec* which must be corrected by a factor of 9 propor-

tional to the frequency bandwidth which w’as used ) The values of T vary from 1170

C km/sec at 1000 GMT in January 1971 to 4450 C km/sec at 1600 GMT in September

1970 If one assumes, based on data gwen by liman,"* a transfer of 20 C, over a 3

km path for the average lightning flash, this corresponds to minimum of 19 5 and a

maximum of 74 flashes per second
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FIGURE 31. Diurnal variation of lightning activity from

Schumann resonance data; Mareh, April, and May 1971 (6

days each month).

Determination of the Electrical Conductivity of the Lower Ionosphere and “Noncon-

ducting” Atmosphere below 40 km
While the ratios of the field amplitudes at successive resonance peaks depend only

weakly on the characteristics of the ionosphere, the precise values of the resonance

frequencies and the widths of the resonance peaks are a sensitive indicator of upper

atmosphere and ionosphere properties. These values also depend upon source-receiver

separation as illustrated by Figure 32. Ogawa and Murakami"*^ have used the depen-

dence on the vertical conductivity profile to test various atmosphere and ionosphere

models. To correct for source-receiver separation they used annual averages for the

diurnal variation of global lightning distribution published by Israel''’'* and came to

the conclusion that “either diurnal variation of local lightning activity is more drastic

(than the annual averages), or that the diurnal variation of peak frequencies is caused

by some reasons other than the variation of worldwide lightning activity.” The first

conclusion, that actual diurnal variation of lightning activity during a particular period

deviates considerably from annual averages, is confirmed by the results summarized

on Figures 29 to 31. It is therefore desirable to use information on actual source loca-

tions during the periods for which ELF data are available, when resonance frequencies

and Q-values are employed to test various ionosphere models.

The other difficulty with using ELF data to deduce ionosphere profiles is the com-

putational complexity of taking into account either the magnetic field effects discussed

in “Effects of the Earth’s Magnetic Field,” or the lateral ionosphere variations dis-

cussed in “Effects of Lateral Inhomogeneities.” Recent advances in digital computer

power may make it possible to combine the techniques outlined by Madden and

Thompson^^ for handling lateral inhomogeneities with Tran’s^^^^ refinements for cal-

culating the effects of a multilayer ionosphere to greater accuracy (avoiding planar

approximations, considering the diffusivity of the lower boundary), or with Booker’s^^

and Behroozi-Toosi-Booker’s^’ techniques for evaluating the effect of the magnetic

field of the Earth. Nevertheless this has not been done thus far and the discussion

which follows will be limited to calculations of world-averaged ionosphere profiles to

match experimental ELF power spectra when the location of the exciting regions is

known.

Tran and Polk^^ used the source location method outlined in “Location of Major
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FIGURE 32 Dependence of resonance frequency upon source-receiver separation

(6) and ionosphere profile for source sire A = 0. - = ID" (Profiles used by

Toomey'*' based on Jones,** electrons and ions, and Galejs.“ electrons only Profiles

differ particularly befAcenOand 45 km altitude )

Thunderstorm Regions” and essentially Wait’s'^ method for handling a stratified iso-

tropic ionosphere (described tn the section on resonances bounded by an ionosphere)

to obtain a world average ionosphere profile This was done iteratively starting with

an assumed ionosphere profile to obtain a first guess of the source locations (9) Res-

onance frequencies were then used to obtain a conductivity profile in the 40- to 100-

km altitude range, which was then used to obtain a better source location which, in

turn, was used in a second calculation of an ionosphere profile The 90To width (related

to cavity Q) was then used to obtain an average value, o„ of the conductivity for the

lowest, 0- to 40-km altitude range, as well as corrections to the ionosphere profile from

60 to 75 km The 60- to 75-km profile was necessary because the 90‘7o width depends

upon that pan of the profile as well as o.

The results of these calculations are shown on Figures 28. 33, and 34 for four differ-

ent observation days (1) On June 6 through 12, 1976, a major thunderstorm system

was located by satellite and surface observations as well as by ELF techniques over

Utah and Colorado For this period the correction needed for source-receiver separa-

tion (0), which can be made from the ELF data alone, was therefore verified by inde-

pendent (surface and satellite) observations Solar activity as indicated by the relative

sunspot number R, (Table 4) was low Since Lyman-o is the dominant ionizing agent

m the 60' to 85-km region during low solar activity, the relatively low value of 10 7

cm flux (Table 4), which is indicative of XUV radiation, suggests lower ionization m
the upper D-region during this period (and on February 1, 1972) than on September 6

and November 16, 1970 (Five power spectra, each with 17 mm of integration time,

were used.) (2) September 6, 1970 was selected because it was characterized by rela-

tively high solar activity as indicated by R, The average solar 10 7 cm flux on this day

indicated intermediate level XUV radiation (compared with June 7 or November 16)

(Three electric and magnetic field spectra with 34-min, integration time ) (3) R. on

November 16, 1970 was only slightly lower than on September 6, 1970, but 10.7 cm

flux was unusually high (Three electnc and magnetic field spectra with 34-min integra-

tion time.) (4) On February 1, 1972, sunspot number and XUV radiation were about

the same as during the June 6 through 12, 1967 period (Three electric and magnetic

field spectra with 34-min integration time )

Galactic cosmic ray activity — which is inversely related to solar activity — is the
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FIGURE 33. Conducihhy profilss e-.alciated froai Schcraana reso-

nance data, c, — 3,5 (I0"“) S/m for lA, 2.A, 3.A; c, = 3.35 dCr") S'tn

fQrIB,2B,3B.
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Ccnductiviiy ( S /m]

FIGURE 3a. Comparison of world-average conductivity- profile evaluated from Sciiumarm resonance

data during low solar activity (R^ = 53) with other profiles.

major ionizing agent in the lower D- or C-region. Therefore higher conductivity below
the 55- to 60-kni level can be expected during the two periods of low solar activity (I)

and (4), as shown on Figure 34, than on the selected 1970 days. (2) and (3), above. In

all cases the frequenej- resolution of the experimental power spectra-- was 0.125 FLz.

It was found that Profile I on Figure 33 gave the best match (resonance frequencies
to within 0.09 Hz, 90*7o peak widths to within 0.1 Hz), to ihe data for periods (I) and
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Table 4

10.7 CM SOLAR FLUX AND
RELATIVE SUNSPOT NUMBER R. ON
JUNE 7, 1967, SEPTEMBER 6, 1970.

NOVEMBER 16. 1970AND FEBRUARY
1. 1972

Observed flux

(10-"Wm'* Hz)

Ottawa 2800MHz Relaiive sunspot

Date (10 7 cm) number R.

6/7/76 115 6 53

9/6/70 159 0 133

11/16/70 193 5 126

2/1/72 106 7 53

(4) of low solar activity, while Profile 2 provided the best match for the periods (2)

and (3) with high solar activity The profiles of Figure 33 with o« > 0 provided a better

match with resonance bandw’idth data than the profiles of Figure 28 (o, = 0)

Profile 1 from Figure 33 is compared on Figure 34 with two day-night average pro-

files based on ion density data due to Widdel ct al •* below 60 km and electron distri-

butions due to Mechtly et al (Details are given in Reference 55 ) Night-time elec-

tronic conductivity was disregarded at all heights below 90 km, because it is usually

an order of magnitude smaller than day-time conductivity

The average conductivities for the region below 40 km, o. = 3 5 (10“'*) S/m or 3 35

(lO’") S/m, are not unreasonable if one considers other available data on atmospheric

conductivity If the average conductivity of the lowest 40 km is

implying an average conductivity of 10*'^ S/m for the first 10 km (based on Israel'”

or Ishikawa et al ”). and if o, = I 7 (10'”) with a scale height b = 5 95 km for the

10 to 40 km range, which matches rather well the data of Ishikawa’* [o = 3(10''*) S/

m at 15 kml, Paltridge” [o = 2(10'’*) S/m at 24 km], and Maeda et al (o =

3 6{10''*) S/m at 28 km]. Equation 145 gives an average conductivity o, = 3 875 (lO"'*)

S/m for the 0- to 40-km atmosphere A change of scale height to b = 6 1 1 km, giving

0 = 3 24(10''^) at 28 km, would lead to o, = 3 50(10''*) S/m Leaving the scale height

b at 5 95 km and changing the value of conductivity o, at 10 km to 1 47(10"'*) S/m
[giving 0 = 3 02 (10"'*) S/m at 28 km] leads to o, = 3 35 (10"'*) S/m Since the meas-

urement of atmospheric conductivity by balloon or rocket-borne instrumentation is

difficult”* and since relatively little data are available, there is no basis at the present

time to indicate which of the two values of o, represents a better characterization of

the lower atmosphere The value of o, given by Equation 145 depends, of course,

mostly on conditions above 20 km
The profiles for the higher elevations, 40 km to 90 km, are world averages and

neglect differences between the day and night hemispheres They have validity only to

the extent that the Schumann resonances, particularly at 8 Hz and 14 Hz, depend to a

large extent on the conductivity profile below ^ km which is due to galactic cosmic

rays and probably has little day-night dependence (Near the ground conductivity is

higher at night than during the day, see page 98 in Israel '”)
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Tables

VALUES OF V FOR CONDUCTIVITY PROFILES OBTAINED FROM ELF
DATA

Frequency

Hz

Profile lA IB Profile 2A 2B Profile 3A 3B

Rev -Im V -Im V Rev -Im V -Im V Rev -Im V -Im V

5.0 0.531 0.104 0.103 0.510 0.0945 0.0932 0.507 0.0924 0.091

1

7.5 0.925 0.129 0.128 0.894 0.II6 0.II5 0.889 0.H4 0.113

10.0 1.333 0.150 0.149 1.293 0.133 0.133 1.287 0.131 0.131

12.5 1.746 0.170 0.170 1.699 0.150 0.150 1.691 0.148 0.148

15.0 2.162 0.189 0.190 2.107 0.165 0.166 2.097 0.164 0.164

17.5 2.580 0.208 0.210 2.517 0.181 0.183 2.505 0.179 0.181

20.0 2.997 0.227 0.230 2.927 0.196 0.200 2.914 0.195 0.198

22.5 3.413 0.247 0.251 3.337 0.212 0.217 3.322 0.211 0.215

25.0 3.829 0.267 0.272 3.747 0.228 0.234 3.730 0.227 0.232

27.5 4.245 0.287 0.294 4.157 0.244 0.252 4.138 0.243 0.250

30.0 4.660 0.307 0.316 4.566 0.260 0.271 4.546 0.260 0.267

FromTran, A. and Polk, C., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys..4l, 1249. 1979. With permission.

One interesting way to obtain visualization of this dependence on the region below

60 km is to apply the method of Greifinger and Greifinger^' for the isotropic iono-

sphere (neglecting magnetic field effects) to the ELF data which led to the profiles of

Figures 33 and 34. The eigenvalues v for Profile IB as a function of frequency are

reproduced on Table 5.

As discussed earlier under “Theory of the Concentric Sphere Resonator”, Greifin-

ger and Greifinger” have shown that peaks in the rate of energy dissipation occur at

ELF at two altitudes. The lower of these, h„, is given by o = cp£„. The upper level, hi,

where the energy dissipation rate seems to be somewhat lower than near h„, occurs

where the absolute value of the local wave number k, is equal to the local scale height

of the index of refraction. For a good conductor

k = sjjusiia (146)

complex n = V (147)

a’ = complex conductivity. If the real conductivity varies as

0 = 0
,
exp [(z-h,)/E,] (148)

and if o' = o

n = V CT, /uJEo exp [(z -h,)/2t,] (149)

Thusjkil = 1/(2^,) gives the condition

= 1 (150)

Greifinger and Greifinger also show, using a planar stratified ionosphere, cylindrical

geometry, and an exponential representation of the conductivity profile, that an ap-

proximation of the eigenvalue S (virtual complex angle of incidence) defined by Equa-
tions 29 and 30 is given by
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Table 6

V AND S FOR 7.5, 10 0, AND 15.0 Hz FOR DATA OF
TABLE 5

!Iz Rev Imv

7 5 0 925 0 I2R

10 J 333 0 149

IS 2 162 0 190

ReS ImS

1 2678 0 12987

1 3IS6 0 1IS49

2 3008 0 09620

h,/h. 1,/h. + l./h,

I 6074 0 I3(M2

1 7308 0 11177

1 6921 0 09416

Table 7

CONDUCTIVITIES. HEIGHTS, AND SCALE HEIGHTS
FOR 7.5, 10.0. AND 15.0 Hz

{{OTn3-(tSl)

Frequency of

exper data 0. h. (. h, (. V|

tiz S/cn km km km km S/m

7 5 4 166(10 •) 47 0 2 75 55 6 64 9 57{tO *)

too 5 555(10 •) 47 575 2 80 51 5 61 1 OI(IO-)

15 0 8 332(10 •) 48 386 2 81 87 4 32 1 13{J0-)

•3]
(151)

Nvhcrc 4. IS the conductivity scale height in the vicinity of h. As discussed in the section

on “Theory of the Concentric Sphere Resonator”, the real part of S, is equal to c/v

as given by Equation 31 and the imaginary part of S. is proportional to the vi-ave

attenuation in the guide or cavity as given by Equation 32 ImS = (er/k)

Table 6 lists the values of ReS and ImS obtained by converting the u values for 7.5

Hz, 10 Hz, and 15 Hz on Table 5 by Equation 30 Also listed are the resulting values

of (h,/h.) and (4./h, + 4i/h,) in Equation 151

A conductivity of 4 166 S/m results from requiring (o/tut.) « 1 at 7.5 Hz

This corresponds to a level of h. = 47 km if those conductivity curves on Figure 34

are used which are based on rocket measurements The h, level of conductivity is di-

rectly proportional to frequency and this now permits calculation of the h, levels for

10 Hz and 15 Hz using a scale height 4. = 2 km which seems appropriate in view of

Figure 34 The data on Table 6 and Equation 151 then give the results shown on Table

7.

Since most experimental Schumann resonance dala**^'** exhibit very small varia-

tions in the phase velocity, or ReS, while Q values, or ImS (or Imv) can vary substan-

tially as indicated by Table 5. calculations based on Equation 151, such as those leading

to Table 7, suggest that the ratio {h,/hj vanes very little, while the rates of variation

of conductivity with height — indicated by 4, and 4i — can exhibit large diurnal and

seasonal changes If the conductivity at the lower level, at about 45 km — or at least

Its rate of change — is relatively constant (as was assumed in obtaining Table 7 by

setting 4. = 2), the slope of the conductivity profile at about 75 km to 85 km must

vary considerably

However, while an interpretation of world average data using an electrically iso-

tropic and laterally homogeneous atmosphere is not unreasonable for elevations below

60 km, day -night effects, and probably also magnetic field effects should be considered
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Table 8

COMPARISON OF 7.5 Hz PHASE VELOCITY AND ATTENUATION
VALUES

Quiet ionosphere, propagation

along magnetic equator

Enhanced ionization/ Quiet ionosphere

magnetic latitude 75° IB, Fig. 34

Noon equinox Night 0° latitude Day Night Day-night average

c/v 1.30(1.30)

o 0.074

dB/Mm (0.071 WE
0.075 EW)

1.18(1.16)

0.16(0.14)

1.36(1.31)

0.24 (0.23)

1.34(1.35)

0.18(0.17)

1.27

0.17

Note; Numbers in parentheses are results of the Papperl-Moler computations; EW indicates East to

West propagation and WE indicates West to East propagation.

for higher elevations. It is desirable therefore to compare the data discussed here with

the analytical predictions of Behroozi-Toosi-Booker^’ and full-wave calculations by

Pappert and Moler'^ quoted in their paper. These calculations are for various mathe-

matically continuous ionosphere profiles, and take into account magnetic field effects.

The Behroozi-Toosi-Booker” electron distributions for a quiet ionosphere (their Fig-

ures 2 and 3 for sunspot number = 10) are shown on Figure 34 as D (day, 0° zenith

angle) and N (night, 0° latitude) translated into conductivity by Equation 44 and an

expression for the electron-neutral collision frequency

log,, = 5.4 - 0.077 (z - 90) (152)

given by Behroozi-Toosi-Booker,^’ where the altitude z is in km. The ion density and

electron density distributions (their profiles “2”) used in their computations for a

highly disturbed ionosphere at a magnetic latitude of 75°, are shown as DD (disturbed

dajO and DN (disturbed night). Their expression

log.o Ui„ = 4.6 - 0.077 (z - 90) (153)

was used to compute the ion neutral collision frequency in Equation 44 for the ionic

conductivity which is significant at 40 and 45 km in the day profile and below 75 km
in the night profile. Results given for 7.5 Hz in the Behroozi-Toosi-Booker” paper are

compared in Table 8 with the Tran-Polk data shown in Tables 5 to 7. Im v or ImS
was converted to dB/Mm. The ratios c/v obtained from the Behroozi-Toosi-Booker

profiles^’ are generally higher (1.30 to 1.36) than those based on the Schumann reso-

nance data and obtained from Profile IB (1.27), except for the quiet night ionosphere

profile (N) which does not seem to take into account conductivity at the 40 km to 50

km level. The Tran-Polk^® attenuation value of 0.17 dB/Mm is the same as the Pap-

pert-Moler value for the enhanced ionization night profile, which is similar to Profile

lA between 50 and 75 km and gives lower conductivity than used by Tran-Polk below
50 km. Although it is impossible to draw conclusions on agreement between experi-

mental results and various ionosphere models using only single frequency data, this

comparison suggests again that the conductivity profile below 60 km plays a major
role in the determination of cavity Q, at least at the low frequency end of the Schu-

mann resonance band. If the ionosphere parameters at higher elevations could be well

established from other measurements, Schumann resonance data would be very useful

for obtaining global information about the electrical properties of the atmosphere be-

low 60 km.
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INTRODUCTION

Organization of the Chapter

The electric currents flowing withm a lightning channel during return strokes (R

strokes), leader strokes (L strokes), and intracloud strokes (K strokes) are the mam
sources for the generation of pulse-type electromagnetic radiation known as atmo-

spherics or sferics While this radiation dominates at frequencies less than about 100

kHz, a continuous noise component becomes increasingly important at higher frequen-

cies (Figure 1)

This paper deals with the generation and the radiation properties of such electro-

magnetic impulses from an obser\ationaI as well as from a theoretical point of view

Some basic definitions concerning dipole radiation are provided early in this chapter

In the second section, observations of electromagnetic wave forms from cloud-to-

ground strokes (mainly R strokes) and from intracloud strokes (mainly K strokes) both

near and far from the source are reviewed Theoretical considerations concerning the

electric currents within lightning channels are presented in the third section The fourth

section deals with the electromagnetic radiation from lightning channels and with dis-

persion effects within the atmospheric wave guide In the last section, methods of

deriving source and wave guide properties from the observations of sferics arc de-

scribed

The international system of units is used throughout this chapter. Also used is a

coordinate system with the z-axts positive upward, contrary to the general usage in the

literature of atmospheric electricity where the electric field is taken positive “m the

sense of lowering negative charge to the ground

Radiation from Dipoles

Electrostatic Component
The simplest model of a typical R stroke is a negative charge Q = - 1^1 stored at

time t < 0 at a height I above the surface of the Earth (Figure 2a) At time t 0 that

charge is lowered to the ground in an impulsive way with a time dependence F (t)

Q*-Qr(t) (1)

where

^
-1 t = 0

r(t) *<>-1 for t>0

\ 0 t - «

(2)

The electrostatic field at a distance R between charge and a receiver on the ground is

directed toward the charge and has the value

ER
Qt(t)

4n (3)

Since the surface of the Earth can be considered to be a perfectly well-conducting

medium as a first approximation, the horizontal component of the electric field must

disappear at the ground The usual way to describe the electric field m this case is to

put a virtual positive charge at the image distance -I under the surface of the Earth
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FIGURE 1 Atmospherics from a near discharge observed at four different frequencies (From Horner,

F. and Bradley, P. A., J. Atmos. Terr Phys ,26, 1 155, 1964 With permission.)

as shown in Figure 2a. The new charge configuration is an electric dipole with its axis

positive downward having the dipole moment of

M = 2 S Q < 0 (4)

The electrostatic field at the ground has now only a vertical component given by

g ^ Q F(t) Sint
3,

M F(t)

This electric field has its maximum at time t = 0. Negative charge is lowered during

the stroke process, or, according to Figure 2a, the negative charge is compensated to

zero by the ascending positive image charge. The electric field due to that charge de-

creases to zero as t oo. This electrostatic field is often described differently in the

literature. The electrostatic potential at time t = 0 is defined as zero, and the electric

field is considered as increasing to an asymptotic positive value as negative charge is

lowered to the ground. According to the definition used in this chapter, this corre-

sponds to a field in the form

AE^(t) = E^(0) - Ej,(t) for t S 0 (6)
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FIGURE 2 PoiTii i.hatge configuiation simulating (a^ a re-

turn stroke and <b) an inlracloud stroke

Induction Component
The electric current flowing in the channel is the lime derivative of Q

_ ^ _ _q£{;.
M di-

dt dt 2? <*'

(7)

Since the electric current must be upward directed in order to discharge a negative

charge, and since M < 0, it follows from Equation 7 that dF/dt > 0 for t > 0 According

to the Biot-Savart law, thi's current element generates a positive azimuthal magnetic

field of strength

B = - M dF

47rR’ 4nc*«'QR* dt

where c = 1 /V is the velocity of light,

(8)

Hg = AnX lO-’ = 1 2566 X 10 ‘ Hm'*

is the permeability of free space, and

= 8 8542 X 10-“ Fm-*
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is the dielectric constant of free space. The field (Equation 8) that falls off as is

called the induction component or the intermediate component. The electric field con-

tains also a component of that form which can be derived from first principles.”

Radiation Component

As is well known from electromagnetic theory (see the section on “Electromagnetic

Radiation from Lightning Channels”), a radiation component of the electric field is

generated in addition to the electrostatic and induction components. This is given by

TT - - M d^F
^

'

47Te„c=R dV
(9)

so that the total field of a vertical electric dipole located on the ground for a receiver

also on the ground becomes (see chapter on Theory of Low Frequency Wave Propa-

gation by Harth, Volume II)

E = ^
5 JL + i + J_

d^F/dt^ )

^ 47reg ) C R 5

(10)

B
M ( 1 dF/dt

^
1 d^F/dt^ )

^
4JTe(j I

c R’ c* R {

where now in Equation 10, the expressions must be evaluated at the retarded time t,

given by

tr
= t-R/c (11)

The electric field E, and the magnetic field cB, in Equation 10 have the same unit

(Vm‘') and have the same induction and radiation components. In typical K strokes,

for which positive charge is lowered within a channel at height H without connection

to the Earth (Figure 2b), M = 2j(Q > 0 and Equation 10 is still approximately valid

provided R ^ H.

Impulse Forms of Lightning Currents

Type 1 Current

Typical temporal variations of observed channel currents of R strokes have the fol-

lowing aperiodic wave formF

I = I (e''“‘ - e"*^^) ; (0 < a < /? , real

According to Equation 7, one may thus derive

F(t) =
« —art —5t— dee

^

and

t ^ 0) (12)

(13)

Q =
a/}

(14)
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This wave form is referred to as a type 1 wave The parameters T. a, and p can be

derived from the observations and allow an estimate of the sign and magnitude of the

charge stored at time t = 0 within the channel

Type 2 Current

Observations of sferics from R strokes as well as from K strokes suggest another

form of F(t), which is of the type of damped oscillations

1 = iTsinSte"'’'* . (T,&>0, real . 1^0) (15)

Hence,

r(t) = -(cos 6t + i an SI) c (16)

and

(17)

This wave is called type 2 wave The time dependences F(i) given by Equations 13 and

16 are identical for

(18)

Whereas Equation 16 is valid for real d, Equation 13 is valid for imaginary d If d =

0, Equations 13 and 16 degenerate to

F(t) * -d +7t)e"'’'* , (y>0.rcal . 1^0) (19)

and the current becomes

1 =
(20)

Evidently, T is not defined in this case

Electromagnetic Field of a Vertical Electric Dipole
The electromagnetic field (m Vm’*) of a vertical electric dipole situated above a

perfectly electrically conducting plane at height H for an observer on the ground is'“‘

(21 )
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Table 1

WAVE FORMS

m Aperiodic wave (Type 1) Damped oscillation (Type 2) 6 = 0 (Type 3)

1 G,
-v

(7’ + 6 ’) — {cos 61 - -- sin 61 }e~Tl
7’R’—r- (1 - Tt)e-

(p-a)c^ c’ 6 c’

2 G,
(7^ + 6 ’ )R _

sin 61 e T*
6 c C

3 Gj - /3e-“‘ } - (cos 61+ - sin 6 l}e~'tt -d + 7I) e-Tt
(fi-a) 6

2
, f P\ 2 / 6 \ 2

1 t, — arlan I — 1

(P-a) \ a / 6 \y/ 7

1 R, - e2^»

P

2 tj2 t ,/2 t ./2

2 G,
(7’ + 6 ’)R _.vt tR

c 7 c ec

i/Q
ap (7’ + 6 ’)

eo

(p-<‘) 26

Note: Wave forms of radiation component (G, ), of induction component (Gj ), and of electrostatic com-

ponent (G 3 ) to be included in (21) and (66). Note that the time t must be replaced in (21) by the

retarded time tj.. t, is the time of the first minimum of G, , R, =
I G, (0)/G, (t, ) I is the ratio

between first maximum and first minimum, t, is the time of the first maximum of G, and G, =

G,(tj) is its maximum amplitude, t, = t,/2 is also the cross-over time of G, from positive to

negative values. I/Q is the ratio between current amplitude and electric charge (see Eqs. 14 and

17). The function G, is proportional to the channel current (see Eqs. 12, 15 and 20).

with M = 2 QI the electric dipole moment Q in C, i in m, sin© = g/R, cos© = —H/
R, D = R/R and R = 1 km. The functions

Gm
dt3-m

(22)

are given in Table 1 for the three cases considered: aperiodic type 1 waves (Equation

13), type 2 damped oscillations (Equation 16), and the intermediate case (Equation

19). The three components symbolized by the subscript “m” are, respectively, the

radiation component (m = 1), the induction component (m = 2) and the electrostatic

component (m = 3). Table 1 also contains the maximum amplitude G 2 = 02 ( 12) of

the induction component, the time of maximum U which is also the crossover time of

the radiation component, the time t, of the first minimum of the radiation component,
and the ratio R, between maximum at time t = 0 and first minimum at time t, of the

radiation component: R, = |Gi(t,)/G,(0)|. Note that t, = 2t2. The last row of Table
1 gives the ratio of the current amplitude to the electric charge T/Q.
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FIGURE 3 Type I strokes Functions at,. CI,i, and

(aO'II {left ordmaiet and R. (right ordinate) from Ta

ble I \ s 0/a

figure 4 Type 2 strokes Functions yt„ Gil., R,, and I/Q/Ij from
Table 1 vs d/y

Figure 3 shows a plot of R,, o!,, G2ti and l«rQ/Tj vs p/a for the type 1 waves, and

Figure 4 shows R,, yti, Gjtj and |yQ/I| vs 6/y for the type 2 waves These plots are

useful for a quick data reduction of observed wave forms of sfencs

The functions are plotted vs time in Figure 5 for a type 1 wave with the

parameters from Table 2 These represent the electromagnetic field contributions of a

typical first return stroke of type 1 In order to make the magnitudes of the G« com-

parable, the value D = 10 (or a distance of 10 km) has been chosen One notices a

large peak in the radiation component (m = 1) at t = 0 in Figure 5, a fast decrease to

a crossover point at ti = 13 fjsec, a minimum at time t, = 26 ^sec, and a slow rise to
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FIGURE 5. Type I first return stroke. Functions G„
from Table 1 with the parameters of R/ from Table 2 at

10 km distance {D = 10). It is m = 1: radiation com-
ponent; m = 2; induction component; m = 3; electro-

static component.

zero. The ratio between maximum and minimum of the radiation component is R, =
17. The induction component (m = 2) peaks at h with a maximum amplitude of Gj
= 0.0516, while the electrostatic component (m = 3) rises slowly from -1 at t = 0 to
zero within the first several lOOpsec.

Figure 6 shows the functions G^D'” of a type 2 wave (D = 10 again) with the
parameters from Table 3. This wave represents a typical wave form of sferics from R
strokes. In this case, the crossover time of the radiation component is tj = 48 psec,
and the ratio between maximum and minimum is R, = 3. Both the induction and
electrostatic components are of the oscillatory form with first crossover points near
135 and 80/.(sec, respectively.

Figure 7 gives the functions G„ of a type 2 wave with the parameters from Table 3
which represent intracloud K strokes. All three components here have the same order
of magnitude at a distance of 1 km (D = 1). The crossover point of the radiation
component is now at U = 5.5 psec, and the ratio between maximum and minimum is

again R, = 3.

Spectral Functions

Since Maxwell’s equations are linear, a temporal variation of the electromagnetic
field can be decomposed into its spectral components via a Fourier integral transfor-
mation. A component of the electric field which is zero at times t < 0, for example
may be written



Table
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Table 4

FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF WAVE FORMS

Type 1 Type 2

mm Ian e>_m

R* bj w’ U>* -G* R* U) G* b>* -Ul*

c’ 1 b>(a*a) ,'r 3>b>

R w* KG’ l7b>

t £ G* -b** - G* -bj*

bJ* ) v/bJ*-*47‘ u'tSy* 54**G’*bj’)

W* > JyG*

s.fZs

E ’ w’ l (U*

it' os

e* 27

(27 • o + tf)|SB 4')’ w (w* - GM’

HH 47W(3w* - w - Jw*w* - 47‘G*»

(4->’«- (w* - G*)* )
’

Note founer tranifoim* of the functiom C^, in Table 1 (amplitude i i and phase G, (G)

IS the maMmurn amplitude of i G, < at frequency w Also purn are the Htsl and second derisa

live of the phase O, with respect to frequeno

from Tabic 3 These fiincdons asvmpiodcnIK approach eonstam \aliics for f = 0 and

fall off as f ^ and f"', respectively, for u> > S Their phases change from -ISO'’ to 0*

and from O'* to 90’, respectively, with increasing frequency This is ihe general behavior

of these two components

OBSERVED WAVE FORMS OF SFERICS

Wave forms of sfcrics observed ai some distance from the origin depend on the

antenna characteristics of the lightning channel (electric current distribution, channel

configuration, and orientation), on the dispersion characteristics of the propagation

medium between surface of the Earth and ionosphere (electric conductivity of Earth

and ionosphere varying with location, time of day, and season), and on the transmis-

sion function of the receiver (bandwidth, amplification factor, and time delay depend-

ing on frequency) Since about 100 strokes per second arc generated all over the globe,

interference between the electromagnetic fields of two or more strokes excited at nearly

the same time may furthermore complicate the mterprciaiion of the data A certain
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FIGURE 7. T>pe 2 imracloud stro5.e. Functions G. from Table I ''•ith the parameters

of K from Table 3 at I hin distance (D = I). It is m = I: radiation component, m =

2: induction component: m = 3; electrostatic component.

bias toward the stronger strokes is thus unavoidable in general if wa^’e forms of indi-

vidual strokes are recorded. However, these stronger strokes need not reflect the tv^pi-

cai behavior of an av'erage stroke.

Because of these complications, it is impossible to present in this review a complete

selection of observed wave forms of sferics. Kimpara-’ and Wang'-' have presented

examples of a wide variety of wave forms observed both during the day and at night.

In the following, the discussion is restricted primarily to recent observations of wave

forms of intracloud and R strokes at near and at far distances from the source.

Return Strokes

Near Field Wave Forms
Since each receiver has a finite bandwidth and a finite time constant, it is impossible

to measure with a single instrument the exact electromagnetic field which exists at the

location of the receiving antenna. An instrument with a large time constant (e.g.. a

field mill) will measure mainly the total field changes due to the electrostatic compo-
nent while the transient changes due to the induction and the radiation component are

suppressed. On the other hand, receivers with short time constants measure the tem-

poral variation of single strokes more or less accurately. Figure 10 shows electric field

changes following three giant R strokes which were recorded at three different dis-

tances (2. II, and 19 km) from the lightning flash."' These fields are the electrostatic

components. The vertical electric field in this figure is presented as positive downward
according to the definition used in this chapter (see Equation 6). Figure II, taken from
the same paper, shows the corresponding short-time variations of the electric and the

magnetic field of the same three R strokes at an I I-km distance.

According to Figure 6, the stroke RI apparently belongs to the damped oscillation

tvpe 2 w ith a fast decaring electrostatic component on which the two other components
are superimposed during the first 40 psec. The maximum of the magnetic field results

from the superposition of the induction and the radiation components.
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Compan^ion between the wave forms of strokes R2 and R3 wuh Figure 5 suggests

that these strokes belong to the aperiodic waves of tvpc I with a slower deca> of the

electrostatic component, and with a radiation component which possesses a short high

initial peak

Figure 12 shows topical electric ami magnetic field strengths ss time of sfcrics ob-

served at various distances from the source between 1 and 200 km " The solid lines

represent first return strokes, and the dashed lines represent subsequent R strokes

These wave forms arc again of the type 2 as immediaicl) apparent from a comparison

with Figure 6 In particular, the radiation component at a 200-km distance has a cross-

over time of about tj = 30 jisec and its ratio R, is of the order 2 to 3. The parameters

(y,6) in Figure 6 and Table 3 have been derived from the wave forms of the first R

stroke in Figure 12 (see the section on “Antenna Characteristics of Lightning Cur-

rents”)

Figure 13 shows further examples of sfcncs wave forms observed at distances less

than 500 km ”” According to Taylor,*®’ 8OV0 of all measured sferics belong to his

groups 1 + and 2+ Evidently, his groups I + and 2+ have the same characteristics

of their wave forms as in Figure 12, namely a ratio between initial peak and first
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FIGURE 9. Spectral amplitudes |G„| and phases

<t>„ of the Fourier transforms of G, and Gj from Ta-

ble 4 vs. frequency for a type 2 first return stroke

with the parameters of R, from Table 3.

minimum of about R, = 1 to 3, a crossover point at typically 50 psec, and an initial

positive polarity; i.e., AE^ > 0 in Equation 6 in a sense of lowering negative charge.
These wave forms can be attributed to R strokes and are of type 2 according to my
definition. Groups 4 and 5 in Figure 13 are also of type 2 with shorter crossover times
of typically 25 ftsec. However, their initial peaks are predominantly negative (in 78 out
of 89 cases), which indicates lowering of positive charge either from cloud-to-ground
or within the cloud. The only type 1 wave form in Figure 13 appears to be group 3
with a large value of R,. Note that the limiting ratio for type 1 waves is R, = 7.4 (see
Table 1 or Figure 4).

The rise time to the initial peak of the electric field depends on the distance. For
shorter distances they are between 1 and 5 psec with smaller values for the subsequent
return strokes (Figure 14A). Figure 14B presents the amplitudes of the initial peaks
vs. distance. Figure 15 shows the ramp starting time (see Figure 12) as a function of
distance, which varies between about 10 and 60 psec over the range 1 to 10 km.‘”
Typical rise times are 3 psec for first return strokes, and 2.5 psec for subsequent return
strokes at distances greater than 100 km.” The rise times can decrease to the submicro-
second range if the propagation path is over seawater (Figure 16). The small impulses
preceding the R strokes in Figure 16, labeled “L”, are due to stepped leaders. The
large subsidiary peaks following the initial peak of the R strokes in Figure 16 seem to
be limited to a maritime environment.'” Typical nighttime sferics wave forms contain
trains of pulses which may result from the generally better propagation conditions
during night.’”
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T (tn&ec)

FIGURE 10 Electric field ihangei at 2. M, and

19 km from a flash On the II km field, the leader

portions of the field changes are labeled LI, L2, and

L3, and extended from the bottom of the R bracket

downward to the field break, the return strokes are

bracketed and labeled Rl. R2. and R3. the intra-

cloud discharge beginning around 360 msec is la-

beled IC The orientation of the electric field is ac-

cording to Equation 6 (positive downward) (From

Uman, M A . el al , Science. 201. 9, 1978 With

permission )

Far FteJd Wavf Forms
At distances beyond 1000 km, the wave gutde characteristics between Earth and

ionospheric D layer substantially modify the sferics wave forms Figure 17 shows rep-

resentative wave forms for east-to-west propagation at distances between 1250 and

4480 km The essential feature of these wave forms is the bandpass filtering effect

of the wave guide Only the VLF waves survive The damped oscillations in Figure 17

suggest that they are excited by type 2 lightning currents

Some lightning currents, probably mainly subsequent R strokes, contain a long

“continuous” component, corresponding to relatively large spectral amplitudes m the

ELF range (f < 3 kHz) (see Figure 8) The terrestrial wave guide has a pronounced

attenuation maximum around 1 to 3 kHz (see the section on “Electromagnetic Radia-

tion from Lightning Channels”) so that the spectral components within this range are

severely suppressed Furthermore, the group velocity is smaller at lower frequencies

so that the dispersive terrestrial wave guide separates the lower ELF waves near 100

Hz from the VLF waves near 5 kHz This “slow tail” wave form m distant sferics

may be seen in Figure 1 8, which is taken from Taylor and Sao
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FIGURE 1 1 . Details of the three return stroke electric

field changes in Figure 10 with the corresponding mag-
netic field changes, as observed 1 1 km from the flash.

The return strokes are labeled Rl, R2, and R3 as in Fig-

ure 10. The orientation of the electric field is according

to Equation 6 (positive downward). (From Uman, M.
A. etal.. Science, 201, 9, 1978. With permission.)
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FIGURE 13 Examples of atmospheric wave forms. Electric field orientation is

according to Equation 6 (positive downward). (From Taylor, W L., J. Res. Nat.

Bur. Stand , 67D, 539, 1963 With permission. Copyrighted by American Geophys-

ical Union.)

Intracloud Discharges

K strokes are intracloud discharges in channels without contact with the Earth. An
internal discharging process occurs where, in general, positive charge stored in the

upper half of the channel neutralizes the negative charge stored in the lower half.‘

Lowering positive charge corresponds to an initial “negative” polarity AE, < 0 in the

sense of Equation 6.

Figure 19, taken from Weidman and Krider,'^® shows examples of the radiation field

of K strokes observed at distance between 15 and 30 km from the source. One notices

large pulses of bipolar wave form belonging to type 2 according to the nomenclature

in this chapter. Fast smaller pulses of unipolar (type 1) form precede the larger pulses.

The parameters (y,d) used in Figure 7 have been chosen to simulate the K stroke in

Figure I9b. Typical ratios between maximum and minimum of the larger pulses are

Ri = 2 to 3. The crossover times are of the order tj = 5 to 10 psec. The rise times to

the initial peak are within the submicrosecond range, and the total pulse width is of

the order of 40 to 50 psec. Most of these strokes occur in isolation, i.e., they are not

followed by R strokes.

On the other hand, sequences of pulses of type 2 with “positive” polarity (AE, > 0)

are usually produced in the several tens of milliseconds prior to the first R stroke

(Figure 20 taken from Weidman and Krider'^®). The time interval between the pulses

is between about 50 and 200 psec, which are typically followed 50 msec later by the

associated R stroke. The amplitudes of the pulses are comparable with those of the R
strokes. These pulse sequences are probably related to in-cloud leader processes.

Figure 21, taken from Krider et al.,®'' shows a high resolution record of pulses pro-

duced by stepped leaders immediately preceding R strokes. They apparently belong to

type 1 and have a total pulse width of only a few microseconds. Sequences of that

kind of pulses with time intervals between pulses of typically 5 psec have been recorded
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O 62 FIRST RETURN STROKES
• isi subscoucnt return strokes

O 75 FIRST RETURN STROKES
• 163 SUBSEQUENT RETURN STROKES

FICURL 14 (A) EIccint field rise time \s distance (B) Iniiial

peak magnitude >s di>iance The iheorcli«.al cunes of part (D)
were calculated b> using an inverse distance relationship and the
normalized mtual peak field means for first and subsequent
strokes (From Tiller. J A . et al . J Gcoph^s Res . 81, 4430.
1976 With permission Copyrighted by American Gcoph>stcal
Union )

during a large fraction of mtercloud discharges “ Measurements of sfencs from intra-

cloud strokes in correlation with the associated radio frequency radiation have been

madebyKnderet al
“

Spectral Amplitudes and Phases
Spectral amplitudes and phases can be derived from individual wave forms of sfencs

via a Fourier transformation (see Equation 24), or they can be measured directly with

narrow band receivers (see the section on “Source and Wave Guide Properties Derived

from Sfencs”) Evidently, the second method is a statistical approach where all kinds

of wave forms (R, K, and L, type 1 and 2) contribute to the amplitude spectrum
Therefore, results of those measurements cannot be directly compared with spectra of

individual w’ave forms However, such comparison does give some indication of the

relative contributions of the various types of waves to the total spectrum
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O 20 FIRST RETURN STROKES
• 59 SUBSEQUENT RETURN STROKES

FIGURE 15. Ramp starling lime vs. distance (from Tiller, J. A., cl al ,

J. Oeophys. Res, 81, 4430, 1976. With permission. Copyrighted by

American Geophysical Union.)

The spectra of individual pulses depend on the distance. Figure 22 gives the spectral

amplitudes of the wave forms of the first return stroke in Figure 12 at various dis-

tances,'®^ The amplitude at large distances (curves A and B), where only the radiation

component is significant, peaks near 4 kHz. The spectrum falls off as f"' for f < 100

kHz and even faster for higher frequencies. This is due to the influence of the finite

electric conductivity of the Earth (see the section on “Electromagnetic Radiation from

Lightning Channels”). At distances less than 10 km (Curves C to H in Figure 22) the

spectrum shows a steady increase with decreasing frequency down to 1 kHz. This is a

result of the increasing dominance of the induction and the electrostatic components

at these distances (Figure 9A).

The subsequent strokes contain a larger amount of high frequencies than the first

return strokes.'®^ The results of Figure 22 are consistent with Taylor’s'®' spectral anal-

ysis of his group 1 and 2 wave forms in Figure 13. The spectral functions of the far

field wave forms in Figure 17 peak between 7 and 10 kHz, increasing with distance.

Spectral peaks of R strokes between 4 and 10 kHz have been reported in the literature

(e.g., Horner and Bradley,” Dennis and Pierce,'® and Croom'®).

The ELF spectrum of the slow tail wave form of Figure 18 is shown in Figure 23.’® '®''

The peak is attained near 70 Hz (Figure 23A), and the phase increases by several cycles

between 10 and 400 Hz. The spectral peak broadens and shifts to higher frequencies

with decreasing distance from the source.”

The spectrum of intracloud strokes contains a larger amount of high frequencies,

which is evident from the much shorter total pulse width. Peak amplitudes between

20 and 70 kHz have been reported.' The spectral function Gi of the K stroke in

Figure 8, which simulates the observations of Weidman and Krider"® shown in Figure

19, represents that kind of spectrum. The spectra of stepped leaders such as those in

Figure 21 peak even as high as f = 200 kHz."



ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTNING CURRENTS

Overview

The electric current configuration withm a lightning channel as uell as the geometry

of the channel determine the antenna characteristics for the radiation of electromag-

netic energy Measurements of channel lengths and electric currents within strokes are

discussed in the chapter, “The Lightning Current” The average vertical extensions of

R stroke channels are reported to be of the order of 5 km,® * while those of K strokes

are about 2 km long ‘ The channels are in general obliquely orientated Their horizon-

tal components may be as large as 10 km *'®

Channel diameters are typically a few centimeters in thickness The Bruce-Golde

formula (Equation 12) is a good description of the average wave form of observed

electric currents at the foot point of the channel on the ground The electric conductiv-

ity within the channel is about 10^ S/m Optical observations seem to indicate an up-

ward traveling ionized wave front, moving along the channel with velocities of between

0 I and 0 3c®''® Bruce and Golde’ assumed that the R stroke expands upward at a

rate

(26)

with V. = 8 X 10’ m/sec, y = 3 x lO* see"' for the first R stroke, and y = 0 for the

subsequent R strokes The electric current remains uniform in the channel up to its

tip, located at the height

0

and zero above Charge is therefore transferred instantaneously from the base to the

wave front of the R stroke Hill®* derived another velocity from the condition that the

total charge below the pulse from is equal to the initial charge less that amount which

has flown to the Earth Rai*' developed a model for the velocity which has a double

exponentizl expression Dennis and Pierce'* modified the Bruce-CoJde model, intro-

ducing a finite velocity for the charge transfer to the tip of the channel

Finite charge transfer also occurs in the so-called transmission line model of Uman
and McLain “* Here, the current has the time and height dependence

I = I (I - 2/u)

where I (t) is the current at the base of the channel and of the form (Equation 12)

The height m the channel is z < f„ and the current wave front propagates with constant

velocity u upward Above f, the current is again zero A transmission line model with

variable velocity u has been developed by Leise and Taylor *' An even more refined

transmission line model is due to Price and Pierce

For times immediately after the return stroke has reached the top of the channel,

the transmission line models predict an exact replica of the initial field peak but with

opposite polarity"* "* while the Bruce-Golde model yields a field discontinuity Both

effects are rarely observed

In order to overcome these deficiencies, Lin et al ” have proposed a new model

which is composed of three separate current components* (1) a short-duration upward-
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FIGURE 16. E!e?!ri; field 'Aaie forms produced b;. first re:urn stroke^ in Florida at disranre

100 10 200 km o\er seawater. Each 'va'.e form is both shown on a fast (S ;jsec 'dh) and inserted

on a slow (iO fisec/dis) time scale. The origins of the time scales have been chosen to be at the

left edge of each trace. Tne large return stroke fields R. are preceded by stepped leader pulses L
and are followed by large subsidiary peaks a, b, c etc. {From V.'eidntan, C. D. and Krider, E. P.,

J. Geophys. Res., S3, 6239, I97S. With permission. Copyrighted by American Geophysical

Union.)

propagating pulse of current associated with the upward-propagating electrical break-

down at the return-stroke wavefront, (2) a uniform current which may already be flow-

ing (leader current) or may stan to flow soon after the return stroke begins, and (3) a

“coronal current*’ caused by the radially inward and downward movement of the

charge initially stored in the corona sheath around the leader channel. They then de-

termined the v arious free parameters involved by trial and error in order to reproduce

observed sferics wave forms (e.g., such as those in Figure 12).

The major disadvantage of all these models is that they are based more on phenom-
enological aspects than on phs'sical arguments of first principles and that they are not

able to simulate in a consistent manner both t\pes of electric currents which are sug-

gested from the observ ations.

In the following part of this section, a wave guide model is outlined; this model is

directly associated with the channel parameters length / and diameter d and will turn

out to be surprisingly simple.

Lumped Circuit Model
The evaluation of sferics wave forms in the section, “Observed V/ave Forms of



FIGURE 17 Rcpresenlative atmospheric wave forms, east to

west at great distances Electric field orientation is according to

Equation 6 (positive downward) (From Tavlor. W L , i Res

fVjt Bur Stand
,
64D. 349, I960 With permission Copyrighted

by American Geophysical Union )

Sferics” already suggested that the type 1 wave (Equation 12) of Bruce and Golde'

cannot be the only type, but catbec type 2 cucrents of the form of Equation 15 predom-

inate m many cases A lumped circiiil model proposed by Oetzel*^ can simulate both

types of currents m an R stroke

In this model (see Figure 24) negative charge Q = “(Ql is stored on the upper plate

of a condenser C at time t < 0 This corresponds to the excessive charge within the

channel before the stroke The lower plate of C with opposite charge resembles the

Earth The lossy inductance (the R-L combination in Figure 24) corresponds to the
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FIGURE 18. Example of slow tail wave forms. Ori-

entation of electric field is according to Equation 6 (pos-

itive downward). (From Taylor, W. L., and Sao, K.,

Radio Sci., 5, 1453, 1970. With permission. Copy-

righted by American Geophysical Union.)

electrically conductive lightning channel. The switch is closed at time t = 0, i.e., the

channel establishes electric contact with the Earth. The discharging current flowing at

time t > 0 is then given by'®"*

I
=

6
G,(t)

R
(28)

with

T -
; « = V = 7^ ; G’ from Table l*

LC

which is the same as Equation 15 for y,c5 > 0, real. Equation 28 reduces to Equation
12 for imaginary 6 where now

- 7+151 (29)

This is evidently the case when y > co„, where co„ is the resonance frequency of the
lossless circuit, i.e., when R > 2Z where Z = \/L/C is the wave resistance.

The resistance R should not be confused with the distance R in Equations 21 and 28.
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The voltage between the condenser plates is

(p«»I.Ts,„s,)e-7< =|.c.{,) (30)

indeed
’ * The total charge on the upper plate of C at time t = 0 is then

Q ' -CU(0)

The total energy dissipated within the circuit is

P-/RPdi=

the upper plate of the^ond^
‘ntracloud discharges if one puts a positive charge or

charges corre«:nr.tiH ......

®

negative charge on the lower plate These

the upper plate of the^ond^
‘ntracloud discharges if one puts a positive ch:

charges correspond now to thp^^K
^ negative charge on the lower plate

to the Earth, and thp Hier^i,
^ distribution within a channel without i

discharging current flows only internally The net charge i

Wavfp rJii.ri.. »»_ j .

luitiiidiiy me iici

Wave Guide Model
Outline of Theory

tic model of lightning channels must take into account the finite c
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FIGURE 20. Electric fields radiated by lightning discharges at dis-

tances 50 to 100 km. The arrows indicate the same event on time scales

of 2 msec/div, 0.4 msec/div, and 40 fisec/div. Orientation of electric

field is positive upward. (From Weidman, C. D. and Krider, E. P.,

J. Geophys. Res., 84, 3159, 1979. With permission. Copyrighted by

American Geophysical Union.)

ameter and the finite length of the channel. Consider the channel to be a cylindrical

straight wire of length f and diameter d, with an electric conductivity o. At times t >

0 this wire has contact with the Earth in the case of return strokes, or else spontaneous

discharging sets in at time t > 0 without contact with the Earth in the case of intracloud

strokes. The orientation of the channel (wire) may in general be oblique. To simplify

matters, however, a vertical wire simulating return strokes with contact to the Earth

is considered first.

The maximum spectral amplitude of return strokes is near 5 kHz (Figure 22) corre-

sponding to a wavelength of 60 km in free space. This is much longer than the channel

length which is assumed to be smaller than 10 km on the average. The propagation of

electromagnetic waves within this wire must therefore be treated by full wave theory,

and a straight wire model will be a reasonable approximation for the low-order wave

modes with wavelengths A„ ^ f . The vertical electric field and current must disappear

at the top of the wire (z = £), and the horizontal electric field strength must be zero

at the contact to the perfectly conducting Earth (z = 0). The wire thus behaves like a

resonant wave guide in which only standing waves of discrete frequencies co„ can be

excited.

The problem of electromagnetic wave propagation in a wire was solved long ago by
Sommerfeld."’'' It can be shown that transverse magnetic and transverse electric waves
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wavp.; nrp of
o^vever, only the cylindrically symmetric transverse magnetic

and recturnnp
energy transport In a resonance cavity of length i

netip fiplH Ah
boundary conditions given above, the electric and the mag-

netic fields of the nth mode within the wire (p < d/2) are-*

RI^h^Kn _

RIrK’— •^e(Kn^)cosh„2

R 1-cK^a
~ —rrj J| h_z e”**^"*

fik' " n

(33 )
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FIGURE 22. Average spectra of electric fields for first return strokes at dis-

tances (A) 200 km; (B) 50 km, (C) 10 km; (D) 7 km; (E) 4 km; (F) 2.5 km; (G)

1.5 km, and (H) 0.9 km. (From Serhan, G. 1. et al
,
Radio Set., 15, 1089, 1980.

With permission. Copyrighted by American Geophysical Union.)

with

. _ (2n - 1)71 / _ 1 -s N (34)

the vertical wave number chosen such that the upper boundary condition for E* and

the lower boundary condition for is fulfilled. Furthermore,

•"n
=

‘^n
~

is the total wave number,

, .
1(7 lO

is the complex dielectric constant, p = po is the permeability of free space, and

= Vk’

-

hj,

is the horizontal wave number. I„ is an amplitude to be determined later, and Jo and
J 1 are Bessel functions of order 0 and 1 , respectively.

Discussion ofEigenvalue Equation

Continuity of the horizontal components Ep and B,/p at the surface of the wire at

d/2 yields an eigenvalue equation for the eigenfrequencies a)„. Within a thin wire of
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riCURE 23 ELF spectra of the slow tail atmospherics in

EigurelS <A> Amplitude. (D) phase (From Ta>lor, W L and

Sao. k , Rad;i> Sli 5 1453, 1970 Wnh permission Copy-

lighted by American Geophysical Union 1
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FIGURE 24 Lumped circuit model of a

return stroke, adapted from Oetzel."'’

moderate conductivity where |K„d/2| $ 1 is valid, the eigenvalue can be approximated

as follows

u In u = —V (35)

with

u
icok’

OjU c*

K = 1.781 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The indices ‘n’ have been dropped in

Equation 35 and the following for convenience.

To fulfill the radiation condition outside the wire, u must possess a negative imagi-

nary term. Introducing

u = 1- = - (iuD - E) (D,E > 0, real) (36)
In u V

and eliminating u with its definition above, one arrives at

icj - 7 + is (37)

with

7 = >0 6 = %/ Uj’ — 7^
2

"

A = —~— to^ = + A’E
Kd->/T

”

The constants D and E must be determined by a numerical iterative method, w in

general is complex. If y > co„ co becomes purely imaginary. Therefore, the solution of

the eigenvalue equation leads indeed to eigenfunctions of the form of Equation 28.

An (ff,/?) plot is shown in Figure 25 with a reduced channel length £„ = i/(2n— 1) (in
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FIGURC 25 Solution of eigenvalue Equation 55 a, /I-ploi holmcv of reduced

channel length t. » i/(2n-l) (solid lines) and of channel diameter d (daihcd lines)

At the dashed dotted ime >t is « c

km, solid lines) and the channel diameter d (m cm, dashed lines) as parameters The

electric conductivity of the channel is assumed to be o = I0‘ Sm*' It can be shown
that the plot in Figure 25 changes only slightly if d is replaced by the product Vo d

(in >/Sm) Therefore, Figure 25 can still be used for arbitrary values of o (10' < o <
10* Sm*') if d is replaced by Vod

Figure 26 is a (d,y) plot for type 2 waves, again using /- and d as parameters The

validity of Equation 36 breaks down beyond the dotted line in the lower right corner

where |K, d/2| > 1 The transition from the (y,<J) regime (damped oscillations of type

2) occurs at the dash-dotted line in Figure 25 where a = p - y This transition takes

place at the critical resistance

4S^ Onkn) (38)

with

C, = = 3 50 , C, = 0 225 . 7 in s*'

For a typical value of ad* = 1, one arrives at R<,„ = 2 3 k£2 Comparing Equation 37

with Equation 28, one can define a resistance R, an inductance L„ a capacitance C.

and a wave resistance Z„ of the nth mode as

R=^ . L = -^=
arrd* "

(39 )
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FIGURE 26, Solution of eigenvalue Equation 35. r, d-plot. Isolines of

reduced channel length f. = //(2n-I) (solid lines) and of channel diam-

eter d (dashed lines). In the lower right corner bevond the dotted line,

the approximation (Equation 35) breaks down.

Furthermore, the wavelength of the nth mode is

with jE„ = jf/(2n-l) the reduced channel length.

(40)

Electric Current and Charge Configuration

Mode Structure of Ground Discharges

The eigenvalues (a, ft), or (r,d), respectively, appear as pairs. Since the total electric

current should be zero at time t < 0, it is reasonable to assume that the two eigenfunc-

tions are combined in the form given by Equation 28. Since Jo (x) - 1 and J, (x) - x/2

for X < 1, the assumption used for the derivation of Equation 35, the skin effect within

the wire is negligible for the lower order modes, and the whole interior of the wire is

thus filled with the same current density. The vertical electric current of the nth mode
within the wire is therefore

d/2

Ij,(z,t) = 2710J
(Ej,)^pdp

0

(41 )
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The parameter Q, m Equation 41 is related to the amplitude I. in Equation 33 by

On +

(42)

At large distances from the channel the lightning behaves like a dipole with the electric

dipole moment

s

=
20„J

cosh„2 dz = 2(-l)"*'Q„e„ (43)

0

where

(44)

IS an effective antenna length of the mode of order n h may be noted that Equations

15 and 12 are verified with the channel length i in Equation 4 replaced by the effective

length I, of Equation 44

The charge density per unit length can be derived from the equation of continuity

and IS given by

( -Tn ) -7 f
* ~$inhn?^co$8„t + — sm6^t>e " (45)

from which the total change of the nth mode can be determined as

e

= Jq„(z.0)dz (46)

0

The energy of the nth mode dissipated during the discharging process within the chan-

nel is

foj* {Lj)*pdpdzdt “ (47)

with C, as defined in Equation 39 The radial Poynting vector integrated over the

surface of the channel and over time gives the electromagnetic energy radiated from

the channel This is

Qn
(48)
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It has the same value as the dissipated energy. The total energy of the nth mode is

therefore

Pj- + P
dis em 2C„

(49)

which just corresponds to the energy P of the lumped circuit in Equation 32.

Dominance ofFundamental Mode
A lightning channel of length £ can carry a multitude of modes of order n. Evidently,

all modes will be excited after grounding, but their amplitudes will depend on the

charge density distribution along the channel just before ground contact. In an imper-

fect wave guide such as the tortuous lightning channel with branches etc., resonance

loses its meaning for the higher order modes which have wavelengths small compared

with the channel length (n ~ 10). These modes propagate like free waves. They are

partially reflected at inhomogeneities and damped along their propagation path. Al-

though they are generated at all times during the flash, they are ineffective for trans-

porting electric charge because they interfere destructively. Their contribution to chan-

nel heating is probably of minor importance. These waves give rise to the quasi-

continuous radio noise at frequencies ^ 100 kHz (see the chapter, “High Frequency

Radio Noise” by Lewis).

Waves of intermediate wave number (3 ^ n 10) have wavelengths comparable with

the large-scale inhomogeneities of the channel. On the other hand, their wavelengths

are too large to allow propagation as free waves. Therefore, these waves cannot de-

velop to their full impulse form, and mode coupling from that range of wave numbers

into the other wave modes is expected.

The waves of lowest wave number (n < 3) are the only modes where resonance effects

can lead to the full development of pulse forms like Equation 41. In particular, the

first mode (n = 1) has a wavelength of four times the channel length. This is large

even compared with the large-scale inhomogeneities of the channel. This is the mode
which most effectively transports and redistributes electric charge within the lightning

channel and also heats the gas within the channel to temperatures where liminous

events can be observed. A discharging process where the first mode is involved proba-

bly starts after the channel has reached some kind of stable configuration.

Figure 27a shows the vertical structure of the electric charge density and current of

the first two modes (n = 1 and 2), In the case of the first mode, the vertical current is

upward (positive) within the whole channel, and the total negative charge is drained

to the Earth. The wavelength is Ai = 4f. This contrasts with the second mode, for

which only the negative excess charge within the lower part of the channel gives rise

to an upward current from the Earth. An internal downward current discharges the

regions of opposite electric charge in the upper part of the channel. Both the height

integrated electric current and the total charge Q are negative as apparent from Equa-
tion 43. The situation is analogous for the higher order modes. The region of down-
ward draining of electrons to the Earth is only the fraction I/(2n-l) of the total chan-

nel length, and the internal discharging currents are alternatively upward and
downward.

Mode Structure of Intracloud Discharges

No current can flow across the lower boundary for intracloud strokes so that the

vertical electric field must also vanish there. Nevertheless, the results just presented
can still be used if the channel I of the return stroke is replaced by a channel of length
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Charge Oenelty Vertical Current

FIGURE 2? Height disiribuiton of charge densit> q, (left) and

of vertical electric current I. (right) for the two first modes of order

n = land 2 (A) Return stroke. (B) intracloud stroke

2i With the lower half of the channel behaving symmetrically with respect to the upper

half If H IS the height of the center of the iniracloud strokes, the total charge within

the upper half of the channel is

H+e

= J 4n <2 - (50)

H

The total charge within the whole channel is zero, and the total energy is

^n
“ Qn/Cn (5V)

with an effective antenna length

instead of Equation 44

Figure 27b shows the vertical distribution of charge and current density of the first

two modes of mtracloud strokes The discharging current of the first mode is directed

downward (or negative) within the whole channel if positive charge is stored within

the upper half of the channel The current direction changes alternatively for the sec-

ond mode, but the net current is upward directed Analogous distributions exist for

the higher order modes.

Channel Heating

The waves in Figure 27 are standing waves which are excited instantaneously along

the whole channel This would seem to be in conflict with photographic measurements
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during R strokes where luminosity is observed to travel from the ground with velocities

of the order of 10® m/sec. The upward velocity generally decreases from the bottom

to the top.“^ This discrepancy may result from the fact that luminous events cannot

be seen before a certain threshold of heating within the channel is exceeded. Since that

threshold depends on the second power of the electric current integrated over the time,

it will be reached later at greater heights because the electric current of the dominant

first mode decreases upward (see Figure 27a). The luminous event may thus only give

the illusion of a propagating wave front which does not actually exist. To obtain a

rough estimate, one can use the energy equation in the form

PCv
at

RI’
(53)

with Q - the constant gas density, Cv the specific heat at constant volume, T the tem-

perature, R the total resistance of the channel, I the electric current of the first mode
from Equation 41, and V the volume of the channel. Integrating Equation 53, one

may calculate the height z„ where the temperature T„ 10,000 K is reached at time t„

zm
2C— arcos
TT

(54)

where

ntherm ^ P"v(T^-To) ^ (55)

is the thermal energy density necessary to heat the channel to a temperature of T„

where luminosity starts,”® T, is the temperature of the channel prior to the discharge,

and

^joule

'm

J (e-“‘‘ dt
2 P,

dis q;

2C,V
(56)

is the total dissipated energy density with Pd., from Equation 47. According to Equa-

tion 54, the channel can never be illuminated up to its very top. In fact, luminous

events can only be initiated when 2Pd.,/V >

Channel Parameters Derived from Observations

Type 1 First Return Strokes

Dennis and Pierce*® have summarized the observed wave forms of electric currents

of R strokes (see also Reference 55). These wave forms belong to type 1. Their param-
eters I, a, and p are given in Table 2 for the first R stroke (R^). The currents are

proportional to Gj in Table 1. The R^ wave configuration was given in Figure 5.

If one assumes that the parameters (a,/?) of the R, stroke in Table 2 represent the

mode of order n = 1, it follows from Equation 35 or from Figure 25, that the channel

length is f = 7.9 km and the channel diameter is d = 1.55 cm for an assumed value

for the electric conductivity of o = 10“* S/m. Since i and d uniquely determine the

configuration of the straight cylindrical channel, the reduced channel lengths f „ of the

higher order modes follow immediately from Equation 40.
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The values of the diameter d, the total charge derived from Equation 42, and the

total power derived from Equation 49 for the first mode (Table 1) are quite consistent

with the corresponding values reported in the literature * Note, however, that the

theory determines only the product od*, and the diameter may vary if another value is

adopted for o The channel length i = 7 9 km appears to be larger than the value of

4 km determined mainly from photographic measurements ” '®* One should recall,

however, that the luminous effects are secondary processes occunng after heating the

channel above a certain threshold With the values from Table 2 and Equations 54 to

56, one may estimate a maximum height of 3 6 km, where luminous events can be

expected, i e , much closer to the measurements of Malan and Schonland

Type I Subsequent Return Strokes

The electric current configuration of subsequent R strokes has been simulated by

I = Ue-®* - e-^)+ I, |-T, (57)

with

a « 0 014 us* . P = 6us*' . 1= lOkA (From Reference 16)

a, = 0 001 us' . T, » 25kA (From Reference 1 13)

Bx ~ 0

The last term in brackets in Equation 57 has been added in order to conform with the

theory That term is negligible except for the first microsecond The first term on the

right hand side m Equation 57 cannot belong to the mode of first order because, ac-

cording to Figure 25, a channel length of only J 9 km would result m that case The

observations show, however, that the channel lengths of subsequent strokes are in

general longer than the channel lengths of R/ strokes *'* If one tentatively assumes the

same channel length for the first and the subsequent strokes, and if one adopts the

value /3, = 6 psec*', then the channel diameter d = 0 32 cm, and the values for o, of

the three first modes he between 8 6 x 10 * pseC* and 0 019 Hsec‘* (see R, in Table 2)

All three modes belong to type 1 Apparently, the experimentally derived form (Equa-

tion 57) is the sum of the three first modes With the parameters for T, given in Table

2, Equation 57 can, in fact, be well simulated by these three modes
Because of the large dissipated energy and the small channel volume of the typical

subsequent return strokes m Table 2, Equation 54 would suggest that nearly the entire

channel length will be illuminated This gives the impression of having a longer channel

than that of the R, stroke

Type 2 Strokes

Type 2 return strokes with the parameters m Table 3, which represent observed sfenc

wave forms (Figures 12 and 13), have values of t and d which are surprisingly large

They imply that the associated channels are huge and oblique to the ground Since the

dissipated energy is relatively small, the luminosity of these channels may be faint

The diameters of about 3 to 5 cm are within the upper range of data expected from

other measurements ’ The parameters used m Figure 6 are from the first return stroke

R, in Table 3

The values 2i = 4 3 km and d = 1 6 cm (with o = 10* S/m) can be deduced from

the parameters of the type 2 K stroke in Table 3 and Figure 7 Again, the channel need

not be vertically orientated
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ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION FROM LIGHTNING CHANNELS

Vector Potential of a Line Current

Vertical Channel

Most theoretical calculations of the electromagnetic radiation field from lightning

approximate the real lightning channel by a vertical straight line in which flows a one-

dimensional electric current. The vector potential of the vertical line current in free

space is*'’®

A = (0, 0, A^) (58)

with the z-component

[I] is the current to be taken at the retarded time

tf
= t - R/c (60)

where (see Figure 28a)

= p’ + (z-z')^ ; sine = p/R ; cose = (z - z')/R (61)

(0, z') are the coordinates of the lightning channel, (g, z) are the coordinates of the

receiving point P. The magnetic and electric fieldstrengths are then derived from

oo

3A f
B = y X A ; E = c^y I y- Adt (62)

at •'

t

where by definition E == Oast-^oo.Ina cylindrical coordinate system the only non-

vanishing components of the electromagnetic field are Ep, E„ and B,. The reflection

of the waves at the highly conducting earth can be taken into account in the usual

manner by adding an image line current located at the height -H (see Figure 28a). Its

field components have the same form as those obtained from Equation 62 if one re-

places H by -H, z' by -z', R by R, 0 by 0, and Jl (z')| by |I (-z')l. For a receiving point

on the ground (z = 0), R ^ R, 0 n - 0, and the horizontal component of E disap-

pears while the remaining components double:

Ep + Ep = 0 ; E, + = 2E, ;
= 2 (63)

where Ep, E„ and B, are the field components of the image line current.

Oblique Channel

The wave field of an arbitrarily orientated line current can be determined simply
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rtGURE 28 Ceomeio of lighining channels

and their images (A) Vertical channel (D)

oblique channel

from a transformation of the coordinate system and by an appropriate orientation of

the image current (see Figure 28b) Rotating the line current by an angle ^ with respect

to an axis in the (x,z) plane, one obtains the following components (now in a Cartesian

coordinate system)

E, * (Ep + Ep) cos? co$« - (Ej - Ej) sm?

Ey = (Ep + Ep) sln^^

Ej = (Ep - Ep) sm? cos« + (Ej + E^) cos?

-(B^ + B^)cos?sinc>

By = (B<) + B^) cos<}>

= -(B^5- B^)sin?sin«

If one has a horizontally orientated line current (4 = 90°) and a receiving point on

the ground (z = 0), the field reduces to the simple form

Ej = 2Ep cos^

By = 2B*cos4

(65)
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Field Components
Effects ofFinite Channel Length

The components of the electromagnetic field derived from Equations 62 and 64 de-

pend on the electric current model to be included in Equation 59 and on the orientation

of the channel. Most authors use a vertical channel and either the Bruce-Golde model

or the transmission line model for the lightning current. 73 , 79 . 92 .
114-116 LeVine and

Meneghini®'' simulated the lightning channel by using arbitrarily oriented piecewise lin-

ear current elements. The currents were taken from the transmission line model. All

calculations assume propagation above a perfectly conducting Earth.

In the following, a vertical channel centered at height H above ground with the

model current from Equation 41 is considered. For each mode of order n (for conven-

ience, the index “n” is dropped) the cylindrical components of the electromagnetic

field over a perfectly conducting Earth with the receiver on the ground are

H+e'
I

E = —5— f
{
sin'^e ~ ~ 3 cos’A f

+
" 277. R’ J \

D V /Vd’
H-L

cos h(z' - H) dz' + residuum (66)

H + fi'

cB.= j* sine (— + cos h(z' - H) dz'
^ 27r6„R’ J \n> DV

° H-L

with G„ (tr) in Table 1 taken at the retarded time

= t - R/c = t' + KJc - R/c (67)

Again it is D = R/R with R = I km a normalizing distance, and R„ = \/~^ -f (H-L)’
is the shortest distance between lightning channel and the receiving point P (see Figure

28a). H is the height of the center of the channel above ground, Q is the total charge

within the region (H, H + f ) at time t = 0. For return strokes, one has H = L = 0

and the channel reaches from the ground to the height f. For intracloud strokes, the

total channel length is 2f
,
and L == f . The time t is the channel time, and the discharg-

ing process is assumed to start at t = 0. The time t' == t - RJc is the receiver time

and the first signal will reach the receiving point P at t' = 0. The length £'
is that

location on the channel where the last signal reaches the point P at time t':

6
' =

V (ct' + R„)’ - p’ - H

8

for

ct' < ct'

=*' =
(68)

with

ct'^ = V(H+fi)’ +p’ - R„

giving the time when radiation from the whole channel reaches the receiver. The resid-
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uum of E. takes into account the finite charge stored within the channel at time t' <

0 It IS

Q
I*
^

2ffe_R* J

- 3 cos*fl)
cos h(z' — H) dz' (69)

The expressions for the field components become somewhat more complicated and the

integration boundaries change for a receiving point at height z > 0

The G„ can be taken before the integrals in Equation 66 for distances R > i, and

the field components then become identical with the fields of a vertical electric dipole

(Equation 21) with dipole moment M from Equation 43 and an effective antenna

length J from Equation 44 for R strokes, or from Equation 52 for intracloud strokes

Numerical Results

The time dependence of the electromagnetic field components for a ground-based

observer (z = 0) calculated from Equation 66 are shown in Figure 29 using the param-

eters of the type 1 first return stroke R, in Table 2 at the three distances 1, 10, and

200 km The dashed lines in Figure 29 give the radiation component (m = 1), induction

component (m = 2), and electrostatic component (m = 3) of the vertical electric field

E, and of the azimuthal magnetic field B, In order to compare these curves with

observed sfenc wave forms, the values AE, from Equation 6 are plotted The left or-

dinate is for the electric field scaled in volts per meter, and the right ordinate is for

the magnetic field scaled in tesla Note that the unit of cB. is volts per meter, and the

left ordinate scales also cB.

The solid lines give the total field which is the sum of the three components For

comparison, the dash-dotted lines are the dipole approximations of the total field ac-

cording to Equation 21 with 6 - 90® Except for the first microseconds, that dipole

field IS an excellent approximation of the radiation field at 200 km distance The real

wave forms peak near 1 psec and have maximum amplitudes reduced by a factor of

about 1 4 as compared with the maximum of the dipole field which peaks at t “ 0

Both the electric and the magnetic components are nearly identical

At a distance of 10 km, all three components are of the same order of magnitude

The first relative maximum of the E field at 3 psec is due to the radiation component

At times larger than the crossover time of that component, the electrostatic component

dominates and increases the total field This is called the “ramp” by Lin et al ” The

radiation component and the induction component of the magnetic field lead to a

maximum at time t < ti which is called the “hump” by Lin el al The dipole approx-

imation is still a reasonable approximation apart from the first few microseconds

At a distance of I km, the situation is similar to that at lO-km distance except that

the influence of the radiation component has been reduced At this distance, however,

the dipole approximation grossly overestimates the magnitudes of the fields although

the wave forms remain similar Note the logarithmic scale for the dipole field at 1-km

distance

The calculation of the wave forms of the subsequent type I strokes (R, in Table 2)

give similar results as for the first R stroke with the difference that the peak of the

radiation component occur at around 0 I psec and the crossover times have shifted to

a few microseconds Furthermore, the higher order modes (n = 2 and 3 in Table 2)

exhibit a rather complicated behavior during the first few microseconds because of the

complex vertical electric current configurations within the channel

Figure 30 shows the calculated electric and magnetic fields vs time of the type 2
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Type 1
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FIGURE 29. Type I first return stroke with the parameters of R, from Table

2. Calculated vertical electric field (left) and azimuthal magnetic field (right) vs.

time at three distances I, 10, and 200 km. Solid lines: total field; dashed lines:

radiation component (m = 1), induction component (m = 2), and electrostatic

component (m = 3). Dash-dotted lines: total field of dipole approximation

(Equation 21). The scaling on the right in pT (I0'‘ Tesla) and nT (lO"’ Tesla),

respectively, equals the scaling on the left in volts per meter if the magnetic field

is multiplied by the .speed of light c. Note that the scaling of the dipole field at

1 km distance is logarithmic. Orientation of the electric field is according to

Equation 6 (positive downward).

first return stroke with the parameters of R, in Table 3, plotted in the same manner as

in Figure 29 at the three distances 1, 10, and 200 km. The dotted lines are observations

of a first return stroke reproduced from the data of Lin et al.''^ in Figure 12.

The agreement between the observations and the model is excellent at 200-km dis-

tance. In fact, the parameters in Table 3 have been selected such that the fit at 200-

km distance is optimal. The theoretical amplitudes are somewhat smaller than the ob-
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Electric Field Ej Magnetic Field B,

FIGURE 30 Type 2 first return stroke with the parameters of R, from Table 3 No-

tation as m Figure 29 The dotted lines are obsersed wave forms of first return strokes

reproduced from Lin et al ” (the solid curves in Figure 12) The open circles at 1 km
distances have been calculated for a dipole situated at a height of 670 m over ground

Orientation of the electric field is positive downward

served data at 10 km, although the agreement between the wave forms is reasonable

In particular, the “ramp” due to the electrostatic component (m = 3) in the E-field

and the “hump” in the B-field are clearly visible The electrostatic component of the

E-field is too small to adequately reproduce the “ramp” The model also does not

simulate the “initial peak” in the data of Figure 12 At I-km distance, the calculated

field strengths are an order of magnitude loo small compared with the observations

although again the wave forms are similar This discrepancy may be not too surprising
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in view of the simplified model here which only simulates the vertical part of a real

oblique channel. The huge channel length of nearly 20 km already indicates that the

channel must possess a significant horizontal extent, and it is well known that the

horizontal part of an antenna near the ground contributes significantly to the electro-

magnetic field only in the immediate vicinity of the antenna. This idea is supported

by the behavior of the dipole approximation (the dash-dotted lines in Figure 30). While

a reasonable approximation at 200 km, it somewhat overestimates the observed field

at 10 km, and it grossly overestimates the field at 1-km distance. On the other hand,

the calculated field of the vertical channel underestimates the measurements. Hence,

a vertical antenna having a dimension between J = 0 (dipole) and f would reproduce

the measurements at 1 km although many details would be lost.

For example, a dipole located at a height of only H = 670 m produces total electric

and magnetic fields at 1-km distance as given by the open eircles in Figure 30, and

thus simulates rather well the observations at those distances. The reduction of the

fields is due to the sin6 - and cos0 - terms in Equation 66. At distances e > 10 km,

that elevation of the dipole is of no relevance for the field components.

The results for the type 2 subsequent return stroke (R, in Table 3) are similar to

those of Figure 30. However, because of the smaller channel length of about 13 km,

the agreement between the measurements in Figure 12 (dotted lines) and theory is

somewhat better at 10-km distance than in the case of R, in Figure 30. The model is

still inadequate at 1-km distance. The same arguments concerning the effect of radia-

tion from oblique channels at short distances hold here as in the case of the R, stroke.

Lin et al.” state that their observed wave forms in Figure 12 are typical for first and

subsequent return strokes. This is consistent with Taylor’s*'” findings that about 80®/o

of all observed wave forms belong to type 2 (according to our nomenclature). On the

other hand, the Bruce-Golde formula (Equation 12), based on direct current measure-

ments at the base of the channel is of type 1. The question thus arises why type 1 sferic

wave forms are apparently so rare. A possible answer may be as follows: the dissipated

energy in type 1 return strokes is much larger than the threshold energy necessary for

illuminating the channel (compare in Table 2 with the threshold energy computed
in the previous section). A significant part of the channel will therefore be visible.

However, the average type 2 return current associated with the observed wave forms

of sferics in Figure 12 dissipates a much smaller amount of energy (see column in

Table 3), so that the lightning stroke may be at or even below the threshold of visibility.

Figure 31 shows the radiation component (m = 1) of a typical intracloud K stroke

situated at a distance of 25 km from the observer and centered at a height of 5 km
above ground. The channel parameters were derived from the wave form in Figure

19b and are given in Table 3 and Figure 7. The solid line in Figure 31 is the dipole

approximation. The dotted line is the exact solution from Equation 66. The signal

from the bottom of the channel reaches the receiver about 1 jusec earlier than the signal

from the dipole at the center of the channel. This explains the time difference at the

beginning of the wave form.

The Energy of the Radiation Component
Considering a dipole approximation over an ideal Earth, the total radiated energy

from the lightning antenna at great distances is'”"

p = He
rad ^ //

0 0

2/2

r’ sine de dt =
24Trc(a + P)

(70)
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Type 2 K

FIGURE 31 Radiation component (m = U of a upc 2 iniracloud stroke

with the parameters of K from Table 3 The distance from the lightning chan

nel IS 25 km the center of the channel is located at 5 km height Solid line

dtpole approximation over a perfectly conducting Earth (Equation 21)

Dashed line dipole approximation over an imperfectly conducting Earth

with conductivity 0, = 3 x I0“ S/m (Equation 76) Dotted line exact calcu-

lation over a perfectly conducting Earth (Equation 66)

The ratio between and the energy of the Poynting vector P,„ of mode n just outside

the channel (Equation 48) is

V

3ctt’(2n - I)’
(71)

With to, the maximum spectral frequency from Table 4, and V = fndV4 the channel

volume The fractions Equation 71 for the strokes considered are included m Tables 2

and 3 (expressed m percent) The most efficient antenna is the type 2 K stroke, which

transmits 16% of its electromagnetic radiation in the radiation component to the far

field The type I subsequent stroke is a poor radiator due to its small channel volume
OnlyO 1% of iis electromagnetic energy is transferred into the radiation component

Pulse Dispersion m the Atmospheric Wave Guide
Ground Wave
The finite electric conductivity of the Earth and ionosphere influence the propaga-

tion characteristics of electromagnetic waves ** If the transmission function of the

wave guide between Earth and ionosphere is W (g, w), then the radiation component
of the electric field of a vertical electric dipole can be obtained from the Fourier trans-

form

^ 2jr J ‘ (72)
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where

E^(p,c.) = ^ G,(a;) s.n’fl W(p,c.) =
]

E,| e''*' (73)

with Gi (co) the Fourier transform of the field over a perfectly conducting Earth as

derived in Equation 25 and also tabulated in Table 4.

The ground wave dominates of distances smaller than about 300 km. The transmis-

sion function of the ground wave for the case of transmitter and receiver on the ground

can be approximated by

W„(p,cj) =
2(C — icj) (D — lo))

(74)

with

X = C = XA D =
2A

A = 0.496 + 0.853 i(p in km ; in Sm'* ; X in ps"'

)

Op is the electric conductivity of the surface of the Earth.

A = w
X’

(75)

is the numerical distance.'"*

.The radiation component of the vertical electric field of the dipole in Equation 21

is modified by the Earth according to Equations 72 and 74 as

I

E rp,t) = — Real
^ 4np

-PK
0e

^ (P~a)

(0-D)(0-C) (D-C)

(a-C)03-C) (a-D)(P-D)

(76)

with t, = t - g/c the retarded time. Figure 32a shows the effect of distance on the

radiation component of the vertical electric field of the dipole situated on the ground

simulating the type 2 first return stroke in Table 3. The conductivity is Op = 10"* Sm"'.

The time of minimum and the crossover point shift to later times, and the minimum
amplitude decreases with increasing distance. In Figure 32b the electric conductivity is

varied at a constant distance (g = 100 km). The minimum shifts to later times and
the minimum amplitude decreases for a decrease in the conductivity. The dashed line

shows for comparison the radiation component of the dipole over a perfectly conduct-

ing Earth. The observed rise times of about 3 /isec”-^' are best fitted by an electric

conductivity of about 3 x 10"" S/m.
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I IGURl '2 r\pc 2 fiiM reium stroke »il>> the ratnmeiers
of R, from Table ' R-iOntion somponcni fm i> of ilipole

jpptosimatiott osii mipctfesiK stmOusiint! larih (liquation
T6) ss ume normali/fj to a disimic of J km fa) Contiarti

eUsiric fcottdtKUviu o, U) S ni three different distances

50 100 and 500 km ibK onsiani distance c 100 ktn three

different tofiJmimijcs 10 • |0 ‘.artdlO’S^m

The dashed line in Figure 31 lakes ilus propagation effect into account for thcdtpole
radiation of the K stroke at a distance of 25 km The propagation effect is cvidentlv

similar to the effect of a finite antenna length, thus decreasing the maMmum amplitude
and shifting the rise lime to later times

The magnitude of the spectral function of the t^pc 2R, stroke. lG,| i\V.|/D is plotted

in Figure 33 vs frequency for p * 200 km and o, = 3 x lO’^ S/m The dotted line is

taken from Figure 8 The influence of the imperfccily conducting Earth becomes im-

portant at frequencies tu > X, or for f ? 200 kHx In that range the spectral function
falls off as f'*

Sky IFatrs

The propagation of VLF ivaves can be described by ray theory at distances q ~ 1000
km Within that range the transmission function of the vertical electric field is (sec the
chapter on Low Frequency Wave Propagation by Harth m Volume

W = w + 2 w.
(77)
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Frequency (kHz)

FIGURE 33. |G| \V/D| vs. frequency for four different distances.

Dashed line at 200 km distance is for W = I (perfectly conducting

Earth).

where W„ is the transmission function of the ground wave (Equation 74), and

(I + Re)^

'

\V„ = 2 Ri" R ^ sin"0„e (78)

is the transmission function of the n-hop sky wave. R, and R, are the reflection factors

of the ionospheric D layer and the surface of the Earth, respectively. Finally,

tan0„ =
2nh„

; = p^ + 4nMi„ (79)

with h„ the virtual height of the n-sky wave, 0„ the angle of incidence and r„ the phase

path of that wave.

Within the VLF range and at distances g <500 km one may approximate R, - I and
R, - A (0.1 < A < 1).'^” The radiation component of sky waves from a vertical dipole

are thus modified according to Equations 72 and 78 as

sky wave
2A"sin^0„^G,(t;) (80)
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with

t, IS the retarded time from Equation 76, and

(81 )

(82)

IS the difference between the arrival times of the n-hop sky wave and the ground wave

The symbol “s” in Figure 13 indicates the arrival time of the first hop sky wave

A clear separation between ground wave and first hop sky wave is possible only if

the time difference At, in Equation 82 is comparable or larger than the pulse length of

the sferic With a pulse length of the order of 100 to 200 psec in the case of R strokes,

the limiting distance where separation is possible is about g 5 125 to 300 km during

daytime (h, =* 70 km) and e ~ 250 to 500 km at night (hi 90 km) For K strokes with

their much shorter pulse lengths of about 20 psec, the limiting distance increases to

more than 1500 km during the day and about 3000 km at night Multihop propagation

may even be possible, especially during the night

The method of locating thunderstorms by determining the delay time At. between

ground wave and first or muUihop waves was used extensively in earlier times" and

IS still used today "

Far Field

Mode theory more appropriately describes VLF propagation than ray theory at dis-

tances greater than about 1000 km. because at these distances normally not more than

two modes are involved in the transport of wave energy The transmission functions

of the modes are*'

(p ^ 500 km)

0 = ihc pole distance between receiver and transmitter {a is the radius of the

Earth) K, is an amplitude factor. A, an attenuation factor, and B„ a propagation

factor All three factors depend in a complicated way on frequency, geographic loca-

tions of receiver and transmitter, and time of day, and season

For die first mode, which dominates within the VLF range, one may approximate

(3 ^ f 5 15 kHz)

with

= 4 5X 10-*VZr (wins-*)
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h — 70 km at day time; h — 90 km during night. For the mode of zero order, which

dominates within the ELF range, the approximation is

Ko =^0.5 ; Aq - ^ — (too ^ f ^ 2000 Hz) (85)
h

with a„ = 2.35 x 10"' (co in sec''), h is the virtual height of the wave guide.

The higher order modes become more and more important within the LF range (f >
30 kHz), and the effective attenuation factor due to superposition of several modes

increases with frequency. That factor can be simulated during daytime conditions by

the function

A =1 exp {F(f)} (3 ^ f s 100 kHz) (86)

with F (f) = a (log f)^ + b log f + c; (f in kHz); a = 0.95; b = -2.53; c = -1.S3.

Since formulae Equations 84 to 86 can be expected to give only rough estimates, the

exact values may differ substantially in individual cases.

Figure 34 shows the magnitude of W as derived from Equations S3 to 86 as a func-

tion of frequency for the three different distances 1000, 3000, and 10,000 km. One
clearly notices a window of low attenuation shifting from 7 kHz at 1000 km to 18 kHz
at 10,000 km in the VLF range, and a second window within the ELF range. Maximum
attenuation occurs near 2 to 3 kHz. The bandpass effect of the atmospheric wave guide

becomes more pronounced with increasing distance.

Figure 33 shows the function |Gi W/D| vs. frequency for the type 2 first return

stroke R, from Table 3 as determined for the ground wave at 200 km and from Figure

34. Due to the spectral function Gt, the bandpass effect at large distances becomes

even more remarkable. It is that bandpass effect which gives rise to the slow tail wave

forms in Figure 18. According to Pierce,®* the most frequent ratio between VLF to

ELF amplitudes is 10:1. On the other hand, the bandwidths of the two windows in

Figure 34 have a ratio of about 100:1, and spectral amplitudes in the ratio of 1:10.

The type 2 R stroke thus has a VLF/ELF ratio of about 100:1, which is an order of

magnitude too large to account for the observed ELF slow tail. Only a type 1 subse-

quent stroke R, (Figure 8), which has a spectral amplitude ratio between VLF and ELF
of 1:1 and thus a VLF/ELF ratio of about 10:1, is able to generate a significant ELF
slow tail.

Phase Velocity and Group Time Delay

The phase of the spectral function in Equation 73 is

The phase velocity Vp, defined from aW3t = cu, is
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FlOURt 3A TTamnnssion fufli-uon^ \SV.| from equation 83

during day lime conditions (h = 70 km) vs frequency for three

dirferent distances (i Mm » 1000 km) Solid lines Tirsi order

mode (n = I) with the parameters from Equation 84 and 86

Dashed lines zeroth order mode with the parameters from Equa

non 8S

Vp becomes larger than the speed of light c if B, < 0 That is the case for the first mode
(Equation S4) wjthin the lower VLF range Since B, > 0 for the mode of zero order

(Equation 85), is less than c wiihin the ELF range The group velocity, defined from

d'V/du = t,. IS

* t. t + caB./dw + iD<t>./aw
* " p

The group time t, is then

and the group time delay difference (GDD) between two spectral bands becomes

GDD = t
j

- 1 1 = - -(p^-^ + aw < E.) (91)

f f { 3*** )

where the last term of the right-hand side is valid if both frequencies are sufficiently

close together The first and the second derivatives of 4>i are listed m Table 4 The

time difference between the two pulses in Figure 18 is the group time delay between F,

100 Hz and F, 20 kHt according to Equation 90
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For the type 1 subsequent R stroke during nighttime conditions (h = 90 km), it follows

from Equations 84, 85 and Table 4 that

Atg = 0.2p + (p in Mm; Atg in msec) (93)

with c, = 0.76 for wave n = 1, Cj = 0.14 for wave n = 2 in Table 2. Equation 93

corresponds nicely to the formula for the so-called separation time between the oscil-

lation head and the ELF minimum such as in Figure 18, which has been experimentally

established by Hepburn and Pierce.^' The group time delay difference (Equation 91)

applied to the lower VLF range has been used by Volland et al.'^‘ and Schafer et al.’’

See also the section which follows.

SOURCE AND WAVE GUIDE PROPERTIES DERIVED FROM SFERICS

Probability Distribution of Sferics from Single Thunderstorm Centers

Spectral Amplitudes (SA)

It has been shown in the previous sections, that two types of lightning currents can

exist which have either an aperiodic wave form (type 1) or are damped oscillations

(type 2). Their individual wave forms depend on the channel characteristics. The pa-

rameters of several typical lightning currents are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3. One
expects to observe a broad spectrum of sferic wave forms. In principle, it is possible

to determine the channel parameters from each sferic arriving at a broad band receiver

if the distance between source and receiver is known (see the section on “Channel

Parameters Derived from Observations”).

In order to perform a systematic statistical investigation, it is more convenient to

observe at a few frequency bands with narrow band receivers. The output voltage U
of an ordinary narrow band receiver gives the spectral amplitude from Equation 73

multiplied by a factor x which depends on the bandwidth, the amplification of the

receiver, and on the antenna properties:

U = X I I
= X g (w) b (p, w) (94)

with g (co) = 9MGi and b {q,u>) = |W(/D; SA = g b is a spectral amplitude. Given a

receiver threshold S, only signals exceeding that threshold will be recorded;

U ^ S (95)

If the spectral functions g at the source have a probability distribution P(g) at fre-

quency CO, the number of sferics exceeding the threshold S from a thunderstorm center

at the distance g within a certain time interval is

N(p,co,S) = N„
J

P(g)dg

s

Xb

(96)

where N„ is the total number of sferics generated within the activity center during the

time interval considered.
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The statistical mean of g is defined by

g=JgP(B)ds
0

The probability function does not contain only one type of lightning, but rather rep-

resents a weighted mean of all lightning types (cloud-to-ground as well as intracloud

strokes) each of these types having a stochastic distribution of electric charges stored

within the channel (or of its electric moment M) Therefore, the statistic mean f cannot

be compared directly with one of the spectral functions m Figure 8, and it may vary

with geographic location and time of day and season depending on the relative abun-

dance of the lightning types within an activity center

The probability function P{g) can be determined from observations by counting the

number of sferics arriving from an activity center which are within a certain voltage

range (U,
,
Uj) It is convenient to scale the voltage amplitude logarithmically

1. ® 20 log H (L in decibel) (98 )

Figure 35 shows two examples of distributions of the number of sfcncs vs L registered

on October 10, 1979 (04 40 to 04 55 GMT) near Bonn, Germany, with the automatic

equipment described in “Instrumentation,” Volume JJ The frequency is 5 kHz. The

two distributions belong to thunderstorms situated 4600 km WNW, and 7300 km W
from Bonn The behavior of these distributions which are typical examples, is not very

regular It can be fitted by a number of Gauss distributions

The dashed lines in Figure 35 are single Gauss curves each with the distribution

NdL * N-W(L)dL= >clL (99)

V )

With N„ the total number per minute, L the mean, and a the standard deviation By

transforming from L to g, one obtains a logarithmic normal distribution in g

W(g) = —-— exp (Ing-ln^*l (100)

With C = 20/ In 10 = 8 69 where the statistical mean of g from Equation 97 is

ODD

One can therefore derive the function W (g), the product gb, and from the dashed

lines m Figure 35 The corresponding numbers are given in Figure 35 The receiver

parameter in Figure 35 is S/x ~ 0 8 pV/m/Hz (L = 0)

If the distance between receiver and activity center is known, the product gb can be

determined purely experimentally If the transmission function b is known in addition,

the mean g can be found Unfortunately, the distributions in Figure 35 depend on
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FIGURE 35. Histograms of spectral ampli-

tudes (SA) of sferics from two thunderstorms lo-

cated at 4600 km, west north west, and at 7300

km, west of Bonn, at October 10, 1979, 4.40 to

4.55 GMT. Dashed lines represent Gauss fils

with the parameters indicated in the figure.

the three stochastically distributed parameters electric charge (or moment M), channel

length X and channel diameter d (see the section “Antenna Characteristics of Lightning

Currents”) which may vary more or less independently from each other. Moreover,

the maximum values of N in Figure 35 are often situated near or even below the

receiver threshold S, thus further aggravating an exact determination of W (L). That

threshold depends mainly on the dead time of the narrow band receiver. Impulses can

only be recorded if they arrive at the receiver after the voltage due to a previous impulse

has sufficiently decayed. In general, not more than about 1000 pulses per minute can

be recorded.’^'’ Whether or not the secondary relative maxima in Figure 35 have any

physical meaning remains to be investigated.

Spectral Amplitude Ratio (SAR) and Group Time Delay Difference (GDD)
The automatic equipment described in the chapter “Instrumentation”, Volume II,

records the ratio of the spectral amplitudes at the two frequencies fi = 5 kHz and L
= 9 kHz of each sferic. This spectral amplitude ratio (SAR) is given in decibels by:

SAR = 20 log = 20 log
g(tOj)b(p,cj,)

G,(cu,)W(p,cu,)

G,(a;,)W(p,u,)
(102)

Since this ratio is independent of the moment M, the number of stochastic parameters

has been reduced to two (X and d). Figure 36 shows as an example the SAR for the

same two activity centers as in Figure 35 during the same time interval. The Gauss fit

(solid lines) is clearly much better than in Figure 35, and the parameters L, a and N„
can be determined more exactly.
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FIGURE 36 Hisiogram$ of spectral amplitude ra

tios (SARI of the »ame two thunderstorms as in Fig-

ure 35 Dashed lines represent Gauss fits with the

parameters indicated in the figure

Figure 37 shows the group time delay difference (ODD) between 6 and 8 kHz of

each sferic, again for the same activity centers as in Figure 35 According to Equation

91, the GDD is proportional to the second derivative of the phase of which is

independent of the electric moment M The distribution also fits well to a Gauss curve

The values of N, derived separately from the SAR and GDD are reasonably close, so

they can be considered as reliable estimates of the toial number of lightning strokes

per minute withm the activity center

Locating Thunderstorms

Muinp/eSfarion Techniques

A basic instrument for sfencs measurements is the direction finder originally de-

scribed by Watson-Watt and Herd,'** by which the magnetic component of sfencs is

resolved using mutually perpendicular loop antennas The simultaneous measurements

of the bearing angle of a sferic from two or more stations allows a determination of

Its location by triangulalion Several sferic networks of this type are or have been

operating, e g , the European sferic net of the British Meteorological Office. sferic

nets of the U S Air Force, '* ** and a Japanese net ** **

Bearing errors of the order of several degrees are possible depending on frequency,

distance, time of day and season, propagation path, and channel geometry These

errors are largest in the VLF range, at distances smaller than 1000 km, during night,

over a mixed propagation path (land-ocean or day-nighl), and for oblique

channels Interference of two or more sfencs leads to additional bearing

errors *' ** Most of these errors are systematic errors and can be accounted for if suf-

ficient observations at one station are available for various values of azimuth, time of

day and season, and distance Apart from these bearing errors, the accuracy of this

method depends on the location of the source with respect to the baselines of the sferic

net Generally, only sfencs at distances smaller than or comparable to the length of

the baseline can be located

Bearing errors due to near distant (< 1000 km) oblique lightning channels can be
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FIGURE 37. Histograms of group time delay differ-

ences (GDD) of the same two thunderstorms as in Fig-

ure 35. Dashed lines represent Gauss fits with the pa-

rameters indicated in the figure.

minimized if only the initial few microseconds of a wide band return stroke wave form

are utilized. The measurement of the difference in pulse arrival time at two or

more stations is another possibility to eliminate bearing errors.'®

Single Station Techniques

Using a net of several stations and allowing for the correction of bearing errors, the

direction finding method just described can generally yield a reliable location of sferic

sources. One serious disadvantage is the complex logistics required for synchronous

observation at widely spaced stations. Moreover, the range is limited to distances com-

parable with the length of the baselines of the network.

Single station techniques can overcome these disadvantages. These techniques,

which use the same direction finding methods, are all based on the wave guide char-

acteristics of the atmospheric wave guide outlined in the section, “Pulse Dispersion in

the Atmospheric Wave Guide.”

At distances smaller than about 500 km, the separation between ground wave and

first-hop sky wave described in “Sky Waves” (page 226) allows a determination of

the distance between receiver and sferic source. Corrections are necessary due to the

curved surface of the Earth'® and the dispersion of the pulse of the ground wave (Equa-

tion 75) and of the sky wave.” Taylor'®® has used the separation between ground wave
and first hop wave to determine the lightning stroke height. Application of this method
to distances greater than 500 km should be undertaken with caution, because interfer-

ence between several sky waves having group travel time differences smaller than the

pulse length of the sferic prevents a unique separation of the various waves. Mode
theory appropriately describes VLF- and ELF-propagation within the atmospheric
wave guide beyond 1000 km. If only one mode is involved in the transport of wave
energy, the Fourier component of the vertical electric field from Equation 73, and
Equation 83 is (indices have again been deleted):

Ej, = g(cj) b(p,<j) (103)
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From measurements like those tn Figures 35 to 37, the relationships with

g(to) b G>>w) a g—A/* Equation 94)
JTf

and \p from Equation 87

(104)

SAR = 20 tog -
x/fT K(f,)

sAT K(f.)

{A(f,) - A(f,)) -

(1051

(fiQ 1000 km)
(106)

can be derived Sar and ODD are linear functions of distance One can thus determine

0 directly from Figures 36 and 37, if the parameters a, b, c, and d in Equations 105

and 106 are known The wave guide properties can be considered as constant for an

observation interval of 20 mm The scattering of the data in Figures 35 to 37 is there*

fore due to the scattering of the source properties and to interference between sferics

from closely subsequent strokes Tlie statistica l approach a pplied in Figures 35 to 37

yieids ime averaged mean source properlies g, & and d ivinch cer-

tainly have a much smaller scatter for different thunderstorms than for individual

strokes within one thunderstorm

The dependence of the factors b and d on time of day and on the propagation direc-

tion with respect to the geomagnetic field have been calculated by Harth” (see also

chapter on Theory of Losv Frequency Wave Propagation m Volume II) Typical values

for north-to-soulh propagation in the northern hemisphere are

6*8(3) db/Mm al day (night) (f, = 9 kHz, f* “ 5 kllz

d * 40 (25) ^sec/Mm 3( da> (night) = 7 kHz, df * 2 kHz)

These factors can vary by ± 50% for east-(o-west or west-to-east propagation The

factors derived from Figures 36 and 37 valid for west-io-easi propagation at night are

a = -5d6. b = 1 5db/Mni, c = 9 us, d * 33|iS/Mm (107)

The mean values of the source terms are contained in a and c The factor

20 log {VvT (>*(f.)/K(f,))} = -3(ib
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Table 5

SOURCE TERMS OF SAR AND GDD

Type Stroke SAR (9/5) (db) GDD (7/2) (ps)

20 Iog{G(f.)/G(f,)} - — a^o/aP
2ir

1

Rf 0.74 4.2

Rs 0.002 0.3

Rf -6.0 19.4

2 Rs -1.2 13.2

K 5.3 -0.2

Note. Source terms of SAR and GDD of the type 1 and type 2

strokes considered in Tables 2 and 3. The frequencies in-

volved are: f, = 9 kHz, f, = 5 kHz (SAR): fm = 7 kHz,

Af=2kHz(GDD).

must be added to the source terms in a. Table 5 gives average source terms for the

four typical strokes considered in Tables 2 and 3. Since the intracloud strokes are

probably of minor importance at great distances and at frequencies smaller than 10

kHz, the main contribution to SAR and GDD comes from the type 2 R strokes.

Locating thunderstorm centers with the SAR and GDD method has been performed

by Volland et al.,'^‘ Frisius et al.,^° Harth,^® Harth and Pelz,” Frisius and Heydt,''’

Heydt,^^ and Harth.

A

new network of automatically operating atmospherics analyz-

ers was installed in early 1980.”

The interference of several modes gives rise to some ambiguity in the interpretation

of the data at distances between about 500 and 2000 km. Fortunately, the simultaneous

use of GDD and SAR can be used to help resolve that ambiguity (see “Frequency of

Low Wave Propagation”, Volume II). At distances smaller than about 300 km, how-

ever, the GDD and SAR approach is no longer possible.

The measurement of the difference in the arrival times of VLF/ELF pulses, as dis-

cussed in the section “Phase Velocity and Group Time Delay,

“

” is another

GDD approach. It also leads to a linear relationship between distance and GDD Equa-

tion 93. Hepburn and Pierce^' established experimentally empirical laws such as Equa-

tion 93. Their value 6 is approximately equal to GDD in Equation 93:

( 0.15 + 0.56 p (day)

6 = t + t/4 =
j

( 0.36 + 0.21 p (night) (108)

(6 in ms; p in Mm)

Here, t is the time separation between oscillation head and the slow tail, and t/4 is

the first quarter cycle of the slow tail.

Contrary to the GDD method in the lower VLF band, which allows a statistical

approach, the GDD measurement at VLF/ELF can only be applied to single sferics
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having significant amplitudes of their slow tails Thus, the source term c in Equation

108 IS expected to scatter widely for each individual sferic as is obvious from Figure

37

All single station techniques have the disadvantage that it is impossible to separate

the source terms from the propagation terms directly from the measurements They
also suffer from the same bearing errors as do the multistation techniques However,

given some independent check of the location of the sources, it should be possible to

arrive at empirical formulae for each station depending on azimuth, time of day, and

season, which allosvs a localization of thunderstorm sources with an accuracy of at

least 5%

Determination of Propagation Characteristics

Attenuation Rate

Sferics provide a means for studying the VLF and ELF characteristics of the atmo-

spheric wave guide Since virtually no commercial transmitters operate at frequencies

under 10 kHz, lightning strokes are the only available transmitters in that frequency

range

The determination of SA, SAR, and GDD as explained in the last section is one way
to derive the factors A and B of the transmission function {Equation 83) at one fre-

quency Another method is to determine the attenuation factor A as a function of

frequency from individual sferic wave forms as follows if the wave form of the same

sfenc IS observed at two known distances e» and Cj, a Fourier transformation can yield

the spectral functions E. (ei, f) and E (ci. f) Provided only one mode is involved, the

attenuation rate o (in db/Mm) at frequency f is obtained from Equation 83 to be

a(n kA
(fii-fii)

(109)

With

K = ^ ^
» 8686 (p m Mm)

In 10

This method has been utilized by many people Figure 38 shows some earlier determi-

nations of a within the ELF and VLF range as summarized by Chapman et al The

minimum attenuation near 15 to 20 kHz and the region of maximum attenuation near

2 kHz are clearly visible Other data compilations have been made by Croom,'* Rao,®^

and Wait'^’ (see also References 3, 9, and 53) ELF attenuation rates derived from

slow tail sferics are given by Jean el al Sao et al ,** Taylor and Sao,'” and Hughes

and Gallenberger Figure 39A shows Taylor and Sao’s‘®® results in the range 20 to

400 Hz during nighttime conditions for east-to-wesl and for west-to-east propagation

Russian work on attenuation rates in the frequency range from 60 to 30 kHz has been

summarized by Alpert et al
'

Phase Velocity

The propagation factor B of the transmission function W in Equation 83 is a meas-

ure of the phase velocity at frequency f (Equation 88) Given the phases 4^ (e„ 0 of

the same spectral functions E, (e„ f) as in Equation 109 at two distances ei and Qz, B
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FIGURE 38 Variation of attenuation rate a with frequency during day and during night S

from Schumann resonances; C and M from Chapman and Macario,'^ C from two station obser-

vations; T from Taylor, W. and Lange, J.‘“ (From Chapman, F \V., el al Radio Sci., 1,

1273, 1966. With permission. Copyrighted by American Geophysical Union )

can be eliminated, and the phase velocity can be derived from

=
- Pa)

(110)

Figure 40 shows the ratio v^/c vs. frequency for both day and night conditions as

derived from sferics observations'^ (see also References 9 and 122). One notices the

region of v^/c > 1 in the VLF range and the decrease of v^c to values less than unity

in the ELF range. Figure 39B shows the behavior of Vp/c in the ELF range for west-

to-east and for east-to-west propagation at night."” Hughes and Gallenberger"'^ evalu-

ated slow tail sferics propagating over a mixed day-night path to determine the phase

velocity.

Integrated Atmospherics Activity

Omnidirectional Observations

The most frequently used methods to record atmospheric noise are to either count

sferic pulses arriving from all directions that exceed a given threshold of a narrow

band or a broad band receiver, or to integrate the output voltage of all the pulses. It

is not a trivial matter to compare results from different types of receivers (e.g., Refer-

ences 32 and 37), and the interpretation of the data is often rather ambiguous. If sferics

are counted by a narrow band receiver, the number of sferics arriving from all direc-

tions depends on the frequency f and the threshold S is (see Equation 96):

an 2 it oo

N(f,S) = a// n 0,0) sin — dp d0
/

P(g(f)}dg (111)

0 0 S

X b (p,0,f)
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FIGURE 39 Average alicnuaiion rates o and

phase velocities m the ELF range derived from

slow tail atmospherics Solid curves W-E prop-

agation, Dashed turves E-W propagar/on Ver

iital lines error bars (From Ta>lor. W L and

Sao K . RadioSti.5. 1453 1970 Withpermis

Sion Copvriihied b> American Geophvsical

Union

)

where n (e. 4) is the number density of sfencs per area and time, and a is the radius

of the Earth

Obviously, It is impossible to quantitatively separate propagation effects from

source effects Nevertheless, the data obtained by these methods are useful for telecom-

munication system performance More details on this subject are given in the chapter

on Atmospheric Noise by Spaulding in this volume

Figure 41 shows as an example the daily variation of the impulse rate observed at

27 kHz in Kuhlungsborn, East Germany and in Spitzbergen during summer 1958 (left

panels) and during summer 1962 (right panels) ** The nighttime attenuation rate of the

atmospheric wave guide is small at middle and low latitudes Although near field

sources are absent m Kuhlungsborn, sfencs from large distances (mainly from Middle

and South America) arrive at the receiver and give rise to the high level The attenua-

tion reaches a maximum at sunrise Since local sources are still weak at this time, the

counting rate reaches its absolute minimum (points d in Figure 41) Local sources in

Kuhlungsborn predominate during the day, while the distant sources are suppressed

due to the large daytime attenuation of the wave guide The counting rate attains its

maximum during the afternoon at points e The attenuation maximum at sunset is

responsible for the relative minimum at points f Finally, the increase to nighttime

condition lakes place with a maximum at points g in the Kuhlungsborn records. That

maximum occurs before midnight since local sources still contribute at this time in

addition to the far field sources
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A

B

FIGURE 40. (A) Dayiimc variation of phase velocity with fre-

quency. Result.s derived from S, Schumann resonances; T, single-sta-

tion observations, and C. two-station observations. (B) Nighttime

variation. (From Chapman, F. W. et al.. Radio Sci., I, 1273, 1966.

With permission. Copyrighted by American Geophysical Union.)

The arctic stations in Spitzbergen register mainly sferics from far field sources be-

cause the local thunderstorm activity is virtually absent. Therefore, the counting rate

in Figures 41 B and 41 D represents mainly the daily variation of the attenuation rate

of the atmospheric wave guide. The time differences of the maxima and minima at

points e, d and f at Kuhlungsborn and Spitzbergen are particularly good indicators of

the influence of the local sources at the midlatitude station. Since the sun does not set

at Spitzbergen during summer, the propagation from the main sources south of Spitz-

bergen during night is over a mixed day-night path with an extremely high attenuation

rate. The counting rates at night thus do not reach the daytime values in Figures 41

B
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FIGURE 41 Daslv variation of aimospheriL noise at 27 kHz (A) Impulse rate in kuhl

ungsborn, summer 19S8 (B) Impulse rate in Murchison Bay (Spiizberg). summer 1958

(different sensitivities of equipments). (C) mean field strength in kuhlungsborn July/Au

gust 1962. (P) mean field strength in Nyalesund (Spiizberg), July/August 1962 (From

Glode.P et al Gerland s Bciir Ceophys .71. 137 1964 With permission )

and 4ID During northern winter, however, the counting rates at the stations have

their maximum at night

The sunspot cycle also influences the attenuation rale For example, the attenuation

decreases with increasing sunspot number during daylight hours The daytime maxi-

mum at point e in Figure 41A (sunspot maximum) is thus larger than the nighttime

maximum at point g contrary to the behavior in Figure 41C during the declining phase

of the sunspot cycle The missing minima at points d and f m Figure 4IB during the

sunspot maximum are probably also related to the sunspot cycle effect

More recent observations of VLF integrated atmospheric noise have been reported

by Clarke et al Ibukun,**** Schoute-Vanneck and Wright,'®* Schaning and

Cumme,‘°° and Huang A nearly complete bibliography about sferics observations

before 1970 can be found in Israel’s*’ work

Narrow Sector Observations

The combination of integrated atmospheric noise measurements with direction find-

ing methods al a preset receiver threshold eliminates one degree of ambiguity m Equa-

tion 1 1 1 and gives a number AN (f, S, <^) of sferics arriving from within a narrow sector

A4 at azimuth <}> In fact, it largely resolves the ambiguity concerning the distribution

of n (e, 4') along the direction 4, because experience shows that thunderstorm centers

are normally concentrated within relatively small areas not much larger than 100 x 100

km in extent The signals arriving from one narrow sector therefore belong mainly to

the nearest thunderstorm center along that direction Of course, the distance to that

center cannot be determined from those observations

Lugeon’* has developed a narrow sector recorder which allows continuous record-

ings in simple fashion (see also Reference 76) Modern computer techniques are able

to document the morphology of the diurnal and annual variations by isocontours

Figure 42 shows a contour plot of sferic rates at 5 kHz arriving from a receiving sector

of 12° width during a time interval of 2 min The values shown are monthly means

obtained during 1971 and 1972 in San Miguel, near Buenos Aires, Argentina Sources

from the South American continent located mainly north and northeast of San Miguel

are the primary sources in Figure 42 Oceanic regions comprise onlv a minor contri-

bution to the observed sfenc rate Two maxima, marked 1 and 2 in Figure 42, occurred
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MEAN IMPULSRATE
1971 SAH MIGUEL 1AB6) 1972

FIGURE 42. Monthly mean atmospherics rate at 5 kHz as a function of direction of incidence during

1971 to 1973 in San Miguel, Argentina. The intensity along each contour is constant. (From Harth, W. et

al., J. Geopbys. Res., 83, 6231, 1978. With permission. Copyrighted by American Geophysical Union.)

in southern summer 1971/72. The later maximum marked 3 is followed by a weaker

spur labeled 4. Most of these sources are within 2000 km of San Miguel. Remarkable

is the repetition of the summer structures from one y'ear to the next.

The daily mean during September to December 1971 observed in San Miguel is plot-

ted in Figure 43. It clearly shows quasi-periodic changes in the strength of the main

source north of San Miguel with typical repeat periods of 2 to 6 days. These are evi-

dently related to tropospheric planetary waves.

Sudden Enhancement (SEA) and Sudden Decrease (SDA) ofAtmospherics
The role of the upper boundary for VLF/ELF propagation in the atmospheric wave

guide, the ionospheric D layer during the day, and the E layer at night, has been

stressed repeatedly in the previous sections. In particular, the increase of the virtual

height and the improvement of the reflection characteristics of the upper boundary at

night have been discussed (see also the chapter, “Theory of Low Frequency Wave
Propagation”, Volume II). The ionospheric electron density profile can be determined

from observed spectral attenuation rates from sferics.'®-^®

Solar flares can increase the electron density of the daytime ionospheric D layer by
orders of magnitude within a time interval of 5 to 10 min. The whole event lasts for

about 1 hr before normal conditions are restored (e.g., Whitten and Poppoff'^’). The
virtual reflection height h can decrease during such an event by as much as 10 km
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lOOHi ' '•f**

Frequency

FIGURE 44. Frequency spectrum of SEA and SDA ratio. (From Sao, K., Ya-

mashita, M., Tanahashi, S., Jindoh, FI., and Ohta, K., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.,

32, 1567, 1970. With permission.)

depending on the strength of the solar flare, and the attenuation rate increases corre-

spondingly as function of frequency. The integrated sferics rate reacts to such events

as shown in Figure 44. The sferics rate increases at frequencies larger than about 15

kHz with the strongest effect near 30 kHz (sudden enhancement of atmospherics or

SEA). It decreases between about 15 and I kHz (sudden decrease of atmospherics or

SDA) with the strongest effect near 5 kHz, and increases again in the lower ELF range.

The SEA in the VLF range was first recorded by Bureau,® and the SDA in the lower

VLF range was detected by Gardner. The SEA in the ELF range was detected by Sao
et al.’® Local thunderstorm centers (g < 2000 km) contribute mainly to the sferics noise

during daytime at middle and lower latitudes. The ratio between the spectral amplitude
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of the dominant mode during disturbed (D) and normal (N) conditions (Equation 83)

IS

1^1
[EnI I'd

With h» < h^t and An > A«
in the range of minimum attcmiaiion in the upper VLf band and in the lower ELF

band (see Figures 38 and 39), the influence of the height factor h^/lio in Equation 1 12

on the amplitude ratio outweighs that of the aiienuation rate for medium distant sfenc

sources (q < 2000 km) The amplitude ratio (Equation 1 12) thus increases, causing an

SEA The situation is reversed in the range of maximum attenuation within the lower

VLF band, and an SDA is expected This qualitatively explains the result of Figure

44 More details on the observation and theory of SEAs and SDAs can be found in

Obayashi,*’ Pierce,*’ Kamada,'* Volland."* Sao cl al .** *’ Triska and Lasiovicka,"*

and Harth “

Nuclear events can create disturbances in the liciglii distribution of the ionospheric

ionization, the most significant processes occurring at altitudes between 60 and 100

km The effects on VLF propagation arc therefore very similar to those during solar

flare events (c g , Pierce**) Observations of SEAs and SDAs during nuclear explosions

have been reported by Kimpara*” and Kamada **

Nuclear explosions produce also electromagnetic pulses (EMP) ’* Sensors to detect

EMP inside and away from nuclear source regions arc described by Baum et al
*
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter primarily deals with radio noise of atmospheric origin, but cosmic noise

from sources external to the atmosphere is discussed in the last section The frequencies

of interest here range from 100 kHz to 100 GHz corresponding to wavelengths from 3

km to 3 mm Commonly used designations of bands within this range are shown in

Table 1 There are two principal sources of atmospheric noise in this frequency range

(I) the acceleration of electric charges associated with the sudden breakdown of the

dielectric properties of air under locally intense electric fields, and (2) thermally emit-

ting molecular constituents of the air Thermal noise is especially important at high

micro-wave frequencies near the molecular resonances of water and oxygen In cosmic

noise sources, the acceleration of charges moving with velocities close to that of light

IS one of the more important emission mechanisms

The strength of the radio noise at a given time and place depends on the properties

of the sources and on wave propagation factors which control how much of the ra-

diated power reaches the receiving antenna The properties of the noise incident on

the antenna, the characteristics of the antenna, and those of the receiver, together

determine the voltage fluctuations at the receiver output terminals These noise fluc-

tuations are a nuisance in practical radio circuits, but on the other hand they provide

important diagnostic information on the noise sources themselves

The following section summarizes the basic features of the generation and propaga-

tion of the radio waves, and the section, “Specifications of Atmospheric Noise," dis-

cusses quantitative measures of the radiation Subsequent sections discuss source

strengths and the estimation of noise fields under different conditions

RADIO WAVE GENERATION AND PROPAGATION

Radiation from Accelerated Charges

The subjects of wave generation and propagation have a very extensive literature,

here it is possible to give only a brief summary of those aspects which are of particular

interest in determining the levels of radio noise For classical electromagnetic theory

see Stratton,” for ionospheric propagation, see. for example, Rishbcth,‘* and Davies”

and Rawer, *“ for propagation at higher frequencies, see, for example, Reed*' and

Steinberg

Electrical discharges in air vary tremendously in scale from a few milliamperes flow-

ing over a distance of a few millimeters for a few nanoseconds, to full-fledged lightning

strokes with thousands of amperes flowing in channels several kilometers in length for

50 f^sec or longer If the motions of the electric charges involved in a lightning discharge

could be specified as functions of time, the electric field E and the magnetic field H
produced at a distant point in free space could be calculated from classical electromag-

netic theory

An individual charge q moving with vector velocity v and vector acceleration v at

time t produces radiation fields, at distance R and later time t + R/c, given by the

relativistically correct expressions in MKS units

n = (voitm-') (i)

(2)
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Table 1

FREQUENCY BANDS AND COMMONLY USED
DESIGNATIONS

Band Designations

Frequency Wavelength Frequency Wavelength

30.0—300 kHz 10— 1 km LF Kilometric

0.3—3 MHz 1000— 100 m MF Hectometric

3.0—30 MHz 100—10 m HF Decametric

30.0—300 MHz 10— 1 m VHF Metric

0.3—3 GHz 1—0.1 m UHF Decimetric

3.0—30 GHz 10— 1 cm SHF Centimetric

30.0—300 GHz 10— 1 mm EHF Millimetric

where

R,, is the unit vector from the charge to the observer, c is the velocity of radio waves

in free space (3 x 10® m s"’), = 4 n x lO*' hy m"', and Z„ = 120 n ohmsZ^ It follows

that

E = Z„ (H X R„) (4)

Even though the tip of a lightning discharge may advance with a velocity in the order

of c/3, it is usually assumed that the individual electrons and ions have velocities much

less than c, and that low-velocity approximations are valid:

E ~ 10-'' -i R„ X (R„ X V)
R

(5)

H ^ 10-’ ^vXR„
Z-a K

(6)

A short segment jf of a thin channel carrying a macroscopic current I(t) has a current

moment m = I(t) i. The current might consist of a large number M of small charges

q moving with low velocity v(t) such that

M q v(t) = m ampere meters (7)

The radiation field of the segment would then be the sum of the fields of the individual

charges so that by Equation 5,

E 10-'' i R, X (Ro X rfi)

R
(8 )
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where now K and R are unit vector and distance respectively from the segment to the

observer, and where m is the time-derivative of m The field of a long current channel

IS the vector sum of fields of the segments with proper allowance being made for dif-

ferent R/c propagation time delays

By Fourier transform theory (see the subsection “Spectrum of a Single Impulse”)

m can be regarded as consisting of the sum of sinusoidally time-varying components

Such a sinusoidal element, or dipole, may be represented by m = m, sin cut (amp m)

where tu = 2n f, f is the oscillation frequency, and m, is a constant vector

Then

E. ,0-^5^ cud -R/c) (9)

and Its magnitude,

t = 10“ m„ S|Hu.co$w(t-R/c) (10)

where © is the angle between the directions of m. and R.

There are also nonradiation fields, varying as R'* and R"^. which are not included

in Equations 1 and 2, but these are usually relatively unimportant at large distances

For the oscillating dipole, the radiation field exceeds the R’* field when R > A/2n where

A. = c/f IS the wavelength At f = 100 kHz for example this distance is less than 500

m
The power radiated in all directions by the sinusoidal dipole, averaged over one

cycle, IS

W = 1 rrMO-” F m,’ (watts) (11)

The peak instantaneous power is twice this value For m, = 1 amp m and f = 10® Hz,

W = 4 39 X 10 ® W. and the peak electric field at 0 = 90° and R = 10^ m is 2n 10 ‘

vm'* If S IS (he time-average intensity of the wave in watts m‘*, at distance R in the 0

= 90° direction,

w - S .^ (WMK) (12)

where E„ is the peak field at the same point

Dipole above the Earth

In the simplest model, the Earth is regarded as a flat perfect conductor so that a

transmuting dipole at altitude h has a perfect image at depth h below the surface The

electric field of a vertical dipole and its image is given by

E = 2 X 10“ ^®'smxcos u)cos<j(t - R/c) (13)
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In the plane broadside to a horizontal dipole and its image the field is

E = 2 X 10”’ — 'sin cosx^ cjcoscj(t — R/c) (14)

where A is the wavelength, and x is the zenith angle. In these equations R is measured

from the midpoint between the dipole and its image, and R h. If the Earth is not

perfectly conducting, an approximate result can be obtained by allowing for the finite

conductivity a (mho m”'), and the relative dielectric constant £, by reducing the field

of the image, and adjusting its phase in accordance with the plane wave reflection

coefficient of the surface. This method is not valid for directions near 90°—see, for

example, Reed.“ For a homogeneous Earth, the reflection coefficient may be calcu-

lated from the Fresnel formulas:”

Magnetic vectors parallel to surface: Transverse Magnetic (TM) polarization

^TM
e' COS0 — u

e' COS0 + u
(15)

Electric vectors parallel to surface: Transverse Electric (TE) polarization

rTE
cos© — u

cos© + u
(16)

where

u = y/ e' - sin’© (17)

. 1.798 X 10‘°ct
= e + 1 (18)

and 0 is the angle of incidence. Here it is assumed that the Earth surface is homoge-

neous, isotropic, and nonmagnetic. Some typical values of a and e for frequencies up

through UHF are given in Table 2, but these constants are somewhat frequency-de-

pendent especially at microwave and millimeter wavelengths.“ Table 3 gives values of

the reflectivities of flat seawater at 400 MHz, and illustrates the monotone behavior

of rrsCO), and the quasi Brewster angle minimum of rrM(6), which in this case is near

86 °.

A mathematically correct approach to computing the fields of dipoles over a smooth
Earth is based on the concepts of inhomogeneous waves and complex directions of

propagation.” Data for the total field, or “Ground Wave”, have been published in

the form of amplitude-distance curves, e.g.. Bell Telephone Lab,^ Wait,®’ Reed,®' and

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.’® The four examples of ground-

wave vertical electric field strengths shown in Figure 1 were calculated with a computer
program for a smooth round Earth of a = 2 x lO”’ mho m"‘, and a vertical I-A meter-

transmitting dipole at 2-km altitude.” These curves show that the lower frequency

waves are better able to diffract into the region below the horizon.

Radio waves penetrate down into the Earth to a degree depending on the conductiv-

ity and frequency. For a homogeneous Earth of nonmagnetic material the electric field
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Table 2

TYPICALSURFACE
CONDUCTIVITIES AND

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS

Type of surface o(mho/in) e

Seaskalcr 4 RO

freshwater 10* BO

Ice 2x10* 5

Coot) soil 10’ 20

Poor soil 10 • 10

at depth d is less than the surface value by a factor of approximately where the

skin-depth D = 503 (o f) V’ meters For example, in seawater of conductivity 4 mho
m the skin depth is about 0 8 m at a frequency of 10* Hz Since low frequencies

penetrate more deeply than high frequencies, the waveform of a sferic observed at a

depth may differ from that at the surface

When the radiation wavelength is comparable with the scale of surface roughness,

wave scattering and absorption become important In estimating line-of-sight micro-

wave propagation over heavily vegetated terrain, the ground-reflected waves can often

be Ignored Thus m Figure 1, the fields for I GHz and 10 GHz are shown as simply

inversely proportional to distance out to the radio horizon

Atmospheric Effects

In a normal atmosphere, the refractive index decreases slightly with increasing height

above the ground, and this gradient helps radio waves bend around the curved earth

Typically the radio horizon d istance is about I5*7o larger than the geometric distance

which IS approximatelyV 2ha, where the altitude h is much less than the Earth radius

a Thus for h = 2 km and a = 6400 km the geometric horizon is at 160 km, while the

radio horizon is at about 184 km as indicated in Figure 1 Under super-refractive con-

ditions, microwaves launched at certain altitudes may propagate far beyond the normal

horizon, but with correspondingly weak fields at other altitudes Scattering by small

scale irregularities in the refractive index, and by lerrestnal objects can also inject wave

energy into the shadow zone beyond the geometric horizon

At centimeter and millimeter wavelengths, atmospheric absorption is an important

factor on Iine-of-sight paths even in the absence of precipitation or clouds This clear-

air absorption is due to (collision-broadened) molecular resonance lines, primarily

those of water vapor and oxygen Between these lines there are absorption mimima or

windows Table 4 shows typical maxima and minima attenuation rates in dB/km for

propagation near the surface of the Earth '* The rates decrease with altitude because

of the decreased densities of water vapor and oxygen The 100 GHz curve m Figure 1

IS based on a numerical integration assuming 0 74 dB/km at the surface of the Earth.

The total attenuations from selected altitudes (h) to the top of the atmosphere in

the zenith direction'* are given in Table 5 for selected frequencies At the 60-GHz

oxygen line the total atmosphere is practically opaque (200-dB attenuation) For a

given h, directions tangential to the Earth encounter more air than those that are more

nearly vertical, and the total attenuations are greater (see Table 6)

The presence of ram, snow, and fog particles in the propagation path produces ad-

ditional attenuation which is highly variable but generally increases with frequency

Table 7 shows some attenuation rates vs frequency for several categories of ram and

fog Evidently centimetnc radiation produced in a thunderstorm could be somewhat

attenuated tn propagating through the associated precipitation
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Tables

REETLECTIVITY OF
SEAWATER AT 400

MHZ

Polarization

e TE TM

0 0.887 0.887

10 0.889 0.886

20 0.894 0.881

30 0.902 0.87]

40 0.913 0.856

50 0.926 0.830

60 0.942 0.788

70 0.960 0.706

80 0.979 0.509

(S6) 0.992 0.294

90 1.000 1.000

Ionospheric Propagation

At frequencies below about 30 MHz, free electrons in the ionsphere may strongly

reflect radio waves. The electrons, set in motion by the electric field of the incident

wave, generate the reflected wave. The ionosphere may be regarded as an anisotropic

propagation medium with a complex refractive index given by the Appleton formula

(see, for example, Davies”), which takes into account the coherent interactions of the

electrons with the geomagnetic field, and collisions with neutral particles.

In the daytime, at an altitude of 55 km, the electron density is tyi^ically in the order

of I/cm^ but it can be much greater under disturbed ionospheric conditions. The day-

time electron density reaches a maximum of about 3 x 10^ cm'^ between 250 and 400

km, and thereafter decreases slowly out to about 1200 km where a more sudden drop-

off marks the plasmapause (see Carpenter’). The electron densities are usually greatest

near the subsolar point, and are less at night, and at higher latitudes. Within narrow

(600-km) “troughs” running east-west, the density may be less by a factor of 10.

Electromagnetic waves cannot propagate in a field-free, collision-free region with

an electron density N cm'^ unless the wave frequency is greater than the plasma fre-

quency.

fp = 8.98 X 10" (Hz) (19)

The maximum value of f^ above a given place on the Earth, at a given time, is called

the critical frequency, T. For example, if N = 3 x 10" cm‘", T = 4.9 MHz. In a simple

propagation model which neglects the geomagnetic field, a wave is either reflected or

transmitted by the ionosphere depending on whether its frequency is less than, or

greater than, Tsec 6, where 6 is the angle of incidence on the ionosphere. This gives

rise to ray patterns of the type qualitatively illustrated in Figure 2, for a transmitter

(or lightning stroke) near the ground. The more steeply incident rays B, C, D, C', B',

for which f > Tsec 0, penetrate the ionosphere, while the more grazing rays. A, A' are

reflected. The area inside the “skip-zone” ATA' is inaccessible to ionospherically re-

flected rays from that transmitter. Thus radio noise from a thunderstorm near the skip

distance might actually increase with increasing distance. The ionospherically reflected
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FIGURE 1 Typical field strength vs distance curves for a vertical I amp-meter dipole 2 km above a

smooth round earth

Table 4
SPECIFICATMOSPHERIC

attenuation at sea level

Frequency (QHi) Line/Window dB/km

22 H,0 0 28

31 W 0 12

60 O, 13 0

75 \\ 0 56

ns O, 2 40

126 W 1 32

184 H.O 42 0
212 \V 3 6

322 H,0 51 0

339 W 12 2

waves reflect at the surface of the Earth, and again at the ionosphere, and so on

Under low loss conditions, HF waves can propagate with significant fieid-strength to

many thousands of kilometers around the Earth Earth-curvature prevents 0 from ap-

proaching 90°, and consequently the practical upper limit for conventional HF ionos-

pheric communication may not exceed 30 or 40 MHz Each time an HF wave reflects

from high in the ionosphere, it must pass twice through the lower ionosphere, or D-

region, where partial absorption occurs due to electron collisions with neutral atoms

In the MF broadcast band, the daytime D-region absorption is severe, the ionospheric

reflections are weak, and radio noise comes mainly from storms within groundwave

range of the receiving antenna The absorption loss can also be large in the HF band
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Table 5

TOTAL ONE-WAY ATTENUATION (DB) FROM HEIGHT Ii TO THE TOP OF THE
ATMOSPHERE IN THE ZENITH DIRECTION

Height (km)

Frequency (GHz) Line/window 2 4 8 12 16

1
— 3.2E-2 1 6E-2 8.1E-3 3.4E-3 l.lE-3

10 — 5.0E-2 1.9E-2 8.3E-3 3 5E-3 1 2E - 3

22 H,0 4.6E- 1 1 OE- 1 3.1E-2 1 5E - 2 5.3E-3
25—30 W 2 IE- 1 4.3E-2 1 5E-2 5 lE-3 1.7E-3

60 O 2 = 2.0E + 2 7.0E + I 3.8E + 1 2.0E + 1 6.9

90—100 w 1.0 2.1E - I 6.9E - 2 2.9E -2 l.OE -2

118 0 . 9.2E + 1 4.6 = 1 = 1 = 1

Note: E ± n = X 10±".

Table 6

TOTAL ONE-WAY ATTENUATION (db) FROM HEIGHT h TO THE TOP OF THE
ATMOSPHERE IN THE TANGENTIAL DIRECTION

Height (km)

Frequency (GHz) Line/window 0 4 8 12 16

1 1.5 7.4E - 1 3.7E- 1 1.7E-1 6.0E - 2

10 — 3.0 1.0 4.3E- 1 1.9E- 1 6.6E - 2

22 H 2O 3.2E + 1 5.6 1.3 4.2E - 1 2.4E - 1

28—30 W 1.6E + 1 2.5 7.0E- 1 2.8E - 1 9 6E-2
60 O 2 = 5.5E + 3 2.8E + 3 1.3E + 3 1 .OE + 3 4.0E + 2

85—100 w 6.5E + I 1.3E + 1 3.7 1.6 5.IE- 1

118 02 1.5E + 3 — — — >2.0E +

Note: E ± n = xlO±”.

Table?

SPECIFIC ATTENUATION (DB/KM) IN PRECIPITATION

Rain (mm/hr)

Fog(g/m^)

Frequency (GHz) Wavelength (cm) 150 25 0.25 0.1

3 10.0 0.055 0.011 — —
10 3.3 4 0.43 — 0.006

30 1.0 24 4.4 0.033 0.050

100 0.3 50 12 0.33 0.44

300 0.10 50 13 0.66 2.7

1000 0.03 40 10 0.50 6.0
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especially at high latitudes when high energy particles precipitate into the D-region and

cause unusually high levels of ionization On the other hand, at \cry low frequencies,

the waves partially reflect from the D-region itself, and ionospheric propagation may
still take place

Figure 1 shows illustrative field-strength vs distance curves for ionospheric propa-

gation at 10 MHz'® and 100 kHz “

Wave Propagation through the Ionosphere

As a wave travels upward out of the collision-dominated lower ionosphere, the ef-

fects of the magnetic field of the Earth become more important An electron with a

component of velocity perpendicular to the geomagnetic field is subject to a force

which causes us trajectory to curve The resulting interaction of the wave with the field

makes it possible for radiation to penetrate the ionosphere m the “whistler mode”'*

even if f < f, sec 0, providing f is also less than the gyro frequency fw = 2 80 x I0'®B,

where B is the magnetic ffux density in webers m *' For B = 5 x fO"', corresponding

to Vi gauss, f// 1 4 MHz The penetration loss incurred by a plane wave incident at

an arbitrary angle upon the bottom of a horizontally stratified model ionosphere can

be calculated using “full-wave” computer programs Table 8“ shows theoretical full

wave penetration losses for two TM-polarized waves, both incident on a mode! night-

time ionosphere at 20° but at different angles (0® and 40°) with respect to the geomag-

netic field direction The loss is less for the wave launched in the direction of the

magnetic field line, but in both cases the loss increases with frequency In similar cal-

culations for a daytime mode! ionosphere the loss was greater than 60 dB in both cases

Figure 3* gives daytime and nighttime losses calculated for an extended range of

frequencies and two angles of incidence assuming a vertical geomagnetic field At 3

MHz the penetration loss exceeds 90 dB in all four cases, while above about 80 MHz
the loss IS negligible

SPECIFICATION OF ATMOSPHERIC NOISE

Spectrum of a Single Impulse

Figure 4 illustrates an individual impulse of atmospheric noise incident upon a re-

ceiving antenna Let E(t) represent the time-vanation of the electric field (volts m"')

in the polarization to which the antenna responds The noise impulse causes a voltage
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Table 8

PLANE WAVE IONOSPHERIC
PENETRATION LOSSES (DB)

FOR A 70° GEOMAGNETIC DIP
ANGLE.

Angle between wave

direction and field line

(degrees)

Frequency

(kHz) 0 40

100 3.0 25.6

200 3.5 45.2

300 6.5 57.2

500 24.0 >60

FIGURE 3. Ionospheric penetration losses for a 90° geomagnetic dip angle.

radiation
PULSE
E (t) ANTENNA

RECEIVER

RESISTIVE
LOAD

OUTPUT VOLTAGE. V (t)

Vp

^ yiii/viAAAA^
-

FIGURE 4. Response of a narrow frequency band linear receiver to a radiation pulse.
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transient V(t) to appear across the resistive load Ri. of a linear receiver whose effective

frequency band-pass Af is centered on frequency f It is V(t), or some feature of it,

that IS actually observed

By Fourier transform theory, E(i) is the sum of sinusoidal fields whose amplitudes

and phases vary with frequency

C(f) = y j>l folcosCujl - 0)df

0

= Re^
0

where co = 2nf, and 4 is the argument of the complex amplitude spectral density,

/Itn = 2 (Vm-' Hz'’) (22)

The spectral density of the wave-energy incident on a unit area transverse to the direc-

tion of propagation (spectral energy intensity) is

<20)

( 21 )

S'(f) a (joule m'* Hz ’) (23)

assuming a plane wave in essentially free space with Z« = 120n ohms
The energy intensity S

,
in joules per square meter may be found by integrating

either with respect to time, or frequency

£(0 = ^^ r'(t)di = J“e'(r)df (24)

”
0 0

If A is the absorption cross section of the antenna for the direction from which the

impulse IS received, and if G is the power gain of the matched receiver, the energy P
delivered to the receiver load is AG & ' (OAf (joules) provided £ ’ (f) does not vary

too much across the pass-band Af But also

f ^ V>(l)dt ,25)

SO that

E'(0
XGR^^iSf i:

V*(t)dt (26)

Thus by observing V(t), or P, the spectral energy intensity £ ' may be deduced

If the radiation pulse E(t) ts much shorter in duration than the ringing time of the

frequency selective networks responsible for the restricted bandwidth Af, the form of

V(t) will be more characteristic of the receiver than of the incident pulse Then if V, is

the peak of the envelope of V(t)
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V(t) Vpvv(t) (27)

where w(t), an oscillating function of unit peak amplitude, describes the ringing. Then

'(0 = V
XGRLAf

/
O

w’ (t)dt (28)

If the value of this integral is not measured, a rough estimate may be made from
fundamental considerations which suggest the effective duration of w(t) is in the order

of (Af)’’. It is then reasonable to expect the integral to be in the order of (4Af)‘‘ sec-

onds. A more detailed analysis by Horner^* suggests that i2\f2 2My' is a better value

to use with multistage band-pass circuits. Then

g'(f)
P

(29)

2^/2 XGRL(Af)’

U(f)l'=~-t/ ^ (30)

The narrow band (Fourier) parameters A(f) and S '(0 provide conceptually attrac-

tive descriptions of the spectrum of a single sferic. If wider bandwidths are used, the

relation between output voltage and energy in the absence of phase information be-

comes less clear. For example, if the bandwidth is 1 kHz, the ringing time is compara-

ble with the duration of many sferics bursts, and the assumption underlying Equation

28 is not valid. Thus if data measured with one (wide) bandwidth is to be extrapolated

to a different one, the exercise of judgment may be required.

Spectra of Pulse Sequences

If the pulse E(t) is repeated endlessly with a precise repetition frequency fw, the

spectrum consists of discrete lines of amplitude |A„|, frequency nf«, and angular fre-

quency w„ = 2nn ffii

E(t) =

oo

L Un
n=l

cos (w„t - 0^) (31)

n=l
(32)

where 0„ is the argument of

= 2fR J E(t)e‘“"*dt (Vm-') (33)
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the integration being over one repetition interval (Since E(t) is a radiation pulse. A,

= 0 )

If the source emits individual random pulses at an average rate f^, and of average

spectral energy intensity &'a, the spectral power intensity is

S’(n = fA6A^n (wattm-’ H/') (34)

The peak amplitude A** of an equivalent sinusoidal wave which would deliver the

same average power as the noise in a bandwidth Af is given by

/I
,,

= V!2. S'4f (35)

Because of the proportionality to the square root of the bandwidth. A'* is not a spec-

tral density in the usual sense

Radio noise from electrical discharges in the atmosphere is irregular, the power de-

livered to the receiver load fluctuates, and the fraction of the time that a given level is

exceeded is a parameter of importance in the design of radio systems Probability

curves based on average power, average envelope voltage, and average logarithm of

envelope voltage are available The use of nonlinear (limiting) circuits may be advan*

tageous in reducing the effects of impulsive noise m some applications

Brightness Temperature of Extended Noise Sources

When radio noise sources are distributed over a range of azimuthal and elevation

angles, the concept of brightness, borrowed from optics, provides an appropriate

measure of the emission An element of an extended monochromatic source at free-

space distance (R) from an observer, appears to have a projected area (dF) transverse

to the viewing direction The radiation power intensity dS in watts per square meter

of transverse area at the observer, is evidently proportional to dF and inversely pro-

portional to The brightness (b) of the source is then defined as the constant of

proportionality in the equation

= bdn (37)

where dF = dS2/R’ is the solid angle subtended by the source Thus b may be regarded
as the power intensity per steradian w m~* ster'‘, a quantity which would be infinite

for a mathematical point source If the radiation is not monochromatic, the corre-

sponding quantity is spectral brightness (b') m w m'* ster*' Hz"'
Brightness can also be stated in terms of a brightness temperature, or noise temper-

ature, which is the temperature T of a black body whose brightness b'e^ would equal

that of the source By the Planck radiation law.

•’bb
°

(w-att m'* ster-‘ Hz'*) (38)

where 4 = 4 772 x 10'" deg Hz'‘; (i = 1 453 x iQ-s® w m'* ster'* Hz-^ T is m degrees
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kelvin, and f is the radiation frequency in hertz. An integration shows that one square
meter of black body surface receives, and hence also radiates, nb'eg watts per hertz.

At radio frequencies ^f/T is usually small, and the exponential may be replaced by
the first two terms of its power series, giving the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation:

‘’bb = f
^ T = 2kTX- (39)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 x joules deg"'), p/i = 2k/c^ = 3.045 x

10‘^“, and A is the wavelength in meters. The error in this approximation is less than

about 5% if f < 2 X lO’T. On inverting Equation 38,

T =
In(/3f^/b'gg+ 1)

(40)

= ^=b'gB/2k (41)

when pP/b'sB is small.

Under thermal equilibrium conditions, a thermally insulated matched resistive load

of an ideal antenna immersed in black body radiation of temperature T will also be at

temperature T. The power received by the antenna and delivered to the load is then

equal to the power delivered by the load to the antenna and radiated. By the Nyquist

formula this power is kTAf, where Af is the frequency bandwidth. (For a more detailed

discussion see for example, Steinberg.’®)

The concepts of brightness, and brightness temperature, provide measures of radio

noise largely independant of the type of antenna used. However if the noise is not

isotropic, the measured noise temperature will be a directional average, weighted with

respect the antenna directional pattern.

The power intensity S of a sinusoidal plane wave incident on an antenna in the

direction of highest gain, and with the optimum polarization, which would deliver a

power to the load equal to the noise power is kTAf/X, where X is the receiving cross

section of the antenna in m’. For very short dipole antennas X = 0.1194A’, while for

half-wave dipoles X = 0.1305AT More generally, X = GAV4ti where G is the gain of

the antenna. From Equation 35 it follows that the peak plane wave field strength equiv-

alent to the noise,

= V2Z„ kTAf/X (42)

SOURCE STRENGTHS OF SFERICS

Observational Techniques

The observation of the radiation fields produced by atmospheric discharges at some

standard short distance, for example 10 km, provides a measure of radiation source-

strength which is relatively free of propagation uncertainties. The distance can be

found by triangulation with direction-finders of the field-resolving type,’’® of the time-

of-arrival type,"'®-®®-” or by using wide-aperture directional antennas (see the subsection

“Mapping of VHF/UHF Sources in Clouds”), and lightning discharge channels can

be located by radar. Some of these techniques can also provide information on the

altitude of the radiation sources, provided the radial distances are not too large.
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FIGURE S Peak sfeiicsampliludes ma I -kHz bandwidth at 10 km distance

Especially at long wavelengths, the electromagnetic boundary conditions at the

Earth surface may largely determine the polarization of the received atmospheric noise,

see the section “Radio Wave Generation and Propagation ” In making field measure-

ments on or near the ground it has been common practice to observe the vertical elec-

tric field or the associated horizontal magnetic field, either of which provides infor-

mation on the Transverse Magnetic (TM) polarization-component of the radiation

Balloon-borne sensors have been used to a limited extent to observe noise in the Trans-

verse Electric polarization in the LF spectral region

Data Adjusted to Standard Distance and Bandwidth

Published data on sferics observed from nearby storms have been adjusted to a

standard distance and standard bandwidth by Pierce,*’ Kimpara,** Cianos,“ and Ka-

churin,** thus providing a basis of comparison over a wide range of frequencies Figure

5 shows individual points from Cianos,’* who normalized available data to a 10-km

distance and a 1-kHz bandwidth The ordinate shows peak voltages in this bandwidth,

referred to equivalent plane wave field strengths The solid line in Figure 5 links data

points from more recent work** at six different frequencies, each point representing

at least 30 measurements

The scatter of the data is worst around 100 MHz, where the range of variation is

about 100-fold in field strength, or 10,000 times in intensity The general trend of the

data IS one of decreasing field strength with increasing frequency, and is roughly rep-

resented by the relation

f'peak ^ 6500 f-'* (lO’* < f «; 10*) (43)

where here Ep..» is in microvolts per meter, and f is m MHz The data of Kosarev,**

(solid diamonds in Figure 5), show a minimum at a frequency around 300 MHz Ko-

sarev speculated that this might indicate the onset of a different source mechanism

In addition to the discrete atmospheric noise bursts, Kachunn** also reported that
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thunderclouds emitted a continuous radiation consisting of short pulses at rates as high

as 400 sec"', and lasting for times in the order of 1 hr. The equivalent field strength of

this noise in a 1 kHz bandwidth at a distance of 10 km was about 1 jiV-m"' from 1

MHz to 300 MHz.

Spectral Densities at 10-km Distance

As discussed in the section “Specification of Noise,” information for a finite band-

width, as in Figure 5, is not exactly convertible to a Fourier spectral density. Points

indicated by solid dots in Figure 6 show spectral densities A(f) from Homer,^^ allow-

ance being made for A(f) being twice Horner’s S(f). Points indicated by diamonds

show spectral data of Kosarev‘S converted to amplitude.

Power measurements at 600 MHz reported by HewitP^ and converted to amplitude

spectral density at 10 km, are also shown in Figure 6. This noise appeared either as

trains of individual impulses lasting for 0.1 msec to 3 msec preceding the appearance

of radar echoes from discharge channels, or as a general increase in receiver noise.

Krider*^ observed noise bursts with durations of 100 to 400 psec with sufficient time

resolution to show that they consisted of individual short impulses separated by about

5 psec with a standard deviation of about 1.8 psec. As observed at distances around

50 km, a typical individual impulse rose to a peak of about 1 V m'Mn O.I psec, de-

creased to zero in about 1 psec, and ended in a low amplitude tail of opposite sign.

Krider attributed these pulses to an intra cloud dart-stepped leader discharge process.

(For a discussion of discharge mechanisms see Brook, Shonland,*® and the chapter

“The Lightning Current.”) Extrapolated to lO-km distance, an indmdual impulse

would have a spectral peak in the order of 2 x 10'® V m''Hz'' at 200 kHz. Considering

a 40-impulse burst as a single pulse, and allowing for panial coherency, the spectral

density of the burst would be in the order of lO"* V m"'Hz'', which is comparable with

the data in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows burst durations estimated from data reported by different observ'ers,

arranged by radio frequency. While burst-lengths may var\’ with the type of storms

and other factors, there seems to be a tendency toward shorter bursts at higher fre-

quencies. See also the subsection on “Mapping of VHF/UHF Sources in Clouds.”

Current Moments
A variety of electromagnetic events are associated with what might be perceived

visually as a single lightning flash. The event responsible for the low frequency radio

noise is the sudden flow of a large current which may be in the order of 30,000 A or

more.®^ Some aspects of the low frequency radiation may be illustrated by an over-

simplified model which represents the downvvard electric field at a distance of 10 km
by the function

E(t) = 60 f I - 10''t/60)e-"’* f44)

where time t is in seconds, and where E = 0 for t< 0. This field has a peak amplitude

of 60 V m"'; changes sign at 60 psec; has a shallow minimum of —8 V m"' around 120

psec; and decreases to zero at infinite time. The integral of E(t) over all time is zero.

Except for the discontinuity at t = 0, the waveform represented by E(t) is quite tj’pical

of many waveforms observed experimentally, for example see Kalakowsky.'*"

By Equation 8, a short upward-directed current moment

mCt) = 3 X 10'^ te-"’* (amp m) (45)
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FI0VRE6 Amphludf spectral dMsityofsferKSnormaheed to ID-km distance

together with its ground reflection, could produce the field of Equation 44 This mo-
ment rises m 60 psec to a maximum of 6 6 x lO^ amp m, then gradually decreases to

zero, reaching 1/10 of Us maximum around 300 psec The maximum value of dm/dt

IS 3 X 10‘^ amp m sec and would be equivalent to a current-column of 30,000 A
advancing at 10* m sec"', a velocity typical of a return stroke *

The computed spectral density A (f) of the field described by Equation 44 is shown
m Figure 6, and is in fair agreement with experimental data points from 10 kHz to 10

MHz However the agreement at the high frequencies is largely fortuituous because

this part of the spectrum, with its f"’ frequency variation, is a mathematical conse-

quence of the nonphysical discontinuity of E(t) at t = 0 A seemingly slight modifica-

tion of the current moment would make dm/dt continuous, give E(t) a finite rise-time,

and result in a faster high-frequency roll-off without substantially changing the spec-

tral amplitude around 10 kHz
A much more complicated model would be required to account correctly for the

high-frequency spectrum which is due to the complex of smaller current moments in a

discharge For example, an individual impulse, of the type shown by Knder to occur

repetitively (see "Spectral Densities at 10-km Distance” above), could be produced by

a current moment in the order of only 2 x 10* amp m, or less than 197o of the moment

discussed above
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t MEDIAN VALUES

FIGURE 7. Estimated burst-durations.

Mapping of VHF/UHF Sources in Clouds

The hyperbolic, or time-of-arrival, technique^® uses an array of synchronized receiv-

ers and data processing to determine directions of incoming pulses. With receiver base

lines comparable to the propagation distances, and by observing VHF or higher fre-

quencies it is possible to locate pulse sources in three dimensions with considerable

accuracy.” ’^ Another, and in some respects simpler, mapping technique is to scan the

sky with large diameter parabolic antenna. With a 6-m antenna, Harvey” obtained

azimuth and elevation patterns of electrical activity in the vicinity of Kennedy Space

Center, Florida, at 250 and 925 MHz. Individual impulses from clouds at distances of

60 km or more could be recorded. The previously described dense-burst type of sferics

was frequently observed, but Impulses also occurred singly, or in groups containing

only a few. This small-group emission was observed even when no lightning flashes

were seen, raising the possibility that the early stages of electrical build-up in clouds

might be detectable at considerable distances thus warning of a developing hazard.

Kachurin^® also mentioned possible diagnostic and predictive applications of “prethun-

derstorm emissions”.

NOISE FROM WORLD-WIDE ATMOSPHERICS

Thunderstorm Distribution.

If lightning strokes radiated equally, and were distributed with equal probability

over the surface of a flat Earth, the more distant strokes would contribute more im-

pulses to a receiving antenna than nearby strokes, simply because the element 2TtRdR
of surface area would increase with distance R. Since, in general, the radiation fields

decrease faster with distance than R’’ there would tend to be more weak sferics than

strong ones. Although the distribution of sources over the world is far from uniform,

HF atmospheric noise does tend to consist of strong impulses superimposed on a more
steady background.*®

The geographical distribution of atmospheric noise sources relates to the average

number of “thunderstorm days” in an area in a given time period. Maps of the world
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with contours of thunderstorm days** show that thunderstorms are most frequent in

equatorial regions, especially South Central America, Indonesia, and Africa The rel-

ative activity vanes with local time of day and the season, and so does the HF radio

propagation from the area to a distant receiver In principle it might be possible to

calculate and predict noise levels from a knowledge of these factors — an approach

which has been developed for VLF*" — but conventional practice makes use of noise

charts which are based on noise measurements

Noise Charts

The charts of the U S National Bureau of Standards'* and of the International

Radio Consultative Committee" give average noise levels for short vertical receiving

dipoles as functions of frequency for each 4-hr lime-block of the day, for each of four

3-month periods corresponding to the seasons The noise levels are parametric m noise

grade, which varies from 1 to S depending on the observer’s location on a contour

map specific for the season The thickness of the lines in Figure 8 shows the approxi-

mate range of seasonal variation m noise level for noise grade 3 for the time blocks

0000 to 0400 and 1200 to 1600 In summer, noise grade 3 would be appropriate for

parts of the U S and Europe for example In winter the same geographic areas would

have a noise grade between 2 and 3, and the noise levels would be lower than in Figure

8 In summer the spread between noise grades 2 and 4 is a factor of 10' for the time

block 1200 to 1600 and a frequency of I MHz For the 0000 to 0400 time block the

corresponding spread is only about a factor of 160

The standard reference antenna for noise measurements is a vertical electric dipole

which IS equally sensitive for all azimuthal directions With a high gam antenna it

might be expected that the noise level would vary considerably with azimuthal direc-

tion. but according to the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR)" the

variation may be only about 6 dB or less on the average

Extrapolations to UHF and Higher Frequencies

A very rough estimate of the global average level of sfencs noise at frequencies too

high for ionospheric propagation might be made by assuming that lightning strokes

occur over the 5 x 10" m* surface area of the Earth at the rate of about 100/sec,

and that there is one noise burst per lightning stroke Taking an average burst duration

of 200 Msec, and spectral density from Figure 6, an average brightness temperature can

be calculated for the whole Earth Estimates obtained in this way are less than 1 K for

the frequency range 100 MHz to 1000 MHz, so that on average, this noise is probably

negligible compared to that from other sources

CORONA NOISE

When a conductor accumulates static charge, the electric field at the tip of any sharp

point or edge is especially large and may be strong enough to ionize the air locally

and, m effect, permit charge to escape into the air in the form of ions The charge-

flow may appear as a direct current on a microammeter, but when observed with an

oscilloscope it is seen to consist of individual current impulses, each one corresponding

to a sudden brief breakdown of the insulating properties of the air The rapidly chang-

ing currents m the air, and on the associated electrical conductors, radiate radio noise

Coronal discharges in air are easily produced in the laboratory using DC voltage-

sources of 5 kV or more In vicinity of thunderstorms the electrostatic fields can be

strong enough to induce corona discharges from grounded metal towers and other

conductors

The type of discharge and its electromagnetic parameters depend on many factors,
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FIGURE 8. Sferics noise temperatures for noise grade 3.

including the magnitude and sign of the driving field, conductor resistivity, contami-

nants on the surface, conditions of illumination, composition of the atmosphere, its

temperature, pressure, particle content, and velocity of air flow at the point.'” In stand-

ard air the discharge may vary from quite regular small events, to streamers and small

sparks, on up to arc-over conditions.

In the common type of discharge described by Trichel,’^ the charge released into the

air in each individual ionization is in the order of 2 x 10"'® C but is more or less,

depending on whether the discharge point is rounded or sharp. For a 10 ga average

corona current, there are about 5 x lO'* discharges per second. In a typical individual

Trichel discharge, the current may rise to a peak of about 8 x 10'® amp in 10*’ sec,

and decay to half value in about 8 x 10’’ sec. The corresponding current spectrum

would have a value of about 2 x lO"'® amp Hz"* up to around 10' Hz, and then would

decrease.

From tests with corona artificially induced at the upper end of a vertical quarter-

wave monopole receiving antenna at 200 MHz, a tentative value of the spectral energy

delivered to a matched receiver by an individual corona impulse is 1.5 x 10"'® joules

Hz"'.'® With an incoherent pulse rate of lO® sec"', the power spectral density would be

1.5 X 10"'® watt Hz"' which is equivalent to an antenna temperature of about 10' K,

which is much larger than typical sferics noise at 200 MHz. Ways of reducing corona

noise on receiving antennas include increasing the radius of the tip to decrease the local

electric field, and coating the antenna with an insulating material that resists electrical

breakdown.

Electrical sparks from electrostatic processes may constitute a fire or explosion haz-

ard in certain industrial environments, for example, in oil tankers. However, to ignite

a given inflamable mixture a minimum threshold spark energy is required. The early

detection of corona-like radio noise from low energy discharges has been proposed''

as possibly providing a warning of developing conditions likely to produce more dan-

gerous discharges.

Aircraft become electrically charged when flying through clouds, due to particles

impacting the surface of the fuselage and wings. Charging rates in the order of 500 ga

have been observed with large jet aircraft,” and under equilibrium conditions an equal

current is discharged into the air by corona. The radio noise from the corona is picked

up by on-board receiving antennas at levels depending on certain electromagnetic cou-

pling factors, but Tanner” reported noise levels in terms of equivalent free-space plane
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waves in a 1-kHz bandwidth Examples of noise at the fin-cap of a 707-type aircraft

flying at 20 kft (6km) and discharging a current of 250 /ia varied from around 2000
pVm"‘ at 500 kHz, to 20 ^Vm'* at 8MHz Radio interference from corona noise on
aircraft can be reduced by providing discharge points of electrically resistive material

Corona noise from high-voltage power transmission lines contributes to the overall

level of man-made radio noise which comes from many sources including electrical

machinery and ignition circuits of gasoline engines From estimates given by Pierce,*’

the man-made noise temperature of a short vertical antenna in an urban environment

IS approximately

Turb “ 9X10* f-*' K. (0 1 < f < 100) (46)

where here f is m megahertz In urban areas, especially in the daytime, man-made
noise can exceed the atmospheric noise level For rural areas the estimate of man-made

noise IS about 1 /200 of that given by Equation 46

ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL NOISE

As discussed in the section “Radio Wave Generation and Propagation,” the atmos-

phere IS significantly absorbing at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths, and it fol-

lows from thermodynamics that the atmosphere must also emit thermal radiation at

these frequencies Atmospheric thermal noise is of molecular origin and is essentially

unrelated to the impulsive noise from electrical discharges A directional antenna look-

ing up from the ground at zenith angle x receives thermal radiation emitted by each

elemental thickness ds of air at distance s in that direction The height h of the element

above the spherical Earth of radius a is given by

h = \/a* + s* + las cosx - a (4?)

•* scosx (s « a cosx) (48)

If rj(h) IS the absorption coefficient at altitude h, the absorption factor of the element

ds IS rjds, and hence the element radiates with spectral brightness b'flarjds, where b'sa

IS the spectral brightness of a black body at thermodynamic temperature T(h) at alti-

tude h (see Reference 21) The absorption in the air along the path s to the antenna

reduces the brightness by the factor

so that the total atmospheric brightness at the antenna is

b' «
J"

(49)

0

If b\ is the spectral brightness of the cosmic noise from beyond the atmosphere (see

the last section) this will appear to the antenna as an additional brightness

b^e-Ja
Tjds

(50)
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Table 9

CALCULATED ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL NOISE TEMPERATURES (K) VS.
ZENITH ANGLE, FOR ANTENNAS AT ZERO ALTITUDE.

Zenith angle (degrees)

Frequency

(GHz) Line/window 0 20 40 60 80 90

1 — 2.01 2.14 2.62 4.00 11.1 75.7

22 H 2O 29.1 30.8 37.3 55.1 130 3 287.4

35 W 16.4 17.5 21.3 31.9 81.6 281.5

60 0 , 286 286 287 287 288 288

94 w 59.8 63.2 75.4 107 210 288

118 0 , 259 262 270 280 286 288

140 w 99.6 105 122 164 260 288

Within the range of validity of the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation (see the section

“Radio Wave Generation and Propagation”) the equivalent noise temperatures may
replace brightness in the above. Typical results of numerical integrations for a model

(clear-air) atmosphere for 45° N Latitude in July®® (see Reference 80) are shown in

Table 9 for directional antennas on the ground. An elevated antenna at point Q,
looking down toward a point P on the Earth at incidence angle x. receives radiation

consisting of four components: (1) thermal radiation originating on the path PQ, (2)

thermal radiation from the Earth surface, attenuated by the path PQ, (3) atmospheric

thermal radiation reduced by the reflection coefficient of the Earth at angle x. and

attenuated by the path PQ, and (4) cosmic radiation reduced by the entire air-path

and by the Earth-reflection. These contributions can be estimated numerically in spe-

cific cases.

Rough, vegetated Earth-surfaces are generally good absorbers of short microwaves,

and hence the radiation is approximately that of a black body at air temperature. The

reflectivity of snow-cover can vary over a wide range depending on the condition of

the snow.^® If the surface is smooth water, for example, the power reflectivity is r^,

and the surface emissivity is (1 - r^), where r is the Fresnel amplitude reflection coef-

ficient appropriate to the wave polarization (see Equations 15 and 16). The brightness

of the surface is then (1 - r^) b'ofl, where b'ea is the brightness of a black body at Earth

temperature T. At centimetric and millimetric wavelengths most of the absorption,

and emission, for many common natural materials takes place quite close to the sur-

face, and the effective value of T may be close to the surface temperature.

As noted in the section “Radio Wave Generation and Propagation,” the reflection

coefficient can be markedly different for the TE- and TM-polarizations, especially

with smooth flat surfaces, and angles of incidence near the Brewster angle. Because

of the high TM-wave absorption at the Brewster angle the thermal emission in the TM
polarization can be significantly larger. This was demonstrated experimentally by ob-

serving the thermal radiation from calm seawater at 24.2 GHz" (see also Reference

69). For typical natural land-surfaces, the microwave emissivity varies less with wave
polarization.

At MF and HF wavelengths the D-region may be strongly absorbing (see the section

on radio wave generation) and hence must also radiate.®® The electron temperature in

the D-region extrapolated from higher altitude data® is probably only a few hundred

degrees Kelvin; about the same as the neutral temperature. The MF-HF thermal radia-

tion from the D-region may therefore be expected to be negligible compared with sfer-

ics noise.
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ATMOSPHERIC NOISE AT SATELLITE ALTITUDES

Factors m Noise Estimation

In estimating atmospheric noise levels for altitudes above the ionosphere, four cases

may be distinguished In Case 1 the frequency is so high (fj>fc) that ionospheric reflec-

tion, refraction and absorption are negligible The noise from the direction of the

Earth consists of atmospheric thermal noise, atmospherically attenuated thermal radia-

tion from the Earth, sferics, and man-made noise If the observation point is at height

h high above the surface of the Earth of radius a, the area of the Earth contained

within the observer’s geometric horizon, and from which radiation is receivable, is

approximately 2na*h/(a + h), neglecting atmospheric refraction

In Case 2, the frequency is higher than the critical frequency, but low enough for

ionospheric refraction to be important The qualitative illustration, Figure 9 shows a

point P, effectively above the ionosphere, receiving waves for only a limited area of

the Earth lying between the rays B and B' for which f > f, sec0 (sec the subsection

“Ionospheric Propagation”) As f approaches f. the cone of directions and the corre-

sponding area on the Earth shrink down to zero, and the ionosphere becomes nearly

opaque A more quantitative discussion of the closing aperture effect has been given

by Herman The ionosphere is not perfectly uniform, and for this and other reasons

the boundaries of the aperture are somewhat blurred (see Reference 57)

Because the ionosphere transmits some frequencies and not others, the wave-form

E(t) of an individual sferic observed at satellite altitudes will be different from that

observed below the ionosphere Pierce*’ gave field strength estimates of individual sfer-

ics at satellite altitudes, assuming a model ionosphere with a 5-MHz critical frequency

For an altitude of 1000 km, and a I-MHz bandwidth, these estimates range from 2000

HVm-‘ at 10 MHz to 100 pVm" at 100 MHz
In Case 3 the frequency is less than the ionospheric critical frequency, but greater

than about 1 MHz This is the spectral region in which the ionosphere is nearly opaque

(see Figure 3) In Case 4, from below I MHz to 100 kHz, the attenuation is large m
the daytime, but may be less than 10 db at night depending on the propagation direc-

tion with respect to the geomagnetic field

Satellite Data

Herman** has reviewed HF noise information obtained from satellites at distances

from 1 3 to 31 Earth radii At 2 MHz the ionosphere is so nearly opaque most of the

time that sferics noise is less than the cosmic noise background at that frequency At

3 MHz, sferics are occasionally found to penetrate the ionosphere when the critical

frequency is low, as would be the case on winter nights at the times of solar minima,

or over the mam ionospheric trough where the critical frequency can be lower than 4

MHz Above these frequencies, on up to about 30 MHz or higher, sferics noise is

generally dominant Although based on only 120 data points, a contour map of terres-

trial radio noise temperatures at 9 18 MHz, derived from measurements by the RAE-I

satellite,** shows major noise peaks roughly coincident with the areas of maximum

thunderstorm activity (see the section “Noise From World Wide Atmospherics”)

In the range between 100 and 600 kHz, noise of magnetosphenc origin can be very

intense (> 10"“Wm'*Hz*') above the ionosphere ***’ Most of this noise is reflected

back out into space by the ionosphere and hence does not reach the ground with ap-

preciable intensity

SPECIAL SOURCES OF ATMOSPHERIC NOISE

Certain special sources of atmospheric noise are of interest even though they may
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FIGURE 9. Ionospheric refraction of HF rays from a point above the ionos-

phere.

not be major contributors to world-wide noise levels. For instance, wind-blown snow
particles impinging on a receiving antenna produce radio noise whose equivalent radia-

tion field-strength decreases with increasing frequency, at a rate depending on wind

velocity.^” Dust storms can cause atmospheric fields of many thousands of volts per

meter; enough to produce corona currents from sharp points, and perhaps even cause

lightning discharges.'"

Tornadoes have long been considered to be strong emitters of radio noise. This noise

may differ significantly from that of ordinary thunderstorms; for example, the rate at

which sferics bursts occur in tornadoes has been proposed as an index for tornado

warning. Taylor” concluded from measurements from 10 KHz to 3 MHz that the noise

sources are not always confined to close proximity of the funnel and are probably in

the parent cloud. Harvey” observed noise from a distant tornado with a parabolic

antenna at 925 MHz and concluded that the sources of the noise extended to unusually

high altitudes.

Lightning-like flashes have been observed near erupting volcanoes, probably the ear-

liest account being that of Pliny®* who described the eruption of Vesuvius. Presumably

radio noise emissions accompany such flashes. The detonation of chemical explosives

in air is said to cause electromagnetic radiation.^’ A source-mechanism which has been

suggested, involves the sudden exclusion of preexisting static fields in the volume of

air made electrically conducting by ionization from the explosion. In the case of nu-

clear explosions, lightning-like discharges have been photographed around the periph-

ery of the resulting cloud-mass. The powerful electromagnetic-pulse which occurs at

the instant of an airburst nuclear explosion, is explained by a quite different mecha-

nism: a sudden burst of gamma rays enters the air, and an outward flow of Compton
electrons results. Any asymmetry of this electron flow such as might be caused by the

ground, or even the density gradient in the air, would produce a net current-moment

in one direction thus causing the radiation.”

In an unusual experiment, regions of high electrostatic fields in thunderstorms were

seceded with millions of short chaff-fibers.“ A 35-GHz radiometer antenna directed

toward the chaff indicated noise temperatures in the order of 300 K. This noise was
attributed to coronal discharges from the fibers.

The influx of high energy particles into the upper atmosphere is usually accompanied
by a decrease in the high frequency cosmic radio noise received on the ground because

of the additional absorption from the ionization produced by the particles. Recent

measurements® indicate an increase in noise level in the frequency range 8.0 to 25.5

MHz several hours before the cosmic noise absorption occurs. The noise increase was
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attributed to the deceleration (braking) of electrons with energies greater than 40 keV
entering the ionosphere

Newman*' showed that lightning could be triggered artificially by rapidly thrusting

a long grounded conductor up toward thunderclouds In 1969 lightning struck the

Apollo 12 space vehicle twice shortly after lift off. and it is generally thought that the

conducting exhaust trail played a role m that event Conventional aircraft are occa-

sionally struck by lightning, and in these cases electromagnetic fields, but not necessar-

ily the radiation fields per se, can be responsible for damaging or causing malfunction

of electronic and other equipment In many cases pilots have reported severe noise

interference in radio equipment well in advance of receiving a lightning strike Such

events sometimes take place with no known thunderstorms nearby “

Many anecdotal reports describe the appearance of ball lightning, see for example

the discussion by Singer Most of the reports describe a glowing sphere, or ball of

light, with a diameter of perhaps 30 cm The glow persists for some seconds, and may
hover or move about slowly The glow may fade silently, or in some cases ends with

explosive force Of those theories which seek a physical explanation, probably that of

Kapitza*® has been most widely discussed In this theory the visible glow is ascribed to

a high radio-frequency gas discharge, with thunderstorms as a possible source of the

electromagnetic energy

RADIO NOISE FROM EXTRATERRESTRIAL SOURCES

Introduction

In some cases, noise from sources external to the Earth may be more important than

atmospheric noise The sun and other members of the solar system contribute part of

the extraterrestrial background, and the remaining cosmic noise has both galactic and

extragalactic components Galactic noise comes from sources in the Earth’s own galaxy

(Milky Way) which contains something m the order of 10" stars, vast quantities of

interstellar dust, and gases — especially atomic hydrogen Most of the material of the

galaxy is distributed in the form of a thin flat disk, with a bulge near its center The

disk diameter is about 8 x 10* light years, and the solar system is located in the disk

about 3 X 10* light years from the center The disk has spiral-hke features, but when
viewed edge-on from the eccentric position of the Earth, the spiral structure is not

conspicuous, and the maximum density appears in the general direction of the galactic

center The rest of the galactic material, stars, and globular clusters, is dispersed

throughout a sphere or ‘halo’ about 1 3 x 10* light years in diameter, with Us center

near the center of the disk There are many other galaxies at still more remote distances

beyond the Milky Way, some of which radiate radio noise which reaches the Earth

with appreciable intensity

The “positions” (actually directions) of astronomical objects can be described in an

angular coordinate system on a Celestial Sphere concentric with the Earth Intersec-

tions of the sphere by the axis of the Earth define North and South Celestial Poles,

and hence also a Celestial Equator Degrees of astronomical latitude or “declination”

(<5) are measured northward from the equator, and astronomical longitude or “Right

Ascension” (o) is measured in hours (24 hr = 360®) eastward from a reference merid-

ian which contains the point where the sun crosses the equator at the Vernal (March)

Equinox Figure 10 illustrates the Northern Hemisphere of the celestial sphere as if

seen from a great distance above the North Pole The plane of the Galaxy intersects

the sphere m a great circle whose northern half appears semielliptical in the projection

of Figure 10 The direction opposite to the center of the Galaxy, is indicated by the

point GAC That diameter of the sphere which is perpendicular to the galactic plane,
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FIGURE 10. Celestial sphere viewed from above the North Celestial Pole.

defines the Galactic poles; the Northern Galactic Pole (NGP) is shown in Figure 10.

The position of certain discrete sources of radio noise (see the section “Discrete

Sources” following) are also shown. The geometrical relations of points on the celestial

sphere may be found by spherical trigonometry, or by vector analysis. In a rectangular

coordinate system XYZ, with OZ in the direction of the North pole and OX in the

reference meridian, the unit vector in the direction d, a is

To ~ cosot cos6 + sina cos6,v„ + sin6 (51)

where x„, y„, are unit vectors in the coordinate directions.

Since an observer’s view of the sky is limited by the local horizon, not all of the

cosmic sources contribute to the noise at a given time and place. Neglecting refraction

effects, a source having declination d will always be above the horizon of a sea-level

observer at geographic latitude L if tandtanL > + 1 , and will never be above if tandtanL

<-l. For intermediate cases the fraction of the time that the source is above the hori-

zon is given by (1/1S0°) cos"' (- tandtanL), At L = 45°, for e.xample, the galactic

center with d = —29° (approximate direction of Sagittarius A) is above the horizon

about 3 1 fTo of the time.
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A number of different emission mechanisms are involved m the generation of extra-

terrestrial noise A discrete spectral line observed at A = 21 cm is due to quantum
transitions in neutral hydrogen In the case of the moon and most of the planets, the

radiation is of thermal origin The continuous radiation from hot stellar gases can be

attributed to the acceleration of charges with high thermal velocities The mass motion

of charges m plasma oscillations may be a source of noise in stellar atmospheres, and

certainly the plasma critical frequencies play a role in determining what radiation can

escape In other sources, the relatively high intensities of low frequency radio noise,

and the presence of linearly polarized noise components are evidence of synchrontron

radiation, so called because it was first recognized in the form of visible light from

accelerated electrons in high energy machines of that name The basic classical theory

was developed around the beginning of the century” and can be derived from the

relativistically correct formulas for radiating charges (Equations 1, 2) by assuming the

point charge q is orbiting in a free-space circle of radius q, with constant velocity v,

and a centripetal acceleration vVg provided by a magnetic field perpendicular to the

circle As the charge velocity approaches the velocity (c) of electromagnetic waves, the

radiated power increases, and the increase appears in spectral lines at increasingly high

harmonics of the orbital period For high energy electrons, the strongest line occurs

at a harmonic number n = 3 4 k,* where K. is the kinetic energy of the electron in

millions of electron volts Thus for = 100 mev, n » 3 4 x lO'^ The radiation is

strongest in directions very close to the orbital plane, where it is polarized with the

electric vector parallel with the plane In an astronomical source there would be distri-

butions of particle types, energies, and directions with respect to the ambient magnetic

field, thus producing a complex radiaiion-mix

Much of the information in this section may be found in far greater detail m one or

more of the following references I, 34, 66, 70, 80, 81 and 84 Many original papers

may be found in The Astrophystcal Journal and in the Royal Astronomical Society

Monthly Notices

Cosmic Noise Maps
Radio noise maps of the entire celestial sphere are becoming increasingly available,

and earlier text books give examples and references to partial maps A typical map for

a given frequency, shows contours of equal brightness temperature on a projection in

which <5 and a appear as rectangular coordinates Other maps use galactic coordinates

with the galactic plane as the equator

Noise maps typically show higher temperatures m a band perhaps 20° wide along

the galactic plane, and the highest temperatures in the band are approximately m the

direction of the galactic center Maps for 136 and 400 MHz, prepared for a cosmic

noise study by NASA,^* show brightness temperatures for about 20 contour-intervals

With this degree of resolution, the 136-MHz maps show about 7 peak-regions with

temperatures ranging from 600 K to over 3200 K, and the 400-MHz map shows about

5 peaks from 60 K to 240 K An antenna pointed at the sky has a temperature equal

to the average temperature of the sky within its beam so if the directional pattern is

known, It can be combined with the temperature information, and the effective an-

tenna temperature calculated by numerical integration If appropriate, estimates of

ionospheric and tropospheric effects may also be folded in If the antenna has a very

narrow beam it may be necessary to take individual discrete sources into account (see

the subsection below, “Discrete Sources”)

Average Cosmic Noise Temperatures

In many cases, a rougher estimate of cosmic noise than that obtained by a detailed

numerical integration may be adequate For example, a low gam antenna, such as half-
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FIGURE 1 1 . Estimates of average cosmic noise temperatures.

wave dipole receives cosmic noise over a wide range of directions and the received

noise power will be a time-varying average, and it may suffice to know typical values.

Line C in Figure 11 is an approximation of the cosmic noise levels from 1 to 100

MHz adopted by Crichlow and Smith'* as being appropriate for vertical half-wave

dipoles near the surface of the Earth. On this line, antenna temperature is proportional

to Curve H in Figure 11 summarizes many data points from Alouette satellite

observations^* which were relatively free of ionospheric effects. More limited data re-

ported from a variety of other space measurements, tend to run higher by perhaps 3

dB.

A frequency variation of f'^^ also approximates the temperature trend found by
Piddington,** who analyzed data at frequencies as high as 3 GHz. Although this trend

applied primarily to noise from near the galactic center, it can perhaps be used with

some caution for estimating temperature averages in the present context; see dotted

lines in Figure 11. An inspection of the radio noise maps of Pauling-Toth*'* and of

Taylor^'' suggests that a numerical integration might yield an average noise temperature
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m the order of 40 K around 400 MHz This estimate (point P, in Figure 11) is consistant

with the ^ line However, continuing this line much beyond 1 GHz would conflict

with the conclusions of Penzias and Wikon** who reported a background temperature

of 3 5 K at 4 08 GHz (A = 7 3 cm) It is now generally accepted that this temperature,

or the more recent value 2 7 K (see for example Verschur*'), is nearly constant m all

directions on the celestial sphere, and represents the background temperature of the

universe, consistant with the “big bang” theory of cosmological development This

temperature imposes a floor (F) shown m Figure 11 For comparison, the line A is an

estimate of atmospheric thermal noise in the zenith direction for an antenna on the

ground, based on a computer model ** Point Z (2 3 K) is the zenith atmospheric noise

temperature quoted by Penzias and Wilson **

Discrete Sources

When observed with increasingly high angular resolution, the distribution of cosmic

noise over the celestial sphere shows distinct radiation peaks, or “discrete sources”,

many of which have been identified with objects known to optica! astronomy Thou-

sands of discrete noise sources have been catalogued, some of them subtending angles

much less than one degree Table 10 lists a few such sources with their nominal dimen-

sions given in minutes of arc Sources which are part of the Milky Way, and those

which are extragalactic are distinguished by G or XG, respectively Distances are given

in light years AH the sources listed in Table 10 are considered synchrotron emitters,

except Orion, which being thermal, has a power flux spectral density which increases

with frequency, see Table 1 1 The radio sources Cassiopeia A and Taurus A are rem*

nants of supernova explosions which occurred in the years 1700 and 1054, respectively

The approximate positions of the five sources in Table 10 having positive declinations

are indicated in Figure 9

To place in perspective the power of an individual localized discrete source, consider

a half-wave 100-MHz antenna oriented to receive the strong source, Cassiopeia A,

whose spectral power intensity is about I 9 x I0*“ w m'^Hz ‘ Since the absorption

cross section of the antenna is about 1 2 m*. the received spectral power is 2 2 x

10'“wHz'‘, which on dividing by Boltzmann’s constant, gives an equivalent tempera-

ture of only about 18 K This would require a special low-noise receiver to detect, even

if there were no noise from the vest of the sky If the antenna had 100 times (20 dB)

more gam, the temperature from Cassiopeia A would be around 1800 K, which would

be comparable to, or larger than, the estimated 1000 K average temperature of cosmic

noise from Figure II However, to obtain a gam of 20 dB over a half-wave dipole at

this frequency with a conventional parabolic reflector, as diameter would have to be

m the order of 16 m

Radio Noise from the Solar System

In Its quiet state the sun thermally emits radio noise, producing power flux spectral

densities on the Earth which increase with frequency as indicated in Table 12 Solar

disturbances, which are most frequent near times of maxima in the 11-year solar sun-

spot cycle, are often accompanied by strong bursts of radio noise The bursts associ-

ated with solar flares can be particularly intense, see Table 12, they typically build to

a peak in a few minutes, then fade away in 10 to 100 min X-rays from the flares may
increase the lonization-density m the lower ionosphere on the illuminated side of the

Earth, thereby temporarily improving low frequency wave propagation and causing

an apparent increase of atmospheric noise There may also by an emission of high

energy particles, especially protons, which arrive at the Earth later than the X-rays

because of their lower velocities The particles produce longer-lasting ionospheric ef-

fects, especially m polar latitudes, and can interfere with high frequency propagation
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Table 10

EXAMPLES OF STRONG LOCALIZED SOURCES OF COSMIC RADIO NOISE.

Source G/XG Dist. (LY) Type RA - a (hr) Dec - 6 (degrees) Approximate

size (min)

Cassiopeia A G 1.1E4 Supernova rem-

nant (1700 AD)
23.4 58.6 3 7

Cygnus A XG 5.5E8 Double galaxy 20 0 40.6 1 x2

Virgo A XG 3.5E7 Radio galaxy

(core-halo-jet )

12.5 12.6 6x 10

Taurus A G 3.5E3 Crab Nebula su-

pernova rem-

nant (1054 AD)

5.5 22.0 5x7

Hercules A XG 1.5E9 Double galaxy 16.8 5.1 1x2
Orion G 1.6E3 Nebula 5.5 -5.4 30

Note: En = X 10'

Table 11

APPROXIMATE SPECTRAL POWER FLUX DATA FOR SOURCES OF TABLE 10

Frequency {GHz)/waveIength (m)

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30

Source 10 3 1 0.3 0.1 0.03 0.01

Cassiopeia A 4.4E-22 1.9E-22 7.1E-21 2.8E-23 6.5E-24 4.3E-24 1.8E-24

Cygnus A 2.0E - 22 l.lE-22 5.6E - 23 2.2E - 23 6.3E-24 1.6E-24 —

Virgo A 4.1E-23 1.5E-23 5.8E-24 2.0E - 24 7 9E - 25 3.0E-25 —

Taurus A 2.0E - 23 1.6E-23 1.3E-23 9.1E-24 6.3E-24 4.4E - 24 2.5E-24

Hercules A 1.6E-23 5.5E-24 1.8E-24 5.6E-25 1.7E-25 5.6E-26 —

Orion 2.5E-25 8.5E-25 2.6E - 24 4.1E-24 4.4E - 24

(w m'^Hz"')

Note: E - = X lO''.

Table 12

POWER FLUX SPECTRAL DENSITIES FROM THE SUN, THE MOON, AND
JUPITER.

Frequency (GHz)/Wavelength (m)

0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30

Source 10 3 1 0.3 0.1 0.03 0.01

Solar bursts 2.8E- 17 9.1E- 18 5.0E- 18 3.7E- 18 2.7E - 18 1.3E - 18 5.3E- 19

Quiet sun
1 .OE - 22 l.OE-21 2.6E-21 3.5E-21 6.5E -21 2.9E -20 —

Average moon — 4.4E - 25 4.6E-24 3.9E-23 4.4E-22 3.6E-21
Jupiter 4.0E - 26 6.2E - 26 7.9E-26 8.5E -26 7.6E-26 1.7E-25 1.8E-24

(w rn'^Hz"')
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Table 13

NOISE-RELATED DATA FOR THE PLANETS MERCURY, VENUS, MARS,
SATURN, AND URANUS

Average distance from sun

(km)

Approximate noise temper

ature at 3 CHz(K)
Diamcier(km)

Distance with sunlit side to-

ward Earth (km)

Corresponding solid angle

(sieradians)

Calc noise at 3 GHz
(wmniz )

Mercury

6 0E + 7

=1000

4 8E 4 3

2 IE + 8

4 IE - 10

= 1 IE-28

Venus

I OE 4 8

660

1 2E 4 4

2 6E + 8

I 6E -9

2 9E - 27

Mars

2 2E + 8

200

6 8E 4 3

7 8C 4 7

6 0E-9

3 3E - 27

Saturn

1 4E 4 9

<300

! 2D 4 5

! 3E 4 9

6 7E -9

<S 5E-27

Uranus

2 8E + 9

130

5 IE 4 4

2 7E 4 9

2 8E - 10

1 OE-28

for hours, or even days At 100 MHz, under quict-sun conditions (10 ’‘w m'* Hz'*) a

half-wave dipole antenna could receive about 10‘*'w Hz which is equivalent to an

antenna temperature of about 90 K Under solar-burst conditions (10'”w m’* Hz"')

the antenna temperature would be 10* times higher, or nearly a million degrees The

intense noise from the disturbed sun was first discovered when il interfered with radar

operations in February 1942 ”

The moon is about 3 8x10* km from the Earth, and subtends about the same solid

angle as the sun, 6 7 x i0-» steradians The lunar surface is healed by the sun, and

emits thermal radio noise The infrared and millimetric radiation comes from material

close to the surface, and vanes as the surface temperature follows the changing condi-

tions of solar illumination The temperature of the deeper layers which are responsible

for the longer wavelength radiation vary less The noise temperature of the full moon
IS around 220 K, and some values of power flux spectral density averaged over a lunar

cycle are given m Table 12

The planet Jupiter is about 7 6 x jO* km from the sun, and comes within about 6 3

X 10* km of the Earth when it subtends a solid angle of 3 9 x JO"* steradians Spectral

power intensities are given in Table 12 At wavelengths less than about 3 cm, the radia-

tion IS primarily of thermal origin with a noise temperature around 145 K, but at

wavelengths greater than about 10 cm the noise temperature is much higher (600 K)

indicating a nonthermal emission process, see for example, Smith ** Also, Jupiter oc-

casionally emits intense bursts of noise around 18 MHz, with spectral power intensities

in the order of 10"*“ to I0"‘’w m'* Hz"' These bursts last for a tenth second or longer,

and have been observed as often as several times in a few days

The planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Saturn, and Uranus are primarily thermal emit-

ters of radio noise, with noise temperatures at 3 GHz given in Table 13 The last line

in this table gives estimates of spectral power intensities calculated from the noise tem-

peratures and the listed geometric parameters, assuming that the sides of the planets

facing the Earth are nearly all sunlit For the inner planets, Mercury and Venus, this

condition holds when they are farthest from the earth For the outer planets, Mars,

Saturn, and Uranus, the approximate distances of closest approach to the Earth were

used The noise intensities in Table 13 are less than those of many discrete galactic

and extragalactic noise sources
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APPENDIX

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Meaning Units

q electric charge coulombs
V velocity meters second"'

t time seconds

R distance meters

R„ unit vector none

E electric field volts meter"'

H magnetic field amperes meter"'

z„ impedance of space ohms
c wave velocity meters second"'

Mo mag permeability henry meter"'

y relativistic factor none

I current amperes

m current moment ampere meter

i length of segment meter

M a number none

m„ peak sinusoidal

current moment
ampere meter

f frequency hertz

O) angular freq. hertz

0 angle between AL
and Ro

degrees or radians

S power intensity watts meter"^

E„ peak sinusoidal

wave field

volts meter"'

W power watts

A wavelength meters

X zenith angle radians

h height meters

o electrical conduc-

tivity

mho meter"'

£ relative dielectric

const.

none

TrAf reflection coeffi-

cient

none

Trr reflection coeffi-

cient

none

U a parameter none

complex dielectric

constant

none

0 angle of incidence radians

d depth meters

D skin depth meters

e base, natural logs none
a radius of Earth meters
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N
u

B

f«

V
Ri

A(f)

fi'

w

A.

n

u,

f,

+.

A.,

S

F

b

Q
b'

T

h'sB

k

electron density

plasma frequency

critical frequency

mag fluY density

gyro frequency

voltage transient

resistive load

field amplitude

spectral density

phase angle

spectral energy in-

tensity

energy intensity

antenna cross sec-

tion

energy to load

receiver gain

envelope peak

damped oscillation

of unit amplitude

amplitude of n'*

spectral line

a running integer

number
angular frequency

of n'* spectral line

repetition fre-

quency

phase of n‘* spec-

tral line

av rate of random
pulses

amplitude of equiv-

alent sinusoidal

wave
av value of &

'

spectral power in-

tensity

projected area

brightness of ex-

tended source

solid angle

spectral brightness

absolute tempera-

ture

spectral brightness

of black, body
Boltzmann's con-

stant

constant

meters"^

hertz

hertz

Webers meters'^

heitz

volts

ohms
volt meter"' hertz"'

radians

joule meter"*

hertz"'

joule meter"*

meters*

joules

none

volts

none

volt meter"'

none

hertz

hertz

radians

hertz

volt meter"'

joule meter"*

hertz"'

watt meter"* hertz"'

meter*

watt meter'* stera-

dian

steradians

watt meter"*

steradian"' hertz"'

degrees Kelvin

watt metter"*

steradian"' hertz"'

joule degree"'

degree hertz"'
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P

s

n

r

(5

a

r„

L
x„

y»

z»

e

K,

constant

equivalent field

peak electric field

noise temp in ur-

ban environment

distance along

propagation path

spectral brightness

of cosmic noise

absorption coef.

complex reflectiv-

ity

declination

right ascension

unit vector in direc-

tion d, a

latitude

unit vector along x-

axis

unit vector along y-

axis

unit vector along z-

axis

radius of circular

orbit

kinetic energy

watt meter"^

steradian"' hertz"'

volts meter"'

micro-volts meter"'

degrees Kelvin

meters.

watts meter"^

steradian"' hertz"'

meter"'

none

degrees or radians

degrees or radians

none

degrees or radians

none

none

none

meters

million electron

volt (abbrev;

MEV)
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INTRODUCTION

Atmospherics are electromagnetic “signals,” impulsive m nature, which means they

are spectrally broadband processes The lightning which radiates these atmospherics

radiates most of its energy at frequency at and below HF (3 to 30 MHz) It is also

frequencies at and below HF which are used for long-range communications, since

propagation is supported by the Earth-ionosphere waveguide While this means that

atmospherics can be used to study this propagation media, the density and location of

thunderstorms and other geophysical phenomena, it also means that long-range com-

munications systems can receive interference from these atmospherics At any receiving

location, atmospherics can be received from the entire surface of the Earth (at low

enough frequencies) Therefore, the satisfactory design of a radio communications

system must take into account the level and other characteristics of this atmospheric

noise It is the purpose of this chapter to treat this nature of atmospherics, i e , the

relationships between atmospheric noise and telecommunication systems It should

also be noted that in spite of satellite systems for long-range communications, the use

of systems using the lonsophere to achieve long-range communications is continually

increasing

The satisfactory design of a radio communications system depends on consideration

of all the parameters affecting operation This requires not only the proper choice of

terminal facilities and an understanding of propagation of the desired signal between

the terminals, but also a knowledge of the interference environment This environment

may consist of signals that are intentionally radiated, or of noise, either of natural

origin or unintentionally radiated from man-made sources, or various combinations

of these It has long been recognized that the ultimate limitation to a communication

link will usually be the radio noise

There are a number of types of radio noise that must be considered in any design,

though, in general, one type will be the predominate noise and will be the deciding

design factor In broad categories, the noise can be divided into two types — noise

internal to the receiving system and noise external to the receiving antenna Noise

power IS generally the most significant parameter (but seldom sufficient) in relating

the interference potential of the noise to system performance Since the noise level

often results from a combination of external and internal noise, it is convenient to

express the resulting noise by means of an overall operating noise factor which char-

acterizes the performance of the entire receiving system The next section of this chap-

ter, therefore, defines the receiving system operating noise factor and shows how the

internal and external noises must be combined It then gives estimates of the minimum
(and maximum) environmental noise levels likely at any location on the surface of the

Earth The frequency range 0 I Hz to 100 GHz is covered, and so the interference

potential of atmospheric noise can be compared to that of other external noises (e g ,

man-made and galactic)

After the broad look of the next section, the section on “Worldwide Atmospheric

Radio Noise Estimates” goes on m much more detail concerning atmospheric noise,

giving its level as a function of time and geographic location In addition, the required

statistical characterizations (in addition to level) are defined and examples given Fi-

nally, this section provides a historical summary of mathematical models for the at-

mospheric-noise process, since, quite often, proper system design requires more infor-

mation (obtained by modeling) about the process than can be obtained by

measurement alone

The last section summarizes the effects of atmospheric noise on system performance

and then gives various means of improving system performance in impulsive noise.
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WORLDWIDE MINIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL RADIO NOISE LEVELS
(0.1 Hz to 100 GHz)

Predetection Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Operating Noise Factor

As mentioned jn the introduction, it is desirable to express the external noise levels

in a form which will allow the external noises to be appropriately combined with noise

internal to a telecommunications system. In so doing, it is then possible to make deci-

sions concerning required receiving system sensitivity; that is, a receiver need have no

more sensitivity than that dictated by the external noise. Also, the noise levels can then

be compared to the desired signal level to determine the predetection signal-to-noise

(s/n) ratio. The predetection s/n ratio is an important system design parameter and is

always required knowledge (required but seldom sufficient) when determining the ef-

fects of the external noise on system performance. It is useful to refer (or translate)

the noise from all sources to one point in the system for comparison with the signal

power (desired signal). A unique system reference point exists; the terminals of an

equivalent lossless antenna having the same characteristics (except efficiency) as the

actual antenna (see Reference 9). Consider the receiving system shown in Figure I.

The output of block (a) is this unique reference point. The output of block (c) repre-

sents the actual (available) antenna terminals to which one could attach a meter or a

transmission line. Let s represent the signal power and n the average noise power in

watts which would be observed at the output of block (a) in an actual system (if the

terminals were accessible). We can define a receiving system overall operating noise

factor, f, such that n = fkT„b, where k = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 x 10'“ J/K,

T„ = the reference temperature in K taken as 288K, and b = the noise power band-
width of the receiving system in hertz.

We can also define a system overall operating noise figure F = 10 log, of in dB. The

ratio s/n can be expressed:

(S/N) = s - N (1)

where

S = the desired average signal power in dB (IW) = 10 log,oS, and N = the average

system noise power in dB (IW) = 10 log,on. Let us now explore the components of n

in greater detail with emphasis on environmental noise external to the system compo-
nents.

For receivers free from spurious responses, the system noise factor is given by

f = L + - D
(^)

+ -
1) (^)

+ - 1) ^2)

where

L = the external noise factor defined as

kT„b

and F„ = the external noise figure defined as F„ = 10 log L; p„ = the available noise

power from a lossless antenna (the output of block (a) in Figure I); = the antenna

circuit loss (power available from lossless antenna/power available from actual an-
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S/N f and f, Oafincd Here

4=1 Jtc it

T, \ T,

FIGURE 1 The receiving sy$(efn and Its operating noise factor, f

tenna), T, = the actual temperature, in K, of the antenna and nearby ground, t, =

the transmission line loss (available input power/available output power), T, = the

actural temperature, m K, of the transmission line, and f, = the noise factor of the

receiver (F, = 10 log f, = noise figure m dB) Let us now define noise factors f, and

f„ where f« is the noise factor associated with the antenna circuit losses,

and f, IS the noise factor associated with the transmission line losses,

If T, = T, = Ta, (2) becomes

f = fg- l + fcf,f, (6)

Note specifically that when f, = f, = J (lossless antenna and transmission line), then

F#F. + F,

Relation (3) can be written

Pp = Fa+B- 204dB(lW) (7)

where P, = 10 log p„ (p„ = available power at the output of block (a) in Figure 1, in

watts), B = 10 log b, and -204 = JO log kT, For a short (h < A) grounded vertical

monopole, the vertical component of the rms field strength is given by

^ + B - 95 5 db(l mV/ri) (8)
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where E„ is the field strength in bandwidth b and f„„, is the center frequency in MHz.
Similar expressions for E„ can be derived for other antennas.^' For example, for a

halfwave dipole in free space,

E„ = Fg + 20 log + B - 98.9 dB(l ^V/m) (9)

The external noise factor is also commonly expressed as a temperature, T„, where

by definition of f„

and To is the reference temperature in K and T„ is the antenna temperature due to

external noise.

More detailed definitions and discussions (including the case with spurious re-

sponses) are contained in CCIR Report 413.’ Additional discussions on natural noise

are given in the next section of this chapter. Discussions on man-made noise are given

in the chapter on Man-Made Noise and CCIR Report 258.'®

Relationships among F„, Noise Power, Spectral Density, and Noise Power Bandwidth

Note that f„ is a dimensionless quantity, being the ratio of two powers. The quantity

f„, however, gives, numerically, the available power spectral density in terms of kTo

and the available power in terms of kT„b. The relationship between the noise power,

P„, the noise power spectral density, P.^, and noise power bandwidth, b, are summa-
rized in Figure 2.^' When F„ is known, then P„ or P.j can be determined by following

the steps indicated in the figure. For example, if the minimum value of F„ = 40 dB
and b = 10 kHz, then the minimum value of noise power available from the equivalent

lossless antenna is P„ = -124dB(lW).
If i,. = 3, then the noise power available from the actual receiving antenna is -128.8

dB(lW).

Estimates of Minimum (and Maximum) Environmental Noise Levels

The best available estimates of the minimum expected values of F„ along with other

external noise levels of interest are summarized in this section as a function of fre-

quency. Figure 3 covers the frequency range 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz. The solid curve is the

minimum expected values of F„ at the surface of the Earth based on measurements

(taking into account all seasons and times of day for the entire Earth), and the dashed

curve gives the maximum expected values. Note that in this frequency range there is

very little seasonal, diurnal, or geographic variation. The larger variability in the 100

to 10,000 Hz range is due to the variability of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide cutoff.

Figure 4 covers the frequency range 10’ to 10® Hz, i.e., 10 kHz to 100 MHz. The
minimum expected noise is shown via the solid curves and other noises that could be

of interest as dashed curves. For atmospheric noise (f > 10’ Hz), the minimum values

expected are taken to be those values exceeded 99.5% of the time, and the maximum
values are those exceeded 0.5% of the time. For the atmospheric noise curves, all times

of day, seasons, and the entire surface of the Earth have been taken into account.

More precise details (geographic and time variations) can be obtained from CCIR Re-

port 322,® which is discussed in the next section of this chapter. These atmospheric

noise data are of average background. Local thunderstorms can cause higher noise

levels. The man-made noise (quiet receiving site) is that noise measured at carefully
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FIGURE 2 Relationships between power, power spectral density, and noise band-

width (rms detector) (From Spaulding A D . Report OT 76-85 U S Government

Printing Office Washington D C , 1976 )

selected, quiet sites worldwide as given in CCIR Report 322 * The atmospheric noise

below this man-made noise level was, of course, not measured, and the levels shown

are based on theoretical considerations* and engineering judgment '* Also shown is

the median expected business area man-made noise Further details concerning man-
made noise and its variation can be obtained from the following chapter, CCIR Report

258, Spaulding and Disney” and references therein, and Hagn and Shepherd ”

On Figure 5, the frequency range 10* to 10” is covered, i e , 100 MHz to 100 GHz
Again, the minimum noise is given by solid curves while some other noises of interest

are again given by dashed curves

The majority of the results shown on the three figures is for omni-directional verti-

cally polarized antennas (except as noted on the tifeures) The average value of F, for

directional antennas will be the same if we assume random direction Studies have

indicated that at HF (for example), for atmospheric noise from lightning, there can

be as much as 10 dB variation (5 dB above to 5 dB below the average F. value shown)

with direction for very narrowbeam antennas
For galactic noise, the average value (over the entire sky) is given by the solid curve

labeled galactic noise (Figures 4 and 5) Measurements indicate a ± 2 dB variation

about this curve The minimum galactic noise (narrowbeam antenna towards galactic

pole) IS 3 dB below the solid galactic noise curve shown on Figure 5 The maximum
galactic noise for narrowbeam antennas is shown via a dashed curve on Figure 5

Example Determination of Required Receiver Noise Figure

We now want to consider a simple example to show how to determine the required

receiver noise figure. At 10 kHz, for example, the minimum external noise is F. =

145 dB (see Figure 4) If we assume T, = T, = T„ and i, = f ,
= 1 (that is, no antenna

or transmission line losses), then

f=fa-l + ff (11)

We can take f, to be that value which will increase F by only 1 dB This gives us a

noise figure, F„ of 140 dB or an overall noise figure, F, of 147 dB Any smaller noise
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Frequency (Hz)

FIGURE 3. F,, minimum and maximum, vs. frequency (0.1 to 10* Hz). A — micropulsations, B — mini-

mum value expected of atmospheric noise, C — maximum value expected of atmospheric noise.
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FIGURE 4. F„ vs. frequency (10* to 10* Hz). A — atmospheric noise, value exceeded Q.fTo of time; B —
atmospheric noise, value e.xceeded 99.5'?b of time; C — man-made noise, quiet receiving site; D — galactic

noise; E— median business area man-made noise; minimum noise level expected.
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(ICHZ)

Fr*qM«ncy (H»)

FIGURE S F. vs frequ«ncy (10* to 10" Hz) A — estimated median business area man-made noise, B —
galactic noise C — galactic noise 9 toward galactic center with mfiniiely narrow beamwidth), D — quiet

jun degree beamwidth directed at son), E — sty noise doe to oxygen and water vapor (very narrow

beam antenna), upper curve, 0* elevation angle lower curve, 90® elevation angle, F — black body (cosmic

background), 2 7 K, minimum noise level expected

figure, F„ no matter how small, cannot decrease F below J46 dB Consider now that

ic = i, = 100 ,

1

e , 20 dB antenna losses and 20 dB transmission losses Then,

1 = fa-lt-lOOOOf, (12)

In order to raise the F no more than 1 dB (to 147 dB) for the above situation, F, can

only be as large as 100 dB As this example shows, it makes no sense to attempt to

use sensitive receivers at low frequencies

As another example, consider a VHF receiver at 100 MHz The minimum noise level

IS now due to galactic noise and is approximately an F, of 7 dB Suppose that i, =

100 and i, = 1, now, m order not to raise F more than 1 dB, F, can only be as large

as-19 8dB
Jn the first example above, the interfering noise was atmospheric noise, and m the

second example the noise was galactic These two types of noise are quite different in

character — atmospheric noise being very impulsive and galactic noise being white

Gaussian Correspondingly, these two types of noise will affect system performance
quite differently, even if they have the same level (i e , available power) In specifying

system performance, the detailed statistical characteristic of the noise must be taken

into account. One consequence of this is that the external noise can still limit perform-

ance even though the receiver noise (Gaussian in character) is made as high as possible

so as not to increase the overall operating noise factor f System performance depends

on more than the noise level, and so far we have considered only noise level via f. In

the last two sections of this chapter, then, we continue on, taking a closer look at the

character of atmospheric noise and its effects on system performance as well as some

techniques to overcome degradation caused by impulsive noise
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WORLDWIDE ATMOSPHERIC RADIO NOISE ESTIMATES

Introduction

In the previous section we defined f„ (and T„), the most useful and common way of
specifying the external noise level. We also noted that when one is concerned with

determining the effects of the external noise (e.g., atmospheric noise) on system per-

formance, more information about the received noise process than just its energy con-

tent (level) is almost always required. In the following paragraphs, then, we will define

these more detailed statistics which are required and show, via examples for atmo-
spheric noise, their general characteristics. Having the definitions in hand, we will

discuss CCIR Report 322, which gives the available worldwide estimates for atmos-

pheric noise, its level, f„, and also the most useful statistic, the amplitude probability

distribution of the received noise envelope along with the time, frequency, and geo-

graphic variations of these parameters.

Since the impulsive atmospheric noise can have serious effects on the performance
of communication systems, various techniques can be used to minimize these effects.

This means that receiving systems must be designed to function as well as possible in

impulsive noise. In general, in order to carry out such system designs, more knowledge
about the noise process is required than can be obtained by measurement alone. There-

fore, at the end of this section, a summary of the mathematical models that have been

developed for the atmospheric noise process is given. In addition to system perform-

ance and design problems, some of these models can be used, coupled with measured

noise data, to study various geophysical phenomena such as radio wave propagation,

thunderstorm occurrence rates, the nature of lightning, etc.

Definition and Examples of Measured Received Atmospheric Noise Envelope Statistics

Atmospheric noise is a random process. The fact that we are dealing with a random

process means that the noise can be described only in probabilistic or statistical terms

and cannot be represented by a deterministic waveform or any collection of determin-

istic waveforms. In addition, atmospheric noise is basically nonstationary; therefore,

great care must be exercised in the planning and making of measurements and in the

interpretation of the results. We must measure long enough to obtain a good estimate

of the required parameter but be certain that the noise remains “stationary enough”

during this period. This is no small point and is frequently overlooked in the design

of measurement experiments. We assume that the random noise process is stationary

enough over some required time period for us to obtain the required statistics. Of

course, how these statistics then change with time, as from day to day, as well as with

location, now becomes important.

The basic description of any random process is its probability density function (pdf)

or distribution function. The first order pdf of the received interference process is

almost always required to determine system performance (i.e., always necessary but

sometimes not sufficient).

Although a random process, X(t), is said to be completely described if its hierarchy

of distributions is known, there are other important statistical properties (important

to communications systems) which are not immediately implied by this hierarchy. Mo-

ments and distributions of level crossings of X(t) within a time interval, moments and

distributions of the time interval between successive crossings, distribution of extremes

in the interval, and so on are typical examples.

We now want to define, in a unified way, the atmospheric noise parameters that

have been measured and their interrelationships.
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riGURC 6 No):>eal iheouipui of a narrowband filler

For analysis of a communication system, the noise process of interest is the one seen

by our receiving system This means that we are almost always interested m “narrow-

band” noise processes A narrowband process results whenever the bandpass of the

system is a small fraction of the center frequency, f„ and means that the received noise

IS descnbable in terms of its envelope and phase as shown on Figure 6 The noise

process, x(t), at the output of a narrowband filter is given by

x(t) » v<t)cos(u>ct*e(0]

where v(t) is the envelope process and 4(t) is the phase process For atmospheric noise

in the absence of discrete signals, f is uniformly distributed, that is

p(0) = _L.
2ir

Therefore, we will concentrate on the statistics of the envelope process, v(t) In general,

for system analysis, the required statistics that determine performance are either the

envelope statistics directly or are obtainable from the envelope and phase statistics

For noise from some discrete sources or for general background atmospheric noise

plus interfering signals, 4'(t) is not uniformly distributed, and the statistics of the 4(0

process must also be known
As an example, let x(t) (Figure 6) be a white Gaussian process, then the pdf’s for x,

V, and 4 are

P(#) — — , —ir<^<
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FIGURE 7. Noise envelope of a sample of atmospheric noise.

where N. is the noise power spectral density (watts/Hz). That is. the envelope voltage

V is Rayleigh distributed and the phase is uniformly distributed.
.

,

•
, ^ f

Figure 7 shows the noise envelope of a sample of atmosphenc noise along def-

initions of the various noise parameters that have been measured. From Figure 7 we

have:

The amplitude probability distribution (APD) is the fraction of the total measure-

ment time, T, for which the envelope was above level v.;

D(v) = Prob [v > Vj] = 1 - P(v)

where P(v) is the cumulative distribution function. The pdf of v is given by the den

“rafaveige cross/ng rate characterlst/c (ACR) is

crossings of level v- = total number/T. For impulsive noise an g

age levels, an average noise pulse rate (pulses per second)

inferred from the ACR. The requirement for the pulse rate to
Je

the ACR is that the noise envelope (at the level v.) be composed of isolated filter im

‘’iL'pTSa-ag dislrihPPdn (PSD) for level v, is the frac.ion

level V, that exceeds time t. That is, the PSD is the dismbut.on tor the random

The pulse tluration distribution (FDD) for level v. is the fraction of pulse d

at level V, that exceeds timer.
thp ;mtocorrelation function,

To specify time dependence in the received wave form, the autocorreiat

R(t), is used.
oo OO

R(r) = 5 I v.Vj p,(v.,v,,r)dv.dv.

Um
, Y 5^v(t)v(t + T) dt
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where v, is v(t) at time t,, v, is v(t) at ti, and t = - t,, with p, (v,. Vj) the 2nd order

pdf of v(t) The autocovanance of v(t) is the covariance of the random variables v(t|)

and v(t 2 ) For zero mean processes, the autocorrelation and autocovanance are identi-

cal

The power spectral density, S(co), for a stationary random process is given by the

Fourier transform of R(t) This is similar to the Fourier transform pair relationship

between the time domain representation and the frequency domain representation of

deterministic waveforms Note, however, that while for deterministic waveforms the

spectrum gives the amplitude of each frequency component and its phase, no phase

information is possible for the spectrum of a random process If the process is time

independent (correlated only for t = 0), then

R|t) = Nj 6(r-0)

and

S(u>) * N,

Noise with the above property is termed “white ”

The average envelope voltage is termed the expected value of v, E(vl,

'’av
* * ^j’^v(t)dl» -J vdD(v)

' 0 0

where -dDfv) = p(v)dv

Therms voltage squared{proportional to energy or power), E|v*|, is

''’rmi
• fl*’l i jV(l)ai - -J*v-dD(v)

T
*'o •'O

The average logarithm of the envelope voltage, EHog '). is

''loe
“ ='f

^ logvtOdt = -(“togvdDCv)
*0 •'o

The peak voltage for time period Tis the maximum of >(t) during T

Because the rms voltage level can be given m absolute terms (i e ,
rms field strength

or available power as given m the first part of the second section), it is common to

refer the other envelope voltage levels to it The dB difference between the average

voltage and the rms voltage is termed V^,

Vj = -20log-^
'tins

The dB difference between the antilog of the average log of the envelope voltage and

the rms voltage is termed L^,
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Knowledge of the behavior of the above statistics with time and location is also impor-
tant.

Figures 8 and 9 show a 200 msec sample of atmospheric noise taken from a 6 min
noise recording at 2.5 MHz in a 4 kHz bandwidth and the autocorrelation for this

sample. Note from the autocorrelation that some time correlation (for small t) is indi-

cated. While some samples of atmospheric noise show no time correlation, the situa-

tion depicted in Figure 9 can be considered to be typical for atmospheric noise. Figures

10, II, 12, and 13 show the APD, ACR, PDD, and PSD for this 6-min sample of

atmospheric noise. In Figure 10 the dashed curve is that for a Rayleigh distribution

(envelope of Gaussian noise). The impulsive nature of atmospheric noise at 2.5 MHz
can easily be seen from Figure 10. In general, atmospheric noise is much more impul-

sive still (larger dynamic range) at lo%ver frequencies (e.g., LF, MF, etc.). This example

of the statistics of the received atmospheric noise was selected to only give a general

“feel” of the statistical nature of atmospheric noise. Even so, the example shown is

quite typical.

CCIR Report 322

Previously, the various atmospheric noise parameters that have been measured were

defined and examples given. How these parameters (e.g., f„) vary with time and loca-

tion is also required knowledge. Research pertaining to atmospheric noise dates back

to at least 1896;''’ however, the research leading to the first publication of predictions

of radio noise levels was carried out in 1942 by a group in the United Kingdom at the

Interservices Ionosphere Bureau and in the U.S. at the Interservice Radio Propagation

Laboratory. Predictions of worldwide radio noise were published subsequently in

RPU Technical Report No. 5"’ and in National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Circulars

462” and 557,''“ and CCIR Report 65.’ All these predictions for atmospheric noise

were based mainly on weather patterns and measurements at very few locations and

over rather short periods of time.

Starting in 1957, average power levels (f„) of atmospheric noise were measured on a

worldwide basis starting with a network of 15 identical recording stations. Figure 14

shows the location of these recording stations. The frequency range 13 kHz to 20 MHz
was covered, and measurements of F„, V^, and were made using a bandwidth of

200 Hz. In addition, APD measurements were made at some of the stations.

The data from this worldwide network were analyzed by the Central Radio Propa-

gation Laboratory (CRPL) of NBS and the results published in the NBS Technical

Note Series 18. The first in this series was published in July 1959 and covered July

1957 through December 1958. After this, one in the series was published every quarter

until No. 18—32 for September, October, and November 1966. These Technical Notes

gave, for each frequency and location, the month-hour median value of F. along with

D„ and D,, the upper and lower decile values; i.e., the values exceeded 10% and 90%
of the time. The median values of V,, and Lj were also given. In addition, the corre-

sponding season-time block values were given for the four seasons, winter (December,

January, and February; June, July, and August in the southern hemisphere), spring

(March, April, May), summer (June, July, August), and fall (September, October,

November) and six 4-hr time blocks (0000-0400, etc.).

A method was developed to obtain the APD from the measured statistical moments
Vj and Lj.*’ Later it was shown that for atmospheric noise there is strong correlation

between Yj and hj, and a good approximation of the APD could be obtained from

Ya alone.” Also, a means of converting the APD from one bandwidth to another was

developed.” It has since been shown, based on numerous measurements, that this

bandwidth conversion method is strictly valid for only small changes in bandwidth (5

to 1, say).
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In 1963, CCIR Report 322, World Disiributton and Chnractcrtsttcs of Atmospheric

Radio Noise, was published by the Iniernaiiona) Telecommunications Union in Ge-

neva This report (small book, actually) presents the worldwide predictions of F., V<.
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FIGURE 10. Amplitude probability distribution for a 6-min sample of atmos-

pheric noise recorded at 2.5 MHz in a4 kHz bandwidth.

and their statistical variations for each season-time block and is based on all the avail-

able measurements to that date, primarily the recording network shown in Figure 14.

The expected APD for various values of (1.05 dB for Rayleigh to 30 dB) are also

given along with the expected variation in the APD.
Figure 15 shows Figure 19A of CCIR Report 322. This figure gives F„„ at I MHz as

a function of latitude and longitude for the summer season and the time block 2000-

2400. Since this map is for local time, there is a discontinuity at the equator (corre-

sponding to summer being 6 months apart in the northern and southern hemispheres).

World maps of atmospheric radio noise in universal time are also available. To obtain

F„„, Figure 16 is used to convert the 1 MHz value to any frequency between 10 kHz
and 30 MHz. Finally, the median value of and the statistical variations of F„

about its median value F„„, are given in Figure 16. The expected APD for a given is
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FIGURE 1 1 Average positive crossing race characteristic for the sample of noise of Fig-

ure 10

given in Figure 17 Also, numerical representation of CCIR Report 322 is available
**

While the title of Lucas and Harper says that only HF (3-30 MHz) is covered, the

results there will reproduce all of Report 322 This numerical representation is also

contained m the ITU HF propagation prediction programs A numerical representa-

tion (computer program) of the APD as a function of is also available
'

It has been shown that the variation of f. for a given season and time block can be

adequately represented by two log-normal distributions (i e , dB values normally dis-

tributed), one above the median value and one below Therefore, the variation is given

by F„„, D„, and This is best explained via an example Suppose we want F, and its

variation for the summer season, 2000-2400 time block for Boulder, Colo ,
at 500 kHz

(As mentioned in the previous section, F. is independent of bandwidth ) From Figure

15, the 1 MHz F.„, value is 90 dB From Figure 16 then, the 500 kHz F,« is 102 dB

with D„ = 9.0 dB, Di = 7 7 dB, = 3 1 dB, and o^, = 2 0 dB A value for or,„ is

also given (4.7 dB) and is designed lo account for the difference between observations

and the results obtained by the numencal mapping routines that produced CCIR Re-

port 322, to account for year-to-year variations, and also to account for the expected

variation in the median value when extrapolations were made to geographic areas

where measurements did not exist Figure 18 shows the distribution of F. values esti-
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FIGURE 12. Pulse duration distributions for the sample of noise of

Figure 10.

mated via the data above (F„„, D„, D<, Od^, and Od^). On Figure 18, all the measured

values of F„ measured at Boulder at 500 kHz will essentially lie between the two dotted

lines with the solid line being the estimate of the distribution of Fo for this season and

time block. The Oo^ and od„ values account for the year-to-year variation in D, and D,

and also the geographic variation, since only one value of D„ is given for the entire

surface of the Earth. Now the value of F„ exceeded any percent of time for this season-

time block can be determined.

CCIR Report 322 gives examples of using the noise data to determine the required

signal strength in order for various communications systems to operate according to

some given specifications. What these specifications usually are in order to take into

account the noise (and signal) variability with time and location are covered in the last

section of this chapter.

Summary of Mathematical Models for Atmospheric Radio Noise Processes

In order to be able to determine the optimum receiving system for a given class of
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FIGURE 13 Pulse spacing distributions for the sample of noise of Figure

10

signals and analyze its performance, a mathematical model for the random interference

process is required That is, for optimal system studies and also for determining the

performance of some of the existing suboptimum systems, more information about

the interference process is required than can generally be obtained by measurement

alone The problem is to develop a model for the interference that fits all the available

measurements, is physically meaningful when the nature of the noise sources, their

distributions in time and space, propagation, etc are considered, is directly relatable

to the physical mechanisms giving rise to the interference, and is still simple enough

so that the required statistics can be obtained for solving signal detection problems

While various models have been proposed in the past (to be summarized later) that

meet these requirements in particular instances, the only general (canonical) model

proposed to date that meets all the above requirements is that proposed by Middle-

ton

Models that have been developed to date can be categorized into two basic types.
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FIGURE 17 Amplitude probability distributions for atmospheric radio noise for various V<

values •

The first type (and earliest models) are empirical models which do not represent the

interference process itself but which propose various mathematical expressions de-

signed only to fit the measured statistics of the interference The second type of model

IS that which is designed to represent the entire random interference process itself The

majority of these models represents the received interference waveform as a summation

of filtered impulses
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Percent Exceeded

FIGURE 18. The distribution of F. values expected at Boulder, Colo.. 500 kHz, for the summer season,

2000-2400 hr.

Most of the empirical models have hL been measured

bution (APD) of the noise envelope, >
”

! . Spaulding et al.“ which

extensively for atmospheric noise (see
extensive section on atmospheric

deals with man-made noise but also contains an extensi

"the first “model” for the noise envelope was the Rayleigh distribution

P(V > V„) = e

rmi^ian and was quickly recognized to

This simply assumes that the inter erence
j j atmospheric and man-made

be quite inappropriate, since the envelope distribution

noise exhibits large impulsive tails (e.g., igure

^ independently proposed the log

In 1954, Hesperper, Kessler, Su^van, and Wells i P

normal distribution for atmospheric noise (see Reference ),

P(V) =

This approach gave reasonable “nheTnterference at the lower

but did not match the Rayleigh (Gaussian) character ot

amplitude levels.
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Likhter” used a combination of two Rayleigh distributions for atmospheric noise

P(V > v„) = (J - c) *ce

This distribution gave poor agreement with actual data

Also in 1956 Watt proposed a variation on the Rayleigh distribution (see Reference

16).

P(V > V,) = e-

where

X = a,Va + + a,V,'’

b * 0 6l201og(V,„,/V,^^))

This distribution was designed for atmospheric noise and was claimed to give better

results at high and low probabilities than the previously proposed distributions

Ishida” proposed a combination for atmospheric noise,

P(V > V,) » (1 - + c(lognomaj distribution)

Nakai” recommended this same combination Ibukun** found good agreement with

some measured data for this log normal, Rayleigh combination

In 1956 Horner and Harwood (see Reference 29) used

PfV > V,) « 2

to represent the APD of atmospheric noise, and also in 1956 the Department of Sci-

entific and Industrial Research of Great Britain proposed the following distribution

(see Reference 26)

P(V > V„)

obtaining experimental values for a and r of 2 7 and 1 4, respectively, using atmos-

pheric noise data from Nakai **

Crichlow el al represented the APD of atmospheric noise by a Rayleigh distribu-

tion at the lower amplitude levels and a “power” Rayleigh distribution at the higher

levels

/ t/
P(V > V.) = f

. y> E

with these two distributions being joined by a third expression for the middle range of
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amplitudes. These APDs were found to fit data very well over a wide range of band-
widths and are still the “standard” representation for atmospheric radio noise.® Means
of obtaining the distribution for bandwidths other than the measurement bandwidth
was also obtained.“ It has been this empirical representation that has generally been

used in determining the performance of digital systems in atmospheric noise (see Ref-

erence 1 and the bibliography by Spaulding et al.®‘).

Galejs” used a variation of the Rayleigh distribution

P(V > VJ = (1-5) e-“iV„ +

He reported satisfactory agreement with atmospheric noise data using appropriate val-

ues of the parameters 6, a,, and oi. Galejs'® also used a more complicated version for

atmospherics

(Vo’ +a’) + V„(Vo’ +a^)>” (I)’
,-sV„

Finally, Ponhratov and Antonov"'® used a variation of the normal distribution with

mean p to represent the instantaneous amplitude

p(x) = — exp ( 1 ,
-CO < X < «

2V2 r('/2)M \

with Yi <v<l. They found this to be a good approximation for the probability density

of atmospheric noise.

Almost all of the above empirical models concentrated on the envelope of the re-

ceived noise process. Such models, while useful in determining the performance of

“idealized” digital systems using matched filter or correlation receivers (i.e., those

optimum for white Gaussian noise), give no insight into the physical processes that

cause the interference. Neither can they be used to determine performance of “real”

systems which employ various kinds of nonlinear processing nor can they be used in

optimum signal detection problems. Various investigators have developed models for

the entire interference process. The most significant of these models are as follows.

Furutsu and Ishida'® represented atmospheric noise as a summation of filtered im-

pulses and considered two cases: (1) Poisson noise, consisting of the superposition of

independent, randomly occurring impulses and (2) Poisson-Poisson noise, consisting

of the superposition of independent, randomly occurring Poisson noise — each Pois-

son noise forming a wave packet of some duration. They represent the response of the

receiver for an elementary pulse to be

r = i(t,a) cos(cot + ip)

express this response as a vector and take the summation of n(n random) such vectors.

They obtain, for the envelope amplitude for Poisson noise,
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where the characteristic function f(A, T) is given by

f(X.T) '

and u IS the mean rate of occurrence of pulses in the Poisson distribution, T is the

total time period of interest, and p(a) is the pdf of a They also obtain

P(V<Vo) = VjJJ“j,av,)f(x.T)dx

Corresponding results are obtained for Poisson-Poisson noise (v becomes Poisson dis-

tributed) and for second-order distributions, i e , p(V,, Vi) and f(Ai, Aj, T) Furutsu

and Ishida'* proceeded to evaluate P(V <V.) for two “typical” cases of discrete and

continuous spatial distributions of sources (using ffA,“l) Their results showed good

agreement with measurements

Beckmann^ ^ developed a theoretical model for the received envelope of atmospheric

noise and related his results to the number of sources (atmospheric discharges) and

the properties of the propagation paths from these sources to the receiver He assumed

that the shape of the envelope of an individual atmospheric (attaining its peak value

Ep at time t.) was of the form

The total signal at time ta is given as

u = 5. E iJk +S Sk
k=l k=l

where the circumflex accents denote uniformly distributed phase vectors, the u, are

atmospherics that have reached their peak values at times previous to t„ and the Si are

atmospherics that have not yet reached Ihcir peak values For any arbitrary time, t

(between two successive peaks), the amplitude is

V = u

A Poisson distribution is assumed for the occurrence times of the atmospherics and a

Jog-normal distribution is postulated for the peak amplitude, E,; i.e ,

where A is normally distributed with mean p and variance o* Beckmann’s results from

the above are

« VNcln(l/Nc)
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where N is the number of discharges per unit time and c = (a + b)/2, and

which reduces for large and small values of V„ to

\ V\ rms

for large V,,, and

P e
-V„"/Nc

for small V,., respectively.

These results showed good agreement with measurements and were the first results

which related measurements to the physical properties giving rise to the noise. The

parameter Nc depends on the properties of atmospheric discharges, and p and are

the mean and variance of the total attenuation, which is determined by the properties

of the propagation path. Beckmann’s analysis, however, gave no consideration to the

characteristics of the receiver.

HalP applied work on the applicability of a class of “self similar” random processes

as a model for certain intermittent phenomena to signal detection problems considering

LF atmospheric noise. The concept introduced is that of a random process that is

controlled by one “regime” for the duration of observation, while this regime is itself

a random process. The model that Hall proposed for received impulsive noise is one

that takes the received noise to be a narrowband Gaussian process multiplied by a

weighting factor that varies with time. Thus, the received atmospheric noise x(t) is

assumed to have the form

.x(t) = a(t)n(t)

where n(t) is a zero-mean narrowband Gaussian process with covariance function

R„(t), and a(t), the regime process, is a stationary random process, independent of

n(t), whose statistics are to be chosen so that x(t) is an accurate description of the

received atmospheric noise. For a(t). Hall chose the “two-sided” chi distribution,

Xzfm, o), for the reciprocal of a(t), resulting in

a'"r(m/2)

1
exp [-

m
277]

1

72n<j,
’

and

p(n) =
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Using the two equations above, Hall found the pdf of the noise to be given by

p(x) = (I) ,»-
,

where y = m’'^o,/o and 0 = m + I > 1 For the special case o, = o, p(x) is Student’s

“t”-distribution Hall terms the above the generalized “t”-distribution with parame-
ters 0 and X Hall shows that 0 in the range 2 < 0 < 4 is appropriate to fit measured
data of atmospheric noise and that 0 = 3 is appropriate to fit a large body of data at

VLF and LF (Unfortunately, for 0 in the range 2 <0 < 3. x(t) has infinite variance

and therefore cannot be a model for physical noise, although it fits the data very

closely )

Hall then considers the envelope and phase of the received noise, i e ,

\(t) = V(t)cos|u>,t + d(t))

Using

= Vpy-(Vct««, Vsin©)

where V = (y* -t- y’)''*, 4 = tan*' (y/y), and y(l> is the Hilbert transform of y(t), Hal!

showed that the phase is uniformly distributed and that the envelope distribution is

given by

P(V) - (8 - V

|V»

For his model, Hall also obtains expressions for the average rate of envelope level

crossings and the distribution of pulse widths and pulse spacings The envelope distri-

butions and level crossing rates show good agreement with measurements but poor

agreement with measurements of pulse width and pulse spacing distributions
** ”

Hall uses his model to determine the optimum receiver for coherent ON-OFF signal-

ing and analyzes its performance While the Hall model results in expressions that are

mathematically simple enough for solving detection problems, the parameters of the

model, 0 and y, have no relation to the physical processes causing the interference

Omura*^ presented a noise process similar to that of Hall He defined

xli) = AX(t)sin(wat + «(t))

where

X(t) = 3 log norma) process =

where b(l) is a stationary Gaussian process with zero mean and autocorrelation Ra(t)

and A IS a constant to be determined from noise power estimates This results in the
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phase being uniformly distributed, and

P(AX) =

where o s o,„g Omura also obtained expressions for the average rate of envelope

level crossings and pulse width and pulse spacing distributions. The model showed
agreement with measurements only at the higher envelope levels. Omura used his

model to calculate the performance of various LF and VLF digital modems.
Giordano^®-^' used a filtered impulse model to obtain results similar to Furutsu and

Ishida'® for the envelope distribution of atmospheric noise. He obtained

p(V) = vj‘”d\H(\)J.(xV)
O

where H(A) is a characteristic function obtained along the lines of Furutsu and

shida’s'® development. Giordano evaluates p(V) for various spacial distributions and

propagation situations. Each such assumption results in a different “model.” One case

of interest that Giordano treats is (1) uniform spatial distribution of sources, (2) field

strength that varies inversely with distance, and (3) arbitrary receiver envelope re-

sponse. The result is a distribution of the HalF® form, and so Giordano gave a physical

rationale to the Hall model.

Giordano considered numerous other cases of propagation and source distributions

and also developed expressions for the average rate of envelope crossings and pulse

spacing distributions.

Recent work by Middleton^* has led to the development of a physical-statistical

model for radio noise. The Middleton model is the only general one proposed to date

in which the parameters of the model are determined explicitly by the underlying phys-

ical mechanisms (e.g., source density, beam-patterns, propagation conditions, emis-

sion waveforms, etc.). The model is also canonical in nature in that the mathematical

forms do not change with changing physical conditions.

As in past models, Middleton’s model postulates the familiar Poisson mechanism

for the initiation of the interfering signals that comprise the received waveform X(t).

The received interfering process is

X(t) Uj(t,0)

j

where U, denotes the jth received waveform from an interfering source and 0 represents

the random parameters that describe the waveform scale and structure. It is next as-

sumed that only one type of waveform, U, is generated with variations in the individual

waveforms taken care of by appropriate statistical treatment of the parameters 0.

With the assumption that the sources are Poisson distributed in space and emit their

waveforms independently according to the Poisson distribution in time, the first-order

characteristic function of X(t) is obtained in a manner similar to the analyses of Fu-

rutsu and Ishida'® and Girodano."®-'* These investigators have made various assump-

tions for the distributions required to perform averages needed to obtain a character-

istic function that could be transformed to obtain the corresponding probability
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density function Each different assumption, of course, leads to a different model

(mathematical form) A unique approach of Middleton’s model is to develop expres-

sions for the transform of the characteristic function without performing these aver-

ages explicitly, thereby obtaining a canonical model

For atmospheric noise, the results are for the instantaneous amplitude

where ,Ft is a confluent hypergeometnc function The model has the two parameters

a and A„ Both these parameters are intimately involved m the physical processes caus-

ing the interference That is, the model is sensitive to source distributions and the

propagation law Specifically,

a = ~— 0 *: at < 2
7

where source density ~ i/A-, and propagation law 1/A', where A denotes distance

The parameter A, includes the parameter o and other terms depending on the physical

mechanisms The normalization in the above is to the power m the Gaussian portion

of the distribution, since as with the Hall*’ model or the Furutsu and Isbida'^ model,

we obtain infinite variance for some values of the parameters o and A. For the case

0=1, p{x) reduces to a distribution of the Hall form (A more complete model****

exists which does not have this infinite variance problem, i e , a model for which all

moments exist

)

The corresponding results for the envelope APD are

While the Middleton model is somewhat more mathematically complex than others,

It still can be (and has been) used with good success to develop optimum receiving

systems and analyze the performance of existing systems (e g ,
see Reference 59)

EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC NOISE ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Introduction

Here we want to briefly discuss the wide variety of interference effects atmospheric

noise (or similar forms of impulsive noise) has on system performance In the next

section, we give a broad overview or summary of known effects of atmospheric noise

on communication systems, primarily digital, but with some measured results for an-

alog voice systems included After that various means of improving system perform-

ance in impulsive noise are covered.

General Effects of Atmospheric Noise on System Performance

Until recently, most analyses of communication systems have been based on the
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additive, Gaussian noise channel. It has long been recognized that in most communi-
cations situations the additive noise is not Gaussian in character, but rather it is im-
pulsive in nature. Many investigators have studied the effects of impulsive broadband
noise on digital communication systems (see the bibliography by Spaulding et al.“

which lists some 315 references pertaining to system performance in impulsive noise).

For digital signaling, the receivers in general use are those designed to be optimum
(minimum probability of error) in white Gaussian noise (usually termed matched filter

or correlation receivers). The early work analyzed these receivers in impulsive atmo-
spheric noise by following the steps of the Gaussian analysis but using the appropriate

distributions of the atmospheric noise.

Following Montgomery,^’ we have the following results for any arbitrary additive

noise which is independent from one integration period (bit length) to the next and

which has uniformly distributed phase. For the symmetric binary NCFSK (noncoher-

ent frequency shift keying) system, the probability of a bit being in error is given by

one half the probability that the noise envelope exceeds the signal envelope, and for

symmetric binary CPSK (coherent phase shift keying), the probability of an error is

given by one half the probability that the quadrature component of the noise envelope

exceeds the signal. While Montgomery’s result for FSK is in terms of the noise and

signal envelopes at the input to an ideal discriminator, it has been shown*® that the

result is also directly applicable to most common FSK receivers (bandpass-filter, dis-

criminator receivers and matched-filter, envelope detection receivers). Using the above,

Conda" has given results for NCFSK for the entire range of atmospheric noise condi-

tions likely to occur and for a wide range of flat fading signal conditions. Shepelavey®'

and Spaulding” have given results for impulsive noise for the CPSK binary system.

The CFSK binary system has the same error characteristic as CPSK with a 3 dB shift

in S/N ratio; that is, a given error rate requires a 3 dB greater S/N ratio for CFSK
than for CPSK. Here S/N ratio is the ratio of the energy per received signal to the

noise power density. In the bi-phase DCPSK (differentially coherent phase shift key-

ing) system, the receiver compares the phase i)> of a noisy signal with a reference phase

<i>
to decide whether_ the corresponding pure-signal relative phase ip was 0 or ti (ifi = 0

is selected if |<{’
—

<^| < n/2, and ip = it otherwise). The reference phase is obtained

from the previously received signals; usually it is just the phase of the previous signal.

Thus the analysis of this system is complicated by the fact that both <)> and <}) are affected

by noise. This system also has adjacent symbol dependency, and, therefore, the occur-

rence of paired errors and other error groupings cannot be obtained easily, even with

independent noise. Halton and Spaulding’" have given results for this system, including

the occurrence of various groupings or errors.

In general, the results of such analyses for suboptimum receivers (i.e., those designed

to be optimum in Gaussian noise) correspond to experimental observations and can

be summarized as follows:

1. For digital systems and constant signal, white impulsive noise is much more

harmful (causes more errors) than Gaussian noise of the same energy at the

higher S/N ratios, while Gaussian noise is more harmful for the lower S/N ratios.

This is illustrated by Figure 19 which shows the APD for a samp]e of atmospheric

noise (see Figure 10) along with the probability of binary bit error for a CPSK
system with constant signal. Since the noise distribution is given relative to its

rms level, the ordinate scale can also serve as a S/N ratio scale. Gaussian noise

is also shown for contrast. By presenting the error rate characteristic jointly with

the APD, it is easy to see how the impulsive nature of atmospheric noise effects

system performance. Figure 20 shows the probability of character error for a
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FIGURE 19 Amplitude probability distributions of the noise envelope for Gaussian

noise and a sample of atmosphcivc noise shown with the corresponding probabilities

of binary bit error for a CPSK system

four-phase DCPSK system for various atmospheric noise conditions (given by

V.)

2 When the signal is Rayleigh fading, Gaussian noise is more harmful at all S/N

ratios For diversity reception, however, impulsive noise is again more harmful

at higher S/N ratios For diversity reception, impulse noise, and Rayleigh fading

signal, the degree of stalistical dependence between the noise on the different

diversity branches has a relatively minor effect on system performance for low

order of diversity For nondivetsily operation of a binary system with Rayleigh

fading signal, the error probability for a large S/N ratio is essentially independent

of the additive noise statistics Other flat Fading situations (e g ,
log-normal fad-

ing) do arise for which impulsive noise will cause more errors than Gaussian noise

at some S/N ratios Figure 21 illustrates some of these results using a binary

NCFSK system for example

3. For analog voice systems, impulsive noise is less harmful than Gaussian noise in

the sense that understandabihty can be maintained at much lower S/N ratios,

although the impulse interference is quite bothersome Figure 22‘“ shows an ex-

ample for AM voice in atmospheric noise

4 In addition to the above additive noise and flat fading signal effects, systems are
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FIGURE 20. Probability of character error for a range of atmospheric noise conditions (V.,)

for constant signal for a 4-phase DCPSK system.

also subject to multiplicative noise. This form of signal distortion is sometimes

termed frequency selective fading. In digital sy.stems, the effect of multiplicative

noise is generally to produce a P, threshold; that is, a value of P, which cannot

be lowered by increasing signal power. For examples of this phenomena, see Wat-
terson and Minister

In general, the studies and example-results above obtain a single number (e.g., error

rate) to describe the system performance. A long-term average, such as error rate,

gives a good measure of the performance of a system only if we are dealing with sta-

tionary noise and signal processes (Gaussian noise and constant signal, for example).
Since atmospheric noise is is a nonstationary random process and the signal processes
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FIGURE 21 Probability of binary error for a slow flat Rayleigh fading signal for NCFSK
system for both nondiversity and dual diversity reception

are also, in general, nonstationary, information m addition to the error rate (or a

similar measure for analog systems) is required to specify the performance of a given

system

It has become common to give two additional measures the percentage of time a

given error rate or better will be achieved (termed time availability) and the probability

that a given system will achieve a specified time availability and error rate (termed

service probability) The service probability is designed to account for the probable

errors in the prediction of noise and signal distributions, antenna gains, and the like

These concepts are illustrated in the following quantitative definition of detrimental

interference detrimental interference will exist for a particular receiving system when-

ever the available power of the wanted signal at the receiving antenna terminals is less

than the operating threshold of this receiving system, corresponding to a specified

required grade of service, g,, for the specified required fraction, q,. of some specified

period of time, T (see Reference 9) This quantitative definition of detrimental inter-

ference depends on the quantitative specification of g„ q,, and T The determination

of the grade of service, g, depends on the detailed statistical characteristics of the

desired signal and the noise environment An example of grade of service is given by

a P, vs S/N ratio characteristic The determination of the fraction of time, q, depends

on the long-term changes in the desired signal and the noise, since m general both of

these random processes are nonstationary

>Note further that both the available power of the wanted signal and the operating
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FIGURE 22. Comparison of performance of AM voice system in Gaussian and atmo-
spheric noise (V^ = 12).*''

threshold power of the receiving system are predicted values, and, as such, are subject

to error.

Assuming that the errors of prediction are known (statistically), it is possible to

determine a service probability, Qfg,, q„ T) (statistical confidence factor), that service

of a specified required grade, g,., or better, will be available for a specified required

fraction, q,., of the specified period of time, T; i.e., will have a “time availability” of

qT equal or greater than its required value, q,T. It is also possible to define an inter-

ference probability P(gr, q^, T) = I — Q(gr, qr, T). Note that the service probability

and interference probability are simply numbers between 0 and I . Finally, detrimental

interference may be said to exist at the antenna terminals of a particular receiving

system if the service probability Q(gr, qr, T) is less than some specified value (e.g.,

0.95). Once an error rate or like measure has been obtained, examples of obtaining

the time availability and service probability are given in the references (e.g.. References
8 and 9).

Means of Improving System Performance in Impulsive Noise

As shown above, impulsive atmospheric noise can cause serious systems degrada-

tion, especially when “normal” communication systems are employed (i.e., those de-

signed for Gaussian noise). In view of this, recent emphasis has been on the application

of various ad hoc nonlinear processing, designed to make the additive noise more
Gaussian in character so that the existing receivers would be better matched to the

interference, thereby improving performance. These techniques take the form of hard
limiting, hole punching, and “smear-desmear” filtering. The analysis of the effective-

ness of such techniques now requires appropriate mathematical models of the interfer-

ence process. Bello and Esposito® * use the now-customary model in which the noise
takes the form of a summation of filtered impulses, the arrival times of the impulses
being Poisson distributed. Bello and Esposito evaluate error rates for PSK and DPSK
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with and without hard-limiting In their analyses, the impulses are assumed to be non-

overlapping Ovchinnikov^^ and Richter and Smits^* present analyses which include

the intermediate case where impulses overlap but not so frequently as to approach

Gaussian noise Richter and Smits^* also evaluate the case of “smear-desmear” filter-

ing, which is shown to be helpful at high S/N ratios and harmful at low S/N ratios

A quite extensive analysis of system performance in atmospheric noise when limiting

is employed has been given by Gamble Signal design techniques to combat impulsive

noise have been given by Silver and Kurtz A useful general analysis has also been

given by Fang and Shimbo “

While the various kinds of nonlinear processing mentioned above can be quite help-

ful in improving system performance, they generally are quite wasteful of spectrum

(i e , time-bandwidth product) Recent studies have also been concerned with devel-

oping optimum detection algorithms for impulsive interference — that is, designing

receivers that match the interference rather than attempting to change the interference

to match some particular type of receiver In order to obtain improvement using any
technique, the time-bandwidth product must be expanded over that normally required

by the Gaussian receiver in Gaussian noise However, the optimum or near optimum
detection techniques require a much smaller time-bandwidth product expansion than

do the various ad hoc techniques

The first such optimum receiver was that proposed by Hall ” Hall termed his opti-

mum receiver for broadband impulsive noise a “log correlator” receiver Figure 23

shows the optimum performance compared to the performance of a “standard” CPSK
receiver for a range of atmospheric noise conditions On Figure 23, the time-bandwidth

product IS denoted 2TB and is 500, compared to the normal time-bandwidth product

of 1 for a binary CPSK system The atmospheric noise to be combated is received in a

bandwidth of 4 kHz (three examples shown), but the effective noise bandwidth is 8

Hz, achieved by using 500 times as much time as “normal” to detect a given binary

bit The performance of the matched-filter receiver for this situation is shown along

with the performance of Hall’s log-correlator receiver for the same situation (m is a

parameter m the Hall model and was defined in the previous section) Also shown is

the standard performance of a matched-filler receiver in Gaussian noise (for a time-

bandwidth product = 1) Note the rather large savings in time-bandwidth product

and/or signal energy that can, theoretically, be achieved

Much recent work has been centered on obtaining optimum threshold receivers, that

is, receivers which approach optimality as the signal becomes small In this situation,

It IS possible to derive a canonical receiver structure, meaning a structure which is

independent of the particular additive noise distribution The general result which has

been obtained by numerous investigations is that the optimum threshold receiver for

both coherent and incoherent signals is the same receiver that is optimum for Gaussian

noise but preceded by a particular nonlinearity This nonlinearity is given by the deriv-

ative of the logarithm of the probability density function of the instantaneous ampli-

tude of the interference process (See, for example, Reference 2 ) It should be noted

that this nonlinearity does not “Gaussianize” the noise Kushner and Levin’® and Ri-

bin^’ have shown that these canonical threshold receivers are asymptotically optimum

That IS, as the decision time becomes infinite and/or the signal becomes vanishing

small, the threshold receiver yields a probability of error no larger than that obtained

by any other receiver Nirenberg^’ has shown that the threshold results extend to M-
ary digital systems, that the receiver is independent of the signal fading characteristics,

and that, if the desired signal contains desired amplitude modulation, the threshold

receiver takes a more complicated form, requiring additional nonlinear processing

The threshold results have been extended to narrowband non-Gaussian noise by Za-

chepitsky et al and to cases where the observational data represent a sequence of
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FIGURE 23. Comparison of the performance of an optimum receiving system for atmospheric noise with

the performance of a standard matched filter receiver for constant CPSK binaiy signals for a range of noise

conditions.

quantized random quantities by Levin and Baronkin.^^ Spaulding and Middleton-®

have derived and analyzed the performance of threshold receivers for a wide range of

system types. In addition, Spaulding®’ has analyzed optimum threshold detection using

both time and spacial sampling.

These optimum receivers are required to be adaptive. They must be able to change

themselves to match the changing noise environment. This complicates the receiver

structure so that, in addition to the basic receiver, there must also be equipment to

estimate the required noise parameters. Nirenberg’^ has treated this problem for the

Hall receiver; and Griffiths,’’ Valeyev,*’ and Valeyev and Gonopol’skj'*’ have attacked

the estimation problem for threshold receivers.
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INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic noise can be defined as “all electromagnetic energy from both in-

tentional and unintentional radiators, except the desired signal for a specific system

of interest ' Such noise (a cause) should not be confused with interference (an ef-

fect), which IS the degradation that the noise can cause to the performance of a tele-

communications or an electronic system ^ Other terms used in the literature for man-
made radio noise include incidental noise, unintentionally generated radio noise, etc

There is a large body of literature on man-made electromagnetic noise The Inter-

national Union of Radio Science (URSI) has produced triennial reviews and occasional

summaries (e g ,
References 4 through 8), and the International Special Committee on

Interference (CISPR) has given considerable attention to the allowable radiation limits

for specific sources of noise The International Radio Consultative Committee

(CCIR) has produced a report on environmental noise ” The Joint Technical Advisory

Committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the Elec-

tronic Industries Association (EIA) considered radio noise as it impacts on the use of

the spectrum “ Spaulding has discussed the problems associated with man-made noise

and recommended steps for solutions m the US'* Two recent books have been de-

voted almost entirely to man-made noise “ These publications, and the references

therein, when combined with a bibliography by Spaulding, Disney, and Hubbard,"

cover the major work on man-made noise published through 1980

The composite electromagnetic noise environment observed (or observable) by a

given receiving system at a given time and location can arise from various categories

of natural and man-made sources (see Figures 1 and 2) This chapter will discuss the

noise from man-made sources

SOURCES OF MAN-MADE NOISES

The intended coherent radiation from intentional radiators produces the largest elec-

tromagnetic fields The density of intentional radiators is highly correlated with pop-

ulation density " " Janes, et al
" " have measured the integrated power density levels

in the band 54 to 900 MHz at 72 locations in the U S urban areas and found that the

integrated power density levels (including that of subbands) were log-normally distrib-

uted with a median of 0 03^\V/cm* The FM band (88 to 108 MHz) had the largest

median (1 3 x 10'*^W/cm^), the high VHF-TV band (174 to 216 MHz) was next highest

(2 9 X 10‘VW/cm*), followed by the UHF-TV band (470 to 806 MHz) with 2 1 x

lO'-’jiW/cm^, the low VHF TV band (54 to 88 MHz) with 1 7 x 10"*^W/cm^, whereas,

the land mobile bands (150 to 182 MHz, and 450 to 470 MHz) were the lowest with

2 8 X 10‘*jiW/cm^ In addition to their desired emissions, such powerful transmitters

can radiate broadband noise,’* harmonics, and other unintended radiation, and they

can cause problems to nearby receivers such as desensitization, adjacent channel inter-

ference, and intermodulation products ’’ ”

Unintentional man-made radiators also contribute to the composite electromagnetic

environment Table 1 summarizes some of the primary categories of such radiators

The level of radiation from these equipments and devices is typically much less than

the levels from intentional radiators Figure 3 is an example of the relative contribu-

tions to the composite noise environment at 155 MHz as observed with a scanning

receiver with memory ' ’* Notice the relative contributions of the land-mobile trans-

mitter and the ignition noise This 3-dimensional display of amplitude vs frequency

and time is a useful way to observe the short-term variability and complexity of the

environment (see also References 17 and 25 for numerous other examples of the 3-
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FIGURE 1. Basic categories of sources contributing to the composite

electromagnetic noise environment. (After Hagn, G. H , Definitions and

Fundamentals of Electromagnetic Noise, Interference, and Compatibil-

ity, No. AD-A-018980, National Technical Information Service, Spring-

field, Va., 1975.)

Harmonics, Undesired

Transmitter Noise Signals

FIGURE 2. Detailed sources of the composite electromagnetic noise (EMN) environment. (After Hagn,

G. H., Definitions and Fundamentals of Electromagnetic Noise, Interference, and Compatibility, No. AD-
A-018980, National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va., 1975.)

dimensional “signatures” of specific sources). Let us now consider these unintentional

sources that contribute to the ambient noise levels observed on signal-free radio chan-

nels.

The list of potential incidental radiators (Table 1) which can cause interference is

very great (see also References 16 and 17). Frequently, the closest noise source to your

receiving antenna will dominate the ambient level while it is operating. It is possible

to identify specific sources which make major contributions to the noise background
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Table 1

CATEGORIES OF UNINTENTIONAL RADIATORS

Overhead power transmission and distribution lines

Ignition systems (e g , automotive, airtrafl, small engines, etc )

Industrial fabrication and processing equipment (including arc welders)

Electric motors and generators

Electric buses and trains (excluding their power lines)

Contact devices (e g , thermostats bells, and buzzers)

Electrical control, switchings, and converting equipment (e g . SCRs, and ac/dc converters)

Medical and scientific apparatus

Lamps (e g ,
gaseous discharge devicesand neon signs)

Various electrical consumer products (including electronic games and computers)

Intentional Radiator

/(Land-Mobite Transmitter)

Unintentional Radiator

(Vehicle Ignition System)

164 77 155 77

FREQueNCY — MHz

riOURE 3 Cxamplcsofcomributions to the composite electromag-

netic environment by intentional and unintentional radiators (After

Vincent. W R IEEE Trans EAfC. 19(3), 241 1977 Copyright '5

1977, IEEE With permission )

by noting verified complaints (e g , Reference 26) or by correlating their characteristics

with observed ambient levels Since we are dealing with man-made noise, let us first

consider the correlation of the composite man-made noise level with population density

before addressing its measured correlation with specific electromagnetic sources It

seems reasonable that man-made noise levels should correlate, at least broadly, with

population in urban areas '* Allen” presented data relating quasi-peak field strength

valuesTneasured at street level to urban population He computed the probability of

various levels being exceeded at 1 MHz as a percentage of locations in an urban area.

This was done over a population range from 10‘ to 10* persons Although Allen re-

ported a gross correlation between population and noise levels, attempts to correlate

average noise power levels with population density, as measured on a finer scale m
U S Census Bureau standard location areas (SLAs) of 1 to 5 square miles, have not

been successful Spaulding*’ investigated the relationship between population density

and average noise power spectral density, F., m decibels above kT„ in signal-free chan-

nels in the band 250 kHz to 48 MHz In the population density range of 1,000 to

25,000 per square mile (San Antonio, Texas) he found no significant correlation be-

tween the average population density of an SLA and the average values of noise level

taken at several locations within the SLA (see Figure 4) Correlation on a finer scale

(down to an individual city block) has not been attempted
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thousands

FIGURE 4. Regression of 5.0 MHz F.. with log

population density. (From Spaulding, A. D.,

IEEE 1972 NTC Record, IEEE Cat. No.
72CH0601-5-NTC, 1972. Copyright © 1972,

IEEE. With permission )

TTTTl

SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS
May'June, 1968

1.1 111 \ I I I mil I I

FIGURE 5. Linear regression of the mean of F. values along

a thoroughfare (F.J vs. log hourly traffic count along the tho-

roughfare at 48 MHz (26 thoroughfares). (From Spaulding, A.

D., IEEE 1972 NTC Record, IEEE Cat. No. 72CH0601-5-

NTC, 1972. Copyright © 1972, IEEE. With permission.)

Spaulding et al.,^® Disney,®” Spaulding,” and Spaulding and Disney®' did find sig-

nificant correlation between vehicular traffic density and average noise power spectral

density (Figure 5), especially for frequencies above 20 MHz (Figure 6). Data taken

later than those in Figure 6 indicate that the correlation remains high between 50 and
250 MHz. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that vehicle ignition systems will

be potentially important sources of interference to radio systems operating above 20

MHz, especially near roads. In rural areas remote from power lines and other sources,

automobiles, gasoline-powered tractors, snowmobiles, etc. may be dominant noise

sources below 20 MHz.
Overhead power lines are known to be an important source of man-made noise be-

low 15 to 20 MHz. Spaulding and Disney,®* reported relatively good correlation be-

tween electrical power consumption in an area and the root mean square (rms) value

of the radio noise below 20 MHz. They noted, however, that information on local

power consumption in the U.S. is difficult to obtain. Overhead lines also can be im-
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FREQUENCY — MHt

riGURC 6 Correlation cocfficicnit along vtiiJi ihc95** con

fidencc for each of the measurement frequencies f.. vi

log hourly iraffn. count (I tom SpauUmg. A D . /£ Cr 1972

NTC Record ICCC Cat No 72CIIOM)l-5 NTC, 1972 Copy
right ' 1972. ICCC With permission )

FREQUENCY — MHe

FfGURC 7 Rciacise frequency spectra for different power

line noise types The numbers in parentheses are the absolute

values measured ai 0 150 MUe (From Juette. G H , ICCC
Trans Power Appar Sysl 9I{3), 1972 Copyright \ * 1972,

ICEE With permission )

portant above 15 MHz*' and ihe interference to television from power lines has been

discussed (e g , References 33 to 35) Let us now consider m more detail the technical

characteristics of the noise from power lines and automobiles and some other specific

sources

Power lines can be categorized by their function (power transmission or distribu-

tion), which determines their operating voltage and the mechanisms by which they

produce radio noise under normal operating conditions In general, the lower-voltage

distribution and transmission lines (below about 70 kV) produce noise from various

types of discharges in gaps, while the higher-voltage transmission lines (110 kV and

higher) generate noise by various kinds of corona ** The high rate of current rise trans-

forms to a broader spectrum for gap noise than for corona noise, as observed with

peak defectors*' and with quasi-peak detectors (see Figure 7) The low-voltage lines
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15 MARCH 1980. 1529 PST

LAHONTAN DAM, HVDC,

VALLEY SITE, 15 m WEST

v_
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V

\
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FREQUENCY — kHz

\

500
SCAN TIME — ms

FIGURE 8. HVDC line noise, antenna breakdown noise, and Loran-C signals. (From Vincent, \V. R.,

IEEE Cat. No. 80, CH1538-8-EMC, 1972. Copyright © 1972, IEEE. With permission.)

may also radiate noise resulting from switching transients and other effects and from
devices connected to the lines. (See Table 1 .)

High-voltage DC transmission lines are coming into use.^® Annestrand®’ points out

that noise is generated at the converter stations, which then propagates on the lines.

Vincent'"’ has been studying this noise, and he has observed that corona from the meas-

urement antenna can be a problem (see Figure 8 where noise on a 9-ft rod was observed

at 15 m with a 3 kHz bandwidth ).This only adds to the problems regarding noise

measurements already noted by Hubbard."'

The noise from power lines is greatly influenced by the weather and by the state of

maintenance of the line. Fair-weather noise levels measured by using peak and quasi-

peak detectors have been reported in the literature of the IEEE Power Engineering

Society. Indeed, most of the measurements of power-line noise reported in the litera-

ture have been made by using quasi-peak detectors, although some data on powerline

noise measured with peak and average detectors are available. Measurements made
with an rms detector are not generally available in the literature,"^ but some data of

this type were given by Disney and Longley"^ and Spaulding and Disney.®' Figure 9
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presents median values of average noise power spectral density data obtained in the

near field by several investigators at MF, HF, and VHF with rms detectors Vertical

monopole antennas were used, the antennas were positioned directly under the line,

with the exception of the 15-kV/!6 67-Hz line One of the most interesting observa-

tions IS that the I I5-kV lines were noiser than the lines with higher or lower operating

voltage The absolute calibration is only approximate, however the relative calibration

is ±3dB At any given frequency, the difference betwxen measured medians for the

noisiest and the quietest line was about 30 dB for these fair weather data Pakala and

Chartier^’ stated that noise increases of 17 dB on a quasi-peak meter were hkely during

ram They observed that, in 60% of their measurements, those made with horizontally

polarized dipoles produced greater noise than those made with vertically polarized di-

poles The differences ranged from 0 to 10 dB over the frequency band 15 kHz to 10

GHz The lEEE^* indicated increases of 15 to 25 dB during foul weather and subse-

quently^'^ indicated increases of 20 dB during bad weather Data on radio interference

(RI) levels (i e , data at about 1 MHz) taken on a Bonneville Power Administration

345-kV line between May 1965 and May 1966 (Figure 10) show an average RI level

during rain of approximately 20 dB above that shown during clear weather, while

during snow the average level was nearly 26 dB higher than the clear-weather level

Forrest** pointed out that “defect” noise on lower-voltage (11- to 66-kV) lines, caused

by sparks and mterosparks, tended to determine the fair-weather RI levels above 10

MHz He noted that wet weather could cause RI increases of 5 to 15 dB m the band

100 kHz to 10 MHz, due to corona on lines above 100 kV, while causing RI levels

above 10 MHz to decrease, due to the shorting out of arcing gaps Lauber** and Lauber

and Bertrand*** have reported on power line amplitude probability distributions (APDs,

see also Reference 51) The IEEE** has just completed an excellent summary of the

technical aspects of power line noise pertinent to establishing limits on this important

noise source

Ignition noise is generally found wherever automobiles or other vehicles using spark-

initiated power systems (e g ,
trucks, boats, aircraft, and snowmobiles) are used The

sources of ignition noise include the distributor, spark plugs, and generator Typically,

m a given frequency band, one of these is the dominant source This noise is highly

/nppvis:ye anri spreads over mjAf.b Ike frerjuericy specirvao Al ike Jpw e.od oS the

spectrum (below about 20 MHz), ignition noise is generally believed to be exceeded by

power-line noise when both sources are present The actual lower limit will, of course,

be determined by specific situations, including the density of automobile traffic and

the proximity of power lines The high frequency limit to the automobile ignition noise

spectrum has not been as well studied Generally, instrumentation capability or inves-

tigator interest tapers off before the establishment of a clear upper limit Increased

traffic intensity associated with the rush hour m the U S commonly produces noise

spikes 30 to 40 dB above the receiver noise in a 100-kHz bandwidth at 1 2 and 2.9

GHz for a 30 dB noise figure receiver (spectrum analyzer)

The APDs of three vehicles measured m an 8 kHz bandwidth** are shown m Figure

1 1 and single-vehicle APDs (averaged over four vehicles) are shown m Figure 12 as a

function of receiver bandwidth ** Note the change m the shape of the APD m Figure

11 as a function of engine speed Shepherd et al*‘ have also surveyed a vehicle popu-

lation using a spectrum analyzer (peak detector) to measure impulse field strength (see

Figure 13) This survey was extended at 50 MHz and 153 MHz to include over 10,000

vehicles in the US** Figure 14 shows the distribution of noise levels observed at 10 m
using the procedures of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)** as applied

to passing vehicles Figures 15 and 16 show similar distributions vs vehicle type and

country of origin (for non-U S vehicles), respectively Other sources of noise have
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PERCENT OF TIME

FIGURE 10 RI disinbution, percent of lime R1 level

equals or exceeds ordinate (From Bailey. B M and

Bclsher, M W , IEEE Trans Power Appar 5>st . 87(4)

1968 Copyright ‘S- 1968. IEEE With permission )
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FIGURE II APDs of three vehicles, right side at 10 m, 24 II MHz, 8 kHz noise bandwidth (From

Shepherd, R A , IEEE Trans Vehic Tcchnol , 23(3). 1974 Copyright © 1974, IEEE With permission )

also been studied*’ but they will not be discussed further here (see References 16,

17, and 44)

EXAMPLE MEASURES OF MAN-MADE NOISE

Due to the variability of man-made noise it is necessary to treat it statistically The

noise envelope statistics discussed in the chapter, “High Frequency Radio Noise,” for

describing atmospheric noise are equally applicable to man-made noise These statistics
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PERCENTAGE OF TIME ORDINATE IS EXCEEDED

FIGURE 12. Single-vehicle APD data (average of

four vehicles). (From Schultz, R. B and Southwick,

R. A., IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility Symp.

Record, 74CH0803-7EMC, 1974, 50. Copyright ©
1974, IEEE. With permission.)

include the rms voltage, the average voltage (and the dB difference between rms

and average) and the various distributions (e.g., APD). The quasi-peak (qp) voltage,

measured by passing the noise envelope waveform through a circuit with a very short

charging time and a long discharge time and averaging the output, has been used by

CISPR workers and others. For power line noise the qp meter typically reads about

10 to 15 dB higher than an rms meter (Lauber, 1980). Under certain circumstances the

relationship between the qp and rms values of a given envelope observed in the same

bandwidth can be computed for random noise,*® but in the general case no analytical

relationship exists. Another measure used is the peak voltage (for the period, T).

Examples of the APD, ACR, PDD, and PSD (see the chapter by Spaulding on At-

mospheric Noise for definitions) for the magnetic field strength of man-made

a coal mine are given in Figures 17 to 20*' *^ for comparison with Figures 10 to m

the Spaulding chapter.

As previously mentioned, the 3-dimensional display of amplitude vs. frequency an

time is most descriptive of the details of the noise variation. The narrow band scanning

receiver approach used by Vincent^* and the broadband Fourier transform approac

of Bensema*^ are both most useful.

EMPIRICAL PREDICTIONS OF THE COMPOSITE NOISE

ENVIRONMENT FROM INCIDENTAL RADIATORS

Spaulding and Disney^' have discussed two methods of predicting man made radio

noise average power levels. One method is based directly on past measurements

specified environments; the other depends on the correlation of past noise measu

ments with some predictable parameter(s) of the environment (e.g., traffic ensi y

frequencies above 20 MHz). SkomaP* has developed empirical formulas for noise level

vs. frequency and distance from the center of a metropolitan area measure a ong

above the surface of the Earth. Vincent*"' observed “hot spots” and “cold spo s m

the Los Angeles area at 100 kHz and observed that noise levels than the down own

area (with mostly underground power lines) were lower than in the surrounding area
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FIGURE 14. Ignition noise distributions of the U.S. vehicle population

gional Distributions. (From Shepherd. R. A.. Caddie. J. C.. and Bell P J

at 50 MHz and 153 MHz of the United States Vehicle Population. SRI International. Menlo Park. Cahf..

August 1977. With Permission.)

- in contrast to Skomal’s model which predicts contours of levels

distance from the center of the city. In some cities, it is dif icu t to speci

reference location in order to use Skomal’s model at the shorter istances.

rnethod
Let us consider now Spaulding and Disney s first pre nie

.

^-ame
which assumes that the behavior patterns noted at typical ocations wi e

at similar locations in the future. Analysis of the available data base for catego y

of location (i.e., each type of environment) will then provide the estimates of the m

made radio noise conditions to be found at other locations ^
location

environment. The user must determine the category that best
. -r

for which he desires to predict the noise level, and he must ma ^
\ t'nnc

uses a different antenna or detector than the ones used to generate t e pre

Spaulding and Disney^' used essentially the same
, antenna

detector to obtain data in the band 250 kHz to 250 MHz wit as or v

gj^nulta-
near ground at various sites in the U.S. Over 300 hr /ata were obtamed^s.mul^^^^

neously on ten frequencies over the period from 1966 throug
j. ,„j.al resi-

in the District of Columbia. Three environmental categories were e i

dential, and business. Rural areas were defined as locations w ere a

marily for agricultural or similar pursuits, and dwellings are no more

five acres. Residential areas (urban or suburban) were defined - ^
^^^;;4^tini?e

dominantly for single or multiple family dwellings with a ensi y o

family units per acre and with no large or busy highways near .

defined as any area where the predominant usage t roug o
. main

of business (e g., stores and offices, industrial parks, large shopping centers, ma

streets or highways lined with various business enterprises, etc.
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PEflCENTACe Of VEHICLES WITH NOISE EXCEEDING OHOINATE

FIGURE 15 Ignition noise distributions for various vehicle types (From Shepherd, R A ,
Caddie, J C,

and Bell, P J , Electromagnetic Radio Statistics at 50 MHz and 153 MHz of the United States Vehicle

Population, SRI International, Menlo Park, Calif , August I9T7 With Permission )

These results were analyzed statistically, and the least-squares fit for F,„, the median

values of F„, for each environmental category is reproduced as Figure 21 The slope

with frequency was found to be -27 7 dB/decade for each environmental category (at

the 95% confidence level) The equations for F.«. in dB(kT,) for each category are

rural, F.„ = -27 7 Iog,ofM«. + 67 2, residential, F.„ = —27 7 logiofwH. + 72 5, busi-

ness, F.,„ = -27 7 logiofiMH. + 76 8 The other man-made noise prediction shown is

for a quiet rural location ** F,,, = -28 6 log,ofHff. + 53 6 These quiet rural predictions

are typical of the lowest levels at sites chosen to ensure a minimum amount of man-

made noise Data are also given for urban parks and college campuses Fo„ = —27 7

logiofwHz + 69 3, although the same sample size was smaller for this case For compar-

ison, the curve for galactic noise is F,„ = —23 0 logiofww. + 52 0 These results have

been adopted by the International Radio Consultative Committee'^ as the best avail-

able estimates for use worldwide

These man-made noise data are daytime values At night these 20- to 50-MHz levels

can drop 5 to 10 dB to a minimum around 0400 hr, and at 100 MHz and 250 MHz
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FIGURE 16. Ignition noise distributions for vehicles separated
of the United

A., Caddie, J. C.. and Bell. P. J., Electroinagnetic Radjo
Permission.)

States Vehicle Population, SRI International, Menlo Park, Calit., August

they can drop 3 to 5 dB. At the lower frequencies in the HF nighUevds^^^^^

frequently controlled by atmospheric noise from lightning, an

cannot be observed (see Figure 21). The diurnal variation

and is again only 3 to 5 dB at 0.25 MHz, with values at night being slightly higher

than during the day. _ inration within

Let us now consider the variability about these median va ues

a given generic environmental category and with time whi e at a
MHz in

An example distribution of local median values
„ o, all

residential areas is given as Figure 22. The value ™
,5 g jg ,0 , residen-

measured medians about the regression line for q
„r,t;vpiv) o»r is the

tial areas and 6.5 dB and 7.0 dB for rural and business areas,

standard deviation for location variability at each of the
. (.^tegory.

Values for are given in Table 2 for each
during an hour

Figure 23 gives the distribution of F. values obtaine on
median and

(0839 to 0939 hr local time) in a residential area m Boulder,
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Percent of Time Ordinote is Exceeded

FIGURE 17 APD, 1 MHz. vertical component. I 2 kHz predelection bandwidth (From
Kanda, M . NBSIR74-378, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Goto

,
1974 )

the upper and lower deciles are indicated to help illustrate the variability of F, The

time variability for the different environmental categories has been estimated by

Spaulding and Disney*‘ for each of the ten measurement frequencies in terms of the

upper and lower deciles, D., and Dj (in dB, relative to the median) These values, sum-

marized in Table 2, are the root-mean squares of all the location values for each fre-

quency and environmental category. Let us now consider the models derived from this

empirical data base.
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FIGURE 18. ACR, 1 MHz, vertical component, 1.2 kHz pre ^ '

(From Kanda, M., NBSIR 74-378, National Bureau of Standards, ou

1974.)

Hagn and Sailors®^ presented four models for the probability distribut’

short-,ern, (= 1 min) mean values of man-made radio « Zod u«n a
density levels based upon the data of Spaulding and Disney, a mo

,

single Gaussian distribution (simple Gaussian), a slightly more
, jj^Q^el

based upon two Gaussian distributions (composite Gaussian), a more
„.ometers

based upon the Chi-square distribution, and a Gaussian mo e wi
. jhese

estimated using the Chi-square results for the mean and stan ar e

models assume that the mean value is given by the expressions

environmental categories. The mean and standard deviations are sum
. ^

2 and approximate expressions for the standard
deviation is

simple Gaussian model assumes the mean is F„m (m dB)
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riGURE 19 FDD, I MHz, vertical component, 1 2 kHz predetection

band^kidth (From Xanda, M , NBSIR 74078, National Bureau of Stand*

ards, Doulder, Colo 1974 )

Ow, whereas, the composite Gaussian model uses the same mean with the upper half

of the distribution being described by O*, and the lower half being described by om.

For the Chi-square model, the mean is given by F, = a + bv and the standard devia-

tion by * = b (2v''’, where v is the degrees of freedom Figure 24 presents an ex-

ample at 20 MHz of a comparison of the model with data When the skew is negligible

and the distribution between the deciles is required, the simple Gaussian model (or the

Gaussian derived from the Chi-square) is often adequate, whereas the two-part Gaus-

sian model or the Chi-square model is needed when there is significant skew These

model distributions should not be confused with the amplitude probability distribution

(APD) of the envelope of the noise waveform at the output of the predetection filter

of a communication receiver.
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FIGURE 20. PSD, 1 MHz, vertical component, 1.2 kHz predetection bandwidth.

(From Kanda, M., NBSIR 74-378, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo.,

1974.)

ANALYTICAL MODELS OF THE COMPOSITE ELECTROMAGNETIC
NOISE ENVIRONMENT

Spaulding in the preeceeding Chapter has reviewed noise models for the envelope

statistics of atmospheric noise, and Skomal“ has summarized the theory of envelope

statistics of man-made radio noise developed by Middleton.

The statistical-physical model of the composite electromagnetic environment devel-

oped by Middleton^’ ’" is truly comprehensive. Analytical first-order probability dens-

ities and distributions, as observed at the output of the initial (linear) stages of typical

narrow-band receivers (of bandwidth Af^), are obtained for three basic classes of elec-
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FREQUENCY — MHz

FIGURE 21 Estimates of median values of man-made, atmospheric, and galactic

noise expected near Washington, D C during summer (References 13 and 65 )

FIGURE 22 Example distribution of local median F. val-

ues for different locations for 20 MHz in a residential area

(From Spaulding, A D and Disney, R T ,
OT Report 74-

38, Office of Telecommunications, U S Department of

Commerce, Boulder. Colo , 1974 )

tromagnetic noise These are, respectively (1) Class A noise, characterized by input

bandwidths Af^ less than Afs, (2) Class B noise, where Af« is larger than Af^, and (3)

Class C noise, which is a linear combination of Class A and Class B components

Middleton has recently noted that the conditions for Class A noise correspond to the

case where the transient responses of the receiver are negligible relative to the steady-

state responses caused by an incident wave ”

These models combine statistical and physical structures the noise sources are as-

sumed to be independently and randomly distributed in space, and they emit arbitrary

waveforms randomly in time, so that the basic statistics are Poisson The emitted wave-

forms obey appropriate propagation laws (e g , the wave equations) and explicitly in-

clude the effects of source and receiver antenna patterns, relative doppler effects,

source distributions in space, and other geometrical factors The results are highly

nongaussian, as would be expected, but they are analytically tractable and canonical
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FIGURE 23 Example dmribution of ihon-ierm local median

average noise power spectral density ai one location (for 20 MHf,
residential area) (From Spaulding. A D and Disney R T , OT
Report 74.38, Office of Telecommunications. U S Deparimeni of

Commerce Boulder. Colo . 1974 )

Tables
HAGN AND SAILORS’ APPROXIMATE FORMULAS FOR THE

STANDARD DEVIATIONS, IN dB

EnvironmcriMl

category Simple Gaussian and Chi-Square Composite Gaussian

Business for0 25<f«- <2 5

0, a 0,.* a 9 0
for0 25 <f,.*.<IOO

o«.a 10 S.O., as 0

for 2 5 < f— < to

0, a a 8 0-4 iog„|f«» /i0|

for JOO < f*. <250
o..a9 5 o.jar 5

for 10< fw».< 100

a o».' a 8 0 + 4 iog.,jf,„./iO]

Residential for 0 25 < < 250

o» a Ok,’ ago
for0 25<f«*.<100
0.. a 9 0 0,, a 6 0

for 100 < fM».<250

Oh. a 8 0. o»| a 4 0

Rural for 0 25 < f««. ^ 2 5

On = o»,' a 9 0 + 4 login f»»n.

forO 25< f««.< 100

Oi.. a 9 0, o»i a6 0

for 2 5 < < 250

a» a o,.' a 8 0-4 log,. [f«„./101

for 100 < f««. < 250

o».a6 3.o., a3 5

0 e , the form of the probability structures are essentially invariant of the waveform

and of kinematic and geometric details) This is strongly true of Class A noise (such

as some man-made noise and communications signals), but only moderately so for

Class B noise (such as atmospheric noise and automobile ignition noise) whose statis-
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FIGURE 24. Comparison of Hagn and Sailors’ model
predictions with measured data at 20 MHz in a residen-

tial area. (From Hagn, G. H. and Sailors, D. B., m
Electromagnetic Compatibility m 1979, Proc 3rd

Symp. Tech. Exhibition on Electronic Compatibility,

Rotterdam, May, I to 3, 1979, 355. With permission )

tics are more sensitive to the source distribution and propagation laws. Excellent agree-

ment of the statistical-physical model with experiment is found for the relative APDs
of both basic Classes A and B (see Figure 25 for an example.) These quantitative

models, appropriately calibrated to reality by simple experiment, are useful for: (1)

the assessment of electromagnetic environments for the purposes of spectrum manage-

ment; (2) the evaluation of receiver performance related to the design of optimum
receivers for use in these strongly nongaussian noise situations; and (3) analytical de-

termination of system performance.

Middleton’s analytical formula for the probability of successful communications in

a land mobile environment (Class A noise) has been shown by Berry’” to produce

identical answers to his own numerical computer program for identical inputs. He
noted that one assumption of Middleton’s Class A model (specifically, that interferring

sources transmit randomly) does not apply for radio services that employ circuit disci-

pline (e.g., land mobile radio); whereas. Berry’s model does not have this limitation.

In order to use Middleton’s formula to compute the probability of successful commu-
nications for a detailed Class A scenario, the parameters for Class A noise must be

determined from scenario descriptors. This nontrival task is discussed by Berry’” and

by Middleton.’®

Techniques have been developed to estimate the Middleton model parameters from

experimentally measured APDs.’” It should be noted that this is not simply curve fit-

ting. The model, once the parameters are determined, is capable of predicting the APD
quite well in dB relative to the rms value (see Figure 25). Currently, an empirical model

(e.g., Reference 66) is still required to predict the probability of occurrence of a given

rms value for a given environmental category of Class B noise (e.g., business, residen-

tial, or rural).
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FIGURE 25 Comparison of measured envelope amplitude probability

distribution of automotive ignition noise from moving traffic with Mid>

dleton class D model (From Kfiddleton, D , NTIA Contractor Rep 80-

7, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, U S

Department of Commerce, Boulder, Colo , June 1980 )
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Anisotropic ionosphere, II: 159

Anisotropic plasma

field in, II: 160

homogeneous, 11: 162

plane, II: 143

Anisotropy, 11: 28, 29, 166, 168, 176, 189

directional, II: 182, 190

Anomalous propagation behavior, II: 192

Antenna characteristics of lightning currents, I:

200—216
Antenna effect, II: 209

Antennas, I: 47, 50, 322, 323; II: 207

absorption cross section of, I: 262

broad-band magnetic, II: 250

calibrating, 1: 133

capacitance of, 1: 132

cardioid, II: 245

characteristics of, !• 291

effective length of, I: 212, 214

imperfections in, II: 249

loop, see Loop antennas

receiving, I: 13

1

spherical, 1:13

vertically polarized, 1: 294

vertical whip, II: 207

whip, I: 131; 11:207

Anthropogenic influences, I: 81

APD, see Amplitude probability distribution

Aperiodic type 1 waves, I: 185

Aperture effect, 1: 274

Appleton-Hartree equations, I: 124; II: 25

Approximate solution, I: 175

Artificially stimulated emission (ASE), II: 71

Atmospheres

Jupiter, II: 116

lower, I: 67, 93

Mars, II: 112

Mercury, II: 105

middle, I: 67, 93

Neptune, II: 127

planetary, II: 105— 129

Pluto, II: 128

Saturn, II: 123

Uranus, II: 125

Venus, II: 108

Atmospheric absorption, I: 256

Atmospheric chemistry, II: 102

Atmospheric density, I: 19

Atmospheric effects, 1: 256

Atmospheric electric fields, I: 66, 71; II;

292—293, 298
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Almospheiic elteinc parameters

applications of, II 293—295
biological effects of, II 294

Atmospheric exchange layer. I 6i8,81

Atmospheric noise, I 239, 242, 260—26S,
274—276. 289—325

bandwidlhof, 1 301,313

envelope of, 1 297

esiimaiesof, I 297—318
mathematical models of, I 305

satellite altitudes I 274

special sources of, I 274—276

specification of 1 260—265

system performance and 1 318—325

telecommunication system performance and, I

289—310

thermal, I 272—273

Atmospheric stability, 11 103

Atmospheric wave guide, see Wave guides

Attenuation, I 94 112.117.120.11 176 187.

269,272 274—279

classical, 11 282

coefficient of, 11 276 278

daytime, 11 182

ELF. II 176—200

factorof. I 228, II 180, 181. <89

LF, II 176—200

maximum, n 186

molecular, II 275,276.282

nighttime, II 176, 184

ptanemodels, 11 176

propagation, II 238

rale of, 1 238—240
spherical models, II 176

summer, U 182

turbulent, II 278

viscous 11 279

VLF.II 176—200

v.a[vtg-mdesand,U 176

wavesof, 11 153

winter, II 182

Auroral zones, I 78

Austin attenuation factor, II 181

Austin formula II 178,180

Autocorrelation, I 301,316

function of, I 141, 299

Automobiles, see Ignition noise

Average crossing rale (ACR), 1 299, 301 , 339

Azimuthal symmetry, I 113

B

Background temperature of universe, I 280

Balloon observations, I 84—87, 11 2—18

Bandwidth

atmospheric noise, I 301,313

noisepower, 1 291,293

standard, I 266

Barkhausen noise, I 136

Baselines, I 234

Bay of Biscay, II 195

Beaming, U 285

Bessel function, II 148

Biological effects, 11 295,298

Biological experiments, errors in, II 296—297

Bkk Savact law, I 182

Black body I 264

Blocking channel, II 245

Boundary, II 157

cloud, II 279

ionospheric, II 174

ionospheric reflection, II 179

spherical, 11 149

waveguide.il 179

Boundary condition. I 93 97,11 13 146,

148-150, 153 163

impcdance.il 149 151

mode equation for II 169

Boundary crossings I 84

Doundarylayerwmdshears.il 280

Boundary surfaces II 148

Branched streamer. I 34

Breakdown

dielectric. I 10—12,19
electrical. 1 201

Orewsicrangle II 165

Brightness temperature I 264

Droad'band gated direction finders. 11 250

Broad band magnetic antennas 11 250

Broad-band systems. II 211

Druce-Golde model I 42,45 46 52.39 200

Bubble bursting, 1 12

Business areas. I 341

c

Calibrating antenna I 133

Calibraiion.il 253—254
Cabbsttvws twW, 3 \38

Cameras streaking, I 37

Capacitance. I 210

ofanienna I 132

of sphere. 1 132

Cardtoidanienna.il 245

Cathoderaydircciion fmders(CRDF) 11 245

Cavity II 182

Oof. I 112, 117, 118 173

resonator of. t 112.11 181

CCIR (Iniernational Radio Consultative

Committee) I 270,293.294,297,301,11

221

CClRltghimng flash counter, U 220, 221

Celestial sphere, 1 276

Cell, penetrative, I 4

Central Radio Propagation Laboratory (CRPL),

I 301

Cercnkovresonance.il 65

Channel.I 38,41,217—231, 11 81.269,272.

283—285

acoustic. 11 284

blocking, II 245

currcntof.I 182.200.211
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diameter of, I; 200, 210, 21

1

electrical conductivity of, 1: 40, 200

heating of, 1:214

hot, 11:258—272

in-cloud, I: 28

lengthof, 1:200,210, 211,219

macro-tortuosity of, II: 270

oblique, I: 217

orientation of, I: 27

parameters derived from observation, 1:215

reconstructed, II: 284

resistance of, II: 263

spark, 11:267,268

temperature of, 1: 215; II: 81

tortuosity of, II: 261, 270, 271

vertical, I: 217

Characteristic length, 1: 92

Characteristic time, I: 92

Characteristic waves, II: 177

Charge, I: 180; II: 80

accelerated, I: 252

artificial introduction of space, I: 8

deposition of, I: 12

image, 1: 25

lightning-deposited, I: 16

positive, 1:15

positive pocket, I: 24, 25

separation of, I: 12

space, 1:71

Charge configuration and electric current, I: 211

Charged aerosols, I: 11

effects of, II: 304

Charged cloud droplets, I: 1

1

coalescence of ,
I: 13

Charged cloud ice particles, 1:11

Charge density, I: 8, 212, 214

Charged graupel particles, 1:11

Charged hail, I: 1

1

Charged particles, 1: 11, 15

accumulations of, I: 15

Charged raindrops, I: 11, 18

levitation of, 1: 14

Charged regions, location of, I: 14

Charged snowflakes, I: 11

Charge separation, I: 71, 75

Charge structure, I: 24—29

Charge transfer, 1: 13

Chart records, 11: 219

Chemistry of atmospherics, II: 102

Chi-square distribution, I: 142

Chi-square model, 1: 346

Chorus, see also Whistlers, II: 23, 67

dawn, II: 23

CIGRE lightning flash counter, II: 220

Circuits

equivalent, 1:71

global, I: 80

lumped, I: 201, 209

short, I: 104

Clap, see Thunder
Class A noise, I: 348
Class B noise, I: 348

Class C noise, 1: 348

Close flash detection, II: 233

Clothing, II: 295

Cloud aerosols, II: 279, 282

Cloud chamber experiments, I: 16

Cloud droplets

charged, 1: 11, 13

coalescence of charged, 1:13

mobility of, 1: 15

Cloud particles, II: 278, 279

intensified fields caused by, I: 9

small, I: 12

Clouds, I: 2, 4

base of, 1: 3,

4

boundary of, II: 279

cumulonimbus, I: 2

development of, 1: 3

discharge in, see also Lightning, I: 32, 35

dynamics of, 1: 18

electrification of, I: 8— 16

flashes in, 1: 32; 11: 224

high, 1: 4

ice particles in, 1: 11

Jupiter, 11: 117

low, 1: 4

mapping of VHF/UHF sources in, 1: 269

microphysics of, I: 16

optical properties of, 1: 17

seeding of, I: 7, 17

thunderstorm, 1: 2, 24

vertical extent of, I: 4

volcanic, I: 2

Cloud-to-ground lightning, II: 80, 81

Coalescence

acceleration of, 1:18

charged cloud droplets and, 1: 13

growth by, 1: 7

raindrop formation and, 1: 18

Coefficient of attenuation, 11: 276, 278

Coefficient of viscosity, II: 276

Coils, 1: 136

design of, I: 137

Cold plasma, dielectric properties of, II: 160

Collisional absorption, I: 127

Coilisionless model, II: 39, 52

Collisions, I: 10

frequencies of, I: 121

ice crystals, I: 14

liquid droplets, I: 14

particles, 1:12

raindrop formation and, 1: 18

rateof, II: 159, 161, 165, 182

Columnar resistance, I: 69, 73, 98

Comite^Consultative Internationale de Radio, see

CCIR
Compact cassettes, II: 219

Complex refractive index, II: 33

Composite noise environment

analytical models of, I: 347—352

empirical predictions of, I: 339—346

Computer simulations, 1: 59

Concentric sphere resonator theory, I: 1 12— 129
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Condensation nuclei, I 3

Condensation of water vapor, I 17

Conduction of heat, 11 276,278,279

Conductivity! 40,67. 112 167,200 225 II 2,

II, 158 159.294

channel. I 40, 200

Cowling 1 70.72, 103

Earth, I 225

finite n 174, 187

Cvtutegtound.il 187

ground. II 176

Hall, I 70. 102, 122

lower ionosphere I 167

material, II 294

nonconducting atmosphere, I 167

parameterof 11 160

Pedersen. 1 70 102

profile of, 1 164,167. 170 173

scalar, I 93

Conductivity scale height I 120

Conductivity tensor I 74,91 102

Contact electrification, 1 12, 13

Continuing current, 1 30,32

Continuity equations 11 164

Continuous noise I 213

Continuum spectrum, 11 153

Convection field I 105

electric 1 8?

magnetospheivc I 76

Convergence, [I 176

weak n IS3

Converter stations ( 335

Core loops, II 211

Core permeability, I 136

Corona. I 270. 334

current of 1 201

effects of, II 208

noise from, I 270—272
Cosmic noise, I 276

discrete sources of I 280

maps of. I 278

temperatures of, 1 278

Cosmic rays. 1 11,67.69, 121, 128, 168

fast ions produced by 1 11

Coulombic forces, I 18

Counters of atmospherics II 226,236
Cowling conductivity I 70,72,103

CRDF, sec Cathode ray directvon fvndei

C region, I 169

Cross bearing, 11 251

Cross-correlation.il 283,284

Crossing rate, 1 299,301,339

Cross-modulation, 11 158

Cross-over frequency, II 58,63,64

Crossover time, 1 185, 220

CRPL, see Central Radio Propagation

Laboratory

Crystals

charged snow, I 1

1

ice, 1 12,13

melting of electrified ice, 1 13

Cumulative distribution function, 1 299

Oicnulonimbus clouds. 1 2

Curl operation. 11 141

Current. I 14,73,74,96.211.214.11 16—18.80
channel,! 182,200,211

charge configuration and, I 211

continuing, 1 30,32, 11 258

coronal, I 201

densityof.l 83,65,91

displacement,! 92

dynamo, I 74

fair weather I 96

field aligned. I 78 105

generators of, I 96

horizontal, 1 74

impulse, 1 183

lightning, [ 200—216

hue I 217

moments of, I 267

recoil, 1 34

rise times for II 264

source, 11 161

Sq. 1 87 103

type 1,1 183

type 2.1 184

Cut off frequency, I 112

Cyclotron ttsononce, 11 66

D

Damped oscillations I 185

Damping 11 176

Damping time 11 12

Dan leader 1 30—32.40
Data

analysis of I 138—155

reduction in. 11 217

storageof. n 218

Dawn chorus,, 11 23

Day-nighi effects. 1 172

Debye approximation. It 149—152, 154, 156

Dcbycpoteniial.il 147

Defect noise 1 336

Defense Mcierotogical Satellite Program (DMSP),
1 59, 11 84—87

high-resolution scanners of, II 86. 87, 90

Delay

nose. It 38

whistler, II 37

Demodulation inlerfercnces, II 208

Density

aimosphcnc, I 19

charge.l 8,212.214

current, I 83,85,91

electron,! 38. 121, 11 39,159, 160 165.182

gradient of, I! 166,189—190

ion. I 121

magnetic flux, 1 152

power, 1 142

probability, I 142

spectral, I 262 267,293,299,333
spectral power, 1 300
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1:312

Deposition of charge, 1:12

Dielectric breakdown, I: 10, 11, 12, 19

Dielectric constant, 1: 91, 183; 11: 137, 158

Dielectric properties of cold plasma, 11: 160

Dielectric tensor, II: 160, 161

Diffuse ionospheric plasma, II: 168

Diffuse transition, II: 166

Diffusive equilibrium

distribution of, II: 52

model of, II: 39, 40

Dip angle, II: 182

field, II: 169

Dipole, 1: 181, 183,224; II: 181

above Earth, I: 254

alignment of ice crystals and, I: 17

electric, 1: 8, 181, 183, 184, 224, 254, 255; II:

146, 181

horizontal, I: 255

moment of, I; 181, 185, 212

radiation from, I: 180

strength of, II: 147

vertical, I: 8, 184, 254; II: 146

Directional anisotropy, II: 182, 190

Direction finder, I: 234; II: 242

broad-band gated, II: 250

cathode ray, II: 245

hyperbolic, II; 252

microprocessor, II: 250

multistation, II: 251

narrow-sector, II: 245

transformation, II: 247—248

Discharge

air, I: 33

cloud-to-cloud, 1: 32, 35

cloud-to-ground, 1; 25, 28, 29, 58, 21

1

coronal, 1: 270

ground, 1:31,32, 38, 50

mtracloud, I: 27, 29, 59, 197, 213

lightning, I: 17, 29—34; II: 293

mechanism of, I: 29—34

point, I: 2, 8, 15

spark, II: 295

Trichel, 1: 271

Disintegration, radioactive, I: II

Dispersion

in whistler, II; 52

of pulse, I: 224

Displacement current, 1: 92

Displacement field, II: 160

Disruption of raindrops, 1:13

Dissipated energy, I; 213

Dissipative currents, I: 14

Distance

great circle, II: 176

image, I: 180

numerical, I: 225

radio horizon, I; 256

standard, I; 266

Distortions, I: 10

Distribution

amplitude, II: 236

chi-square, I: 142

cumulative, I; 299

diffusive equilibrium, II; 52

lightning, II: 82

logarithmic normal, I: 232

probability, I; 231

pulse duration, 1: 299

pulse spacing, I; 299

Rayleigh, 1: 311, 312

thunderstorms, I: 269

Disturbances, solar, I: 280

Diurnal variation, I: 112; II. 192, 242

m field intensity levels, I: 152

Diversity reception, I: 320

D layer, I: 70, 169, 227, 243

profile of, II: 159, 160

DMSP, see Defense Meteorological Satellite

Program

Dominant frequency, II: 275

Downdrafts, I: 2, 1

1

Downward propagating waves, II: 163, 178

Drag

force of, II: 286

viscous, 11: 279

Droplets, see also Raindrops

charged cloud, I: 11, 13

distortion in spherical shape of, I: 17

ejection of electrified, I: 13

electrification of, 1: 12, 13, 15

evaporation of electrified, I: 12

fountain, 1: 18

liquid, 1: 12

supercooled, I: 7

Dry ice, 1 : 7

Ducts, II: 22

whistler, II; 35

Dust storms, 1: 2, 275

on Mars, II: 113

Dynamic range, 1: 301

Dynamo
hydromagnetic, I: 104

kinematic, 1: 104

Dynamo currents, 1: 74

Dynamo field, ionosopheric, I; 73

Dynamo layer, I: 87, 92, 103, 105

Dynamo region, I: 72

E

Earth

dipole above, I: 254

electric conductivity of, I: 225

magnetic field of, see Magnetosphere

surface of, II: 158, 175

surface reflection factor of, II: 158

Earth-ionosphere waveguide, I: 290

East-to-west propagation, II; 169, 182

Eckersly dispersion law, II; 39

Eddies, II: 278, 280

Effective height, II: 207, 209, 253
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Effective range, II 221

E/H-ficId analysis, n 232

Eigcnfrequencies, I 207

Eigenfunctions, I 209

Eigenvalue.! 120,210,211

mode, II 169—176 184

Ejection of electrified droplets, 1 13

E layer I 243

propagation by, 11 179

Electric breakdown 1 201

Electric circuits see Circuits

Electric component of storm energy, I 18—19

Electric conductivity, see Conductivity

Electric convection field, I 87

Electric current, see Current

Electric dipole, see Dipole

Electric energy, I IS

Electric field 1 8,16 17.71,78 91,92,98 180.

194,195,221, 11 2 145,175.178.293.

299. 301

accelerated growth of ice crystals in 1 I7

aerosols and 1 9

aimosphettc, 1 66,71,11 292—293

constant, 11 292,299

convection 1 87

enhancement of precipitation growth and I 18

exponential growth of I 8

fair-weather, I 73,78, H 4 297

generators of I 96

global. I 79

horizontal. 1 86,129—131 II 5

ice crystals in, 1 17

intensity of 1 8, 152

low frequency II 299

mapping of I 93

precipitation growth and, 1 18

radial component of. l( 155

seasonality of I 152

Sq current and, I 87

tangential, II 145

static, I 92

thunderstorms m I 66

Venusand II 111

vertical, I 84, 130 131,11 181, 182

,-lectric forces, I 17

Electric heating from lightning, 1 19

Electric perturbations front aircraft and rockets,

1 10

Electiicpolarizatvon, ll 139

Electric potential, 1 95, 100, 102, 105

Electric pressure, II 286

Electricwall.il 178,179

Electrification, I 7,18

clouds, I 8— 16

contact, 1 12, 13

drop, I 13

effects of, I 16— 19

frictional, I 12

hyper-electrification, 1 13

mechanisms of, I 14

systematic, I 12

Electrified droplet, see Droplets

Electrified icecrystal melting, I 13

Elcctroclimatization, n 293,298

Electrode effect, I 71

Electrodes, floating. I 131

Etecuolytes.il 294

Electromagnetic energy, I 212

Electromagnetic equations, I 91

Electromagnetic field, 1 74,91,92, 104, 184,219,

252,11 135—157

ELr.l 228

jump, n 229

modifications of, II 158

nonradiating, I 254

representation of. 11 177

vertical electric dipole. I 184

Electromagnetic noise, see Noise

EIccuomagneticpulsesfEMPl. I 246

Electromagnetic radiation, n 181

from lightning channels I 217—231

from lightning stroke. I 47

Electromagnetic wave II 293

vcrticallypolanzed, II 162

Elearon collision rate, tl 159

Electron density, 1 121, II 159. 160. 165

determination of. II 39

gradieniof.il 166, 169—190

of lightning channel, I 38

profi1eot.II 182

Electrongyrofrequency, II 161

equatorial. 11 44

Electron-ion whistlers 11 63

Electron plasma frequency, II 161

Electrons, I 1

1

in Flayer. II 287

Electron tube content, 11 40

Electrostatic acoustic emissions, 11 258, 285—287

Clecuosutic component I 180.187

Electrostatic induction. I 12

Electrostatic pressure, 11 285,286

ELF.l 230,240 11 134.180. 184.292

auenuationof.il 176—200
lower, 11 182

measurement techniques for, I 129—138

phase velocity and 11 176—200

ELF component. II 239

timedifferenceofVLFand, II 238

Ellipse, polarization. II 243

Emissions

acoustic, U 258,267,285—287

artificially stimulated 11 71

clecirostalic acoustic, 11 258, 285—287

triggering of, II 66

whistlcr-triggcred, 11 71

Eraissivity. microwave. I 273

Emitted power, II 175

EMP, see Electromagnetic pulses

Emptyspace, II 163

Energetic particle precipitation, II 66

Energy

dissipated, I 213

electrical, I IS

electromagnetic, I 212
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lightning, II: 263

of radiation component, I; 223

total, 1:213,214,223

transport of, II: 184—185, 187

Envelope

atmospheric noise, I: 297

noise, I: 297, 316, 319

signal, I: 319

voltage of, 1: 300

Environmental influences, II: 249, 295

Environmental noise, I: 330

Equatorial electron gyrofrequency, II: 44

Equilibrium

diffusive, II: 39, 40, 52

thermal, I: 265

thermodynamic, I: 39

Equipotential layer, I: 78

Equipotential lines, I: 75, 95

Equivalent depth, I: 92

Equivalent electric circuits, 1:71

Equivalent plane wave field strengths, I: 266

Errors

bearing, I: 234

in biological experiments, II: 296—297

roundoff, 1: 145

E type waves, II: 179

European continent, II: I9I

Evaporation of electrified water drops, I: 12

Evolution, II: 297—298

Exchange layer, I: 68, 81

Excitation

factor of, II: 176, 181, 187

primary, II; 147, 148

resonant, II; 182

secondary, II; 147, 148

Experimental data, I: 138—155
Experimental model of lightning parameters, I;

34—41

Experiments, long-term, II; 303

Explosion

airburst nuclear, I: 275

hazard of, I: 271

nuclear, 1: 128, 275

Extraordinary mode, II: 26, 57

Extraordinary wave, II: 56

Extraterrestrial sources of radio noise, I:

276—281

Extremely low frequency, see ELF

F

Fading

frequency selective, I: 321

Rayleigh, I: 320

signal, I; 324

Fair weather current, I; 96
Fair weather field, 1:73,78, 100; 11:4

natural, II; 297

Fall-off rate, II; 186
Far field, I; 228

wave forms for, I: 194

Far-off selection, II; 217

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), I: 141

Ferromagnetic core loops, see also Direction

finders, II: 211

FFT, see Fast Fourier Transform
Fibers, I; 17

Finite amplitude propagation, II. 272, 274, 275,

277, 282

of thunder, II: 272

Finite channel length effects, I; 219

Finite conductivity, II: 174, 187

First return strokes, I; 215

Flares, solar, I: 70, 243

F layer, 1: 87

electrons in, II: 287

peak in, II; 32

Floating electrodes, I: 131

Fluid displacement, II; 279

Flux

magnetic, I: 152

solar, I: 168

solar proton, I; 146

Foehn, 11:298

Formation of precipitation, I: 6

Fountain water drops, I; 18

Fourier transform, 1:42, 140, 141, 143, 192, 193,

300

theory of, I: 262

Fragmentation of large precipitation particles, 1:

12

Free waves, I; 213

Freezing

liquid drops, 1: 12

supercooled water and, 1:14

thunderstorms not extending above, I: 14

Fresnel reflection, 1: 255; II: 151, 156, 158

Frictional electrification, 1:12

Friction of textiles, II: 297

Frontal storms, 1; 2, 3

Frozen precipitation, I; 14

Full moon noise temperature, I: 282

Fundamental mode dominance, I: 213

G

Galactic cosmic ray activity, I: 168

Galactic noise, I: 276, 294, 296, 342

Gaussian model, I: 346

Gaussian noise, 1:301, 320, 321 , 324

white, 1:298,313,319

Gaussian process, narrowband, I: 3 15

GDD, see Group delay difference

Gendrin angle, II; 31, 36

Gendrin mode, II: 31

Generation of lightning, II: 100

Generators

electric fields and currents, I: 96

global, I: 79, 96

hydromagnetic, I: 76

local, 1:78, 100

thunderstorms as, I: 96, 100
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Geomagnetic field, I 74,95.105,11 169, 182,

191

mendianof, 11 182,189

propagation of, 11 182

Geoinetiic acoustics, 11 278, 279

Giant lightning, 1 35

Global electric circuit, 1 80

Global electric field, 1 2,79

Global generator, I 79

thunderstorm as, 1 96

Graupel particles 1 11

Gravity wave, II 287

Grazing incidence, 11 ISI, 174

Great circle distance, 11 176

Green’s function, 11 9,10

Ground-based measurements of electric field, I 78

Groundconductivity, 11 176

finite, 11 187

Ground discharges 1 25 28,29.31.32,38,50.

58

mode structure of, 1 211

Ground flashes, II 224

Ground plane, I 47

Ground reflectivity II 158

Croundstroke.il 80,81

Ground truth II 86 95

Ground vibrations, 1 155

Groundwatercontent. U 159

Ground wave, I 224,255

Group delay difference (ODD) 1 230.233 235.

11 187—192.194—196.240 241

effects of higher order modes on, 11 192

Group ray refractive index If 29

Group time delay and phase velocity I 230

Croup velocity, I 230

Growth by coalescence I 7

Gulf of Guinea, II 192

Oyrofrcquency I 122, 260

of electron II 44, 161

H

Hail

charged,! 11

particles of, I 14

Hall conductivity, I 70, 102,122

Halt model, I 316

Hankel functions,! 114,120,11 148 149

normalized spherical, II 149

spherical, II 149,150, 154

Harmonics

powcrline.il 71

zonal. I H4,n 176

Heat

channel, I 214

conduction of, 11 275,276,278.279

from sun, I 2

latent, 1 4

Heat engine, I 4

Height

effective.il 207.209,253

virtual. I 227, 243

Height structure functions. 1 93

Heinnch-Heriz Instiiui, II 118,242

Hertz function, II 136, 138. 140, 143, 147

HFfKlds.il 301

H field polarization ratio (HPR), II 243

HFradiowaves, II 81—82
High frequency, see HF
High-rcsolution scanners, II 87,90

Hiss. II 67

Homogeneous anisotropic plasma, 11 162

Homogeneous field, It 297

Homogeneous ionospheric model, II 187

Homogeneous isotropic medium, 11 140

Homogeneous plasma. II 162

Homogeneous problems II 146

Homogeneousrcflector.il 159

Horizontal dipole, 1 255

Horizonialelecinccurrent I 74

Horizontal electric fields, I 86, 129. 131, 11 5

ratio of (o vertical electric fields, 1 130

Hot channels. II 258—272

HPR. sec H field polaniation ratio

Hybrid resonance II 57

Hydrodynamic equations I 91

Hydromagnetic dynamo, I 76,104

Hydromagneiic waves, II 55

Hyperbolic direction finding 11 252

Hyper-elecinfication. 1 13

I

Ice crystals. 1 12

ackcleraied growth of m strong electric fields, I

17

collisions between. 1 14

collisions of with liquid droplets, I 14

dipoles and alignment of, I 17

electrified, 1 13

formation of. I 17

melting of electrified, I 13

mobility of, I IS

production of, 1 17

Ice particles. I 7

charged cloud, 1 11

Ice phase, 1 14

Ignition noise, I 333,336,11 252

Image charges, 1 25

Image distance, 1 180

Imaginary half-plane, II 153

IMF, sec Interplanetary magnetic field

Impedance, I 74. II 279

boundary condition of, II 149,151

ionospheric, II 174

matnxof, II 14S

scalar, II 14S

surface, I 117, 11 135, 153,159,176, 177

Impulse

rate of, J 240,242

single, I 260

Impulse forms of lightning currents. I 183
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Impulsive noise, 1 : 296, 3 1 5, 3 1 9, 323

white, I: 319

In-band man-made transmitters, II: 252

Incidental noise, 1: 330

Incidental radiators, I: 339—346

Incident waves, II: 143

perpendicularly, II: 158

In-cIoud channel, I: 28

Inductance, 1: 210

self-, I: 75

Induction

electrostatic, 1: 12

unipolar, I: 89

Induction component of electric field, I: 182, 183,

187

Induction loops, I: 136

Inductive charge transfer, I: 13

Infrasonic thunder, II: 258, 287

Infrasound, II: 287—288

“Infrasound from Convective Storms: Examining

the Evidence,” II: 287

Inhomogeneities, II: 147

horizontal, II: 159

lateral, I: 127

plasma and, II: 162

problems in, II: 146

reflertion factor of, II: 159

Initial peak, I: 192, 196, 198, 222

Inner planets, 1: 282

Integrated atmospherics activity, I: 239

Intensity

of electric fields, 1:8, 152

of thunderstorms, I: 164

Interference, see also Noise, I: 136; II: 185, 186,

295

demodulation, II: 208

ignition, I: 333, 336; 11:252

man-made, 1: 153; II: 252

mode, II: 185

natural, 1: 153

nulls in, II: 186

power-line, 11:252

random, I: 306, 310

sources of, I: 153

trough in, II: 186

Intermediate component of electric field, see

Inductive component
Internal resistance, I: 73, 104

International Radio Consultative Committee, see

CCIR
International Telecommunications Union (ITU),

1:302

Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), I: 76, 89
Interservice Radio Propagation Laboratory, 1:

301

Interservices Ionosphere Bureau, I: 301

Interstroke interval, I: 164

Intracloud discharges, I: 27—30, 34, 59, 180, 183,

184, 191, 197, 200, 224; II; 80
mode structure of, 1:213

lo,Il; 122

Ion-cyclotron whistlers, II: 58, 63, 64

Ion densities, I: I2I

Ionization, II: 294

enhanced, II: 196
wave of, 1:41

Ionosphere, I: 70, 112,290; II: 146, 151,287
anisotropic, II: 159

boundary of, II: 174

daylime, II: 159, ISO

dynamo field of, I; 73

effects of, II: 45

electrical conductivity of lower, I: 167

impedance of, II; 174

inhomogeneous anisotropic, II; 159

isotropic, II; 146

lateral inhomogeneities in, I: 127

lower, I; 167

models of, I; 167; II: 187

nighttime, II: 160

observations at height of, I; 87

plasma in, II: 168, 188

profile of, I; 168; II: 159

propagation in, I: 257; II; 45

reflection on, II: 177

reflection on boundary, II: 179

sharply bounded, II: 166

undisturbed daviime, II: 159

wave propagation through, I; 260

Ions, 1:1 1,12; 11:293

annihilation of, I: 67

biological effect of, II: 293

cosmic rays and, 1:11

effects of, 11:54,293,304

fast, 1: 1

1

large, I; 1 1, 67

mobility of, 1: 67

nitrogen, 1: 39

production rate of, I; 67

recombination of, I: 67

small, 1:11,17, 67, 68; 11: 303—304

space charge of fast, 1:11

Ion whistlers, II; 55, 63

J

Junction process (J process), I: 31, 32

Junge layer, I; 69

Jupiter, I: 14, 19, 59, 282; II; 1 15— 122

K

K change, I: 31—34, 41

K discharges, see Intracloud strokes

Kelvin effect, I; 6

Kenelly-Heaviside layer, II; 135

Kinematic dynamo, I: 104

K streamers, see Intracloud discharges

L

Landau resonance, II; 65
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Langmuir probe, n 2

Lapserate, II 103

Latent heat, I 4

Layered plasma

model of, II I6S

plane. U 174

reflection at. II 163

Layers, II 163

boundary, II 280

plasma. II 165

successive.il 163

LDAR, see Lightning Detection and Ranging

System

Leader process, 1 29

Leader strokes (L strokes). I 180. 11 80,264 263

dart, 1 30. 31. 32,40

stepped. I 44.56.57,197,201.206 II 80.

206. 264

Legendre functions, I 114,11 147

Length of path, I 29

Level meters, II 228

Levitation of raindrops, I 14 18

LF, I 230, II 134 180. I8I 185

attenuation and phase velocity in, II 176—200

LFC, see Lightning flash counter

LHR see Lower hybrid resonance

Light channel diameter, I 41

Lightning see also Strokes, I 2,12,14 80 112.

II 83

channels of. see Lightning channels

charges deposited by, I 16

charge structure of, I 24—29

cloud seeding I 17

cloud-to-ground II 80 81

currents of, see Lightning currents

detection of, II 96 119

discharges of. I 17,29—34, 11 293

distribution of, 11 82

electrical heating from 1 19

electromagnetic radiation from, I 47

energy from, II 263

experimental model of, I 34—41

flashes of, see Lightning flashes

frequency of I 4

generationof, II 100

giant, I 35

mtracloud. I 28. II 80

Jupiterand, II 118.119

locations of, II 90

Mars and. II 113

Mercury and, II 105

minor, 1 35

multiple-stroke flashes of I 26

Neptune and. n 127

overland, I 2

over oceans, 1 2

parameters for. I 34—41

planetary, II 102,104— 129

Pluto and, II 128

pstdvschwgeof, I 29

satellite detection of, n 82—96
Saturn and 11 122,123—124

spectroscopic study of, I 39

triggered, I 276

Uranus and, 11 126

Venus and, n 109,110

winter, 1 58

world, t 166

Lightningchannels.il 269,272

acoustic reconstruction of, 11 283, 284

electromagnetic radiation from, 1 217—231
eicctrondensiiyof, I 38

orientation of. I 27

reconstruction of. 11 284.285

temperature of, 1 38

tortttostty of 11 270

vertical radiation from I 217

Lightning currents

antenna characteristicsof, I 200—216

impulse forms of. I 183

Lightning Detection and Ranging System

(LDAR). II 237

Lighimngdischarges, see Lightning flashes

Lightning flash counters (LFC), 11 220. 221

Lightning flashes. 1 17.29—34, 139.164. 11 80.

293

cloud. It 224

detection of, 11 233

duration of, 1 32

electrical charges deposited by, I II

ground 11 224

tnulii-suoke, t 26. 30 37

rate of II 85

Light pressure. II 152

Light scaiieting. II 152

Lmecurrent veciorpoiential, I 217

Lm model. 1 52

Liquid drops, see Droplets

Load resistance. 1 74 104

Localgenetatois, I 78

thunderstorms as, 1 100

Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), I 39

Logarithmic derivatives, 1 120

Log correlator receiver, 1 324

Log normal distribution model, I 232,11 237

Longitudinal resonance, II 65

Loop antennas, II 208

ferromagnetic core II 211

induction, I 136

Lorentzfield.I 74,91.92.104

Lorenu gauge, 11 137

Lower hybrid resonance (LHR), II 57, 59

frequency of, II 62

reflection of, il 35, 61

Low frequency see LF
Low-order modes, 11 174

L shell. 1 96

L strokes, see Leader strokes

LTE, see Local thermodynamic equilibrium

Lumpedcircuit, 1 201,209

M
Macro-tortuosity. II 270
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Maenetic broad-band antennas, II: 250

Magnetic field, I; 16, 89, 91, 134, 172. 182, 195,

196,221:11:140,189,233,292,293

components of, II: 233

constant, II: 292

convection, I: 76, 105

Earth’s, 1: 121

effects of, I: 172

inierplanetarj-, 1: 76, 89

LF, II: 299

transverse (TM), I: 112

Magnetic flux density levels, 1: 152

Magnetic moment, II: 139, 140

Magnetic polarization, II: 139

transverse, I; 255

Magnetic walls, II: 179

Magneto-ionic theor>', 1: 125; II: 23, 25—32

Magnetopause, I: 76

Magnetosphere, I: 66, 76, 95, 121; II: 24

convection field of, 1 : 76

measurement of, II: 49

solar wind and, 1: 104

substorms in, I: 78

unducted propagation in, II: 25

whistlers and, II: 49

Magnetospherically reflected whistlers (MR
whistlers), II: 59

Man-made noise, I: 155,272,293,330; 11:252,

296

in-band, II; 252

measures of, I: 338—339

prediction of, I: 342

sources of, 1: 330—338

Mapping

of cosmic noise, I; 278

of electric fields, 1: 93

of VHF/UHF sources in clouds, 1: 269

Mariner space missions, II: 105, 108. HI, 112,

114

Ma- 11:111—115

Matrix, II; 143

impedance, II: 145

Maxwell equations, 1:91; II; 137, 140, 161

Mean level, 11:228

Mechanical force, 1: 92
Melting of electrified ice crystals, 1:13
Mercury, II; 105

Mesocyclone, II; 287

Meteorological influences, I; 81

Meteorological reports, II: 191

Microbarograph arrays, II: 287
Microphone array, II; 283

Microphysics of clouds, I: 16

Microprocessor-aided direction finding, II: 250
Micropulsation, I: 130, 135—136, 153
Microseisms, I; 137

Microsparks, 1: 336
Microwaves, II: 298

emissivity of, 1: 273
Middleton’s model, I: 317, 318, 351
Minor lightning, 1:35
^hrror image effect, I: 13

Mirror-symmetric path, II: 153

Mobile receiving stations, II: 186

Mobility

of charged aerosol particles, 1:15
of cloud droplets, I: 15

of ice crystals, I: 15

of ions, I; 67

Mode coupling, I; 213

Mode description, II; 176

Mode eigenvalues, II: 169—176, 184

Mode equation, II; 156, 157, 170, 172

for boundary conditions, II; 169

real, II; 172

solution of, II: 169— 176, 184

Models

atmospheric noise, I; 305

Bruce-Golde, I: 42, 45, 46, 52, 59

chi-square, I: 346

collisionless, II: 39, 52

composite noise environment, I: 347—352

diffusive equilibrium, II; 39, 40

equilibrium, II; 39, 40

Gaussian, I; 346

Hall. I; 316

homogeneous ionospheric, II: 187

ionospheric, 1; 167; II; 187

layer, II: 165

lightning, I: 34—41

lightning parameter, I; 34—41

Lin, I: 52

log-normal distribution, 1: 232; II; 237

mathematical, I: 305

Middleton’s. 1:317,318, 351

nighttime, II: 195

noise, 1: 305, 347—352

plane attenuation, II; 176

plane wave guide, 11; 175

principal, II: 204

propagation, II; 192

return stroke, I: 42, 46, 47, 52, 59

simple Gaussian, I: 346

spherical, II: 174, 176

spherical wave guide, II: 175

statistical-physical, I: 347

terrestrial waveguide, II: 135— 157, 159,

169—176

transmission line, I: 42, 46, 47, 52

Wait’s, II: 135—157, 159. 169—176

Wait and Walters, see Wait’s model

wave guide, I: 204; II: 188

Mode representation. II: 170, 174

of field with airy functions, II: 154

Mode structure

of ground discharges, 1:211

of intracloud discharges, 1: 213

Mode theory, II: 165

Molecular resonance lines, 1: 256

Molecules, I: 11

absorption of, II: 277

attenuation of, II: 275, 276, 282

clusters of, 1: 1

1

viscosity of, II: 276
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Moon noise leinpcraiufc, I 2H2

MR whistlers, see Ntafiiefosphcficatly rcflesictl

whistlers

Multichannel atnphimic tneasiireiiienis, It 23A

Multichannel phase meistirernents tl 23S

Multichannel s)sienis It 22*>

MuUiconsponent whistlers ll 22

Multinunle propay aiion effects. 11 218

Multiple reflections, It 14')

Multiple station techniques. I 214

Muliiplesiroles I 26 27.10 31 II 228

Muhistation systems ll 251—252

N

Narrow hancl (iJussian process I JIS

Narrow band noise prexesses I 298

Narrosc hand systems, 11 212

Narrow-sectiondirrctiun finder. II 248

Narrow sector obscrsaiions. I 242

National nureaiiofSiandardsINllS) I 301

Naiuralcondittons. U 298

Natural fair weather field II 297

Naitirol interference. I 155

NHb. see National lliireau of Standards

Near field wase forms I |9I

Nepiune.il 126-127

Neutral particles M 161

Newton's method ll 172

Niyihiiime conditions II 194

Nighttime model II 195

Nitrogen I 39

Nitrogen osides 1| 297

formation of. I 19

Noise, see also Interference I 276—281 330

analytical models of I 547 — 352

atmospheric, see Aimnspheru noise

llatlkhausen. I 136

bursts of. I 267

chans of 1 270

Class A I 348

Class n. I 348

Class C.l 348

composite. 1 347—352

continuous.! 213

corona, I 270—272

cosmic, I 276 278

defect, I 336

effectsof. II 249

empirical predictions of. I 339—346
envelope of. sec Noise envelope

envitonmcrtial, I 330

estimation of, I 274

from evtraterreslrial sources. 1 276—281

full moon temperature of, I 282

galactic, I 276.294.296.342

Caussian.l 301.320.321,324

ignition, I 336

impuUise.l 296,315.319.323

incidental, 1 330

Icvclsof. 1 291—296

manmade I 155 272.291,330 342.11 296

narrow band, I 298

nongsussjan, I 348

phase of. I 316

roissrtn. I 313 314

predictions tif. I 339—146

piilsespactngof I 3|7

pulsewidthof I J|7

random. I 297

rrceiser I 294. 296

KMSIesrlof li 228

signal lo floUeratiom I 291

solar system I 280

unintemtonally gencfaicsl I HO
while see U hue noise

world stideaimosphetivs I 269—270

Nssvst fiwttsspe 1 il<> 319

atmospheric I 297

S.iise factor 1 291

defined I 292

Noiscpowet I 291 291 1|6

bandwidth of I 291 291

spectral densiis pi I 2W HI
Soneleviric wsuices of infravrmnd from

thunderstorms II 287 — 2*8

Nongauscun noise 1 148

Nonlinear propagation effects 11 2’l

Ncsn»adi*tss*n lietJs I 254

Noimaldisinbuiion I 2*2

N«srma1irrs5 spheiival ManLrt funaions It 149

Sosedelay II 18

No'efreqonus II 38 M
Nose whistlers II 21 24 18

Nuclear fsptosion I 128

asibsitsi 1 2’8

Nulls n 186

Numeruai meihixjs I 220 11 165 1^2 261

N waves II 261 269 2*0 272 2*7

Nyquisi frei|uencv I 144

N>(|iiisi iniersal I 142

o

Obhqueshanncl I 2|7

Observational techniques I 26*

Obsersationsof atmosphcTici II 182

IKeans

field strength m I 131

hghtmrig over. I 2

000 6 satellite. 11 105

Ommdtrcci "nal observations, I 239

One mode propagation 11 241

OpiKalfibscrsations, n 104

Jupiter 11 121

Optical power, il 84

Opticalpropertiesof clouds. I I7

Optical radiation tl 81,176

Optical sensors 11 83

OpttcaUignaU U 9S

OpiicaUechniques.il 82—96
Orbitingsolarobscrcatorysaielliie(OSO) II 8
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Ordinary mode, II: 26

Ordinary wave, II: 55—57

OSO, see Orbiting solar observatory satellite

Outer planets, I: 282

Ozone, II: 297

P

Para-longitudinal whistlers (PL whistlers), II: 60,

62

Para-resonance whistlers (PR whistlers), II:

60—62

Parseval’s theorem, I: 140

Partial fields, II: 139, 140, 142

Partially ducted whistlers II: 59

Partial reflection, II: 158, 162

Particles, 1:10

aerosol, 1: 1 1, 15, 67

charged, see Charged particles

cloud, I: 12:11:278,279

cloud ice, 1: 1

1

collision of, I: 12

cosmic ray, I: 69

fragmentation of large precipitation, I: 12

graupel, 1: 11

hail, 1: 14

mobility of electrified precipitation, I; 15

neutral, II: 161

precipitation of, 1: 12, 15; 11: 66 •

small cloud, I: 12

solutions of, II: 147, 149

Paths

length of, 1:29

location of, II: 39

mirror-symmetric, II: 153

of propagation, II: 206, 284

ofrays, 11:280, 281,284
PBE, see Piggyback Experiment
PCA, see Polar cap absorption •

PCM, see Pulse code modulation
PDD, see Pulse duration distribution

Peaks, II: 229

circuit for detection of, II; 230
F-layer, JI; 32

initial, 1: 192, 196, 198, 222
‘ power spectrum, II; 269

spilt, I: 146, 147
voltage, 1:300

Pedersen conductivity, I; 70, 102
Penetration

depth of, II: 158, 159
into biological systems, II; 294
into rooms, II; 294
loss of, I: 260

Penetrative cell, 1:4

Permeability
, I; 91, 182; II: 137

core, I: 136

relative, II: 158

Perpendicularly incident waves, 11 : 158
Phases, II; 176

changes in, 11:278

curves for, 11 : 168

measurements of, II: 238
noise, 1:316

spectral, I: 190, 192, 193, 198; 11; 213
velocity of, see Phase velocity

Phase shift, II- 166

Phase spectrum analysis, II; 240
Phase velocity, 1; 238, 240, 241; II. 176,238

curves for, II; 184

daytime, 11: 182

ELF range, II: 176—200
graphs of, II: 182, 184, 187

group time delay and, 1: 230

LF range, II: 176—200
plane wave guide models, II; 175

relative, II; 176

spherical wave guide models, II 175

summer, II; 182

VLF range, II; 176—200

svinter, II; 182

Piggyback Experiment (PBE), II. (PBE), II: 86

Pioneer space missions, IL 101, 108, 110, 122—123
Pioneer Venus Orbiter electric field experiment,

II: 111

Planck radiation law-, F 264

Planetary lightning, II: 105— 129

characteristics of, II: 102

limitations of Earth-based observations of, II:

104

Planetary properties

Jupiter, II. 115

Mars, II: 111

Mercury, II; 105

Neptune, II: 126

Pluto, 11; 127

Saturn, II: 122

Uranus, II: 125

Venus, II: 108

Plasma

anisotropic, II: 160, 162

cold, 11: 160

components of, II: 157, 177

diffuse ionospheric, II: 168

flow of, 1:76

homogeneous, II: 162

inhomogeneous, 11: 162

ionospheric, II: 168, 188

isotropic, II: 150

layered, II: 163, 174

plane anisotropic, II: 143

plane layered, II: 174

sharply bounded homogeneous, 11: 162

single ion, II: 62

solar wind, I: 76

Plasma field, II: 160

Plasma frequency, I: 121; II: 160

electron, II: 161

Plasmapause 1: 105, 257; II: 24, 35, 40, 50, 52

Plasmasphere, II: 24, 40, 165

Plastics, II: 297

Pluto, II; 127—129

PL whistlers, see Para-longitudinal whistlers
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I’cKkci charge. 1 24,25

I’oini diuhargc, 1 R 15

Qsetv.aicf,l 2

Poi^onnoi'c I 313 314

I’oirton s laM, I 71

l’olarcapab<orpiion<l'CA>. 1 I2R, 129 |42

Polar cap field, 1 R9 105

E’olamy, I 193,11 9

Polariratiop, n 25 243 249

clcctru.ll 139

ellipse 11 243

field 1 74 7(1, 104

niagneiic I 255. II 139

iransserscmagnctk I 255

vertical I 294

Poles U 172

Potluiion I 81

Positive charge I 15 24 25

Positive streamer 1 33

Potential I 83,94 97

Dchye II 147

elestric, 1 95 lOf) 102,105

in pariivular solutions 11 147

scalar I 92 II II 137

vector. I 217 It 11 137 |38

Potential difference I 73.79,87 93 11 2

Power

density of I 142

emitted 11 |75

noise I 291 293,316

iignal, I 291

Power lines I 333

harmonic radiation in II 7i

inttifcrenceMn It 252

Povver spectrum 1 139 II 282

acoustic M 274

densiiyof I 139 JOt)

peak of II 269

thunder and II 268 269 274

Poynting vector. I 212 224

Precipitation, see alscs spccifK types I 7

electric fields and I 18

energetic particle II 66

formation of, I 6, |7

fragmentation of particles of I 12

ftoren. I 14

growth enhancement I 18

mobility of electrified panicles of. I IS

thunderstorm eleciriciiy and, I 18

Predischarge see Lightning

Preprocessing at narrow band systems. If 212

Pressure

electrical, tl 286

electrostatic, II 285,286

of light, if 152

vapor, I 6

Pressure pulse, II 285

Prcssurewavc.il 285

Pnmatyexcitaiion.il 147,148

PtsticipalttxoJcU II 204

Probability density, I 142

Probabiliiydistnbuiion. I 231

i’rofileparameicrs. 11 159

Propagating waves, upward and downward, II

178

Propagation, I 318

along a geomagnetic meridian, II 182

anomalous hchavinr of. n 192

atirnuaiionof.il 238

chatacfensticsof I 238, 11 178

cmiditions of, II 151

contiantof, II 176

criiKal reqsiestc'y of. I 257

daytime. It |92

directions of, M 182

discontinuities of, II 192

east to west II 169, |R2

e((cs.usvf 11 23*

evaluationof II 2*2

(aviof of I 228

finite amplitude II 272 274.275.277

funi.tinnof 11 175 176

HI i 290

isvnosphetic, I 257, || 45

mode conversion of II 158

modelof II |92

modesof 11 IRI

multimode, M 2)8

nighttime U 192

nonlinear II 27|

onemsvOe. 11 24|

paihof.l 315.11 2n6.:84

pteslKlioR of I 3fU

radio wave. If 115

ray 11 2*4

vfetic 11 9-16
single mode II 241

and solar activity and. tl 196

thunder.il 272—282

unducied II 25

Ml wave II 32

wave see \\ ave pippjgaiion

waveguvde II 47

west ts>-cavt. II 169 182

whiscler n 27 32

Piotonocloiron whistler. 11 63

Pipionflus I 145,146

Piotonovpheit 11 24

PK whistlers, see Para resonance whntlers

PSO, see Pulse spacing disuibuiion

Pulse

dispersion of m atmospheric was e guide. I 224

formsof.il 296

length of. I 228

pressure II 285

rale of. I 2'49

recurrence frefiucnciesof, II 296

ten Hr square vvase II 302

Pulse code modulation (PCM) transmission

systems, II 252

Pulse duration distribution (PDD), 1 299.301,

339

Ihiisc sequence spectrum. I 263

Pulse spacing distribution (PSD), I 299, 301.339
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of noise, I: 317

Pulse width of noise, 1:317

Q

QL approximation, see Quasi-longitudinal

approximation

Quality, see Q value

Quasi-electrostatic approach, 1: 92

Quasi-longitudinal (QL) approximation, 11: 30,

31,33

Q value (quality), II: 182

R

Radar observations, 1: 18

Radial component of electric fields, II: 155, 175

Radiation

accelerated charge, 1: 252

acoustic, II: 270

cosmic, 1: 128

dipole, I: 180

electromagnetic, I: 47, 217—231; U: 181

harmonic, II: 71

incidental, I: 339—346

optical, II: 81

spark discharge, II: 295

synchrotron, I: 278

theoretical wire and, 1: 209

thunder, II; 258—272

Radiation component, 1: 183, 187

energy of, I: 223

Radiation field, 1: 252; II: 12

Radioactive disintegration, I: 11

Radioactivity, 1: 67, 68

from soil, II: 295

Radio horizon distance, 1: 256

Radio interference, see Interference

Radio noise, see Noise

Radio signals, see Signals

Radon gas, I; 134

Rain, see Raindrops

Rainbows, II: 152 '

Raindrops, see also Droplets, I: 7

charged, I; II, 14, 18

coalescence and, 1:18

collision and, I: 18

disruption of, I: 13

electrified, 1; 13

formation of, I: 18

levitation of, 1; 14, 18
nonelectrified, I: 13

terminal velocities of, 1:13
Rain gush” phenomenon, 1: 18

Ramp, 1:220, 222
Ramp starting time, I; 193, 196, 199
Random atmospherics, II: 190
Random interference process, I: 306, 310
Random noise process, see also Noise, I: 297

Rate meters, 11; 226

Rayleigh distribution, I: 311, 312

Rayleigh fading, 1: 320

Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, I: 265

Rays

acoustic, II: 280, 281, 283

direction of, II: 28, 29, 32

path of, 11-280, 281,284

propagation of, II: 284

refractive index of, II: 28, 29, 32

theory of, I; 326; II; 279, 280

tracing of, II; 282—285

RC amplifiers, 11: 242

Real time estimation, II; 240

Receivers, II; 176

antennas for, 1-131

diversity-type, 1: 320

log correlator-type, I: 324

mobile, II: 186

noise in, I ; 296

noise figure for, I: 294

threshold of, I: 231, 242, 322; II: 87

threshold-type, 1: 324, 325

Recoil current, I: 34

Recoil streamer, I; 33

Reference height, II: 176, 189

Reference level, 11: 168

Reference plane, II: 165

Reflected wave, 11: 144, 162

Reflection, II: 272

boundary of, II: 179

coefficents of, II: 149, 151, 156, 174

ideal conditions for, II: 172

ionosopheric II: 159, 177

LHR, 11:35,61

maximum, II: 169

multiple, II: 149

parameters of, 11: 166

partial, 11: 158, 162

plasma and, II; 162, 163

surface of, 11: 160

Reflection factor, 1: 227; II: 162, 174

analytical representation of, II: 165

Earth’s surface, II: 158

Fresnel, II: 156

inhomogeneous anisotropic ionosphere, II. 159

numerical calculation of, II; 165

plane anisotropic plasma, II: 143

Reflectors

homogeneous, II: 159

ideal, II: 175

Refraction, II: 279, 280, 283

laws of, II: 283

thermal, II: 272

Refractive index, 11: 27, 34, 36, 38, 54, 55, 57, 62

complex, II: 33

curve of, II: 36

group ray, II; 29

ray, II: 28, 29, 32

surface of, II: 28, 29

Relaxation radius, II: 259, 261, 270

Residential areas, I: 341
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Resisiance, I 75,210

channel, II 263

columnar 1 60,73,98

internal 1 73. IW
load, I 74. 104

wave I 203

Resonance. I 112,118

angle of. n 28 57

Cerenkov. II 65

condition of II 28

C)ctolron II 66

frequency of. I 203

Landau tl 65

line spitting tn. I 145

longitudinal, II 65

lower hydttd. U 57

molecular 1 256

Q value. II 182

Schumann.! 80,239 341. II 134 |g| (82

292

transverse II 66

upper hybrid 11 57

Resonant excitation II 182

Resonant frequencies I M2 11 182

Resonator

cavity 1. 112 II I8I

concentric sphere 1 112—120

Retarded lime J 183 217 223 228

Return strokes (R strokes) 1 27 29—32 41 44

4S. 50-53 36.57 59 164 ISO 187 189

191.194 195 196.200 201 215 216 221

222 233.326 It 80 205 263-265 269

characteristictof, 11 205

geometry of, I 47

modeling of, I 42

space dependent nature of I 55

spectrographic studies of II 258

velocity of I 37 43 46

wavefront of 1 52 20)

Richardson number M 103.125

Riseiimc.I 193. 198 225,326 II SO 95 264

of current II 264

RMS voltage. I 300

Rockets and electrical perturbations 1 10

Root mean square, see RMS
Roundoff errors. I 145

R strokes, sec Return strokes

Rumbles, see Thunder

Ruralareas.I 341.342

Russian space missions, I] 108, 111,112

S

SA, see Spectral amplitudes

Saha equation, I 39

Sanguine, II 300

SAR, see Spectral amplitude ratio

Satellite detection, n 81—82

of lightning, II 82—96

Satellite observations. I 2,11 191

ofwhistIers.il 58

SatcMiles

atmospheric noise and. I 274

daiafrom I 160.U 63,274

DMSP. 1 59. 11 84.85

orbiting solar observatory M 82.83

Vela, f 39 n 83

Saturn, (f 122—126

Scalar conductivity, 1 93

Scalar impcdmccs, n 145

Scalar potential. I 92,11 II |37

SLalarrefleciioncocffictcnis. M 143

Scalar wave equation M 141

Scattering 11 278

acoustic II 278

light If 152

thesH>flf II 279

turbulent II 278 282

Schumann resonances I 80 239 241 H |34.

181 182 292

Screening layer of space charge I 8

SDA seeSuddendecreaveof atmospherics

SI \ see Sudden enhancement of atmospherics

Seasonality ofelectric field, I IS2

Sccorsdatyesciiaiion II 147 148

Second viscovtiy II 276 279

Sector boundary crossings I 84

Seeding of clouds I 7

lightning and. I 17

Selective lading of frequency I 321

Self inductance I 75

Separation of charge I 12

Separation lime 1) 239

Series representation II IS2

Service probability 1 322 323

Sfetics

frequenvyof 11 294

networks of I 234

propagation of II 9—16
source and wave guide properties derived from,

I 231—246

sources of. I 235 265—269
stratosphere and II 1— 19

strengths of I 265—269

waveformsof I 190— 199

SfcncsLocaling System (SFLOC). II 251

SFLOC see Sferics I ocaimg System

Shadow rone 11 281

Sharply bounded homogeneous plasma, reflection

at. [I 162

Sharply bounded ionosphere. |1 166

Shock waves. II 258. 259. 261, 265. 267. 268.

270 282

cylmdrical.il 259.261

cspartsionof, 11 258

formationof, II 258

spheTKal.n 259,261

Short circuit, I 104

SIDeveni. I 128,142

Signals

envetopcof, I 319

fading of, I 324

levclof, II 158
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power of, I: 291

processing of, II: 217

Signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios, I: 291, 319, 320, 322,

324

Simulations with computers, I: 59

Single impulse, 1: 260

Single ion plasma, II; 62

Single-mode propagation, 11; 241

Single station techniques, I: 235

Singly ionized nitrogen, I: 39

Singular surface, II; 148

Sinusoidal-like variations, II; 292

Sixth International Conference on Atmospheric

Electricity, I; 58

Skin effect, 1; 211, 256

Skip zone, I; 257

Sky waves, I; 326

Slow positive streamer, I; 33

Slow tail, I; 208, 237, 240; II; 239

wave forms of, I: 203

Snell’s law, II; 32, 35, 36, 59, 283

Snow, I; 2, 11,275

Soil radioactivity, II; 295

Solar activity, I; 70, 168, 243

effects of, I; 84

propagation effects of, I; 280; II; 196

Solar flux, 1; 145, 146, 168

Solar heating, I; 2

Solar system noise, I; 280

Solar wind, I; 66, 76

magnetosphere and, I; 104

Solar X-ray bursts, II; 196

Source-free region, II; 137

Space, II; 163

Space charge, I; 71

artificial introduction of, 1; 8

density of, I; 8

of fast ions, I; 11

screening layer of, I; 8

Space missions, Russion, II; 100, 108, III, 112
Space missions, U.S., see also Mariner, Pioneer,

Viking and Voyager missions

Jupiter, II; 115

Mars, II: 111

Mercury, II; 105

Neptune, II; 127

Saturn, II; 123

Uranus, II; 125

Venus, II: 108

Spark channel, II: 267, 268
Spark discharges, radiation from, II: 295
Sparks, I: 336; II: 265, 270
Spark waves, II: 267, 272
Special sensor for lightning (SSL), II: 84
Spectral amplitude (SA), I; 189, 192, 193, 198,

231, 233; II: 190,213
Spectral amplitude ratio (SAR), I: 233, 234; II:

188,189, 194—196,238
higher order modes and, II: 192

Spectral density, I: 262, 267, 293
of noise power, I; 299, 300, 333

Spectral function, 1; 187, 189, 326

Spectral phase, I: 190, 192, 193, 198; II; 213
Spectroscopic studies of lightning, 1; 39; H; 258
Spectrum, 1: 112

acoustic power, II; 274

atmospherics, II: 187

continuum, II: 153

power, I: 139; II: 268, 269, 274, 282
pulse sequence, I; 263

single impulse, 1; 260

source, II: 175

thunder, 11; 269, 274

Spectrum analysis, I. 138

phase, II: 240

Sphere

capacitance of, 1; 132

resonators of, I: 112— 129

Spherical antenna, 1:131

Spherical boundaries, II: 149

Spherical coordinates, II: 140

Spherical Hankel functions, II: 150, 154

normalized, II: 149

Spherical model, 11: 174, 176

attenuation of, II: 176

Spherical shell, II: 148

Spherical shock waves, II: 259, 261

Spherical stratification, I: 120

Spherical waveguides, II; 176

attenuation m models of, II: 175

phase velocity in models of, II: 175

Spherical waves, 11: 150, 266

Split peaks, I: 146, 147

SP whistlers, see Subprotonospheric whistlers

Sq current, I: 103

electric field of, I: 87

variations in, 1: 76

SQUID, see Super conducting quantum

interference devices

SSL, see Special sensor for lightning

Standard bandwidth, I: 266

Standard distance, I: 266

Standard frequency transmitters, II: 184, 186

Standing waves, II: 179

Stationary sources, II; 190

Statistical atmospherics parameters, II: 237

Statistical-physical model, I: 347

Stepped leader, I: 29, 30, 44, 56, 57, 197, 201,

206; II: 80, 264

characteristics of, II: 206

Storms, II; 190

air mass thunder, I; 2

dust, 1:2, 275; II: 113

energy of, I: 18— 19

frontal, I: 2, 3

infrasound in, II: 287

magnetospheric substorms, I: 78

severe, II: 237, 287

snow, I: 2

sub-, I: 78

summer, I: 58

thunder, see Thunderstorms

tornadic, see Tornadoes

Stratification I: 120
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Stratified ground, II 158

Stratosphere sferics, 11 1— 19

Streaking camera, I 37

Streamers, I 30.32, 11 264

branched. I 34

K, see Intracloud discharges

positive, 1 33

recoil, 1 33

Strokes, I 139 II 265

defined, 1 29

mtracloud, see Intracloud discharges

K. I 183, 184 197,200

leader, I 180

multiple, I 26,27.30,31,37 II 228

R, see Return strokes

return, see Return strokes (R strokes)

subsequent, 11 81

type 2, 1 216

Subprotonospheric whistlers(SP whistlers) II 63

Substorms, I 78

Sudden decrease of atmospherics (SDA), I 243

245

Sudden enhancement of atmospherics (SEA). I

243, 245

Summer storms. 1 58

Sun, see also Solar

healing from. I 2

Sunspots

cycle of, I 242

numberof, 1 168

Superbolis 1 S9, II 84 121

Super londutttTig quaMum ynwilttencc titvwes

(SQUID). I 136

Supercooled droplets, 1 7

Supercooled water, I 14

Surface

boundary of, II 148

Earth, H 156.175

ideally reflecting, II 174

impedance of, I 117,11 135, 153,159 176,

177

Mars. II 112

reflective, 11 158 168

singular, U 148

Synchrotron radiation I 278

Synoptic meteorological reports, 11 191

Systematic electrification I 12

T

Tangential components of electric and magnetic

fields, II 148. 178

Tangential electric field. U TE, see Transverse

electric

Telecommunication system performance, 1

289—310

Temperature, I 4, 292, 293

background, I 280

brightness. I 264

channel. I 38.215,11 81

cosmic noise, I 278

high clouds, 1 4

noise, 1 278,282

Terminal velocity, I 13, 14

Terrestrial parameters. II 176

Terrestrial surface, II 158, 175

Terrestrial wave guide, see also Waveguides, II

146.160

Wait’s field model of, II 135—157. 159.

169— 176

Test animals, 11 297

Test persons II 297

Textiles

clothing of 11 295

friction of, II 297

Thermal equilibrium. I 265

Thermal noise, 1 272—273

Thermal refraction 11 272

Thermodynamic equilibrium, I 39

Thin film optical method II 35

Threshold, receiver 1 231 242 322.324,325.11

87

Thunder,) 28, 30 II 258,259 263.264.268,

269.272 277.279 281—283 285

acoustic wave of 1 18

claps of. II 270

dispersion of, 11 279

feaiurcsol, M 284.285

finiteampliiudepropagation of II 272

infrasomc. II 258,287

powerspectrumof. II 268 269,274

propagation of. 11 272—282

ladiationfiom hot channels and U 256—272

ranging of. 11 284 285

rumbling II 270

signalsol. II 274

signaturesof II 270 272,284

spectrum of. II 269.274

wavelengths of, 11 278

Thunderstorm electricity, 1 66

and precipitation, I 18

Thunderstorm field. 1 71,98

globally representative stations for. 1 78

Thunderstorm regions I 158, 11 192,195

locationof.l 155

Thunderstorms, I 2—7.24,37,58 59,79.293,

U 4—9.292,298
air mass, 1 2

as global generators, I 96

as local generators, I 100

charge structure of, I 24—29
distribution of, I 269

history of, 1 8

intensity of, I 164

locating of, 1 234

locations of, II 191

long-Iastmg. II 192

monitoring of, 1 164

nonelectric sources of infrasound from. 11

287—288
not extending above freezing level, I 14

position of, II 194

size of, I 3
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orbilers, II 111—115
Virtual height, 1 227,243

Viscosity. 11 275,278,279

coefficient of, II 276

molecular, II 276

second, n 276,279

Viscousaltenuation.il 279

Viscous drag, II 279

VLF.l 227,11 23.67,134. 178,180,181 187

attenuation in, II 176—200
graphs of attenuation and phase velocity in, II

184

lower, II 184

middle. 11 185

phase velocity in, II 176—200
propagation of II 32

upper, II 185

VLF Atmospherics Analyzer (VLFAA) of the

Heinrich-Hertz-Institut. 11 188 242

VLFcomponent.il 239

and time difference of ELF, II 238

VLF transmitters, II 69

Volcanoes

clouds from, I 2

eruptions of, 1 3,275

Martian, 112, 113

on lo, 122

Vortices 11 287

Voyager missions, n HS 123

VoyagerLII 100 115.119—122
Voyager 2. 11 100,122,125,127

w
Wait smodel, II 135—157.161—176
Walking trace whistlers (WT whistlers) II 61

Walls

electric, 11 178 179

magnetic, 11 179

Water

freezing in supercooled I 14

ground, II 159

point discharge over, I 2

Water drops, see Droplets

Watertable, II 158

Water vapor, I 83

condensation of, I 17

Watson transformation, I 114,11 132,170

Wave equation, 11 147

Waveforms, I 183,197,201 202

far field, 1 194

near field, 1 191

ofsfencs, I 190— 199

slow tail, 1 203

Wavefront, I 30,200

return-stroke, I 52, 201

Waveguides. I 112

atmospheric, 1 224

boundaries of, 11 179

cylindrical, 11 176

Earih-ionosphere, 1 290

electric walls and, n 178,179

magnetic walls and, 11 179

modelof, 1 204,11 188

one electric and one magnetic wall and, 11 179

plane. II 175.176

propagation of, I] 47

sferic-denved, [ 231—246

spherical, n 175,176

Icrrcstfial. II 135—157. 180

Wavelengths, I 205. 11 166

LF.n 185

of thunder, II 278

Wave propagation, see also Propagation, II 115

thcoryof.il 133—201

through ionosphere, 1 260

VLF, 11 32

Wavepulses, 11 302

Wave resistance, I 203

Waves

acoustic. 1 17. II 272,285

aperiodic type I, I IBS

attenuated, 11 I S3

characteristic. 11 177

cylindrical shock. II 259.261

downward propagating 11 163,178

electromagnetic, 11 293

Eiype tl 179

extraordinary 11 56

free I 213

gravity. 11 287

ground, 1 224, 255

HF. II 81—82
hydromagnetic. n 55

infrasonic. 11 258,287

ionospheric, II 287

ion whistler, 11 55

N 11 261,269.270.272.277

ohsetvMvans ol , U 104

ordinary. 11 55,56,57

perpendicularly incident, 11 158

plane. U 174

planetary I 243

pressure. 11 285

propagation of, see Wave propagation

reflected. II 144, 162

shock. II 258, 259, 261, 265, 267,268, 270,282

sky. I 326

spark. II 267, 272

spherical, II 150,266

spherical shock, 11 259,261

standing, II 179

TM.n 143 150

upward propagating, II 163,178

verucally polarized, U 165

VLF.n 23,67

whistler. 11 67—74
Weak convergence, 11 153

Weather, see specific phenomena

West-to-cast propagation, 11 169,182

Whip antennas, I 131,11 207
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Whistlers, I: 59, 125; II; 22—78

amplification of, II: 66

dispersion of, II; 39, 48, 52

ducting of, II: 35

electron-ion, II; 63

emissions of, II; 71

frequencies of, II; 32

ion, II: 55, 63

ion-cyclotron, II: 58, 63, 64

Jupiter, II: 1 19

magnetospheric measurements and, II: 49

MR, 11:59

multicomponent, II: 22

nose, II: 23, 24, 38

partially ducted, II: 59

PL, II: 60, 62

PR, II: 60, 62

propagation of, II: 27, 32

proton-cyclotron, II: 63

satellite observations of, II: 58, 63

sources other than lightning, II: 67—74

SP, 11:63

time delay of, II: 37

transverse, II: 62, 63

two-hop, II: 22

uncertainties of, II: 52

unducted, II: 59

WT, II: 61

White noise, I: 298, 313, 319

Gaussian, I: 298, 313,319

impulsive, 1:319

Wiener-Khinchin relation, I: 141

Wilson’s theory, I: 79

Wind-blown snow, I: 275

Winds

solar, 1-66, 76, 104

tidal, 1:66, 74, 102

Wind shears, II: 280, 281

Winter lightning, I: 58

WT whistlers, see Walking-trace whistlers

X
X rays, I: 70

bursts of, I: 142; II; 196

solar, II: 196

z

Zonal harmonics, I: 1 14; II: 176


